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House of Commons

“the future health of millions of children, the sustainability of the
NHS, and the economic prosperity of Britain all now depend on
a radical upgrade in prevention and public health.”

Tuesday 9 February 2016

How will the in-year cuts this year and the future 4% real
cuts in public health help to achieve that objective?

The House met at half-past Eleven o’clock

Jane Ellison: The challenge of being serious about
prevention is one for the entire health and social care
system. We acknowledge that, like many parts of
government, public health grants have had to absorb
some of the fiscal challenge. We are dealing with the
problems we inherited at the beginning of the coalition
Government. Despite that, local authorities will receive
£16 billion in public health grants alone over the spending
review period, but that is not the only way we invest in
prevention. On my many visits, I have seen some of the
great work being done to work with local authorities,
and I am confident of the great things they can do with
that money.

PRAYERS
[MR SPEAKER in the Chair]

Oral Answers to Questions
HEALTH
The Secretary of State was asked—
Public Health Grants
1. Johnny Mercer (Plymouth, Moor View) (Con):
What steps his Department has taken to ensure that
public health grants are spent only on public health
[903534]
responsibilities.
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Jane Ellison): The local authority public health grant is
ring-fenced and must be spent in line with published
grant conditions set by the Government. Local authority
chief executives and directors of public health are required
to certify that grant spend is in line with these conditions.
In addition, Public Health England further reviews
spending information and local authority spend against
the grant is subject to external audit.
Johnny Mercer: In 2014-15, my city of Plymouth
received £47 per head. Portsmouth, which is statistically
healthier, received £77 and Kensington and Chelsea got
£136. I absolutely understand that this is a legacy issue
with the funding formula, and the Government are
committed to dealing with it, but I cannot stress enough
how important it is that we speed this up. How does the
Department plan to achieve this? The current situation
is grossly unfair to my constituents.
Jane Ellison: I applaud my hon. Friend for being a
champion of public health in his community. We have
had several conversations on this issue. As he says, there
are historical differences, of which I am conscious, in
the levels of local public health spending. They mostly
arise from historical primary care trust spending priorities.
We have made some progress in addressing the matter,
but, as regards future allocations, we are considering a
full range of factors, including the impact on inequalities
and existing services. Those will be announced shortly.
As I have told him before, the chief executive of Public
Health England is happy to talk to him about the
specific challenges facing his community, and that offer
remains open.
Emma Reynolds (Wolverhampton North East) (Lab):
The NHS “Five Year Forward View” states that

19. [903552] Ms Margaret Ritchie (South Down) (SDLP):
Given the report by the Crisp commission, released in
the last few days, on mental health provision and
treatments, can the Minister provide any assurance
about the equitable treatment of physical and mental
health to ensure an equal allocation of funds?
Jane Ellison: There is rightly a great deal of attention
on this area—more tier 4 beds have been commissioned,
for example—but I want to stress what is being done in
my area of public health. Right at the heart of our new
tobacco strategy, which we are beginning to work on, is
a concern for the inequity facing people suffering from
mental ill health in terms of smoking levels. I can
reassure the hon. Lady that across the piece we are
considering how we can do more for those who suffer
with mental health problems.
Andrew Gwynne (Denton and Reddish) (Lab): Access
to contraception is not only a fundamental right but a
cost-effective public health intervention—every £1 spent
on contraception saves the NHS £11—yet the Government
are presiding over savage cuts to public health services.
It is predicted that £40 million will be cut from sexual
health services this financial year alone. Is that what the
Minister means when she says the Government are
serious about prevention? Why does she not finally
admit that these cuts not only make no financial sense
but could put the nation’s health at risk?
Jane Ellison: I reject that analysis. It is for local
authorities to take decisions on local public health
spending, but they are mandated by legislation to
commission open-access sexual health services that meet
the needs of their local population, and in fact there is a
great deal of innovation around the country in how
people are doing that. For example, in Leeds, they are
redesigning services to enable people to access sexual
health. [Interruption.] The shadow Minister laughs,
but the question of how much they would have invested
in the NHS goes unanswered by the Opposition—a
question that was never answered at the general election.
On prevention, as I have said, the public health grant is
not everything. In the next financial year alone, for
example, the Department will spend £320 million on
vaccines. We have introduced two world firsts: the child
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flu programme and the meningitis B immunisation
programme. Right across the piece, this Government
are investing in prevention and in our NHS.
Hospital Trusts: Special Measures
2. Rehman Chishti (Gillingham and Rainham) (Con):
What progress his Department has made on improving
the performance of hospital trusts in special measures.
[903535]

9. Daniel Kawczynski (Shrewsbury and Atcham) (Con):
What progress his Department has made on improving
the performance of hospital trusts in special measures.
[903542]

12. Nigel Huddleston (Mid Worcestershire) (Con):
What progress his Department has made on improving
the performance of hospital trusts in special measures.
[903545]

The Secretary of State for Health (Mr Jeremy Hunt):
Eleven out of 27 hospitals have now exited special
measures, having demonstrated sustainable improvements
in the quality of care. Overall, trusts put into special
measures have recruited 1,389 more doctors and 4,402 more
nurses, with one estimate saying this has reduced mortality
rates by 450 lives a year.
Rehman Chishti: Following the recent Care Quality
Commission report on the Medway hospital, the staff
and new chief executive are working hard to turn around
long, historic and deep problems. What further support
can the Secretary of State and the Government offer the
hospital to help turn it around and get it out of special
measures? I thank the Secretary of State and his
Department for the support they have given to the
hospital so far.
Mr Hunt: I thank my hon. Friend for his enormous
support for that hospital, which has been through a
very difficult patch. I had a long meeting with the chief
inspector of hospitals about the Medway yesterday. My
hon. Friend will be pleased to know that, over the past
five years, we got 106 more doctors and 26 more nurses
into the trust. We now have a link with Guy’s and
St Thomas’s that is beginning to bear fruit. There is a
lot more to do, but we are determined to ensure that we
do not sweep these problems under the carpet and that
we deal with them quickly and deliver safer care for my
hon. Friend’s constituents.
Daniel Kawczynski: My right hon. Friend will know
of some of the terrible problems experienced in Shropshire
with respect to clinical commissioning groups and the
trust, particularly over the future fit programme and
A&E services in the county. The Royal Shrewsbury
hospital covers a huge area—not just Shropshire, but
the whole of mid-Wales. Will my right hon. Friend give
me an assurance that he will do everything possible to
support me and the residents of Shrewsbury to guarantee
that A&E services remain at the Royal Shrewsbury
hospital?
Mr Hunt: First, I thank my hon. Friend for his
campaigning on behalf of the Royal Shrewsbury; no one
could do more than he has over many years. I encourage
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him to engage carefully with the future fit programme.
In the end, it is incredibly important to get the right
answer for patients. My hon. Friend has been supportive
of the process, but like him, I would like to see it
concluded sooner rather than later.
Nigel Huddleston: Will the Secretary of State set out
for my Worcestershire constituents what impact the
putting of trusts into special measures is likely to have
this year and what improvements can be expected when
the trust exits special measures?
Mr Hunt: The advantage of the special measures
programme is that we tend to make much faster progress
in turning round hospitals in difficulty than used to
happen in previous years. My hon. Friend will know
that, in the past five years, his local trust gained nearly
50 more doctors and more than 100 more nurses. We
are making progress, but we need to do it much faster.
The hospital will have my full support in getting these
problems dealt with quickly.
Valerie Vaz (Walsall South) (Lab): Walsall NHS trust
has been placed into special measures, so what immediate
action can the Secretary of State take to ensure that the
Manor hospital can recruit the vital staff in paediatrics
and A&E that it now needs—not agency staff, but
long-term fully employed staff ?
Mr Hunt: The hon. Lady is absolutely right that one
thing that can tip hospitals into special measures is
having too high a proportion of staff from agencies so
that a trust cannot offer the continuity of care that
other trusts can. There have been an extra 83 full-time
doctors at Walsall Healthcare NHS Trust over the past
five years, along with 422 full-time nurses. An improvement
director started this week and we are looking to find a
buddy hospital, which is what I think will help most.
When it comes to turning hospitals round the fastest,
we have found that having a partner hospital can have
the biggest effect, as with Guy’s and St Thomas’s for the
Medway.
Keith Vaz (Leicester East) (Lab): Despite having a
football team at the top of the premier league, the
hospitals of Leicester are in need of urgent assistance.
The worry for Leicester is that they will slip into special
measures, particularly regarding A&E. What steps can
the right hon. Gentleman take to ensure that our hospitals
perform as well as Leicester City football club?
Mr Hunt: We want to them to be as outstanding as
Leicester City football club, but we recognise that there
is some way to go. There is pressure on A&E departments,
as the Under-Secretary of State for Health, my hon.
Friend the Member for Ipswich (Ben Gummer), has
acknowledged in the House, and we are giving careful
thought to what we can do to support them. Leicester
will be one of the first trusts in the country to offer full
seven-day services from March or April 2017 onwards,
so important improvements are being made, but we will
do all that we can to ensure that they happen quickly.
Mr Barry Sheerman (Huddersfield) (Lab/Co-op):
Calderdale and Huddersfield trust is not in special
measures, but it is in trouble, and we are likely to lose
our A&E service—in one of the biggest towns in Britain—if
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we follow the recommendations of the CCG. Does the
Secretary of State agree that when hospitals and trusts
get into trouble, it is usually because of poor management?
What can we do to improve the management of hospitals,
and, in particular, what can we do about people who,
because they are GPs, think that they are managers?
Mr Hunt: The hon. Gentleman has made an important
point. I think that there are some things that we just
need to do differently. For instance, we should allow
managers to remain in their posts for longer. If the
average tenure of NHS chief executives is only about
two years, their horizons will inevitably be very short-term,
so we need to give them enough time to turn their
organisations around. The chief executive of the latest
trust to be given an “outstanding” measure, Frimley
Park Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, has been there
for 26 years, and I think there is a connection. We can
ensure that managers have the necessary resources. I
think we can also make sure that we identify their
problems quickly, and give them support before those
problems turn into a crisis.
Dame Angela Watkinson (Hornchurch and Upminster)
(Con): Barking, Havering and Redbridge University
Hospitals NHS Trust is working extremely hard to
improve its services and has already achieved considerable
success, but although there are 250 spare home beds in
the London borough of Havering, there are still a great
many frail elderly patients in hospital who are no longer
clinically ill. Has any research been done on the reasons
for delayed discharge, and to what extent does patient
choice play a part in it?
Mr Hunt: Unfortunately, it sometimes plays a part,
but the main way to tackle the problem is to establish
better co-ordination between what local authorities do,
what the CCGs do and what the trusts do. That applies
not just to my hon. Friend’s local trust, but to trusts
throughout the NHS. I do, however, commend her local
trust. At its last inspection, the CQC found that it had
made significant progress. It has more doctors, more
nurses and, in my view, an excellent chief executive, and
I am very confident about its future.
Heidi Alexander (Lewisham East) (Lab): Sixteen trusts
across the country are currently in special measures,
nine out of 10 hospitals are failing to fulfil their own
safe staffing plans and waiting time targets are being
missed so often that failure is becoming the norm. Does
the Secretary of State think that that might explain why,
as we learned yesterday, a King’s Fund survey has
found that dissatisfaction with the NHS increased by
eight percentage points in 2015? That is the largest
single-year increase since the surveys began in 1983.
Mr Hunt: The hon. Lady might want to look more
closely at that King’s Fund report before turning it into
a political football. According to page 6, satisfaction
rates in Wales—run by her party—are six percentage
points lower than those in England.
Let me tell the hon. Lady exactly what is happening
with the special measures regime. We are being honest
about the problems and sorting them out, rather than
sweeping them under the carpet, which is what caused
the problems that we experienced with Mid Staffs,
Morecambe Bay and a range of other hospitals. At the
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same time, we are putting more money into the NHS
and helping it to deal with its deficits, we are treating
more people, and public confidence in the safety and
dignity of the care that people are given is at record
levels.
Heidi Alexander: It is clear that the Secretary of State
does not want to talk about his record in England. His
own Back Benchers are queueing up to tell him about
the problems in their NHS areas of Medway, Shropshire
and Worcestershire, but he seems not to understand the
extent of those problems.
Let us return to what the public think. Satisfaction
with the NHS has fallen by five percentage points;
dissatisfaction has risen by eight percentage points;
satisfaction with GP services is at the lowest rate ever
recorded; and satisfaction with A&E stands at just 53%.
We know that the Secretary of State has lost the confidence
of doctors, but is that not the clearest sign yet that he
has lost the confidence of patients, too?
Mr Hunt: What my Back Benches are queueing up to
say is, “Thank you for sorting out the problems that
Labour swept under the carpet for years and years.”
What did Professor Brian Jarman of Imperial College
say about the Department of Health under the last
Labour Government? He said that it was a “denial
machine”, with all the problems in hospitals being
swept under the carpet and not dealt with. What is
happening under this Government? Every day, 100 more
people are being treated for cancer, 2,000 more people
are being seen within four hours at A&E departments
and 4,400 more operations are being carried out. There
are record numbers of doctors and nurses, and the NHS
is safer than ever in its history. We are proud to be the
party of the NHS.
GP Access
3. Ian Lavery (Wansbeck) (Lab): What estimate he
has made of the number of patients who went to A&E
after having been unable to make an appointment with
their GP in the most recent period for which figures are
[903536]
available.
The Minister for Community and Social Care (Alistair
Burt): The results of the last GP patient survey show
that 91.9% of all patients get convenient appointments.
Of the 8% who are unable to get an appointment or a
convenient appointment, 4.2% indicated that they went
to A&E.
Ian Lavery: The same survey indicates that one in
four people are now waiting more than a week to see
their GP, and a staggering 1 million people are heading
off to A&E because they cannot get an appointment
with their GP. It is a total meltdown. What is the
Minister doing about it?
Alistair Burt: There are 40 million more appointments
available for GPs than in the past. The Government
have made a commitment to transform GP access, and
£175 million has been invested to test improved and
innovative access to GP services. There are 57 schemes
involving 2,500 practices, and by March next year more
than 18 million patients—a third of the population—will
have benefited from improved access and transformed
service at local level. That is what we are doing about it.1
1.[Official Report, 22 February 2016, Vol. 606, c. 2MC.]
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Mr John Baron (Basildon and Billericay) (Con): The
Minister will be aware that, despite great improvements
in cancer care under this Government and the previous
Government, one in five cancer patients—more than
20%—are first diagnosed as late as when they go to
A&E. The Government rightly focus on one-year survival
rates as a means of driving forward earlier diagnosis.
Can he give me an assurance that that will remain a key
focus?
Alistair Burt: My hon. Friend raises a serious issue.
Pursuing the earliest diagnosis of cancer is very important
to the Government; it is obviously also important to all
patients. We are going to publish the statistics on early
detection through the clinical commissioning groups
to improve transparency still further, because as this
Government have shown, transparency often drives
improvement in performance.
24. [903557] Kate Osamor (Edmonton) (Lab/Co-op):
Can the Minister tell me how the Government are
urgently going to tackle safety of care at the North
Middlesex hospital A&E department, following revelations
last week that a patient died at the hospital in December
2015 after being forced to wait an unacceptable time in
A&E? The department has also received a notification
of risk.
Alistair Burt: The hon. Lady gives an example of why
it is so important to continue to seek to improve the
quality of care in A&E and why it is so important to
keep transparency going. This is one of the reasons that
we have a new inspection regime, which has been designed
to highlight these things, but the introduction of 1,250 new
doctors in accident and emergency departments over
the past five years will also make a difference to the
improvement in quality of care. However, she is right to
highlight this matter. The NHS does not do everything
right, but what is important is that we value what is
done with the vast majority of stuff and that, when
things do go wrong, we say so, we examine them and we
learn lessons.
David Tredinnick (Bosworth) (Con): According to
information that I have received, 16 of the 25 ambulances
on duty in Leicestershire one evening before Christmas
were queueing outside Leicester royal infirmary to discharge
patients. I have written to my right hon. Friend the
Secretary of State about this issue. Please will the
Minister update me and the House on the steps he
thinks we should be taking?
Alistair Burt: The issue with ambulances and with
quality of care elsewhere is the variation in quality. It is
so important to ensure that local leadership addresses
those local problems, because they are handled very
differently in different places. It is right for my hon.
Friend to raise this matter, and I am sure he has raised it
with his local ambulance trust, as well as the hospital,
to see how there can be better facilitation of patients
going in and being discharged so that ambulances need
not queue.
Dr Philippa Whitford (Central Ayrshire) (SNP): The
Health and Social Care Information Centre has shown
that last year 124,000 patients waited more than 12 hours
after arrival at accident and emergency, which compares
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with a figure of 1,700 in Scotland, and the number has
doubled since 2013. The Royal College of Emergency
Medicine has explained that these tend to be the sickest
patients and that this delay is associated with increased
mortality, so how do the Minister and the Secretary of
State plan to improve that performance?
Alistair Burt: I have to tell the hon. Lady that patient
satisfaction with A&E was rather lower in Scotland
than it is in England, which indicates that we all have
problems to deal with in this area. It is correct that we
continue our progress both to increase resources throughout
the health service and to A&E, and to improve transparency
and people’s ability to see what is going on. Unacceptable
waits are not part of what we all want to see from the
NHS, which is why we are determined to drive them
down. Patients in England will have the best information
anywhere in the world about what is happening in their
NHS, as we continue to drive efficiency and improvement.
Dr Whitford: Patients will not have the information
about the four-hour waits, as that has not been published
since November. The doctors required to look after
these people are A&E specialists. There is already a
major problem in retaining A&E trainees because they
work a higher proportion of unsocial hours. These are
exactly the hours that will be less rewarded in the new
contract, so how does the Secretary of State plan to
recruit and retain doctors in emergency medicine in the
future?
Alistair Burt: There have been 500 more consultants
in A&E medicine since 2010. The new contract is under
negotiation at the moment and the majority of it has
been agreed with junior doctors. It is designed to replace
the failures in the old contract, which everyone knew
needed to be corrected, and it provides the basis for the
profession for the future to deal with some of the issues
the hon. Lady mentions. All of us are concerned to
ensure that the negotiations continue and that there
should be no strike tomorrow, so that this pattern for
the future, which is wanted by doctors and patients
alike, as well as by the Government, gets a chance
to work.
Independent Healthcare Commission:
North-West London
4. Andy Slaughter (Hammersmith) (Lab): What
assessment he has made of the implications for his
policies of the findings of the Independent Healthcare
Commission on the NHS in north-west London.
[903537]

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Jane Ellison): It might assist the House if I were just to
mention that this commission was commissioned by
five Labour councils and was chaired by Michael Mansfield,
QC. On the assessment of the commission’s findings, I
can put it no better than the lead medical director for
the “Shaping a Healthier Future” project, who said:
“The unanimous conclusion of the board’s clinicians was that
the report offered no substantive evidence or credible alternative
to consider that would lead to better outcomes for patients…above
the existing plans in place”.

I concur with that judgment.
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Andy Slaughter: Last July, the Minister held a constructive
meeting with west London MPs and agreed that
information on the review of our hospital services would
be shared. We understand that a plan B is being considered
that will still move hospital services from Charing Cross
and Ealing but, because of rising costs, will retain and
mothball existing buildings rather than redeveloping
the sites. Can we see the current plans?
Jane Ellison: The hon. Gentleman rightly says that
we had a constructive meeting but, as with everything in
this area, it is time to move on. There is a grave danger
of him appearing to be like one of those soldiers
discovered on a Pacific island after the second world
war still fighting the old war. Part of the reason for cost
escalation in NHS projects is the constant challenge
and delay, and “Shaping a Healthier Future” has complete
clinical consensus across north-west London. The clinicians
say that this
“will save many lives each year”.

It is time to get on with this project.
Dr Rupa Huq (Ealing Central and Acton) (Lab): The
report heavily features Ealing hospital, where the
radiographer Sharmila Chowdhury blew the whistle on
consultants taking bungs—extra payments. She is now
jobless and, as a widow with a mortgage, soon to be
homeless. Will the Minister urgently look into her case,
because despite a plethora of reports—this one and the
Francis review—this Government do not seem to be
doing anything for her?
Jane Ellison: I do not think that is fair. In fact, my
right hon. Friend the Secretary of State of State has
met the clinician in question, and the Francis review
recommendations, as we have adopted them, make it
quite clear that staff have a right to speak out. Of course
we want everyone to speak out on behalf of patient
safety.
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Mr Hunt: The hon. Gentleman should give a slightly
more complete picture of what is happening in his
hospitals. There are nearly 2,000 more operations every
year, 7,000 more MRI scans, and 7,000 more CT scans
than there were five years ago. When it comes to the
issue of deficits, we are tackling the agency staff issue.
That happened because trusts were responding to the
Francis report into what happened in Mid Staffs. Rightly,
they wanted to staff up quickly, but it needs to be done
on a sustainable basis. I simply say to him that if we
were putting £5.5 billion less into the NHS every year,
as he stood for at the previous election, the problems
would be a whole lot worse.
Dr Andrew Murrison (South West Wiltshire) (Con):
Does my right hon. Friend not agree that running costs
in the NHS, which vary from £105 to £970 per square
metre per year as highlighted by Lord Carter, are wholly
unacceptable, and that the concept of a model hospital
to bring the worst up to the standard of the best, which
was also highlighted by Lord Carter, has great merit?
Mr Hunt: My hon. Friend knows about these things
from his own clinical background, and he is absolutely
right. We are now doing something—it is probably the
most ambitious programme anywhere in the world—to
identify the costs that hospitals are paying. From April,
we will be collecting the costs for the 100 most used
products in the NHS for every hospital. That information
will be shared. We are the biggest purchaser of healthcare
equipment in the world, so we should be paying the
lowest prices.
Margaret Ferrier (Rutherglen and Hamilton West)
(SNP): Barts Health NHS Trust, the UK’s largest hospital
trust, is set to run up a £135 million deficit this year.
That would be by far the greatest ever overspend in the
history of the NHS. When will the Minister accept the
sheer scale of the austerity-driven crisis facing the NHS?

Hospital Trusts: Deficits
5. Derek Twigg (Halton) (Lab): What proportion of
[903538]
hospital trusts are in deficit?
The Secretary of State for Health (Mr Jeremy Hunt):
Trusts reported a net deficit of £1.6 billion for the first
half of this financial year, with 75% of trusts reporting
a deficit, which is why, last week, we launched the
Carter efficiency programme in which Lord Carter
confirmed that hospitals can save £5 billion annually by
making sensible improvements to procurement and staff
rostering.
Derek Twigg: Almost every acute trust will be in
deficit in the coming year, including Warrington and
Halton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and Whiston
and St Helens hospitals, which cover my constituency.
The fact is that the Government have been slow in
dealing with one of the causes of the deficit, which is
the employment of great numbers of agency staff. They
also want to cut the tariff, which is based on efficiency
savings, leaving hospitals such as Whiston and St Helens,
which are among the most efficient in the country,
struggling to make greater efficiencies. Will the Secretary
of State look at that matter again?

Mr Hunt: It is stretching things a bit to call that an
austerity-driven problem when, next year, we are putting
in the sixth biggest increase in funding for the NHS in
its entire 70-year history. There are some severe problems
at Barts, but we will tackle the deficit. We also need to
ensure that we improve patient safety and patient care.
Jeremy Lefroy (Stafford) (Con): The staff of the
University Hospitals of North Midlands to whom my
right hon. Friend entrusted the care of County Hospital
in Stafford and the Royal Stoke University Hospital
have done a great job both in improving the quality of
care and in bringing down the deficit. Will he ensure
that a long-term approach is taken to the finances of
that trust so that we do not make rapid decisions that
could result in difficult situations in the future?
Mr Hunt: As ever, my hon. Friend speaks very wisely.
When we are reducing these deficits and costs, the trick
is to take a strategic approach and not to make short-term
sacrifices that harm patients. That is why, at the weekend,
we announced a £4.2 billion IT investment programme,
which will mean that doctors and nurses spend less time
filling out forms and more time with their patients.
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GP Access
6. Mims Davies (Eastleigh) (Con): What further steps
[903539]
he plans to take to improve access to GPs.
The Secretary of State for Health (Mr Jeremy Hunt):
By 2020, everyone will be able to get GP appointments
at evenings and weekends. By March this year, a third of
the country—18 million people—will have benefited
from improved access to GP services.
Mims Davies: There is a concerning recruitment issue
for GPs in my constituency, Eastleigh, which has led to
patients experiencing significant delays in getting non-urgent
appointments. Will my right hon. Friend look into
promoting more agile working structures for GPs, especially
women? This was highlighted by my CCG on Friday as
vital for recruiting and retaining the extra GPs we need.
Mr Hunt: I know that West Hampshire CCG is
providing extra space and capacity to take on more
trainees, and across the country we plan to have 5,000 more
doctors working in general practice by the end of this
Parliament. This will be the biggest increase in GPs in
the history of the NHS. It builds on the extra 1,700 GPs
we have working in the NHS since 2010. It does take too
long to get to see a GP. We are committed to sorting
that out, and the record investment in the NHS five year
forward view will make that possible.
Colleen Fletcher (Coventry North East) (Lab): Wyken
medical centre in my constituency is due to close in
March. This will leave more than 2,000 of my constituents
needing to find a new GP, at a time when it is practically
impossible to get a prompt GP appointment, never
mind register at a new GP surgery. Can the Secretary of
State therefore assure me that he will co-ordinate with
NHS England to ensure that it manages the situation
appropriately and does all it can to assist each of my
constituents affected, particularly the vulnerable and
elderly, to get access to a new GP as soon as possible?
Mr Hunt: I am happy to do that. The hon. Lady is
right to make those points. It is to care for the vulnerable
people with long-term conditions that we need to see
the biggest support given to GPs, because strengthening
their ability to look after people proactively will mean
that those people are kept out of hospital and kept
healthier, and costs are kept down for the NHS.
Kelly Tolhurst (Rochester and Strood) (Con): In
Rochester, we are facing the closure of two single-handed
GP practices owing to a retirement and a suspension,
with no long-term replacements, making it more difficult
for our growing population to access these vital services.
Will my right hon. Friend outline the steps he is taking
to maintain appropriate access to local GPs?
Mr Hunt: I am absolutely prepared to do that and I
have met a number of GPs in my hon. Friend’s area. We
are reversing the historic underfunding for general practice,
with an increase of more than 4% a year in funding for
primary care and general practice for the rest of this
Parliament. That will give hope to the profession, whose
members are vital to the NHS.
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Jim Shannon (Strangford) (DUP): Northern Ireland
has the lowest number of GPs per capita across the
United Kingdom. In order to access GPs, we need to
have GPs. In the whole of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland 25% of GPs are
aged over 55, and that is going to get worse. What steps
have been taken to train more GPs and to ensure that
they stay in the NHS and do not go overseas, where
there are better wages and conditions?
Mr Hunt: We have plans, as I mentioned, to have
5,000 more doctors working in general practice, and
there is a big interviewing process. We need to increase
the number of GPs going into general practice by
3,250 every year and I am happy to liaise with the
Province to see how we can work together on these
plans.
Mr Speaker: I call next the medal-wearing member of
the team which won the parliamentary pancake race
this morning, against the peers and against the press.
Care Outside Hospitals
7. Victoria Atkins (Louth and Horncastle) (Con):
What progress the Government has made on integrating
and improving care provided outside of hospitals.
[903540]

16. Amanda Solloway (Derby North) (Con): What
progress the Government has made on integrating and
improving care provided outside of hospitals. [903549]
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Life
Sciences (George Freeman): I join you, Mr Speaker, in
offering the Government’s congratulations to my hon.
Friend the Member for Louth and Horncastle (Victoria
Atkins) on her extraordinary success.
Tackling the long neglected integration of health and
social care is a major priority for this Government. It is
crucial to avoiding unnecessary hospital admissions,
providing better care outcomes for the elderly and
easing the pressure on our health economy from an
ageing population. That is why we have set up the better
care fund, providing funding of £3.9 billion—£5.3 billion
if we include local funding; why my right hon. Friend
the Chancellor has announced the social care precept,
which will raise £2 billion; and why we have fully funded
the NHS five year forward view integrated care pioneers
and new models of care in 95 sites. That is more than
Labour promised or ever did in its term of office.
Victoria Atkins: Thank you for calling me, Mr. Speaker.
I must mention the team ably led by the hon. Member
for Ealing North (Stephen Pound) and of course the
hon. Member for Heywood and Middleton (Liz McInnes).
In areas with a high proportion of older residents,
home aids and adaptations can help people live longer
in their homes, which benefits them and can also help to
ease pressure on the NHS and social care services. What
steps are the Government taking to boost such support?
George Freeman: My hon. Friend makes an excellent
point. The disabled facilities grant is our primary mechanism
for supporting the most vulnerable patients. It is currently
£222 million, and I am delighted my right hon. Friend
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the Chancellor has announced it will increase to £500 million
by 2019-20. That will fund 85,000 adaptations and help
to prevent 8,500 unnecessary hospital admissions.

leaders to integrate. If this was as easy as Labour
Members say, perhaps they would have done these
things during their term in office.

Amanda Solloway: A recent study carried out by the
Care Quality Commission found that there had been no
notable improvement in mental health services outside
hospitals. What steps are being taken to rectify that?

Hospital Treatment: Patient Choice
8. Mr Ben Bradshaw (Exeter) (Lab): What proportion
of patients exercised their right to choose where to
receive hospital treatment in each of the last three
[903541]
years.

George Freeman: My hon. Friend makes an important
point. It is right that the crisis resolution and home
treatment teams were criticised in the recent CQC report
for not providing adequate home treatment. That is why
the Prime Minister announced in January that we are
providing an extra £400 million in funding for those
teams. It is also why, in the mandate, we recently required
that NHS England not only agree but implement a plan
to improve crisis treatment in all areas.

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Ben Gummer): The NHS choice survey, which has been
carried out in its current form for the past two years,
shows that the proportion of patients who said that
they recalled being offered a choice of hospital or clinic
for their first appointment was at 40% in 2015, up from
38% in 2014.

Helen Jones (Warrington North) (Lab): Does the
Minister now accept that the Government’s decision to
slash funding to local authorities was disastrous for
adult social care, as the Government were warned at the
time it would be? Does he also accept that the social
care precept, which the Government are allowing councils
to levy, will raise the most money in those councils with
the highest council tax base, not necessarily in those
with the greatest need?

Mr Bradshaw: What the Minister just left out from
his answer is that the figure was 50% when Labour left
power in 2010. How does he explain this worrying fall
in the proportion of patients being given a choice on the
Conservatives’ watch? Will he reaffirm that choice is
a legal right under the NHS constitution? Will he
acknowledge that the introduction of choice by the
Labour Government has been a major driver in improving
NHS performance across the piece?

George Freeman: I would be concerned if that were
true. The point is that we are facing extraordinary,
exploding demand in our system. At the risk of sounding
like a Monty Python sketch, what have the Government
done, apart from launching the £3.9 billion better care
fund and a £2 billion social care precept; fully funding
the NHS five year forward view, with a front load of
£3.5 billion; driving health devolution; and providing
£4 billion for health technology? We are funding the
integration of health and care in a way the last Labour
Government never did.

Ben Gummer: The fact the right hon. Gentleman
missed out was that that was a different survey, so the
figures are not comparable. However, I agree that choice
is important. We are still not doing enough, and we
should do more. I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the team at his local hospital, which has
just been rated good by the CQC—the first hospital in
the south-west to receive that rating.

Barbara Keeley (Worsley and Eccles South) (Lab):
That is really not true. Ministers are presiding over the
hollowing out of social care, because their funding falls
far short of what is needed. Some £4.6 billion has
already been cut from adult social care, and the funding
gap is growing at £700 million a year. The social care
precept the Minister has just been talking about will
raise £400 million a year, and the better care fund does
not start until next year, when it starts at £105 million.
Simon Stevens has called this “unresolved business”.
When will Ministers face up to the fact that the
Government’s figures just do not add up?
George Freeman: I think that that question could be
taken more seriously, first, if the Labour party had
tackled this issue in office and, secondly, if it had any
suggestions. Let me summarise the pressure the system
is under. Over the next 10 years, there will be a 22%
increase in over-65s, and the number of people aged
over 75 will rise by 90% in the next 20 years. We face
extraordinary challenges. That is why we have announced
the better care fund increases, why we have launched the
social care precept and why we are driving devolution
powers for local areas, which allow local health and care

Luciana Berger (Liverpool, Wavertree) (Lab/Co-op):
Patients needing mental health services do not get to
choose where they receive their care, as highlighted in
the Commission on Acute Adult Psychiatric Care report,
which was published today. The report says
“the whole system has suffered from a steady attrition in funding…in
recent years.”

It highlights
“poor quality of care, inadequate staffing and low morale.”

It describes the situation as “potentially dangerous”.
Does the Minister now accept that the Government
have let vulnerable people down? Will he implement the
commission’s recommendations in full to put this serious
situation right?
Ben Gummer: We have just received the report. It is a
good report; we have taken note of it; and NHS England
is already working on its recommendations. I remind
the hon. Lady that this Government have put mental
health on equal parity of esteem within the NHS
constitution for the first time. [Interruption.] Opposition
Front Benchers say that is meaningless, but why did
they not do it when they were in office? We have done it
for the first time and we are acting on it, not just in the
constitution but in funding for the NHS, which is going
up in real terms in the course of this spending review.
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Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Clinical
Commissioning Group
10. Daniel Zeichner (Cambridge) (Lab): What progress
his Department has made on reviews investigating the
end of the contract between Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough clinical commissioning group and
[903543]
UnitingCare Partnership.
The Minister for Community and Social Care (Alistair
Burt): The CCG expects to publish its internal review
by the end of February, and NHS England’s independent
review is expected to be completed by the middle of the
month. Monitor is assessing the project from the providers’
perspective and will share its findings with NHS England
in due course.
Daniel Zeichner: The UnitingCare contract in
Cambridgeshire was an attempt to join up unintegrated
services. We now appear to be having a series of unintegrated
reviews. What is actually needed is a single overarching
review that looks at the roles of NHS England, Monitor,
the strategic projects team, and, of course, Ministers.
When are we going to get that review?
Alistair Burt: As I said, there are ongoing reviews
concerning the precise responsibilities of each individual
part. There is no doubt that this is a very serious
matter—a serious failure—that raises series concerns.
We want to know what went on as much as the hon.
Gentleman does, so once the reviews have been completed
and we have been briefed, I will be very happy to talk to
him about their consequences.
Mr Speaker: I call the victorious team leader, Mr Stephen
Pound.
Community Pharmacies
11. Stephen Pound (Ealing North) (Lab): What
assessment he has made of the potential effects on
public health of his Department’s proposals on the
[903544]
future of community pharmacies.
The Minister for Community and Social Care (Alistair
Burt): It is my considerable honour, Mr Speaker, to
respond to the hon. Gentleman in his victorious mode.
Community pharmacy is a vital part of the NHS and
it plays a pivotal role in improving the public’s health in
the community. We want a high-quality community
pharmacy service that is properly integrated into primary
care and public health. The proposed changes will help
us, in conjunction with the pharmacy profession, to do
just that.
Stephen Pound: I am very grateful to the Minister for
that answer. There is always a place for him in our team
next year, although we are running trials in the next few
weeks.
Despite the generosity of the Minister’s response,
does he not accept that community pharmacies are of
great and growing importance to our constituents and
provide an ever-increasing range of healthcare and advice
in accessible high street locations? What message does
he have for these dedicated professionals, who, frankly,
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now fear for the future due to the uncertainty arising
from the announcement of a 6% cut in funding for the
NHS pharmacy service?
Alistair Burt: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman
not only for his question but for the way he put it. The
message is that community pharmacy does, and is doing,
an extraordinary and important job, but it will change.
In 2013, the Royal Pharmaceutical Society said in its
publication, “Now or Never: Shaping pharmacy for the
future”:
“The traditional model of community pharmacy will be
challenged”

due to
“economic austerity in the NHS , a crowded market of local
pharmacies, increasing use of technicians and automated technology
to undertake dispensing, and the use of online and e-prescribing”.

It pointed to the massive potential of community
pharmacists to do more and sees pharmacy as ideally
placed
“to play a crucial role in new models of…care.”

All that is to come. We are negotiating with the
pharmaceutical profession. A consultation is going on.
There is a great future for pharmacy, but, like so much
else, it will be different.
Antimicrobial Resistance
13. Kevin Hollinrake (Thirsk and Malton) (Con):
What progress his Department has made on making
the UK a world leader in tackling antimicrobial
[903546]
resistance.
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Jane Ellison): The UK continues to play a global
leadership role on antimicrobial resistance. We co-sponsored
the World Health Organisation’s 2015 global action
plan on AMR, created the Fleming fund to help poorer
countries tackle drug resistance, and are promoting
action through the G7. The O’Neill AMR review is
galvanising global awareness.
Kevin Hollinrake: Antibiotic resistance is one of the
biggest global challenges for public health, making
routine operations impossible within 10 or 15 years
unless action is taken. I welcome the Government’s
action on this. Antibiotic Research UK is the world’s
first charitable organisation, set up in my constituency,
to tackle this issue. Will the Minister look at how we
might fund such organisations in the charitable sector?
Jane Ellison: I very much welcome the fact that my
hon. Friend is becoming a real champion of this important
international and national agenda. I am aware of the
important work of the charity he mentions, and I
believe it has already had some contact with the
Department. I do not make the decisions on these sorts
of funding issues, but I am happy to look at the issue he
mentions and to meet him to discuss it.
Margaret Greenwood (Wirral West) (Lab): UK health
and medical research projects benefit hugely from European
Union funding, with the UK at the top of the table for
approved grants. That funding is vital if we are to tackle
global health challenges such as resistance to antibiotics.
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Does the Minister accept that pulling Britain out of the
EU may have a detrimental impact on the UK’s role as
a world leader in health research and development?

that that report is made available, perhaps via the NHS
Trust Development Authority, if necessary, to the public
trust board on 23 February?

Jane Ellison: I reassure the House that the vital funds
mentioned by the hon. Lady are protected in the spending
review.

Mr Hunt: I will happily look into that matter. The
Under-Secretary of State for Health, my hon. Friend
the Member for Ipswich (Ben Gummer), has held a
round table on bullying and harassment. I thank the
hon. Lady for raising the issue, because over the past
decade—none of us should be proud of this—the number
of NHS staff who say they are suffering from bullying
and harassment has gone up from 14% to 22%. If we
are going to deliver safer care, we have to make it easier
for doctors and nurses on the frontline to speak out
without worrying about being bullied or harassed.

Mr Speaker: Last but not least, Sir Simon Burns.
GP Practices: Chelmsford
14. Sir Simon Burns (Chelmsford) (Con): What
assessment he has made of the adequacy of provision
[903547]
of GP practices in Chelmsford constituency.
The Minister for Community and Social Care (Alistair
Burt): NHS England advises that in Chelmsford there is
a GP to patient ratio of 1,927 patients per whole-time
equivalent GP, which is slightly lower than that for
the Mid Essex clinical commissioning group area. The
Care Quality Commission has inspected eight of the
13 Chelmsford GP practices—seven were rated “good”
overall and one, Sutherland Lodge, was rated “outstanding”.
Sir Simon Burns: Does the Minister think it would be
possible for the NHS review of the personal medical
services scheme to ensure that the good and innovative
work promoted by PMS, as exemplified by Sutherland
Lodge surgery, can be sustained?
Alistair Burt: I hope so. I appreciate my right hon.
Friend’s visit to my office yesterday with members of
that surgery and NHS representatives. The £1.4 million
released from PMS in Essex will be reinvested in the
CCG area, but it is important that there is an opportunity
for all practices to bid for that money so that some of
the work already done under PMS gets the chance, if it
is vital and still needed, to continue, which certainly
includes services that are rated “outstanding”.
Topical Questions
T1. [903559] Rosie Cooper (West Lancashire) (Lab):
If he will make a statement on his departmental
responsibilities.
The Secretary of State for Health (Mr Jeremy Hunt):
Significant progress has been made in our negotiations
with the British Medical Association on a new contract
for junior doctors, but agreement has not been reached
on the issue of Saturday pay, despite previous assurances
from the BMA that it would negotiate on that point. So,
regrettably, 2,884 operations have been cancelled ahead
of tomorrow’s industrial action, which will affect all
non-emergency services. I urge the BMA to put the
interests of patients first and to reconsider its refusal to
negotiate.
Rosie Cooper: At Prime Minister’s questions in February
2014, I raised with the Prime Minister my very serious
concerns about the dangerous bullying culture at Liverpool
Community Health NHS Trust. I understand that the
Capsticks inquiry into parts of that is now complete, so
will the Secretary of State, in the spirit of honouring his
stated commitment to openness and transparency, ensure

Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: Order. As in the health service, so at
Health questions: demand always exceeds supply, so we
need short questions and short answers.
T4.
[903563] Ben Howlett (Bath) (Con): I am sure
Ministers will join me in congratulating Number 18
surgery in Bath on being ranked in the top 10 GP
practices in the country. Do they agree that patients
having a choice of where they are treated will increase
patient satisfaction in the NHS?
The Minister for Community and Social Care (Alistair
Burt): Yes, it certainly will. That is another reason why
we hope to have 5,000 more doctors and 5,000 more
allied health professionals working in general practice,
to expand the primary care service by 2020.
Justin Madders (Ellesmere Port and Neston) (Lab):
Today’s The Independent reports that a potential deal
on the junior doctor contract was put to the Government
that would have resolved junior doctors’ concerns without
costing any more money and potentially avoided tomorrow’s
industrial action. A source close to the negotiations
told the newspaper:
“The one person who would not agree was Jeremy Hunt. Even
though the NHS Employers and DH teams thought this was a
solution he said no”.

So let me ask the Health Secretary a very direct question:
have the Government at any point rejected a cost-neutral
proposal from the BMA on the junior doctor contract—yes
or no?
Mr Jeremy Hunt: The only reason we do not have a
solution on the junior doctors is the BMA saying in
December that it would negotiate on the one outstanding
issue—pay on Saturdays—but last month refusing to
negotiate. If the BMA is prepared to negotiate and be
flexible on that, so are we. It is noticeable that despite
3,000 cancelled operations, no one in the Labour party
is condemning the strikes.
[903565] Oliver Colvile (Plymouth, Sutton and
T6.
Devonport) (Con): Will my right hon. Friend update us
on the progress in decriminalising dispensing errors for
pharmacists?

Alistair Burt: I am aware of my hon. Friend’s keen
interest in the rebalancing programme of work, and
particularly the work on dispensing errors. We are fully
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committed to making that change. There are a number
of stages to amending primary legislation through a
section 60 order. Given the timetable, it is likely that the
order will be laid before the Westminster and Scottish
Parliaments in the autumn.
T2. [903560] Tommy Sheppard (Edinburgh East) (SNP):
The Secretary of State will be aware that Maximus is
recruiting junior doctors to perform work capability
assessments in the Department for Work and Pensions.
The company is offering £72,000 a year, which is up to
twice the salary that junior doctors would get in the
health service. Is he concerned that that will result in
inexperienced medical staff making judgments that
relate to people’s livelihoods? Is he not also concerned
that it will result in a drain of staff resources out of the
NHS and out of providing general healthcare for the
public?
Mr Jeremy Hunt: As a result of the changes the
Government have made on welfare reform, we have
2 million more people in work and nearly 500,000 fewer
children growing up in households where nobody works.
Part of that is making important reforms, including
having independent medical assessments of people who
are in the benefit system. I think everyone should welcome
that.
[903567] David Tredinnick (Bosworth) (Con):
T8.
Comparative research has shown that proton therapy is
as effective as radiotherapy for certain cancers, but
has fewer side effects. Do Her Majesty’s Government
accept the use of comparative evidence in deciding the
availability on the NHS of emerging treatments such as
proton therapy?

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Jane Ellison): I will reflect on the wider point my hon.
Friend makes, but the House will be keen to know that
we are investing in building two proton beam therapy
facilities at the Christie in Manchester and University
College London hospitals. Work has already started on
that £250 million project, and the first facility is due to
become operational in 2018.
[903561] Steven Paterson (Stirling) (SNP): Will
T3.
the Secretary of State provide an update on efforts
and contingencies to combat the Zika virus, and on
how that is being co-ordinated with the devolved
Administrations, including Scotland?
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forcing us to spend billions of pounds treating health
tourists and preventing us from undertaking important
clinical trials? Has the Secretary of State made any
assessment of Professor Dalgleish’s comments?
Mr Jeremy Hunt: The Government have made a huge
and significant assessment of the cost of overseas people
using the NHS, and we think that there are £500 million
of recoverable costs that we do not currently recover.
When it comes to the EU, the biggest problem that we
have is that we are able to reclaim the costs of people
temporarily visiting the UK, but we do not do so as
much as we should because the systems in hospitals are
not as efficient as they need to be. We are sorting that
out.
T5. [903564] Liz McInnes (Heywood and Middleton)
(Lab): Despite the prevalence of pancakes in Parliament
today, I am pleased to be asking a food-related question.
A recent opinion poll performed by Diabetes UK showed
that three quarters of British adults think food and
drink manufacturers should reduce the amount of saturated
fat, salt and sugar in their products. Does the Minister
support introducing mandatory targets for industry to
reformulate food and drink products to help people
to eat more healthily, and will that form part of the
Government’s childhood obesity strategy?
Jane Ellison: We made considerable progress in this
area in the last Parliament, under the responsibility
deal, but we have always said that there is more to do
and the challenge to industry remains. We will say more
about that when we publish the childhood obesity strategy
in due course.
Nusrat Ghani (Wealden) (Con): Midwife-led units,
such as the brilliant Crowborough birthing centre in my
constituency of Wealden, are key to the provision of
high-quality, safe and compassionate maternity care.
Last year, it scored 100% satisfaction on a friends and
family survey. Will my hon. Friend outline the Government’s
plans for midwife-led care, particularly given this weekend’s
launch by The Sunday Times of the safer births campaign?
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health
(Ben Gummer): Midwife-led units have increased in
number in the past few years, to the great advantage of
women wanting a full range of choice when they give
birth. That is why we are all looking forward to the
publication of the Cumberlege review, which I hope will
map out the future of maternity services and show what
midwife-led units will do within maternity services in
the NHS. I am very excited about that, and I know that
my hon. Friend will be, too.

Jane Ellison: The Government are taking the matter
extremely seriously, and they have it under active review.
Up-to-date medical guidance has been cascaded to the
NHS in England. As the hon. Gentleman will know, the
UK is at the forefront of some of the world’s response.
We are a major funder of the World Health Organisation.
We have got people on the ground helping in Brazil, in
particular. I assure him that we are maintaining close
links with the devolved Administrations at official level,
and I am always happy to speak to colleagues. We take
very seriously keeping those links live.

T7. [903566] Alison Thewliss (Glasgow Central) (SNP):
Ministers will be aware of The Lancet series on
breastfeeding and the open letter signed today by a
range of organisations in the field calling for concerted
action to promote, protect and support breastfeeding.
Will the Minister meet me and these organisations to
discuss the proposals further?

T9. [903568] David T. C. Davies (Monmouth) (Con):
Has the Secretary of State seen the comments of
Professor Angus Dalgleish, who is widely reported in
the papers today as suggesting that EU rules are

Ben Gummer: I am aware of The Lancet review,
which makes some important points. We are not doing
well enough yet in England, and it is of note that
progress has been made in Scotland, Wales and Northern
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Ireland that we should be able to copy in England. I
know that the Under-Secretary of State for Health, my
hon. Friend the Member for Battersea (Jane Ellison),
who has responsibility for public health, will want to
hold such a meeting to discuss that. We have made
considerable progress, but there is still a differential
between rich and poor that we need to fix.
Henry Smith (Crawley) (Con): I am pleased to support
the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children’s “It’s Time” campaign, which is an initiative
to ensure that children who have been the victims of
abuse receive ongoing support. May I seek assurances
from the Government that they will actively help with
this initiative?
Alistair Burt: Yes, indeed. We strongly support the
initiative. Our work to look after children who need
extra care, particularly in relation to their health and
emotional needs, has been helped by the transforming
care package, which is going through local authorities
at the moment. Their vulnerabilities are certainly a
matter of great concern, and that will be followed up by
the Government.
Mrs Emma Lewell-Buck (South Shields) (Lab): Over
1 million elderly people are able to maintain independence
and remain in their own homes due to the attendance
allowance. What discussions has the Minister had with
his colleagues about ensuring, when the fund is transferred
from the Department for Work and Pensions to the
Department for Communities and Local Government,
that the allowance will remain at the same level?
Alistair Burt: The consultation is ongoing between
Departments. A unit has been set up by the Department
of Health and the DWP to look at a range of issues that
concern us both. The actual detail of the future attendance
allowance has not been finalised yet, but it is a matter of
concern and discussion between Departments.
Dr Sarah Wollaston (Totnes) (Con): In asking a question
about mental health, may I remind the House that I am
married to an NHS forensic psychiatrist, who is also
registrar of the Royal College of Psychiatrists? Have the
Government looked carefully at today’s report from the
independent commission on improving mental health
services, particularly its finding that provision nationally
for the most severely ill acute patients is inadequate?
Will the Government set out what measures they will
take to make sure we really see progress on parity of
esteem and on improving access to such severely ill
patients?
Alistair Burt: I thank my hon. Friend for her question,
and the Royal College of Psychiatrists for its work on
Lord Nigel Crisp’s commission, which we have supported.
The report and recommendations have only just come
to us, but they certainly travel in the direction in which
the Government are already going. We want to reduce
out-of-area placements. The NHS is already committed
to that, and is working on moving to a definitive target
to reduce the number of them and, I hope, eventually to
scrap them. I was up in Hull last week to look at
problems in that particular area. The recommendations
on waiting times are very important. As we all know,
this area has been undervalued in the past. It is under
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greater scrutiny, and more investment and support are
going in through the Government. Today’s report will
help us in relation to that.
Greg Mulholland (Leeds North West) (LD) rose—
Mr Speaker: I will call the hon. Gentleman if his
question consists of one sentence.
Greg Mulholland: Leeds has a shortage of integrated
care beds and pressure on acute services. Will the Secretary
of State—[Interruption.] That was a comma, Mr Speaker.
Will the Secretary of State please intervene, so that
Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust can open wards
at Wharfedale hospital, which it wants to do, while the
clinical commissioning group provides the money?
Mr Jeremy Hunt: I am very happy to look at that.
Mr Speaker: Well done.
Andrea Jenkyns (Morley and Outwood) (Con): By
refusing to condemn the junior doctors strike, the hon.
Member for Lewisham East (Heidi Alexander) has
shown that she has little regard for patient safety.
[Interruption.] Will my right hon. Friend repeat his
condemnation of this strike, which will seriously endanger
patient safety, and assure me that he will continue to
press for the new contracts, which will guarantee safer
patient care and a better contract for doctors?
Mr Hunt: I think my hon. Friend got a bit of a
reaction with those comments. The Labour party is
saying that if a negotiated settlement cannot be reached,
we should not impose a new contract—in other words,
we should give up on seven-day care for the most
vulnerable patients. There was a time when the Labour
party spoke up for vulnerable patients. Now it is clear
that unions matter more than patients.
Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: I am sorry, but demand is so high. Last
but not least, I call Kevin Barron.
Kevin Barron (Rother Valley) (Lab): The 6% cut in
the pharmacy budget will come in in October—halfway
through the next financial year. Will the Minister tell us
what the percentage cut will be in a full financial year?
Alistair Burt: Negotiations are ongoing with the
Pharmaceutical Services Negotiating Committee. The
amounts that have been set out cover this financial year
and the settlements are moved on from year to year, so
the discussion is ongoing. The future for pharmacy is
very good, although it will be different, as the profession
has wanted for some time. Not only is there a great
future for high-street shops in areas where we need
them, but there will be an improvement in and enlargement
of pharmacy services in healthcare settings, primary
care settings and care homes around the country.
Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: Apologies to colleagues. I did stretch the
envelope as far as I could, but we must move on.
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Points of Order
12.37 pm
Mrs Sharon Hodgson (Washington and Sunderland
West) (Lab): On a point of order, Mr Speaker. It has
been brought to my attention that the use of vellum—the
calfskin material on which Acts of Parliament are
printed—is to be discontinued, with Parliament giving
30 days’ notice to cease to the printers. However, in
response to a point of order made by the hon. Member
for North Wiltshire (Mr Gray) on 26 October last year,
you made it clear that a decision on this matter would
have to be taken on the Floor of the House.
May I therefore seek your guidance on what should
be done now in order that Members from across the
House can register their opposition to the decision and
make the case for the continued use of vellum, especially
in the light of significant disputes over the so-called
savings that have been cited by the Administration
Committee and influenced its recommendation to end
the centuries-old practice of using vellum to print this
country’s legislation? Surely we think that the legislation
that we make in this place—the mother of all
Parliaments—is worthy of nothing less.
Mr Speaker: I am very grateful to the hon. Lady for
her point of order and for her courtesy in giving me
notice of it. She is, indeed, correct that when the matter
was raised in October last year by the hon. Member for
North Wiltshire (Mr Gray), I indicated that, as had
been the case in 1999, the House would be asked to
decide whether to agree to the recommendation of the
Administration Committee that it should agree to the
proposal of the House of Lords—indeed, the decision
of the House of Lords—to replace vellum with archival
paper. That was my understanding at that time, not
least for the historical reason that I have just given. No
such opportunity has, however, been offered to the
House. That is why she is complaining. The provision of
such an opportunity is not in my gift.
I should also say that the arrangements for printing
Acts of Parliament and the associated expenditure are
matters for the House of Lords, and not for this House,
so its arrangements with the printers of Acts are not
matters for the Chair.
As for seeking an opportunity to demonstrate the
depth and breadth of support for the continued use of
vellum, I am sure that the hon. Lady will have thought
of tabling an early-day motion. I shall leave the matter
there for now.
Chris Stephens (Glasgow South West) (SNP): On a
point of order, Mr Speaker. As you may recall, last
week I asked the Minister of State for the Department
for Business, Innovation and Skills a topical question.
It was about facility time and check-off provisions
contained in the Trade Union Bill, and whether they
would be removed as they apply to Scotland and Wales.
The Socialist Worker newspaper—you may have a
subscription, Mr Speaker—and other media outlets
have published a letter from the Minister of State to
other Ministers, including the Prime Minister, which
indicates that concessions will be made to devolved
Administrations, effectively removing the Bill’s check-off
and facility time arrangements. That letter was dated
26 January.
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The information that I was given on 2 February and
the letter of 26 January are contradictory to say the
least. Can you indicate, Mr Speaker, whether the Minister
of State has made a request to clarify those contradictory
statements, and can you say what options are available
to hon. Members who wish to seek clarity on that matter?
Mr Speaker: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman for
his point of order, but I have received no indication
from any Minister from that Department about an
intention to make a statement on the matter. I hope he
will forgive me, but I do not recall off the top of my
head which Minister responded to the question last
week.
Chris Stephens: It was the Minister of State.
Mr Speaker: Yes, but there is usually more than one
Minister of State. Name recognition is helpful, but in
the absence of a declared name, I cannot recall which
Minister answered. I hope I followed the drift of the
hon. Gentleman’s attempted point of order, but I was
not conscious that Ministers had a hotline to the Socialist
Worker newspaper.
Tim Farron (Westmorland and Lonsdale) (LD): Not
yet.
Mr Speaker: Not yet, says the leader of the Liberal
Democrats from a sedentary position. I read the journal
myself occasionally when I was a school student, but I
readily concede that it has not passed my desk since. If
there is confusion about the matter, it is best that that is
dispelled. My advice to the hon. Member for Glasgow
South West (Chris Stephens) in all seriousness is that he
should wend his way to the Table Office and table a
written question on the matter. If, when he receives a
response, the fog has not lifted, I have a feeling that he
will turn up at business questions on a Thursday to press
for an early statement or debate on that matter. He is
nothing if not dogged, and I feel sure that he will pursue
his objective with the fixity of purpose that is required.
Mr David Winnick (Walsall North) (Lab): Further to
that point of order, Mr Speaker. If I remember correctly,
you said that in your youth you read the Socialist
Worker. Would it be right to come to the conclusion
that having read that revolutionary journal, you decided
to become a Tory?
Mr Speaker: The hon. Gentleman may be correct in
that surmise. A young lad at my secondary school was a
devoted seller of that paper, and another young lad was
also a devoted seller of the paper and has since become
a distinguished academic, but as far as I know, he no
longer adheres to the precepts of the Socialist Workers
party. Did reading that paper make me a Tory? Probably.
I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman, both for his point
of order and for his sense of humour.
BILL PRESENTED
BLOOD DONOR (EQUALITY) BILL
Presentation and First Reading (Standing Order No. 57)
Tim Farron, supported by Michael Fabricant, presented
a Bill to make provision about the conditions to be met
by male blood donors, including removing the restrictions
relating to blood donation from men who have sexual
intercourse with men; and for connected purposes.
Bill read the First time; to be read a Second time on
Friday 11 March, and to be printed (Bill 130).
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Ofsted Inspections (Schools’ Rights
of Challenge)
Motion for leave to bring in a Bill (Standing Order
No. 23)
12.45 pm
John Pugh (Southport) (LD): I beg to move,
That leave be given to bring in a Bill to establish the right
of schools and academies to challenge the timing and format of
school inspections; to appeal against the outcomes of such inspections;
to make provision about increasing accountability and quality
assurance within the school inspection system; and for connected
purposes.

I apologise in advance, Mr Speaker, for my lacklustre
demeanour. I recently had a bout of winter vomiting,
and I am concerned that I have more to worry about
than projecting my voice.
Her Majesty’s inspectorate of schools, as Ofsted used
to be called, has a long and distinguished history stretching
back to the days of Queen Victoria, when inspectors
such as the great poet Matthew Arnold fought against
the scourge of philistinism in British society—a term,
incidentally, he invented. Historically, it has always
been torn between its twin and not always compatible
roles of supporting school improvement and ensuring
that state-funded schools abide by whatever standards
and rules are currently laid down by the Government of
the day.
We are now witnessing an interesting period of Ofsted’s
development. It is a huge multimillion pound organisation,
with 1,000-plus permanent employees and a remit stretching
not just over the entire school system but over nursery,
pre-school, out-of-school provision and sundry aspects
of childcare. The varying and occasional pronouncements
and opinions of the head of Ofsted, whether delivered
with the self-effacing modesty of Sir David Bell or the
misguided arrogance of Chris Woodhead, are treated as
though they are the ex cathedra announcements of a
pope. Unlike other HMIs toiling away for the public
good, the head of Ofsted is guaranteed celebrity status.
For schools and providers, Ofsted is critical. Preparing
for Ofsted—pleasing or pacifying Ofsted—is hugely
important. It casts a long shadow over the entire school
year. Its verdict can determine a school’s reputation,
future funding, governance, the professional careers of
its staff, ownership and very survival.
I do not, at this stage, want to minimise the very real
role that HMIs have, and have had, in school improvement.
However, we need to flag up that as a country we are
almost unique in currently having such a heavy duty,
high-stakes, expensive and unaccountable public body
policing our schools. It is also worth pointing out that
many of the countries we seek to emulate—in terms of
pupil progress, whether in science, technology, engineering
and maths, PISA ranking or whatever—lack such a
cumbersome and encumbering apparatus.
The considerable amount spent by the Government
on Ofsted is a mere fraction of the amount that schools
spend in trying to ensure and protect themselves from a
perverse or unfair judgment from Ofsted. Again, as a
nation we are an outlier here. Unsurprisingly, good
teachers and heads who fear an errant verdict are
diverted or stressed. They leave the profession early, or,
in the worst cases, pass up opportunities for promotion.
We do not have a collegial, peer-reviewed model of
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school improvement. Instead, we have what can become,
at worst, the teaching equivalent of the Spanish inquisition,
where careers go up in flames at the mere whiff of
educational heresy.
I recognise that inspection has a valuable role in
education, but the way we currently do it in England,
via the bloated bureaucratic beast that Ofsted has become,
is clumsy, poor value for money and unaccountable.
Critically, there is no independent appeal on matters of
substance. The Bill seeks to give schools powers to
contest an unfair judgment by appeal to independent
regional panels. Where disagreements remain, it would
give a school the right to table its response for inclusion
in the final Ofsted report. Currently, even lodging a
legitimate complaint is seen as futile and positively
risky. Very few schools actually do it—it is about as
good as arguing with traffic wardens or traffic cops. We
need to change this top-down culture and address the
imbalance of power. We need a cultural change.
It is not as though Ofsted has never been without
flaws. In 2015, Ofsted dismissed 40% of its inspectors
for reasons undisclosed. It is not as though it has never
been arbitrary. The current head of Ofsted summarily
announced recently that schools would be graded
inadequate for allowing full veils—that was just his
decision—and a nursery was downgraded from outstanding
to inadequate simply for emailing a picture of a happy
child to its parents.
Worse still, it is not as if judgments are wholly
impartial or immune from political pressure—or the
suspicion of that. I do not suggest that that is
systematic, but it can happen. It is a known fact that
the Government want all schools to become academies,
and that the head of Ofsted worked for an academy
chain. He sought to inspect academy chains but, to be
fair, he has been blocked from doing so by the
Government. The only antidote to the suspicion that
free schools and academies get an easy ride is more
transparency and the possibility of challenge, as there
is not a straightforward read-across from the data
collected to the verdict reached.
I have with me two Ofsted reports on two schools in
Liverpool, both in tough, challenging areas, and both
with similar scorecards—virtually identical in every respect.
Notre Dame Catholic College is rated good by Ofsted.
The Savio Salesian College in Bootle is said to require
improvement. Oddly, the apparently inferior school has
appreciably better results in English than the so-called
good school, and its maths results, too, are better in
places. Ironically, the head of Notre Dame has been
invited to take over Salesian school based on the Ofsted
judgment. To add to the irony, I taught in Savio Salesian
High in the early ’70s under a saintly headmaster called
Father Maurice Gordon, an Oxbridge graduate who,
on stepping down as a successful head did not become a
consultant—not even an Ofsted inspector—but timetabled
himself to teach remedial maths to hard-to-reach pupils.
He fostered a glorious sporting tradition, and numbered
among his alumni Jamie Carragher and the deputy
leader of the UK Independence party.
I know absolutely nothing of the college in its current
incarnation, but my suspicion, based on the evidence
provided on Ofsted’s website, is that Ofsted has little
reason to be confident in its verdict, hence the need for
the right to challenge. Ofsted verdicts shape the destiny
of schools, and determine their structure, ownership
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[John Pugh]
and very survival. Not to have the right to challenge
such a fallible system—it clearly is such a system—is
not only demoralising but fundamentally unjust.
Mr Speaker: The Question is that the hon. Gentleman
have leave to bring in the Bill. As many of that opinion
say “Aye”. It would be helpful if the promoter of the
Bill declaimed with enthusiasm.
John Pugh: My enthusiasm is undiminished, Mr Speaker.
Question put and agreed to.
Ordered,
That John Pugh, Mr Clive Betts, Norman Lamb,
Tom Brake, Kelvin Hopkins, Greg Mulholland, Mr Mark
Williams, Steve McCabe and Fiona Bruce present the
Bill.
John Pugh accordingly presented the Bill.
Bill read the First time; to be read a Second time on
Friday 11 March 2016, and to be printed (Bill 131).

Opposition Day
EU Referendum: Timing
12.54 pm
Mr Nigel Dodds (Belfast North) (DUP): I beg to
move,
That this House notes and regrets that the Government appears
set to rush to a referendum on the UK’s membership of the
European Union in June 2016; believes that no case has been
made for holding a referendum at such an early stage, and that
further, any such needlessly premature date risks contaminating
the result; believes that a subject as fundamental as EU membership
should be decisively settled after a full and comprehensive debate;
notes the recommendations of the Electoral Commission on best
practice for referendums; further notes that there are elections
happening in Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales, London and
some local authorities in May 2016 and that the First Ministers of
each of the devolved administrations have all expressed opposition
to a June referendum date; and urges the Government to set the
date for the referendum having respect for the May elections as
distinct electoral choices.

The referendum on EU membership is one of the
biggest decisions that the people of this country will be
asked to make in our lifetime. I, for one, am glad that we
have been afforded the opportunity to have our say. The
Democratic Unionist party campaigned long and hard,
when the two major parties were against a referendum,
for the people of the United Kingdom to have their say.
I commend the Government very much for introducing
legislation to allow the referendum to take place during
this Parliament.
Today’s debate is about the timing of the referendum
and the date on which the vote is held. Some Members
who support our motion hold different views on EU
membership and, indeed, on whether we should have a
referendum at all. However, whatever side of the argument
we are ultimately on, we agree that, when the referendum
is finally held, there must be the fullest, most comprehensive
debate possible, which does not overlap with, or otherwise
become enmeshed in, the election campaigns in May for
the Scottish Parliament, the Northern Ireland and Welsh
Assemblies, and indeed for that matter, for the London
Mayor, and other local elections.
Mr Mark Williams (Ceredigion) (LD): I am grateful
to the right hon. Gentleman for taking an early intervention.
Does he take comfort from the fact that the view that he
has just expressed has been endorsed by all the party
leaders in the National Assembly for Wales—not just
the First Minister but the Liberal Democrat leader, the
Plaid Cymru leader, the Labour leader and, critically,
the Conservative leader?
Mr Dodds: The hon. Gentleman makes an extremely
important point, which I shall come to, about the
cross-party nature of the sentiments behind the motion.
It is not motivated by one side or the other on the EU
referendum debate, or by a party political consideration,
and it has the support of a diverse range of parties on
both sides of the argument. The issue needs to be taken
very seriously by the Government, and cannot be dismissed
lightly or set aside easily, given the breadth of support
that it attracts from all parties, including the major
parties mentioned by the hon. Gentleman: the Conservative
and Labour parties in Wales, and the Labour First
Minister in Wales. It would be interesting to know the
position of the main parties in Scotland.
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Ms Margaret Ritchie (South Down) (SDLP): Does
the right hon. Gentleman agree that having elections to
the devolved Administrations and the campaign for the
European referendum running in parallel could obfuscate
the issues and confuse them? Politicians in the devolved
Administrations should concentrate on the principal
issues of health and education, and working towards an
evolving programme for government.
Mr Dodds: Again, that illustrates the point. The hon.
Lady and I may have different views on EU membership
and so on, but we agree on the need for a full and
comprehensive debate that is not caught up in the
election campaigns for the devolved Administrations. I
will discuss that in more detail shortly. .
Philip Davies (Shipley) (Con) I commend the right
hon. Gentleman and his party for the work that they
have done to campaign for an EU referendum for many
years, long before it was fashionable. Has he also taken
into consideration the fact that there is a European
Council meeting scheduled for 23 June—apparently,
the Government’s favoured date for the EU referendum?
Does he think it appropriate for a European Council
meeting—and who knows what reports might come out
from that meeting on the day—to be held on the same
day as the EU referendum?
Mr Dodds: The hon. Gentleman, as always, makes an
interesting point, which will no doubt have been listened
to with great interest by his ministerial colleagues. It is a
very valid point indeed.
Mark Spencer (Sherwood) (Con): I wonder whether
the right hon. Gentleman’s constituents will pay more
attention to the European Council meeting on 23 June
than the Northern Ireland fixture against Ukraine on
16 June. Perhaps his constituents have other things in
their life, and Europe is not a constant feature in their
psyche.
Mr Gregory Campbell (East Londonderry) (DUP):
It’s not an either/or.
Mr Dodds: As my hon. Friend says, it is not an
either/or. People are capable of watching the football,
listening to the political debate and doing other things.
If this is to be an issue, it will be because the Government
have chosen to foist the EU referendum on us at the
time of the Euro championships, which people will
want to concentrate on. That is another good argument
for having the debate later. Another good reason is that
many fans from England, Wales and Northern Ireland—
sadly not Scotland—will be travelling to France. We
could avoid the extra cost of postal votes, proxy votes
and the rest of it, if we had the vote on a different date.
Mark Spencer: Given that the right hon. Gentleman
accepts that the good people of Northern Ireland can
focus on more than one thing at once—football and
politics—surely they can focus on local elections and
the EU referendum at the same time.
Mr Dodds: This is an issue not about the voters being
confused—it is a bit patronising to talk in those terms—but
about the Government’s deliberate choice to rush the
referendum by holding it on that date. I will deal with
that in more detail later.
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Alex Salmond (Gordon) (SNP): Does the right hon.
Gentleman agree that this is not about the voters in
Northern Ireland, who are quite capable of concentrating
on the European championships—we envy them for
being in it—and politics but about the devolved
Administrations, who, unlike the one closer to here,
respect purdah? If the referendum is on 23 June, the
three Administrations will be in purdah for 10 out of
13 weeks. I do not know whether Conservative Members
have considered that.
Mr Dodds: The right hon. Gentleman, from his
considerable experience, makes a very salient point.
This debate is not about the substance of the EU
referendum argument or the deal that the Prime Minister
has negotiated, so I will pass over the details of that
deal—it is surprisingly easy to do so. Instead, I want
both sides of the House to consider whether the result
of the referendum will be morally binding or politically
conclusive and whether we will settle the debate for a
generation. We can do that, of course, but, on the
Government’s current timetable, I fear we will not. This
is needless folly, not least for the Conservative party, but
there is time, even now, for it to reconsider—that would
be in its long-term interests—and I believe it should.
To be clear, there is no suggestion that the public
cannot choose or that a compressed electoral cycle
would, as some have suggested, be too complex for the
voters. Of course the people can choose and understand
the issues. This is not about their choice, and still less is
it about their ability to choose; it is about the Prime
Minister’s desire that they choose in a particular way at
a particular time in the rushed referendum that I fear he
is set upon.
Why hold the referendum on 23 June? No Minister
has made the case for an early referendum—quite the
reverse; they have extolled and observed the virtues of
Electoral Commission guidance and past polls at all
levels, be they general elections, local elections, devolved
elections and, yes, both the national referendum in the
last Parliament on the alternative vote and the recent
Scottish referendum. The House and public are entitled
to ask, therefore, why they are seemingly intent on
kicking over their own precedents. Why is this poll to be
so very different from all that have gone before? What
explains the rush and the panic?
Hywel Williams (Arfon) (PC): Given the congestion
of events in May and June, what does the right hon.
Gentleman make of the comparative coverage already
in the media of the referendum and the elections in our
own backyards?
Mr Dodds: The hon. Gentleman makes a good point.
Despite the public’s ability to discern the different issues
at stake in the different election questions, the media
often fixate on one issue. They will undoubtedly concentrate
heavily on the national question of the EU referendum
while giving little coverage to the elections in the devolved
regions. That is another good argument for why the two
should not become enmeshed.
Lucy Frazer (South East Cambridgeshire) (Con): Is
the right hon. Gentleman aware that in Sweden in 1994
two months elapsed between a general election and a
referendum on membership of the EU; in Denmark,
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[Lucy Frazer]
two months elapsed between the general election and
the referendum on the treaty of Amsterdam; in Malta,
one month elapsed between two such elections; and in
Switzerland, 15 referendums were held in 1992 alone? Is
he suggesting that these countries have abdicated their
responsibility to the general public?
Mr Dodds: No, not at all. That is a rather strange
argument to make. In Northern Ireland and elsewhere,
European elections have been held on the same day as
local and Assembly elections. So that is neither here nor
there. We have already made the point that people are
quite capable of separating out the issues. We are talking
about the impact on the functioning of the devolved
Administrations and the ability of political parties to
campaign and work with others, if necessary, on those
issues; about the purdah issue the right hon. Member
for Gordon (Alex Salmond) rightly raised; and about
the media’s concentration on EU issues to the exclusion
of devolved issues. This debate is about those important
issues, not the question the hon. and learned Lady
raised.
On 3 February, the First Ministers of Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales, along with the Deputy First Minister
of Northern Ireland, wrote jointly to the Prime Minister
to set out the case against a June referendum and to
argue for the debate to be free from other campaigning
distractions. That needs to be taken seriously and treated
with the respect it deserves. We hear a lot about the
respect agenda and taking on board the views of the
devolved Administrations, and that now needs to be put
into practice. This is an important moment in this
Parliament. Will the Government respect the devolved
Administrations?
Kevin Foster (Torbay) (Con): I was interested to hear
the right hon. Gentleman talk about listening to the
views of the Electoral Commission. Last Thursday, in
questions to the hon. Member for South West Devon
(Mr Streeter), who was representing the commission, I
asked if it had given a view yet on dates in June. It
had—it had only ruled out the 2nd and the 9th. Does
the right hon. Gentleman think that says something?
Mr Dodds: I will come to the Electoral Commission
shortly.
The leaders of the Administrations in Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland have very different views and
come from very diverse backgrounds. We have the leader
of the Scottish National party, the leader of the Labour
party in Wales, the Democratic Unionist party leader
and the Sinn Féin leader in Northern Ireland. That
is a diverse group of politicians with very different
backgrounds—to say the least—but they have come
together not out of party political interest but in the
interests of the peoples they represent in their respective
countries. Whether on the “remain” or the “leave” side,
they have set aside party political considerations in the
common interest that the referendum should not happen
in June. My colleague, Arlene Foster, Northern Ireland’s
First Minister, has rightly observed that any premature
European referendum campaign would inevitably become
intertwined with the Stormont elections. How could
it not?
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Sir Edward Leigh (Gainsborough) (Con): I suspect
that the right hon. Gentleman and I will both vote to
leave. From a Eurosceptic English point of view—we
are self-confident and we know our arguments—we say
to the Prime Minister, “Bring it on—no delay, don’t
look worried, bring it on!”. We can have a proper
debate, and we can win this.
Mr Dodds: I respect the hon. Gentleman’s point of
view. I understand where he, as an English Eurosceptic,
is coming from. I hope he respects where we in Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales on both sides of the argument
are coming from. We will weigh the arguments and
consider whether his view should be tempered by the
contributions of colleagues from other parts of the UK,
some of whom might share his views.
Simon Hoare (North Dorset) (Con): A phrase in the
motion stands out as pretty strong stuff, and I would
welcome the right hon. Gentleman’s explanation of it.
It claims that the
“needlessly premature date risks contaminating the result”.

I thought we had already established across the House
that the electorate can both walk and chew gum. I am
not entirely sure how the result could be “contaminated”.
Mr Dodds: It is pretty obvious on an issue that the
Conservative party has debated for many decades and
the country raised many concerns about, that when the
deal is finalised—the “t”s are crossed, the “i”s dotted
and all the rest of it—we surely deserve more than a
short 18, 17 or 16-week campaign for detailed consideration.
If the Conservative party and others are really interested
in putting the issue to bed once and for all, I think they
will want the fullest and most comprehensive debate
possible.
Mr Gregory Campbell: Does my right hon. Friend
agree that a consensus seems to be emerging that this
serious issue needs to be examined, debated, made
subject to dialogue and voted on? We need to have this
discussion and debate unencumbered by regional influences,
London Mayoral elections and other issues that will
undoubtedly feature in the media, sidelining the issues
relating to a European referendum, which should take
place at a time later than June this year.
Mr Dodds: I quite agree with my hon. Friend, who
sets out the position very clearly.
Only last month, the Prime Minister himself was
pretty unambiguous about this matter. He said:
“I’m not in a hurry. I can hold my referendum any time up
until the end of 2017”,

and that
“it is more important to get this right than to rush it.”

My fear is that he is rushing it and not getting it right.
Mr David Hanson (Delyn) (Lab): As a Welsh Member
of Parliament, I have some sympathy with the right
hon. Gentleman’s argument on grounds of purdah and
for other reasons, but will he help to clarify it by telling
us on what date he thinks the referendum should be
held? I am also concerned that the longer this is left, the
more damaging it will be to the long-term economy of
the United Kingdom.
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Mr Dodds: The Government have set in legislation
the end of 2017 as the backstop. I generally think that
the longer the debate, the better, because it will give
people the fullest and most comprehensive debate possible.
Personally, I would be content to have the referendum
in the autumn. We do not have to go to the end of 2017,
but we should certainly go beyond June and not have it
enmeshed with the other elections we have mentioned.
Many people are asking the question—it needs to be
asked—of what the Prime Minister is afraid of in
relation to the summer. What is it that he does not want
to risk voters see happening over the course of the
summer when they consider the issue of British membership
of the EU? What mistakes does he anticipate our EU
partners will make? What is he really worried about?
That brings me on to some of scare stories that are
going around at the minute and, sadly, getting a lot of
currency. Some are silly; some are implausible; some, of
course, are simply knockabout stuff, without which
politics would be infinitely duller and the papers would
have less to write about. However, some are pernicious
and should not be casually repeated.
In anticipation of our referendum deciding our
membership of the EU on the grounds of what is or is
not in our national interest, I entirely acknowledge the
right of friendly foreign Governments to say how that
might affect them. What I do not accept, and what I can
hardly believe has happened from the mouths of serious
figures who really should know better, is the sort of
absurd nonsense that British exit from the EU could
somehow in itself precipitate the rise of Irish republican
terrorism again. It is hard to know what is worse about
claims such as these—that they are criminally irresponsible,
or logically fatuous. Brexit will neither cause republican
terrorism, nor make any difference to it. Its cause,
wrong and bad as it is, is Northern Ireland’s membership
of the United Kingdom, democratically decided and
settled—not the UK’s membership of the EU. Those
who have claimed in recent weeks that terrorism would
be encouraged or facilitated by a leave vote in the EU
referendum are peddling scare stories of the very worst
nature. I can only hope they are already ashamed of
them, and will not repeat them again.
Ian Paisley (North Antrim) (DUP): It is worth outlining
that every single witness to the Northern Ireland Affairs
Committee, which is looking into this issue, has underscored
and reiterated what my right hon. Friend has just said—that
there is no chance of terrorism being affected one way
or the other by this debate.
Mr Dodds: My hon. Friend reinforces the point strongly.
I look forward to reading the Select Committee’s report
when it comes out. It will provide a very useful contribution
to the debate in Northern Ireland and indeed more
widely.
We have provided for a body to administer these
things. The Electoral Commission is not wholly without
fault or flaw, but it has been consistently clear on how
this referendum should best be conducted. It has said
that administrative necessity, the needs of the other
elections in the first half of this year and fairness all
combine to suggest that the referendum should not,
in my view, be on 23 June. Of course, the Electoral
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Commission is not in charge of the process—the
Government are. Indeed, they took to themselves additional
powers to determine how this very referendum should
be run.
It is interesting that the designation process for lead
campaigners is still murky and uncertain, and I wonder
who benefits from that. By way of contrast, long before
the regulated campaign began in Scotland, both Yes
Scotland and Better Together had been designated lead
campaigners for their respective sides on the ballot
paper. What is the point and what is the reason for the
Government to flout for the very first time their own
guidelines, as issued by the Electoral Commission? To
do so is very telling—and not in a good way.
The Electoral Commission has said:
“We currently do not know when we will be able to run the
process to appoint lead campaigners.”

It is now February, and the Government are planning
to hold this referendum in June. Frankly, this is not fair
play, but foolish game playing. Having taken to themselves
the power to set both the date of the referendum and
the date of designation for lead campaigners, this puts
in front of the Government the temptation, in some
people’s eyes, to rig the process. They would be very
foolish to succumb to that temptation. Let me say to the
Government that the Prime Minister and his successors
will sorely regret any perceived fixing of this referendum.
We have already debated some of the issues surrounding
purdah and so forth, and I think the Government
should learn from that debate, as well as from the
40 years of debate within the Conservative party on
this issue.
Mr Bernard Jenkin (Harwich and North Essex) (Con):
On the advice of the Electoral Commission and the
timing of designation, there is a growing concern that
the designation process will finish up overlapping the
referendum period. In a letter to me, the chair of
the Electoral Commission, Jenny Watson noted that the
commission had
“recommended that the statutory six week process for the designation
of lead campaigners should take place shortly before, rather than
during the first weeks of the referendum period. This ‘early’
designation would provide clarity earlier for voters and campaigners
about the status of campaigners.”

Does the right hon. Gentleman agree that it would be
unforgivable if the Government were to allow, by sleight
of hand, what amounts, frankly, to corruption of the
designation process?
Mr Dodds: I agree with the hon. Gentleman. The
Government really need to get on with this and get the
matter resolved. Frankly, it would be scandalous if
matters were allowed to drift and to drag. Again, that
would call into question the Government’s handling of
the referendum and its fairness. It would give cause for
people to question whether they have made the final
decision on this matter. If the Government were wise,
they would want to ensure that once the people had
spoken on this matter in a referendum, everyone would
accept—from whatever side and whatever the outcome—
that the decision had been properly taken by this country
under the proper rules and that everybody will respect it
for the foreseeable future. To do otherwise is short-term
opportunism.
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[Mr Dodds]
In conclusion, we need to face up to this crucial issue
of the timing of the referendum. We need to ensure that
the Government respect the Electoral Commission and
that they respect the devolved Administrations in Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales. On an issue of such import,
we must put the national interest above every other
consideration. We must respect the rights of the people
who go to the polls in May. We must allow for the fullest
possible debate on the biggest decision to be made by
this country for generations. For those reasons, I commend
the motion to the House.
1.19 pm
The Parliamentary Secretary, Cabinet Office (John
Penrose): I am delighted to respond to this important
debate, and I commend the long-standing support of
the Democratic Unionist party for the principle of
holding a referendum on the European Union. As was
pointed out by the right hon. Member for Belfast North
(Mr Dodds), its members were there earlier than many,
and I think that their consistency and constancy in
respect of that principle can serve as a model for others.
Before we get too far into the debate, let me say that I
think it is important for us all to remember that any
debate about the referendum date needs to be undertaken
in the conditional mood. In other words—if I may
make a statement of the blindingly obvious—the date
has not yet been set. As the Prime Minister has consistently
said, it is renegotiation and then referendum. As the
renegotiation is not yet complete, there is, as yet, no
referendum date.
Alex Salmond: Given the breadth of the range of
interests among the parties in the devolved nations that
are asking for the referendum not to be held in June,
and given that no date has been set, why are the Government
so reluctant to accede to the views of the right hon.
Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds)?
John Penrose: I am coming to that, but I think it
would be, at the very least, disrespectful to the principle
behind the European Union Referendum Act 2015,
which requires the date of the referendum to be set
through a debate in the House on a statutory instrument,
under the affirmative resolution procedure, in due course.
When that point comes, there will be plenty of opportunities
to debate the issue. I think that it would be premature to
start ruling too many dates in or out, although I will be
specifying the dates that we have already ruled out.
Philip Davies: Will my hon. Friend give way?
John Penrose: I will, but then I really must make some
progress.
Philip Davies: I am grateful to my hon. Friend for
giving way so early in his speech. I realise that we are
not talking about a specific date proposed by the
Government, but about the principle of opting for
certain dates. Will my hon. Friend comment on the
appropriateness of holding the referendum on the same
date as a European Council meeting?
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John Penrose: I know that my hon. Friend is an
assiduous follower of matters European, but I suspect
that he may be one of the very few people in the entire
country who pay quite so much attention to the musings
of the European Council. I think that the Council
would be honoured to feel that its conclusions carried
as much weight with anyone else as they clearly do with
him. I shall address some of the broader issues underlying
his question in a moment.
I said that the renegotiation was not yet complete and
that, therefore, a date for the referendum had not yet
been set because I suspected that certain Members
might try—gently and kindly, I am sure—to tempt me
to commit some hideous indiscretion by revealing a
planned referendum date, whether in June or in any
other month between now and the end of 2017. For the
sake of our collective mental and emotional health, and
to save us all an awful lot of time, I thought that I
should take this opportunity to advise any amateur
Kremlinologists who might be hoping to glean clues
about the date of the referendum from close textual
analysis of my remarks not to bother, because there are
no clues.
Stephen Gethins (North East Fife) (SNP):
Notwithstanding what the Minister has said, will he
answer a very simple question? Does he agree with the
points that were raised in the letter from the three First
Ministers?
John Penrose: I shall address those points in a moment.
I am sure that the hon. Gentleman will pick me up if he
feels that I have glossed over any of them inappropriately.
Let me repeat that there are no clues. Alan Greenspan,
the famously gnomic and opaque former chairman of
the United States Federal Reserve, once said:
“I guess I should warn you: if I turn out to be particularly
clear, you’ve probably misunderstood what I’ve said.”

He went on to say:
“I know you think you understand what you thought I said but
I’m not sure you realize that what you heard is not what I meant.”

In other words, clues are to be avoided.
However, even if we do not know the precise date on
which the referendum will be held, we know several
dates on which it will definitely not be held. It will not
be held on 5 May this year or on 4 May 2017, because
both those dates are expressly excluded in the primary
legislation that we passed last year, and—as was recently
promised by my right hon. Friend the Prime Minister—it
will not be held within six weeks of 5 May this year.
Although we do not yet know the exact date, those
exclusions are important, because they create and guarantee
enough time between the referendum and any other
upcoming elections to ensure that the important issues
that arise in each set of polls are debated fully and
separately in each case.
Peter Grant (Glenrothes) (SNP): The Referendum
Act specifies a 10-week period between the Government’s
publication of their response to the negotiations and
the referendum date, presumably because both this House
and the other place thought that people needed that
period to digest the information. Would it not be wrong
for three of those 10 weeks to fall right in the middle of
an election campaign affecting over 20 million citizens
who will be voting in the referendum a few weeks later?
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John Penrose: I am coming to that point. I hope that I
shall be able to respond to it adequately, but I am sure
that the hon. Gentleman will come back to me if I do
not.

necessarily boring everyone to tears and turning everyone
off before they go to the ballot boxes. Of course I
entirely accept that a gap will be necessary.

It is important for those issues to be debated fully and
separately, because, as we have just heard, 5 May this
year will be a very busy time at the ballot boxes. I need
mention only a few of the votes that will be held then:
votes for the Mayor of London, for police and crime
commissioners, and for devolved legislatures in Stormont,
Cardiff and Edinburgh.

Lady Hermon (North Down) (Ind): Given that Northern
Ireland remains part of the United Kingdom and will
continue to do so for a long time, I expect the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom to come to Northern
Ireland and campaign for it to remain part of the
European Union. It would be helpful if the Minister
confirmed that the Prime Minister will indeed campaign
in Northern Ireland, but will do so after the Northern
Ireland Assembly elections and not before.

I am not arguing, as some do, that it is impossible to
hold more than one election in the same place and on
the same day. The fact that local council elections took
place at the same time as the general election in many
parts of the country last May without democracy collapsing
in a heap shows that voters, and election administrators,
are perfectly capable of handling such a situation
comfortably. As we heard from my hon. Friend the
Member for North Dorset (Simon Hoare), everyone is
capable of walking and chewing gum at the same time,
and I think that the right hon. Member for Belfast
North made it clear that that was not the main source of
his concern.

Mr Gregory Campbell: I accept what the Minister has
said, but does he agree that this particular referendum
will absorb the minds and hearts of people throughout
the United Kingdom as no referendum has for 40 years,
and must therefore be unencumbered by any other
electoral considerations?

John Penrose: I agree with part of that. The important
point is that the overlap needs to be dealt with extremely
carefully. We must not attempt to run two polls at the
same time, but an overlap is perfectly feasible provided
that we accept a gap of a minimum of six weeks
between them. I remind the House that six weeks is the
full length of a general election campaign during which
we decide who is to govern the country.

Mark Spencer: I am sorry to tell the Minister that
after a six-week general election campaign my constituents
are pretty cheesed off with politics. I think we need to
understand that not everyone in the country is as excited
about politics as we are in this place. A short campaign
enables people to focus on the issues, and then to make
a decision at the end of that short campaign.

John Penrose: I thank the hon. Lady for giving me
this opportunity to commit the Prime Minister’s forward
diary in such a specific way, although I think it would be
a career-limiting move were I to do so. I suspect that she
will nevertheless make her point strongly, and my right
hon. Friend will have an opportunity to respond to it
specifically.
Patrick Grady (Glasgow North) (SNP): I am sure the
Minister would agree that the decision on whether to
remain in the European Union is at least as important
as the decision that Scotland had to take on remaining
in or leaving the United Kingdom. There were 540 days
between the announcement of the Scottish referendum
and the date of the poll. We are not necessarily suggesting
that there should be that length of time before this
referendum, but if the Minister is saying that there
should be a free and open discussion, the period should
surely be longer than six weeks.
John Penrose: This is where I would respectfully part
company with the hon. Gentleman. While it would be
stretching a point to argue that holding two polls in the
same place a minimum of six weeks apart would be
somehow disrespectful or that it would prejudice the
result of either poll—
Sir William Cash (Stone) (Con): Will my hon. Friend
give way?
John Penrose: May I just finish this point, then I will
give way?
While that would be stretching a point, I believe that
it is important to provide enough time for the issues and
arguments to be debated fully. A six-week minimum—which
is, after all, the length of an entire general election
campaign—would provide plenty of time for an extremely
full and detailed democratic debate to take place.
Sir William Cash rose—

John Penrose: Absolutely. Europe is one of those
issues that may be extremely exciting for a small number
of people—extremely exciting, perhaps, to a small number
of people in this place and in the half-mile that surrounds
us—but if we “bang on about Europe” for far too long,
we shall run the countervailing risk of starting to turn
people off the whole issue, important though it is. A
decent period which, after all, we use to decide general
elections is what the country and the electorate are used
to. It allows plenty of time for a full and in-depth
discussion of the issues that need to be covered, without

Mr Speaker: Order. I think the Chairman of the
European Scrutiny Committee, the hon. Member for
Stone (Sir William Cash), is seeking to fox the Chamber.
I will not say that he has perambulated around the
Chamber, but he has entered, most uncharacteristically,
from a different door and he is seated in a different
place. There is nothing disorderly about this, but it is
mildly confusing and I hope that he might perambulate
towards his normal position in due course, because that
would make us all feel so much more comfortable.
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Sir William Cash: Thank you very much indeed,
Mr Speaker. I love that! The final possible date for the
referendum is 31 December 2017. Would the Minister
be kind enough to confirm that it is a slam dunk that we
would not hold the referendum during the French
presidential elections in April and May 2017 or during
the German federal elections on 22 September of that
year?
John Penrose: May I first congratulate my hon. Friend
on sitting in a different place in order to demonstrate
flexibility of mind and his ability to take a different
approach once in a while, just to keep us all on our toes?
On the specifics of his question, I have to confess that
those elements have not been factored into any of my
discussions on potential dates so far. Perhaps they
should be, however, and I will take that information
away if I possibly can.
The motion also notes the recommendations of the
Electoral Commission on best practice for referendums.
The commission has produced reports on previous
referendums and we have taken on board many, if not
all, of its recommendations in the European Union
Referendum Act, including those on pre-poll reporting
of donations and loans. We have also taken on board its
views in other areas. For example, we followed its
recommendation to change the wording of the referendum
question. We also consulted it on the draft conduct
regulations, which set out the detailed framework for
the administration of the referendum poll. Those are
just a few examples of how we have listened to the
commission’s thoughts.
Alex Salmond: I am slightly puzzled as to why the
Minister is praying in aid the fact that the Government
have ruled out 5 May—the date of the elections in
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and London. My
certain memory of the process last year during the
passage of the Bill is that the Government did that only
unwillingly when they were facing certain defeat on the
legislation, so why is he now presenting this as a great
Government concession?
John Penrose: I am just referring back to my notes,
because I do not think I said that we did anything in
that regard. I said that “both those dates are expressly
excluded in the primary legislation that we passed last
year”—that is, the legislation that this Parliament passed
last year. I will leave it to Kremlinologists and others to
decide whether that was done under pressure, with
grace or in any other way. None the less, I hope the right
hon. Gentleman will agree that the will of Parliament
was expressed and that it was listened to extremely
carefully.
Mr Jenkin: I am sure the Minister will know that the
Public Administration and Constitutional Affairs
Committee, of which I am Chairman, is taking an
interest in the matter of the date. I also declare my
interest as a director of Vote Leave, one of the potentially
designated campaigns. May I press him on an assurance
that he gave the House in September last year? He said
that
“it is important that the designation process means that the
decision on who are the lead campaign groups for the in and the
out campaigns is properly arrived at that and those groups are
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clearly designated before the start of the 10-week campaign”.—[Official
Report, 7 September 2015; Vol. 599, c. 157.]

Does the Minister stand by that assurance, or is this
going to be fudged?
John Penrose: I remember that moment clearly. In
fact, I think I was responding to a question from my
hon. Friend the Member for Stone (Sir William Cash)
in making that point. What I was trying to put across
was that I had what I thought was a brilliant solution to
the potential problem of any compressed timetable,
should there be one, in order to find enough time for
both the designation and the full referendum timescale.
The original point I was making at that point in our
discussions—I think it was during the Bill’s Committee
stage, but I could be wrong—was that we could have
dealt with the designation process through a negative
statutory instrument, which could be made when it was
laid, thus allowing the designation process to start early
and finish before the beginning of the referendum period.
I think that that is what everyone was driving at, at that
time.
However, the equivalent of the Joint Committee on
Statutory Instruments in the Lords felt that a negative
statutory instrument was inappropriate and said that a
positive statutory instrument should be used. That has
made it rather more difficult, as my hon. Friend will
appreciate, for me to achieve the aims that we were
discussing at that point. If I may, I will take his earnest
and strongly made point, and the point that he made
earlier to the right hon. Member for Belfast North, to
indicate a strong preference for starting the designation
process as early as possible, should there be a compressed
timetable. I am sure that the various campaigns are
already working on their designation submissions and
that, were it to be necessary, my hon. Friend would be
able to aim for a shorter and very efficient designation
process in order to avoid an overlap between the end of
the designation and the start of the referendum process.
Mr Jenkin rose—
John Penrose: Does my hon. Friend want to come
back to me, perhaps to assure me that I have understood
him correctly?
Mr Jenkin: I am most grateful to the Minister for that
explanation. However, I believe that he will be bound by
his commitment unless the Government put on record
before the House agrees to that affirmative resolution
procedure that the consequence of agreeing to that
procedure might be that the campaigns may not be
designated until the referendum campaigns had already
started. If there is going to be a referendum on 23 June,
which seems to be a possibility, either the regulations
will have to be expedited in order to foreshorten the
period and allow us to start the designation process
earlier or the Minister must put back the date. I am as
keen as anybody to get on with this referendum, but not
on the basis of undesignated campaigns going into the
referendum process without the necessary resources
and authority and without being able to plan what they
are going to do.
John Penrose: It is helpful for my hon. Friend to
remind me of the point that I made last year. We are all
subject to the will of Parliament, and because the
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Lords—in this case—decided in their wisdom to change
the process that I was laying out at that point, it is now
difficult for me to be bound by anything other than the
later expressed will of Parliament. However, I appreciate
his point that it would be a superior outcome if we
could possibly avoid any overlap between the two processes.
I think he is saying that he would prefer to see a rapid
process for designation, and to start it as promptly and
efficiently as possible, should that be necessary. I will
take his strongly expressed point back and ensure that
we strain every sinew to accommodate him if we can.
I am conscious that other Members want to speak in
the debate, so I shall omit my further comments about
the other aspects of the Electoral Commission’s advice
that we have either been following or not. I want to
make it clear that the process from here on is clearly laid
out by Parliament in the European Union Referendum
Act. The Act requires the Government to bring forward
a number of statutory instruments that are subject to
the affirmative process—as we have just been hearing—
before a poll can be held. They will cover the conduct
rules—the detailed plumbing of how the poll will be
held—which are already laid before the House and
which I hope are uncontroversial, plus regulations setting
the date of the referendum period and the start date of
the designation period. Those regulations have not yet
been laid, but when they are, this debate will be able to
move, at last, out of the conditional tense and into
action.
Carol Monaghan (Glasgow North West) (SNP): I
want to make a point about the compressed time period
and the possible date of 23 June. Scottish schools will
be about to go on holiday at that point and many of the
electorate will be either planning or starting to take
their holidays. In some local authorities, 22 June will be
the date in question. It would be unthinkable to have a
vote of such importance during the English school
holidays, yet this vote could actually take place during
the Scottish school holidays.
John Penrose: I have to go back to my starting point
about being tempted into giving guidance on when the
referendum vote might be; that is not a matter about
which we are able to tell anybody yet, because we do not
have a completion of the negotiations and without that
there can be no referendum. The Prime Minister has
been very clear on that point, but I am sure he will note
the hon. Lady’s point when he considers the matter.
The Government are going to be doing something
that has not been achieved for more than a generation.
We will be giving people something that I, along with
many others in Parliament and across the entire country,
have long been denied: a vote, a say, a voice on our
relationship with the European Union. Whichever side
of that argument we are on, whether we vote to leave or
to remain, I hope that as democrats we will all welcome
the dawning of that referendum day.
Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: Order. Just before I call Pat Glass to
speak on behalf of the Labour Opposition, I should
point out to the House that 18 Back Benchers wish to
contribute and some sort of time limit will be inevitable.
I know Members will want to get in, and I want to help
them, so they will recognise the need for the time limit.
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1.40 pm
Pat Glass (North West Durham) (Lab): With that in
mind, Mr Speaker, I will endeavour to be brief.
Interestingly, we are having this debate when no
referendum date has been set, the starting gun has not
yet gone off and the deal the Prime Minister is negotiating
with our partners in the EU is not yet agreed—if it ever
will be. I therefore agree with the Minister—I do not
think I am going to say that often—that in many
respects this debate is somewhat premature.
Patrick Grady: The Leader of the Opposition called
last Wednesday for the referendum to happen on 23 June.
Does the hon. Lady disagree with him?
Pat Glass: Now the hon. Gentleman is just trying to
get me into trouble. I would never disagree with my
leader.
Let me deal with the motion by discussing each of its
parts, and I start with the premise that no case has been
made for holding an early referendum. May I remind
this House that we have been debating the UK’s place in
Europe on and off for more than 40 years? I voted
in the last referendum. It was 43 years ago, so we are
hardly rushing at this.
Mr Dodds: If the hon. Lady will not make any
comment in support of her party leader here at Westminster,
what has she to say to the Labour leader in Wales, the
First Minister, who has come out strongly against a
23 June date?
Pat Glass: He has given his opinion, and of course we
will listen respectfully to those arguments, as I am sure
the Government will. We know that while all this goes
on, uncertainty and instability is created in our businesses
and in our economy. We are already seeing the damage
done to business confidence in the UK, inward investment
and the economy by the uncertainty and the potential
risks that lie with an EU referendum and exit. Those
uncertainties and risks increase the longer they go on.
That is not good for our country, for our economy and
for regions such as mine, where hundreds of thousands
of jobs depend directly and indirectly on our membership
of the EU.
Stephen Gethins: I appeal to the hon. Lady, because
she and I are going to be on the same side in this
referendum, that we have a positive case and that we
should put forward the positive case. The words about
“uncertainty” have no place in this referendum, and I
hope she will put forward some positive arguments, too.
Pat Glass: I, too, hope that we will be able to make a
positive case for remaining, but there are clearly risks to
business of delay, and they get greater the longer the
delay goes on. There are very good arguments to support
the view that, as soon as the Government’s European
renegotiations are complete, they should get on with
having the referendum and ending the uncertainty, which
is bad for the whole UK—for jobs, growth, investment
and working people.
The motion says that a
“needlessly premature date risks contaminating the result”.
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[Pat Glass]
In what way would a referendum five months from now
contaminate the result? If there is evidence that holding
the referendum on a specific date, whether in June 2016,
September 2016 or April 2017, would in any way
contaminate the result or lead to greater or lesser risk of
electoral fraud, let us see it. I have not seen any such
evidence, so I can only assume that what is meant by
that statement is that a shorter campaign is more likely
to lead to a remain vote. Given that we have had more
than 40 years of hearing one side of the argument, are
we really being told that the leave campaign arguments
are so lacking in substance that four months of campaigning
from the other side will devastate its arguments and
campaign?
The motion goes on to say that
“a subject as fundamental as EU membership should be decisively
settled after a full and comprehensive debate”.

I absolutely agree, but I say again that we have already
had 40 years of debating the UK’s place in Europe, so
this is not a surprise and it is not happening quickly. It
has been 40 years in the making.
Mr Jenkin: The hon. Lady’s party set up the Electoral
Commission when it introduced the Political Parties,
Elections and Referendums Act 2000, presumably, so
that the commission would give advice that the Government
would generally accept. The Electoral Commission argues
that there should be a six-month period between the
regulations and the referendum date, but the Government
are set to ignore that. Like her, I am enthusiastic to get
on with this, but what consideration has she and her
party given to the designation being compressed with
the referendum period? Has her party expressed a view
on that matter, or does she believe that she and I should
discuss it, with a view to when this referendum should be?
Pat Glass: The hon. Gentleman has made that point
several times, and in many respects I think this is down
to those campaigns. This is not a surprise, so they need
to get on and get designated. What is the delay? Why are
they delaying? They need to get on and do it.
Alex Cunningham (Stockton North) (Lab): My hon.
Friend is a colleague from the north-east, so she knows
as well as I do how important the EU is to jobs in our
region. Another important European date is almost
upon us; the Government have to make an application
within the next three or four weeks for EU solidarity
funds to help flood victims across our country. Does
she agree that the Government should perhaps concentrate
on that date first?
Pat Glass: Yes, I do. In areas such as my hon. Friend’s
and my own, which have been dominated by flooding,
that is a big issue.
Lady Hermon: The hon. Lady will of course be aware
that the Northern Ireland Labour party intends to run
candidates in the Assembly election, whether or not her
party leader agrees. Is she aware of any objections from
her colleagues in the Northern Ireland Labour party to
the possibility of an early EU referendum in June? Has
she heard of any complaints from them?
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Pat Glass: I thank the hon. Lady for the intervention,
but those are internal matters and do not really relate to
today’s motion.
I believe that the people of the UK are easily capable
of absorbing the issues and making a decision after five
months of a comprehensive campaign. As has been
said, we have six weeks of the campaign in general
elections, with three weeks of the short campaign, yet
we are still able to come to a decision. If the referendum
is held in late June, we will have had at least 16 weeks of
the campaign, in which people can listen to both sides
of the case, weigh the arguments and the risks, and
make a decision.
The motion talks about
“the recommendations of the Electoral Commission on best
practice for referendums”.

The Electoral Commission has said that the referendum
date should be separate from a day on which other polls
are taking place. Labour agreed with that and succeeded
in pressuring the Government to amend the European
Union Referendum Bill to stop the holding of the
referendum on 5 May 2016. However, the Electoral
Commission also said that the final Act, following the
amendments made,
“provides a good basis for the delivery of a well-run referendum
and the effective regulation of referendum campaigners.”

The bottom line is that if the referendum is held on
23 June or 30 June, that would be more than a month
and a half after the 5 May elections. I, for one, believe
that the people of the UK are perfectly capable of
making an important decision in late June, a month and
a half after local elections. To suggest otherwise is
patronising and disrespectful.
Alex Salmond: The legislation also specifies a 10-week
campaign period. Therefore, if the referendum was held
on 23 June, the campaign period, with all the attendant
regulations, would take place in the middle of the
Scottish, Welsh, Northern Irish and London elections.
How can that possibly be a good thing?
Pat Glass: That argument has been well rehearsed in
the House and it has been very clearly agreed on all
sides that people can do two things at the same time.
I want an early referendum, so that this country’s
businesses, workers and people can get on with their
lives in a safer, stronger and more prosperous union
with our partners in the EU. Labour believes that the
UK is better off in Europe and it is campaigning to stay
in. The European Union brings us jobs, growth and
investment. It protects UK workers, the UK environment
and consumers and helps to keep us safe in an increasingly
unsafe world; leaving would put all that at risk.
I want to finish by reminding the House why the EU
was established in the first place. Up until 1945, we in
western Europe committed genocide on one another
every 30 years. Families such as mine and those of other
Members fought and died in those wars. Although I
appreciate that the EU is not the only reason why we
settle our differences around a negotiating table rather
than on a battlefield, it does remain one of the main
reasons. In a world in which we are facing Russian
expansionism, global terrorism and global criminality,
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we in the UK are safer as well as stronger and more
prosperous as part of the EU, which is why Labour is
campaigning to remain.
1.50 pm
Mrs Anne Main (St Albans) (Con): I am pleased to be
called so early in this debate in which there have been
many interventions.
May I say to the right hon. Member for Belfast North
(Mr Dodds), who proposed the motion, that I welcome
this debate, because there are issues around the proposed
date of 23 June? As someone who professes to want to
leave the Union, I am happy that the date has been set
sooner rather than later, but I can understand his concerns,
and it is good that we explore them.
On the designation of the Leave groups, the Go
groups, or whatever group there is for those who think
that we will be better and stronger outside the European
Union rather than in it and controlled by it, there is a
real concern that the date will mean that they are less
able to get their act together. In the end, though, I
encourage the right hon. Gentleman to believe that
whoever knocks on people’s doors—whether it is a Go
campaigner or a Leave campaigner—they will all be
asking the same question. There are only two questions
on the ballot paper. It is not as though people will be
asked which political party they support at a general
election. The argument will be made by all groups,
whether or not they receive designation, so I am not
discouraged about the process, but I can see the point
that he is making.
Peter Grant rose—
Mrs Main: The hon. Gentleman has made a lot of
interventions, and some of us have waited to make our
remarks within our own speeches, so I will make some
progress before taking interventions from those who
have already intervened.
As I have said, I am not too discouraged by the
designation process, but I can understand the right hon.
Gentleman’s point. If several people knock on someone’s
door and say why they wish to make the case for leaving
the EU, it will only reinforce the views of that person
and help them with their decision-making process when
they cast their vote. None the less, I do understand that
there is a concern for those of us who are waiting
eagerly to see what date has been chosen.
I note that the word “contaminating” has been used
in the motion. Although I would not use that word in
relation to the date, I understand that it does give those
who wish to remain in the EU a bit of an advantage. A
lot of information will come out later in the year. I am
not talking so much about the European Council meeting
to which my hon. Friend the Member for Shipley (Philip
Davies) referred. In a letter on subsidiarity, Mr Tusk
said:
“The Commission will propose a programme of work”—

by which I believe he means the competences—
“by the end of 2016 and subsequently report on an annual basis
to the European Parliament and the Council.”

Therefore, if we do have a vote in June, we will not
know what the Commission is proposing on subsidiarity
and on the competences that are being brought back.
We will only know what our Parliament has control
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over after that vote. However, some of us in the Leave
and Go campaigns believe that we can make the case
already, but there will be very thin gruel, as my hon.
Friend the Member for North East Somerset (Mr ReesMogg) has said, for us to consider.
Another matter that we need to know, but that we
will not know by June—we will probably not know it by
the end of the year or at any other date—is to do with
the proposal that the Prime Minister is currently exploring
with other EU countries on limiting benefits across the
28 countries. After looking into the matter, I have found
that some countries have very different rules on child
benefit. Some have no child benefit; some have benefits
for one child; and some have benefits for multiple
children. That will be a minefield to explore. We have no
details on it at the moment. More to the point, the deal
will be struck behind closed doors, so before the date in
June we will not know whether any of the deals that
may have been agreed will hold up. That is a concern,
but I am not sure that we will be any the wiser the
longer we leave it. Whichever treaty we have in place
either guarantees EU nationals the rights to claim welfare
in each other’s countries or it does not. If those treaties
do guarantee those rights, I am not sure how legally
binding they will be in the future; they could all fall
apart two days after the referendum. However, pushing
the date further down the road to later in the year will
not make us any the wiser.
The motion talks about a rush to the referendum, but
I think that there is a compression. For those on the
Front Bench with Eurosceptic leanings who currently
feel constrained to speak, the compression gives them
less opportunity to cite their views in favour of removing
this country from the European Union. On that basis, I
can see why having a date early might constrain some of
our colleagues on the Conservative Benches who are
waiting to hear what the Prime Minister delivers on
18 February. That is probably the only conspiracy theory
that I can see going around. I personally think that
the public would rather get on with this matter. Our
Conservative manifesto promise is delivering this
referendum. I pay tribute to the Ulster Unionists for
their long-standing campaign.
Jim Shannon (Strangford) (DUP): It is the Democratic
Unionist party.
Mrs Main: I mean the DUP. I am so sorry. I pay
tribute to its long-standing campaign. If we push this
matter even further into the long grass, none of the
questions that I have about treaty change or about what
Mr Tusk and his colleagues will allow us to bring back
in terms of subsidiarity will be answered until 2017.
One of my biggest concerns as a Eurosceptic is that we
constantly have to ask 28 countries what they think.
Trying to get three or four countries to agree to anything
is pretty difficult, but getting 28 countries to agree is
almost impossible, which is why I want to leave. We will
not have the clarity that the Democratic Unionist party
seeks today.
Although I have a slight concern about the designation
process, I do think that the groups will sort themselves
out. On the May elections, let me offer a scrap of
comfort to those who say that the Remain campaign
would benefit from an early referendum. I suggest that
that campaign may be experiencing voter fatigue. Those
of us who feel passionately and strongly about this
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matter—I add that many of our Conservative Associations
feel the same way, even if some of the Members do
not—have been out talking to our constituents. I did so
on a market stall over the weekend and at various
meetings, including one with my Conservative ladies
yesterday. I will be out there to vote—it will not matter
that we have had a vote six weeks before—because I feel
very strongly that, for the first time, I will be able to ask
myself, “Do I wish to be in this European Union as it is
with all its failings and all its flaws?” My answer will be,
“No, I want to leave.”
Those campaigning to go or to leave, however that is
framed, will be more agitated and more wishing to get
out the front door on whatever date is chosen than
those who may feel voter fatigue as a result of being
involved in all those other elections. In short, I am
reasonably encouraged that people may feel that they
have had enough of voting in local elections, mayoral
elections and all the other elections and will just sit at
home and watch the Romanian rugby match or whatever
is on the television on the day. I do not think that we
will ever get the clarity that we want. I will be sticking
with whatever date is picked, because I would like to get
on and resolve this matter. It is a shame—I mean not
that it is shameful but that it is an issue for me—that
colleagues on the Front Bench who see the matter our
way will have such a short amount of air time and a
short amount of time to campaign and put their case.
Mr Stewart Jackson (Peterborough) (Con): As usual,
my hon. Friend is making a tremendously eloquent
case. Does she remember that just a few years ago—in
the blink of an eye—we were told that merely having an
EU referendum would lead to economic instability,
threats to our prosperity and threats to jobs and growth
in this country? Of course, it was all unadulterated
nonsense propagated by Labour and, sadly, to some
extent by some people in our party.
Mrs Main: Well, we have heard a lot of unadulterated
nonsense already. I am amazed that we are invoking the
dead. Lady Thatcher, apparently, is speaking from the
grave. In her speech in Bruges in 1988, she said:
“We have not successfully rolled back the frontiers of the state
in Britain, only to see them re-imposed at a European level with a
European super-state exercising a new dominance from Brussels.”

I say hear, hear to that. I am sure we will hear a lot of
ridiculous comments. A lot of nonsense will be proposed—
that we cannot possibly exist outside—
John Redwood (Wokingham) (Con): Is it not the case
that if the best that the “stay in” side can do is scares,
trying to tilt the playing field and invoking the dead
when they believe the opposite, we have nothing to fear
and we will be leaving?
Mrs Main: My right hon. Friend is right. We need to
make sure that we have an informed debate. The European
Communities Act 1972 gives EU law precedence over
British law. Let us not fudge the matter. If the public
wish to stay in on that basis, fine. If they do not, they
vote to leave. If they want to bring back those competences
and the authority that Lady Thatcher was talking about,
the date cannot come soon enough.
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I make a plea, however: may we please have the
argument, not the scaremongering, not the fear factor,
not the suggestion that we would be moving the borders
to Kent and we would have camps that we cannot
control of migrants pushing their way across Europe to
come and knock on a British door? That is nonsense. It
is fear; it is phobic, and I am disappointed that those
arguments are coming out now. Let us talk about what
the argument means. To me, it is all about control by
this Parliament, rather than being controlled by 28 other
Parliaments via an unelected bureaucrat in Brussels.
Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: Order. I point out to the House that
14 Back Benchers are seeking to catch my eye and the
debate has to conclude, with Front-Bench winding-up
speeches, by 3.54 pm. So if we can get on to Back-Bench
speeches by 2.15 pm, that would be immensely helpful,
but I am in the hands of the right hon. Member for
Gordon (Alex Salmond).
2.2 pm
Alex Salmond (Gordon) (SNP): You could not be in
safer hands, Mr Speaker.
May I say to the hon. Member for St Albans (Mrs Main)
that there was a time when the Conservative party
would have been more sure-footed on the designations
in Northern Ireland politics? I am not making a particular
point about her not knowing the difference between the
Ulster Unionists and the Democratic Unionists, but
that gets to the heart of the debate and to the heart of
why I will support the motion in the name of the right
hon. Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) and his
Democratic Unionist colleagues.
We are told, and we were told in particular
during the Scottish referendum campaign, that there
were four equal parts of this United Kingdom. Now,
the democratically elected leaders of three of those four
parts, backed up by a range of agreement in the political
parties in their Parliaments, have written to the Prime
Minister saying that they do not think it is a good idea
to hold the referendum in late June because it would
conflict with the electoral process taking place in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland. Members on the Government
Benches do not seem to think that that is a clinching
argument. Of course it is a clinching argument if we
have a respect agenda encompassing the four component
parts of the United Kingdom.
The Minister said that we were trying to tempt him
into naming the day, which he would not do because of
career-limiting implications. We are not trying to get
him to name the day; we are trying to get him to name
the day when the referendum is not going to be held. It
is a question of “calculatus eliminatus”. I commend the
poem to him:
“When you’ve mislaid a certain something, keep your cool and
don’t get hot…
Calculatus eliminatus always helps an awful lot.
The way to find a missing something is to find out where it’s
not.”

We are merely trying to get the Government to exclude
23 June because it conflicts with the important elections
taking place in three out of the four nations of this
United Kingdom.
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When I heard the speech of the hon. Member for
North West Durham (Pat Glass) from the Labour Front
Bench, I was encouraged because I thought an element
of flexibility was moving in, as opposed to last week’s
rather foolish declaration of 23 June from the Leader of
the Opposition. If it was a good idea for the Opposition
parties, supported by many on the Conservative Benches,
to combine last year to make sure that the Government
did not hold the poll on the same day as the Scottish,
Welsh, Northern Irish and London elections, why is it
not a good idea similarly to combine now to make sure
that the 10-week campaign period, as defined in the
legislation, does not overlap with those elections? If
there was logic in not having the referendum on the
same day as the elections, why is there not logic in
making sure that the two campaign periods are different
as well?
Mr Jackson: Is the right hon. Gentleman really saying
that the people of Scotland—that wonderful country
that has played such an enormously positive role in the
history of the United Kingdom and produced statesmen,
engineers, educators and pioneers across the world—are
unable to distinguish between an election for a devolved
and unique Parliament and a once-in-a-generation EU
referendum? Is he saying that the people of Scotland
are too stupid to understand the difference?
Alex Salmond: The right hon. Member for Belfast
North dealt with that point well in his opening speech,
to which I am sure the hon. Gentleman was paying the
closest attention. We are saying that it is better to have
the two campaigns distinct for all sorts of reasons,
including broadcasting and the publicity that goes through
people’s doors.
My hon. Friend the Member for Glasgow North
(Patrick Grady) pointed out that there were 540 days
between designating the date of the Scottish referendum
and the poll. Whichever side of that campaign they
were part of, people cannot argue with a 98% registration
to vote and an 85% turnout in the referendum. In this
European referendum, if the date is as specified in a
dash to the poll, we suspect, by the Prime Minister,
public engagement is unlikely to come anywhere near
such a desirable figure.
There is a shabby and sleight aspect to the Government’s
argument. I wrote to the Prime Minister at this time last
week. I referred to his “junior” Minister, for which I
apologise. I said:
“Your junior Minister David Lidington quoted me several
times today in the emergency statement as pointing to the necessary
6 week period between the devolved elections and the referendum.
However, while six weeks clearance is a necessary condition it
is not a sufficient one.”

I went on to point to the 10-week campaign period,
which would start in the middle of the devolved elections.
I pointed out the position that the Scottish National
party holds on the matter. Despite that, the next day the
Prime Minister quoted me and suggested that I had had
thumbscrews applied to me by the First Minister of
Scotland in order to change my position. The Prime
Minister reveals how little he knows that lady. Thumbscrews
are not necessary; one glance from the formidable
Ms Sturgeon would be more than enough to persuade
any politician to see the wisdom of her ways. I have
never made the case for a six-week period and I am
concerned about the 10-week campaign period.
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Peter Grant: I am sorry to interrupt my right hon.
Friend when he is in full flow. Does he recall that
shortly after he stood down as First Minister, the media
and the Tory press were full of stories that the new First
Minister of Scotland would not be her own woman
because she would be bullied by the former First Minister
of Scotland? Does he agree that there has been a
remarkable switch in roles in that short time?
Alex Salmond: Another scare story set to rest, as my
hon. Friend points out.
Mr Jenkin: The right hon. Gentleman talks about
how outrageous it would be to have just a six-week
referendum period, but if the designation of the two
campaigns is delayed some weeks into the 10-week
referendum period, that is what we will finish up with.
Does he agree that it would be outrageous for the
Government to corrupt the process of this referendum
by delaying the designation of the in and out campaigns
in the way the Minister suggested might be the case?
Alex Salmond: I agree with the hon. Gentleman. We
also agree on another aspect: purdah in referendum
periods has not previously been properly observed in
this place and by this Government, although it has been
observed by the Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish
Administrations. Having a long purdah period, with a
purdah period for the Scottish, Welsh and Northern
Irish elections, and then a further purdah period for a
referendum on European issues, would mean that those
Administrations had a double purdah period, which
cannot be a good thing for governance. I know that that
point will not be lost on the hon. Gentleman.
Let me get to the nub of my concern, apart from the
patent lack of respect. We have already seen the start of
the European referendum campaign, and a thoroughly
depressing start it has undoubtedly been. Yesterday’s
ludicrous exchange about on which side of the channel
there will be a giant refugee camp just about sums up
this miserable, irrelevant debate. The truth, of course, is
that it does not matter; it will take at least five years to
withdraw from the European treaties, and by then we
could have 10 times the number of refugees or indeed
none at all. No one knows how the bilateral arrangements
between Britain and France will be affected. This is a
pointless, pathetic, puerile debate, typical of what looks
like it will be a depressing campaign—the political
equivalent of a no-score draw.
As we anticipated, the lead responsibility for this
state of affairs lies with the Prime Minister—this whole
mess is of his creation. The time to propose a referendum
is when we want to achieve something important, such
as Scottish independence, not when we want to achieve
nothing at all, as is the case with his sham Euro-negotiations
on points of little substance. He has set out the terms
for this depressing campaign, which is, to quote the
Scottish play,
“full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.”

The chance of those who are anti-European Union
of winning has always been greatest if the campaign is
reduced to a competition of scare stories—a war of
attrition—to find out who can tell the biggest porkies.
That is exactly what is unfolding before our eyes. It is
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almost as if the Better Together campaign from the
Scottish referendum had split in two. We now have two
versions of “Project Fear” from opposing sides in the
Europe poll. At this rate, the only thing these two
campaigns will scare is the voters—away from the polling
stations.
The Prime Minister is gambling this country’s entire
European future on his sham negotiation and this shame
of a campaign—even Jim Hacker would have fought on
a more visionary platform on Europe. We need to fight
an entirely different campaign in Scotland. People want
to hear how we can build a Europe that acts on the
environment; faces down multinational power; shows
solidarity when faced with a refugee crisis; acts together
when faced with austerity; respects the component nations
of Europe; co-operates on great projects such as a
supergrid across the North sea; and revitalises the concept
of a social Europe for all our citizens. That will be a
Europe worth voting for, not the Prime Minister’s teenyweeny vision of nothing much at all.
Several hon. Members rose—
Mr Speaker: Order. I am afraid that, with immediate
effect, there will have to be five-minute limit on Back-Bench
speeches. I call Mr Paul Maynard.
2.13 pm
Paul Maynard (Blackpool North and Cleveleys) (Con):
Thank you, Mr Speaker. It is a pleasure to speak in the
debate, and particularly so early. I was not expecting to
be raised so far up the list of speakers, but let us take
our chances while we can.
I have been struck by the fact that there seems to be a
degree of consensus on this issue in the Chamber, on
what should be an issue that greatly divides us. We agree
on a number of things. We do not know what the date
is, and we can all agree on that—even I do not have
telepathic powers at Prime Minister’s Question Time
quite yet. Beyond that, we have also managed to agree
that all our electors—be they young or old, or male or
female, and whatever party they vote for—can perform
the amazing feat of considering two important issues at
roughly the same time. It is a great step forward that we
can broadly agree on all that.
Looking at the DUP motion, however, I do not agree
that we are somehow in an unseemly rush. I would
dispute the use of the word “rush” in the motion.
Before Christmas, I had the misfortune to turn 40. It
was a chance to look back at my life. Have I gone down
a cul-de-sac or down the wrong path? Am I stuck in a
rut? Is now the time to throw it all in, go away and run
an artisan cheese factory somewhere? Should I get out
of politics now? The Whips will be pleased to know that
I might just stick with what I am doing at the moment.
None the less, it was a chance to reflect on the fact
that I am 40, so I was not born the last time we had a
referendum on this issue. It is not that I did not have
a chance to vote—I was not even alive when we had the
previous referendum. To say that we are somehow in a
rush, therefore, misunderstands the long campaign the
DUP itself has run to get us where it wants to go. If it
had had its way, this would all have been over and done
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with many years ago—certainly before I was elected to
this House. I do not, therefore, accept that we are in a
rush.
I do accept, though, that our electors can cope with
these things. That goes back to the real reason why we
are having a referendum: we want to trust the people.
Certain issues are greater than the party divide in this
place. Trusting the people is at the heart of what the
referendum will be about.
Electors across the board are capable of making
important decisions during campaigns that are, by their
very nature, compressed. One need only think of the
French electoral system, which has a two-week gap
between rounds. What happens in the first round dictates
the campaign in the following fortnight, and the truth
will then be available at the end of that fortnight. For
example, a far-right candidate might have got through
to the final two in the contest, and a fundamentally
different campaign would then have to ensue in metropolitan
France. However, the voters manage to cope with that.
Voters are also quite discerning. We need only remember
the Darlington by-election of 1983. A chap called Ossie
O’Brien won it for the Labour party shortly before the
House dissolved for the 1983 election. But a few weeks
later, the good voters of Darlington repented of their
decision and elected someone else entirely—the current
Defence Secretary. I think we all agree that voters are
very sophisticated, and they can cope with compression,
as well as with doing two things at once. I would
therefore urge people to have confidence in their voters.
There was some discussion of the role the media
might play. Once again, however, voters in Blackpool
North and Cleveleys are more than capable of seeing
through what the media are up to.
Patrick Grady: Will the hon. Gentleman give way?
Paul Maynard: In the interests of time, I will give way
just this once.
Patrick Grady: How does the hon. Gentleman respond
to the point made by my right hon. Friend the Member
for Gordon (Alex Salmond) about the impact on the
purdah period, given that the devolved Governments
might theoretically be in purdah for 10 out of 13 weeks?
Paul Maynard: I thank the hon. Gentleman for that
point. It is no different, in a way, from what central
Government will have to go through. Every Department
will have to work out how it engages on European issues
during a long campaign and a short campaign.
I am left in no doubt that this is one of those
important issues in the lives of my constituents that
passes the “stop me in the street” test. If I am out
shopping in my local Sainsbury’s, I am already being
asked what I think about this issue. The notion that we
can somehow say that the campaign does not start until
we the politicians say it does, is rather naive. The
campaign has started; the number of emails in my
inbox is increasing, and people want to know where I
stand. I am trying to deal with those queries, as I am
sure every other Member of the House is trying. Setting
an arbitrary starting point, when we will allow people
to think about this issue, will not be possible. The reality
is that we have already begun thinking about it, and the
media will keep reporting on it. However, my constituents
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are perfectly capable of thinking about it for themselves.
They are desperate to have this vote. Many of them
have waited 40 years for it, and they do not want to wait
a single moment longer than is absolutely necessary.
Many of them have made their minds up already. They
want the vote now, without even knowing what the final
decision is or what deal might be reached in Brussels.
In conclusion, I recall the words of my former hon.
Friend the Member for Hertsmere during consideration
of a private Member’s Bill a few years ago. Surely, the
question now is not what to do, but, “If not now,
when?” Now is the time, and we need to move as fast as
we can.
2.19 pm
David Simpson (Upper Bann) (DUP): The Common
Market, as it was known way back then, was founded
on 25 March 1957. It did not come into operation until
1958, long before I was born—I know that is hard to
believe. [Interruption.] I wish my own colleagues were
supportive of that. The aims and objectives of the
Common Market were to emulate what the United
States had—open markets and no borders. People were
jealous of that. The United Kingdom joined the European
Union in 1973, just over 40 years ago. Within this
timescale of almost 60 years, the United Kingdom has
been part of the European Union for just over 40 years.
So why the rush now? Suspicious minds would think
that perhaps the deal that the Government, or the
Prime Minister and his officials, have almost negotiated
is so thin that it hangs by a thread and would unravel.
Or is it the case that we are going to see a large influx of
people from other countries over the summer? I ask
what is the reason because I have not yet heard a
convincing argument from the Government as to why
this referendum should be held in June.
Alex Salmond: I would not in any way dispute the
hon. Gentleman’s chronology regarding age or anything
like that. Could this not also be about the internal
cohesion of the Conservative party? Could it be that the
Prime Minister is so fearful of the lack of unity in his
own party that he wants as short a period as possible for
that to be understood?
David Simpson: Far be it from me to go into the
internal frictions, if that is the right word, within the
Tory party. All parties have their issues to resolve, so I
leave the Tory party to deal with that one.
One area that has not been much mentioned over the
past weeks and months is the agri-food sector. Our
farming community has gone through very difficult
times over the past number of years. I do not speak on
behalf of the Ulster Farmers Union—I do not have the
authority to do so—the National Farmers Union of
Scotland, the Farmers Union of Wales, or indeed the
National Farmers Union. Whenever they make their
decisions, they will advise their members on which way
to go. However, when I speak to farmers in my constituency,
they are concerned about how things are going to pan
out for them in future. Will there be an agri-food
industry at all? Do the Government have enough interest
in the sector to help and defend it in the years to come,
and encourage young farmers into it? A lot of issues
across the board need to be addressed.
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The European Union Referendum Act 2015 provides
for a referendum to be held on the UK’s membership of
the EU before the end of 2017. This adds up to
approximately 15 months following the Assembly elections,
yet some within the Government find it appropriate to
send the electorate back to the polls within seven weeks.
As we have heard, the European championship will be
taking place and some 200,000 people might be out of
the country. Of course, people from my constituency
will be across the water supporting Northern Ireland. I
want to ensure that they are at home when the biggest
political decision of their day will be taken. That is
vital.
During this debate there will no doubt be accusations
that we are undermining the voters, as we have already
heard, and that we do not trust the British people to
make two different decisions within a seven-week period.
Those accusations are untrue. Nevertheless, for the
good of our nation, let us allow each voter the time and
space to study the arguments and the effects that this
will have on them and on their families to come. The
EU referendum provides one of the biggest political
decisions in a generation. Let us ensure that the right
final decision is made and that, whatever it is, we
embrace the new era and ensure that the livelihoods of
our elderly, our young and our employed are changed
for the better.
2.25 pm
Iain Stewart (Milton Keynes South) (Con): I am
grateful for the opportunity to contribute to this debate.
I congratulate the right hon. Member for Belfast North
(Mr Dodds) and his colleagues on introducing this
important topic and exploring some of the genuine
issues of concern in a very moderate and civilised way.
Whatever date is eventually chosen for the referendum
and the campaign period, there will always be perfectly
good arguments that can be made against it. In this
country, by democratic tradition, we narrow down a lot
of the time for holding elections to when it is sensible to
do so. Traditionally, unless there is a period of emergency,
we have them in the spring, early summer or autumn.
There are perfectly good reasons for that. It is not
pleasant to be out knocking on doors and delivering
leaflets in the wilds of winter. It is important to respect
the times when different parts of the United Kingdom
have their summer holidays. For example, I would not
suggest that we hold a referendum in July because that
would clash with the Scottish holiday period, or August
in the case of England.
Patrick Grady: The Scottish referendum was held
very successfully in September when we had longer
evenings, warmer days, and the full summer period in
which to campaign. That would give us more of the
time and opportunity that the hon. Gentleman is talking
about than a June date.
Iain Stewart: If the hon. Gentleman is suggesting that
he would like a roadshow visit from my hon. Friend the
Member for Stone (Sir William Cash) or my right hon.
Friend the Member for Wokingham (John Redwood) to
entertain his electors over the summer, he is very welcome
to it.
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The point I am making is that there are a relatively
small number of periods when we can sensibly have an
election.
Alex Salmond: I understand the hon. Gentleman’s
point perfectly, but, as a matter of interest, what are the
arguments against an autumn date, as specified by the
right hon. Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) in
opening the debate and as mentioned by my hon. Friend
the Member for Glasgow North (Patrick Grady)?
Iain Stewart: I will happily answer that. First, I am
not in charge of selecting the date, and I have no
objections to June or September. I am merely saying
that there are a number of considerations that we have
to bear in mind.
Another consideration, more generally, is that there
is a delicate balance to be struck between allowing a
sufficient period of time for all the arguments made by
both sides of the campaign to be properly explored and
challenged, and not having so elongated a campaign
that we bore the electorate to death or create such a
long period of uncertainty that it is unhelpful to our
economy. I am not arguing that it should be 23 June, or
18 September or whatever it would be at that time of
year, because that is not my job; I am saying that it is
about a balance of different considerations.
Ms Tasmina Ahmed-Sheikh (Ochil and South Perthshire)
(SNP): Where do the views of the First Ministers of all
the devolved Governments fit into the balance of
considerations that the hon. Gentleman mentions?
Iain Stewart: That neatly leads me on to the point I
was about to make.
In relation to purdah, we have heard about the potential
overlap between the Scottish Parliament campaign and the
referendum campaign, if the date were to be 23 June;
that is hypothetical. I will make two observations on
that. First, whenever purdah is, it will be disruptive to
the usual governance of the UK Government, the Scottish
Government, and the Governments of Wales and Northern
Ireland. If it were to be in September, it would cause
disruption to the legislative programme of whoever
forms the Scottish Government after May. There is a
case to be made that it would be less disruptive for one
period to immediately follow the other. The Scottish
and other Governments could then get on with their full
programmes without interruption, rather than being
blocked in the autumn. I would also point out that, to
avoid future election clashes, the length of the next
Scottish Parliament has been extended by a year, so the
Scottish Government have more time than was originally
envisaged.
Alex Salmond rose—
Iain Stewart: If the right hon. Gentleman will forgive
me, I have taken a few interventions and have a limited
amount of time left.
I am not an expert on what Governments can and
cannot do during purdah, but I hope we can have a
sensible debate so that if a purely domestic Scottish
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matter that would have no impact on the EU referendum
needs to be introduced during purdah, a way could be
found for that administrative work to continue.
There is a precedent on this matter, namely the alternative
vote referendum, which was held on the same day as the
Scottish, Welsh and Northern Ireland elections in 2011.
Alex Salmond: That was a success?
Iain Stewart: I am not arguing that the elections
should be held on the same day—we have accepted that
they should be held on a separate day and that there
should be a minimum of six weeks between them and
the referendum—but there are lessons that we can
extrapolate from that campaign. The Electoral Commission
report on the 2011 AV referendum specifically addresses
the issue of media coverage, which a number of Members
have raised, and it concludes that it was not an issue.
Paragraph 3.60 states that there was
“no inherent disinclination on the part of the media from Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland…to cover the referendum; rather,
the elections were considered to be a greater priority than the
referendum.”

The right hon. Gentleman and his colleagues should
not be worried about the capacity of the Scottish media
to cover both the Holyrood elections and the referendum
over the same period.
Hywel Williams rose—
Stephen Gethins rose—
Iain Stewart: Forgive me, but I am down to my last
minute and I want to conclude.
As my hon. Friend the Member for Blackpool North
and Cleveleys (Paul Maynard) said, this debate is not
starting from a zero base. The arguments about Europe
are not new. People are already exploring them and
have been doing so over many years and many election
campaigns. They are perfectly capable of computing
the arguments for the devolved elections and for the
referendum at the same time. To be fair to the right hon.
Member for Belfast North, he is not saying that they are
incapable of doing that.
Ultimately, this comes down to a judgment of whether
we as a country have the bandwidth in Government, the
media and among our voters to make up our minds on
the referendum and the devolved elections at the same
time. My judgment is that we can perfectly well do that.
America combines many elections—presidential, Congress,
state and referendums—at the same time. If it can do it,
so can we.
2.32 pm
Ian Paisley (North Antrim) (DUP): As many Members
have said, this is one of the most important constitutional
questions that perplexes our nation, and the referendum
provides probably a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity—it
is certainly a once-in-a-generation opportunity—to shape
where the nation goes. That is why it is essential that we
have a full, frank, proper and considered debate about
all the issues that affect our membership of the European
Union.
A rushed referendum will only threaten to present to
the public a debate that is shaped according to the most
baseless of arguments, namely that of “Johnny Foreigner”
versus “What will we get out of the European Union?”
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That is not the way to have this debate, but unfortunately
it appears that it is in the Government’s interests to have
a debate shaped according to that base argument. If
only a limited amount of time is made available for the
debate, we will not be able to deal with the issues that
affect all our constituents, including issues to do with
trade, the rural economy and the social agenda, and,
indeed, the very important issue of immigration.
John Redwood: Does the hon. Gentleman agree that
the “stay in” side is worried that it does not have enough
disinformation and nasty scares to last until September?
Ian Paisley: I have no fear that it will promote all
those nasty issues, but we should be proud of the fact
that we can present a cohesive argument that will convince
many people who are at present wavering on the vital
questions. That is why we should take time to have a
proper debate.
I, like most Members in this House, but probably
more than some, am familiar with “Never, never, never”
speeches. We witnessed one such speech in this House
on 3 February, when the Prime Minister made self-fulfilling
“never” prophecies, none of which is even on the agenda.
For example, there is not going to be a European army
and the United Kingdom is not going to adopt the
single currency. That has been ruled out by the people,
but none the less the Prime Minister has nailed the
arguments of this debate to solid winds that were never
up for grabs in the first instance.
Over the next few weeks, we are going to be fed a diet
based on soundbites, not on substance. My right hon.
Friend the Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds),
supported by the right hon. Member for Gordon (Alex
Salmond) and others, has stated very clearly that we
want the debate to be based on sound, substantive
arguments, because the public—our public, our
electorate—expect much more. Although I accept the
universally expressed view that the public can deal with
multiple choice questions, that is not what is at stake.
What is at stake is that we have a cogent, clear and
sophisticated debate that deals with all the issues.
Some Members have argued that the reason we can
rush into this is that the issue of security has already
been dealt with and we need to get on with it, but the
European Community, which is now known as the
European Union, has singularly failed on the issue of
security decade in, decade out. It failed to give this
kingdom a clear position on the Falklands. It failed to
give the UK support whenever we tried to purchase
weapons for the Royal Ulster Constabulary in the 1980s.
It failed Europe in its lacklustre response to Kosovo. It
failed the middle east when we were dealing with Kuwait
1, and it has clearly been an abject failure in recent
weeks and months when we as nations have been trying
to deal with the important issue of immigration. We
should have a proper debate so that the public can be
reminded of the catastrophic failures brought about by
the EU week in, week out.
Domestically, it is important that we talk about the
potential opportunities if Britain exits the Union. At
present, my constituents are not allowed even to consider
the prospect of what farming would be like post-common
agricultural policy. The fact of the matter is that it is
our money that is being spent on our farmers by European
bureaucrats. I want to have a debate that allows us to
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focus on where the money comes from—it comes from
here—and how we could better spend it if we were not
tied to European policy, but we will not have the opportunity
to get into the nitty-gritty of that debate and my farmers
will go to the polls on the basis of the fear that they
could lose their subsidy when that is not right at all. We
should have the opportunity to deal with that.
The Northern Ireland Affairs Committee is currently
trying to address some of the issues. Every single witness—
there have been six or seven to date—has indicated, as
my right hon. Friend the Member for Belfast North
said, that this is going to be decided not by whether it
will affect terrorism, but by trade and other issues. We
have only brushed the surface of border security in that
inquiry so far, yet it is a key issue, given that we are the
only part of the United Kingdom that, if we leave
Europe, would have a land border with a nation that is
in Europe. We need a proper debate about that, but we
are not being given the time. I implore the Government
to listen and, in the same way as they have ruled out
other dates, to rule out June and suggest a more acceptable
date, probably in the autumn.
2.38 pm
Stuart Andrew (Pudsey) (Con): I congratulate the
Democratic Unionist party on this debate, which is
obviously of interest to many of us, but clearly not to
the Labour party, given that its Benches are all empty.
Stephen Pound (Ealing North) (Lab): I’m here!
Stuart Andrew: I am sorry—there are two of them,
includingtherighthon.MemberforGordon(AlexSalmond),
who has defected by the looks of it.
Simon Hoare: I have heard a rumour that the Labour
Members are all in a Trident submarine somewhere,
sailing around and looking for things.
Stuart Andrew: That was a wise intervention.
I come at the issue having always supported a referendum.
Dare I say it with the Government Whip on the Front
Bench, but I was one of the rebels who voted for a
referendum back in the day. I was four when the people
of this country last had an opportunity to have a say on
our relationship with Europe. That relationship has
clearly changed over the past 40-odd years, and many of
my constituents want the opportunity to discuss the
matter and have their say again. That is backed up by
evidence; in 2008, an organisation called Open Europe
organised an all-postal ballot in my constituency, asking
people whether they wanted a referendum and whether
they supported the Lisbon treaty. Even though it was a
voluntary postal ballot, more than 13,000 people took
part in it, and more than 11,400—some 88% of those
who took part—voted to say that they wanted to have
the opportunity for a referendum on Europe. There is a
clear appetite for such a referendum.
Many people have expressed to me their frustration
about the fact that the referendum could be as late as
2017. They want to get on with it, regardless of which
side of the argument they are on. I suspect that if there
was a further delay because of the issues that have been
raised in the motion, many of my constituents would
view that with some scepticism.
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[Stuart Andrew]

2.44 pm

When the European Union Referendum Bill was
going through the House, I had sympathy with the
views about the referendum being held on the same day
as the 6 May elections. I am glad that the Government
responded to the pressure that was applied, because
those two things needed to be very separate, but to
suggest that a longer period of separation is needed is,
frankly, patronising. As others have said, it is not as
though the Europe debate has not been going on for
years and years. All who are for or against our partnership
in Europe have made their points eloquently over the
past four decades. In addition, the Government have
also committed to allowing at least a six-week period
between the elections and the referendum. I believe that
that is more than adequate. Frankly, if those campaigns
cannot get their message across in six weeks, perhaps
they, and not my constituents, need to ask themselves
some serious questions. My constituents are more than
able to understand the issues that are being debated.
The truth is that there is history here. The previous
European referendum was held only one month after
the completion of the legislation. With the alternative
vote referendum, there was plenty of time to discuss the
issues. I know from being on the doorstep that many
people understood what was being asked of them.
When it comes to separating the issues, I refer back to
my point about being patronising. Yes, the elections in
May are incredibly important. In Wales, people will be
elected to the Assembly, and in Scotland to the Parliament.
There will be mayoral elections and the Northern Ireland
elections. In my constituency, people will have to vote
for their local councillors and for their police and crime
commissioners.

Stephen Gethins (North East Fife) (SNP): I thank the
right hon. Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) and
his colleagues in the Democratic Unionist party for
giving us the opportunity to debate the subject. This is
our opportunity and the Government’s opportunity, as
the right hon. Gentleman said, to put the respect agenda
into practice. My right hon. Friend the Member for
Gordon (Alex Salmond) and colleagues in the DUP
have mentioned the letter of 3 February from the First
Minister of Scotland, the First Minister and Deputy
First Minister of Northern Ireland and the Labour
First Minister of Wales, all of whom hold very different
views about the European Union referendum, just as
they hold many different views on a whole range of
issues. I also tabled an early-day motion on the referendum,
which received backing from Members from every party
in this House.

Peter Grant: Will the hon. Gentleman give way?
Stuart Andrew: I do not have enough time; I am sorry.
I know my constituents, and I know that they are
more than capable of separating those issues and campaigns,
particularly because they will be at least six weeks
apart. Last May, they were able to distinguish between
electing a Member of Parliament, their local councillor
and their parish councillor, all on the same day. My
constituents knew that each candidate would hold a
different office, and they fully understood that difference.
In addition, those who call for a delay because people
will be confused assume that they are thinking only
about the next election and the next referendum. I envy
such people; my constituents have got lives to get on
with and other things to think about. They are not
obsessed with the referendum, as we may be. Six weeks-plus
is plenty of time. Our constituents will be able to make a
decision on what they want their future relationship
with Europe to be. If the period was to be prolonged, I
fear that that would switch many people off.
I come here as someone who was born in Wales,
whose father is a Scotsman and whose mother is English.
I respect every part of this nation, and I know that
every part of this nation, just like my constituents,
understands the difference. The 88% of people in my
constituency who voted in favour of a referendum
should be given the opportunity to have one. Who am
I—who is anybody in this Chamber—to deny them that
opportunity? I credit them with the ability to separate
two very different voting responsibilities.

Democratic representation does not begin and end in
this place. Decisions that affect the day-to-day lives of
our citizens are not purely taken here. At the beginning
of May, issues such as health, education and transport
will be debated and decided on by something north of
20 million voters across the United Kingdom. This has
nothing to do with minor sporting events such as the
European football championship, or major sporting
events such as Andy Murray defending his title at the
Queen’s Club. More than anything else—even the respect
agenda, important though that is—this is about the
Government and those of us who want to remain in the
European Union having the courage of our convictions
and putting the matter to a thorough democratic test.
A thorough democratic test does not mean simply
rushing the referendum in six weeks; it means having a
balanced and fair opportunity to debate this important
issue. That is why throughout proceedings on the European
Union Referendum Bill, we said that we wanted to see a
fair playing field. That is why we worked with colleagues
across the House to ensure that that happened, and we
will be more than happy to work with colleagues across
the House on the date of the referendum.
My hon. Friend the Member for Glasgow North
(Patrick Grady) pointed out, as I did during the debate
last week, that the campaign on the independence
referendum called by my right hon. Friend the Member
for Gordon ran for 545 days.
Patrick Grady: I congratulate my hon. Friend on
achieving cross-party support for early-day motion 1042
on the date of the referendum. Does he agree with the
point I made earlier about the impact of the autumn
date of the Scottish referendum, which allowed an
invigorating campaign to take place during the long
summer days with good weather and lots of daylight?
There is a lot to be said for an autumn date.
Stephen Gethins: My hon. Friend makes a valid point,
which I hope that the Government will take into account.
In Scotland, both those who campaigned for yes and
those who campaigned for no should be credited for
having one of the greatest democratic debates that any
part of the United Kingdom has ever seen. A great deal
of that was owing to the fact that we had a long run-in,
and we had the summer to debate it.
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We in the Scottish National party have some experience
of the matter, and I hope that other hon. Members will
listen to us. I hope that they will listen to my right hon.
Friend the Member for Gordon, who led much of the
debate over that long period. He rightly gave credit to
those on both sides of the debate for the way in which
they conducted themselves. He also spoke about the
10-week period, which my hon. Friend the Member for
Glenrothes (Peter Grant) raised. The Government have
not dealt with that adequately, and I hope that the
Minister will tackle it when he sums up.
I want to see a positive campaign, and I am disappointed
by what we have heard from Government Members
who want to stay in. I am disappointed by some of the
words that we have heard from Labour Members, and
we will be debating the matter with them. We want to
put forward the positive impact that Europe can have.
Think about charges for roaming, workers’ rights and
the security challenges that we face together as a European
Union.
We must always be mindful of where the role of
member states begins and that of the European Union
ends, because we have not always been honest about
that. It was not the European Union that described
Scotland’s fishermen as “expendable”. It was not the
European Union that introduced policies that were
damaging to Scotland’s renewables industry. It was not
the European Union that gave Scotland’s farmers the
lowest single farm payment in the whole European
Union. These were faults of the member state and the
way in which it chose to exercise its membership of
the European Union. We will bring all those issues to
the fore during this debate.
Let us think about the areas on which we have had
European co-operation that is much closer to Scotland’s
opinion than this Government’s ever could be. Let us
look at the refugee crisis—the worst since the second
world war—on which the UK Government are not
stepping up to the mark, as the Irish Government, who
have disregarded their opt-out, have. Let us look at
climate change policy, where Scotland led the world and
on which the European Union is now leading the charge.
Let us look at renewables, which I have already mentioned.
Let us look at security issues and tackling, as a European
Union bloc, the issues of Ukraine, Syria and all the
other huge challenges we face; no member state can face
such challenges alone.
My appeal to the House is that we do not want any
scaremongering or a re-run of “Project Fear”, because
that is the way in which the yes side will lose this
referendum. We want a positive debate, but we also
want a debate that runs beyond the summer and possibly
into September. That is why I will back the DUP
motion.
2.50 pm
David Rutley (Macclesfield) (Con): I am grateful to
you, Madam Deputy Speaker, for the opportunity to
speak in this debate, and to the right hon. Member for
Belfast North (Mr Dodds) for securing it and bringing
forward this subject. It is a very important subject—hon.
Members from all parts of the House are passionate in
their views on Europe—and the timing issue is clearly
of concern to him and his colleagues.
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I tend to find that my views agree with those of DUP
Members most of the time. We clearly agree on one very
important thing, which is that this is the time—this is a
once-in-a-generation opportunity—to give the public a
referendum so that they can have their say. However, I
disagree with them today and I will not support them
on the timing issue. I think that there will be enough
time. The Prime Minister has clearly set out in legislation
that there will be time for people to think and there will
be enough information for them to make up their minds.
Let me explain why I will not support the motion. As
colleagues have already mentioned, the aim of the
Conservative party to hold a referendum on this subject
has not exactly been the best-kept secret on the planet.
Indeed, during the last election, many Conservative
Members, and probably many Members on the Opposition
Benches, talked about the referendum in their election
literature. It was in our manifesto, and it was certainly
in my election materials. I was very proud to talk about
it, because I think it is time for this subject to be put to
the British public so that they can express their views.
In fact, I distinctly remember that we were able to
debate the issue extensively during the last Parliament,
even though we were part of a coalition Government at
the time. Government Members, particularly me and
my Conservative party colleagues, found a mechanism
to have such a debate on private Members’Bills, particularly
those introduced by our hon. Friends the Members for
Stockton South (James Wharton) and for Bromley and
Chislehurst (Robert Neill). They put forward those Bills
continually to seek a debate on this subject, even though
we were constrained within the coalition. As parliamentary
private secretary to the Minister for Europe during 2014
and 2015, I know that the issue was much debated as a
matter of clear concern that agitated many of our
colleagues. They wanted to talk about Europe, and they
did, and they wanted the referendum. During all the
parliamentary discussions, it was also clear that a wider
debate was taking place. News reports and TV programmes
went on about it, and I did detect one or two tweets on
the subject as well. This was not a surprise—it has been
well trailed—and it is therefore important to address
head-on the concerns expressed in the motion, because
we need such a debate more quickly than not.
I listened carefully to the right hon. Member for
Belfast North. I believe that his concerns, and indeed
those of other Members on the Opposition Benches,
are sincere, but that they are overstated. That brings me
back to an experience I had in a Leeds shopping centre,
not far from Pudsey, several years ago. I was in a
rush—I needed to get to a meeting, and I had to move
very quickly—and I had to make a quick decision about
which escalator to go up to get to the meeting. I ran up
it as fast as I could, and it became pretty obvious that I
had chosen the wrong escalator: I was running up the
down escalator. An older lady, who was mesmerised by
the spectacle, looked me in the eye and said, “That’s
what comes from rushing.” I have never forgotten that.
Rushing is having to deal with decisions within split
seconds. I can assure the House that this is not about
rushing, but about having a conversation and a debate
over weeks and, indeed, months.
Alex Salmond: I am still grappling with which side of
the argument the escalator analogy supports, but if six
weeks were enough, why does the legislation specify a
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[Alex Salmond]
10-week period for the European referendum campaign?
Does that not conflict with the argument the hon.
Gentleman is making?
David Rutley: No. We know that if the Prime Minister
is successful in securing the negotiation and is minded
to put it forward in the referendum, there will be
challenges in terms of the multiple debates that will be
going on. Like the hon. Member for North Antrim (Ian
Paisley), who talked about there being multiple choice
questions, I do not think that is a problem. This is about
putting two separate questions: who will the electorate
vote for in local elections, or indeed the Assembly
elections or the parliamentary elections in Scotland;
and how will they vote in the referendum. Those two
things are separate and clearly set out, and I do not
think there will be a conflict. In the minute I have left, I
will explain why.
If the Prime Minister chooses the timescales I have
set out, there will be seven weeks between the May
elections and the referendum. Indeed, there will be
more than 17 weeks between the decision being made to
progress with the referendum and the referendum being
held, so there will be 17 weeks in which to have such a
discussion. If we compare that with what happened in
previous referendums, we can see that in 1975 there was
just one month between the completion of the legislation
and the referendum, and that in the alternative vote
referendum, which some hon. Members have talked
about, there were three months—it felt like an eternity—but
the Prime Minister has promised more time. There is
therefore enough time and I believe that the electorate
will be able to separate their thoughts about whatever
the issues are in Northern Ireland or Scotland from
their thoughts about the referendum. For those reasons,
I support those on both sides of the debate—whether
they are ins or outs on this subject—who say we need to
take the earliest opportunity to have the referendum.
2.57 pm
Danny Kinahan (South Antrim) (UUP): I, too,
congratulate my DUP colleagues and the right hon.
Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) on raising this
matter. I agree with their premise about not having the
referendum too soon, although not necessarily for the
same reasons. June seems far too early and the autumn,
or later, seems more sensible because we must give the
public time to understand all the pros and cons.
The Ulster Unionists—for those who do not know, I
make it clear that we are very different from the Democratic
Unionists—have consistently said that we want Britain
and Northern Ireland’s membership of the EU reformed
and renegotiated before we make a decision. We therefore
need the facts and the details to be able to decide. It is
good that the referendum will happen, but we need it to
be held later.
What I ask is that when you all make your decisions—not
that many Government and Opposition Members are
in the Chamber—you think of the whole Union, not
just your small part of the United Kingdom. This has
to be something that works for all of us. If I can leave
you with a clear message, it is: can you think about how
it benefits—
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Madam Deputy Speaker (Natascha Engel): Order.
May I just remind the hon. Gentleman that he is speaking
through the Chair?
Danny Kinahan: I apologise, Madam Deputy Speaker.
It is very important that we keep the Union in mind
when we take our decisions in the future. In a poll last
week, 42% said they are for leaving and 38% said they
are for staying. It saddens me that they have already
made up their minds, but we have not even got the facts.
I want to use an analogy that is slightly different from
the escalator one. I am a sci-fi fan: I am a “Doctor
Who” fan and perhaps even a Trekkie. In wanting to
make a decision, it is rather as though all those who
want to leave are charging into the Tardis—hon. Members
will remember that it did not know whether it was going
backwards or forwards, where it would land or anything
else—so we are going into the unknown. I want the
electorate to understand what they are voting for. That
is why I am asking for a delay. I hope that Members will
keep the Tardis in mind. If I may mix my metaphors or
even sci-fi series, this is about boldly going where no
man has gone before.
Gavin Robinson (Belfast East) (DUP): That’s a vote
for leave.
Danny Kinahan: Or not.
As the House has heard, the Northern Ireland Affairs
Committee heard evidence from three economists last
week. It basically came down to certainty against
uncertainty. We need to know more. We need to be
more certain. We must know where we are going. For
those of us who have elections in May, this matter will
be part of the debate. That is how the whole thing is
being pitched. Already, I am being asked more questions
about the European Union than about how good the
Assembly will be in the future.
I want us to have the facts in front of us. I do not
necessarily think that we should stay in, although that is
where I am leaning at the moment. I want to know the
risk factors. I want to know how good things could be
for us if we leave. I look at the many other things going
on in the world, such as how the Chinese economy has
changed. I look back at Lehman Brothers and Enron,
and at the great USA hope. Look what that did to our
economies. I want to know where we will tie ourselves
to in the future if we leave. We must have the facts. Do
the leadership debates in the United States give us
confidence about where we will go with our trade in the
future? We need to know.
As others have said, agriculture is phenomenally
important in Northern Ireland. It means £250 million
to us. If we are to make this decision, we need to know
what the guarantees are for the future, how we will work
in the future and how we can keep Northern Ireland’s
agricultural economy as one of the best in Europe.
That is why I agree with the motion. Let us make sure
that we have the facts. Let us make sure that the
electorate have the facts. That will take time and time is
what we are asking for. Let us not have the referendum
at the end of June. That will help those of us who want
to go and watch Northern Ireland play. I have tickets if
they get into the last 16. So come on Northern Ireland,
and come on everybody else—let’s get the facts out.
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3.2 pm
Mark Spencer (Sherwood) (Con): It is a pleasure to
follow the hon. Member for South Antrim (Danny
Kinahan), with his extreme optimism that Northern
Ireland will reach the final 16. I, too, shall be cheering
on Northern Ireland. I wish them all the best.
It is always a pleasure to participate in a DUP debate,
because I know that the wording of the motion will
challenge me quite a lot. I am often minded to support
DUP motions because they are often very sensible, and
this one is no exception. This is a very important debate.
At the same time, we must recognise that this is a debate
about a date that has not been set. No one has announced
this date. Those of us in the Chamber are engaging in
pure speculation about possible dates and possible
outcomes, and about the implications of any of those
dates.
I welcome the optimism among colleagues on the
Opposition Benches that the Prime Minister will secure
what he wants from the European Council in February,
that that will be enough for him to fire the starting gun
and that we will all be able to crack on with the
referendum.
The motion says that Government are “set to rush”
the referendum. My constituents would disagree with
that. It has been 40 years in the making. I was three
when the decision was made to join the Common
Market. To suggest that we are rushing towards a
referendum would frankly be viewed as laughable in
Sherwood. My constituents are bouncing off the walls
with delight that the referendum will finally be put in
front of them, whichever way they are minded to vote,
so that we can once again put to bed our relationship
with the European Union for a generation.
Alex Salmond: The fundamental point that is being
made by Members from Northern Ireland, Wales and
Scotland is that of the four parts of the United Kingdom,
three are clearly asking for it not to be a June date. What
is the hon. Gentleman’s response to that?
Mark Spencer: I think we should consider the views
of colleagues, but it is worth recognising that there are
elections in England in May as well, including in London.
It is not just colleagues from the devolved Administrations
who need to be given that consideration. I have confidence
in the ability of my constituents and the right hon.
Gentleman’s constituents to separate the issues and
decide whether they are voting in a Scottish election or
an EU referendum. That is a bit of a red herring.
Stephen Gethins: If the hon. Gentleman will not
accept the points that are being raised by Members
from Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales, will he
accept the opinions of the Members from England who
have signed my early-day motion to call for the referendum
not to be in June because of the English local authority
elections?
Mark Spencer: To be absolutely clear, I give no more
weight to an English opinion than to a Scottish opinion.
They are both completely valid. I recognise the point
that the hon. Gentleman is making. What I am saying
to SNP colleagues is that our constituents have the
ability to separate the issues and to understand the
enormity of the decisions they are making—who will
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govern Scotland, who will govern Wales, who will be the
next Mayor of London and whether our relationship
with the European Union should change or remain the
same, or whether we should come out completely.
Mr Jim Cunningham (Coventry South) (Lab): The
hon. Gentleman knows that many people in his
constituency, as in mine, would rather the referendum
was separate from the local elections. He knows that as
well as I do.
Mark Spencer: I have good news for the hon. Gentleman:
the referendum will be separate from the local elections.
They will be at least six weeks apart. At the risk of
bursting his bubble, I say to him that while many people
in this place are very focused on political issues, many
of my constituents are busy going about their normal
business. They are thinking about paying their mortgage,
where to go on holiday and whether their kids will get
into the school of their choice. Europe is not as high on
their political agenda as it is for some in this place.
At some point, we will be told the date of the referendum.
We can then have six weeks of campaigning to establish
which way we want to vote. By the end of those six
weeks, I guarantee that our constituents will be fed up
to the back teeth with the debate.
Peter Grant: We keep hearing that people get fed up
after a three or four month campaign, and some people
are clearly fed up after a three hour debate. Why do
Conservative MPs never refer to the last referendum
we had, which was in 2014? After a campaign of over
500 days, people were so fed up that almost every polling
station in the country reported queues at the door
before 7 o’clock, the biggest number of people registered
to vote and the biggest number of people voted in
Scotland’s history. That is how fed up people were.
Mark Spencer: That is a really important point and
there is an important distinction here. Clearly, the starting
gun has already been fired. The Prime Minister had
committed himself to a referendum on our relationship
with Europe so the second there was a Conservative
majority in May 2015, we knew that there was going to
be a referendum. So the starting gun has been fired.
However, there is a difference between the long campaign,
when we all know that the debate will happen and we
start to engage in it, and the short, intensive campaign,
when the leaflets come through the door and people
knock on the door, asking, “Which way are you going?”.
I absolutely adore knocking on doors. It is great fun
and I hope that my constituents like me appearing on
their doorstep. However, there does come a point when
it becomes a bit tiresome—when the fourth person
knocks on their door to ask the same question, just as
they are sitting down to watch “Coronation Street” or
to eat their tea. I start to get a bit of negative feedback
from my constituents at that point.
I think we have got the balance about right. The
starting gun has been fired. We are aware that the
referendum is coming at some point in the future. As
soon as the Prime Minister has secured the deal he
wants to secure, we can make up our minds and our
constituents can make up their minds which way to go.
We can have an intense debate and campaign at that
point. It is right not to rule out any more dates. Let us
see what the Prime Minister comes forward with.
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3.9 pm
Hywel Williams (Arfon) (PC): I congratulate the right
hon. Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) on securing
this debate. The Minister referred to Alan Greenspan,
and said that he was not going to give any clues, and
that certainly was the case with his remarks. I quote
back to him Henry Kissinger who, when facing a very
excited press conference, scanned the excited news hounds
and said, “Do any of you boys have questions for the
answers I’ve already prepared for you?” That is rather
how it felt this afternoon.
Plaid Cymru is in favour of staying in the Union—we
believe there is a strong positive case to be made for
that, and that another EU is possible. Among other
things, developing the Union has strengthened protection
measures for the environment, farming and rural life,
increased social protection for the workforce, improved
the protection, wellbeing and prosperity of minorities—
including linguistic minorities—and strengthened
progressive cohesion and regional policies. We will campaign
on those issues. I certainly regret the rather tetchy tone
of the campaign so far, but that is quite separate from
our concern about the date of the referendum—a concern
that is shared by people on both sides of the argument.
The First Ministers of the three devolved Governments
have written a joint letter to the Prime Minister to insist
on a later date for the referendum, and, as others have
said, that is important for the respect agenda. There is a
risk that the May elections could become proxy votes
for the referendum, and I agree with the Electoral
Commission’s concern about the proximity of the proposed
referendum date to the elections, which could lead not
to confusion but to voter fatigue.
The DUP will campaign for a power-sharing set up in
Northern Ireland, and—from my reading at least—it is
unlikely that an early EU referendum could influence
the consequence of the Northern Ireland Assembly
elections in the same way and to the same degree as
might be the case in Wales, Scotland or London. The
result in Northern Ireland will be a power-sharing
Executive, but the result in Wales, I am glad to say, is
much more open—indeed, it is possibly wide open.
That is why I was particularly disappointed with the
response of the hon. Member for North West Durham
(Pat Glass), because there is a question for us in Wales
about the position of the Labour party—I note the vast
green acres of empty Labour Benches.
Alex Salmond: And on the other side.
Hywel Williams: And on the Conservative Benches.
Carwyn Jones, our First Minister, has written to the
Prime Minister and made his views abundantly clear.
However, the Labour party at Westminster does not
oppose a June referendum—in fact, it seems very much
in favour of that as it wants a quick referendum. Either
the Labour party headquarters does not listen to Carwyn
Jones, or possibly it is part of a less laudable plan to
frame the National Assembly election as a fight between
Labour and UKIP. There is no doubt that there will be
a strong UKIP campaign in Wales, and it might even
achieve some membership of the National Assembly. It
is in the Labour party’s interest to frame the debate in
that way, thus avoiding scrutiny of its dismal record in
government for the past 17 years.
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Alex Salmond: It is difficult to see how the Government
or the Labour party can pursue a respect agenda to the
devolved nations if none of their Members is in the
Chamber to hear the arguments being articulated from
those countries.
Hywel Williams: The right hon. Gentleman makes a
good point. Some Welsh Members were here earlier in
the debate, but it is regrettable in the extreme that they
are not here now to contribute. I assume, however, that
they will be trooping through the Lobby if the Labour
party decides to take part in a vote.
The media campaign has already started, and it feels
almost as if every news broadcast and every newspaper
is running stories on the latest developments in the
referendum campaign. The hon. Member for Milton
Keynes South (Iain Stewart), who is no longer in his
place, said that it was quite easy for people to make up
their minds, and mentioned the press in their respective
countries. However, 85% of people in Wales get their
newspapers not from Cardiff or Llandudno Junction,
but from London, and the so-called national debates in
England and Wales, or the UK, often influence their
voting behaviour. Few media outlets will pay proper
attention to the Welsh general election, and anything
that detracts from that is to be regretted.
Few media outlets will cover crucial issues such as the
state of the Welsh NHS, the proposed 32% cuts to
Welsh universities by the Welsh Labour Government,
or election pledges from other parties. The Welsh NHS
is no less important to the people of Wales than the
English NHS is to the people of England. Given the
constitutional significance of the result of the referendum,
particularly if people in Wales and Scotland vote in
contrast to the people of England, the Government
would be well advised to pause before setting an early
referendum date.
3.16 pm
Ms Tasmina Ahmed-Sheikh (Ochil and South Perthshire)
(SNP): I rise to speak in favour of the motion: the
Prime Minister should reconsider his rather obvious
plan for an early referendum. That is not just because it
undermines his self-set “respect, one-nation, agenda”;
this is about Parliaments and National Assemblies in
the UK whose views on this issue must be taken into
account.
We have heard today about boring campaigns and
bored people—it seems as if the people of this country
do not have an awful lot to look forward to with
whatever will make up the positive campaign to stay in
the European Union, and it will clearly fall to the SNP
to be the leading light in that campaign. It raises the
question why we are having a referendum in the first
place, if it will be so boring for the people of this
country.
The First Ministers of Wales and Scotland, and the
First Minister and her Deputy in Northern Ireland,
represent what could euphemistically be described as a
diverse range of political views, but they all wholeheartedly
agree that to hold the Prime Minister’s referendum in
June would be wrong. This is not simply a political
issue, because those whom we trust to ensure our elections
are run fairly and honestly also have concerns about a
June referendum.
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At the end of last year, the chair of the Electoral
Commission stated in evidence to a Committee of this
House that a referendum date close to the May elections
would reduce the window of opportunity for registering
new voters, and for raising awareness of the impending
referendum—that issue is so important for this vital
decision. There are also concerns about how broadcasters
will interpret their rules on impartiality when reporting
on political issues, during a period when both campaigns
are under way in earnest. Those key issues must be
resolved to ensure a fair referendum campaign, and the
simplest way to deal with that is to move the date.
When the Prime Minister made his first visit to
Scotland in May 2010, he stated clearly and simply:
“I want a real agenda of respect between our parliaments…This
agenda is about parliaments working together, of governing with
respect, both because I believe Scotland deserves that respect and
because I want to try and win Scotland’s respect as the Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom.”

Well, cometh the hour, cometh the man—I shan’t be
holding my breath.
The date is also wrong because those of us in favour
of remaining in the EU want to take every opportunity
to make a positive case for it. The UK Government
cannot make a unified case for membership, given how
deeply divided the Conservative party and Cabinet are
on this crucial issue, so we must have an informed
debate and time to hold it. It would be wrong for the
Prime Minister to spare no effort or time in speaking
individually to the Heads of State of each EU nation,
without giving due cognisance to the views of the
respective Governments across these islands.
The Prime Minister’s negotiations appear to be serving
no purpose other than to appease his own Eurosceptic
Back Benchers, most of whom have removed themselves
from the Chamber today. Instead of carping around the
fringes of Europe, we should be seeking to maximise
the benefits that our partnership with other European
countries offers. For example, let us see action to ensure
transparency in our negotiations with the USA on the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership, so we
can have an agreement that is seen to deliver the reassurances
promised by Ministers. Let us have concrete action now
to reform the common agricultural policy and the common
fisheries policy, so that our agriculture and food industries
can benefit directly from strong leadership in this area—
leadership which, sadly, and for long periods of time,
has been lacking from this Government. Business need
to see measures on how to remove the barriers to trade
in all member states, in particular on the freedom to
provide services, which would be a huge boost to several
of Scotland’s key economic sectors at this time. Taking
time to deliver tangible progress on those vital areas
would show how the EU can work for Scotland and
the UK.
Let us change the narrative. When people from this
country go and spend their retirement in Spain they are
“expats” and when people come here they are “economic
migrants”. That needs to change. This is a 21st century
of equal nations, as opposed to the UK’s own 18th-century
constitutional arrangements. The European Union has
been central in protecting peace in Europe since 1945,
and has enshrined our citizens’ rights in international
law to protect workers, consumers and trade unionists
from reactionary right-wing Governments.
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Patrick Grady: Does my hon. Friend agree that those
protections extend to the 30,000 UK citizens claiming
benefits overseas in the European Union? We have yet
to hear how the negotiations will affect them.
Ms Ahmed-Sheikh: Absolutely. I raised the point
about the importance of trade union representation
and dealing with reactionary right-wing Governments,
because time after time since our election in May, we
have seen legislation pushed through this Parliament.
We now need to rely on the EU to protect the rights of
workers in this country.
Built on this firm foundation, social, economic and
political union is to the benefit of all across Europe. We
must work with our EU partners to achieve that. As my
hon. Friend the Member for North East Fife (Stephen
Gethins) said, from dealing with the refugee crisis on
our doorstep to protecting our economies in the face of
international challenges, we cannot address these serious
issues by pulling up the drawbridge and turning our
backs on the international community. If we are threatened
by the changing world in which we live, we must face it
head on and not retreat into a backward era of international
isolationism, which is where this Government will
take us.
In conclusion, given the significant and serious prospect
of a vote to leave, we must take the necessary time to
take the population with us and not force voters to the
polls without the opportunity to come to an informed
and considered view. A headlong rush would be contrary
to our country’s interests on every level. If we act in
haste, I fear we will repent at leisure.
3.22 pm
Ms Margaret Ritchie (South Down) (SDLP): I am
pleased to follow the hon. Member for Ochil and South
Perthshire (Ms Ahmed-Sheikh). I rise to speak in support
of the motion and I would like to take the opportunity
to commend the right hon. and hon. Members responsible
for it. We may not agree at all times, and perhaps not
even on the very issue on which the referendum will be
held, but I none the less hope that the debate so far has
motivated a desire for a fair and open debate on the EU
referendum.
As other hon. Members have said, we should be
worried about electoral fatigue setting in among the
voting public this year. I know, however, that people will
still want to register their votes. What I am more concerned
about is the issue of purdah, which was raised by the
right hon. Member for Gordon (Alex Salmond). We
will have two periods of purdah running from the end
of March to 23 June—if that is the date. Many of us
have been led to believe that that is the date in the Prime
Minister’s head, subject, of course, to his getting agreement
in Brussels on 18 February. Notwithstanding that, to
me and to my party colleagues it is undemocratic to
have such a period of purdah, because it prevents
Ministers, MPs and members of devolved Administrations
from properly representing their constituents.
Alex Salmond: The hon. Lady will have heard earlier
one of the “speeches for England,” to quote the Daily
Mail, in which it was suggested that an Administration
being elected and then going into an immediate period
of purdah was somehow a good thing. Can the hon.
Lady explain that extraordinary argument any better
than the hon. Member who made it?
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Ms Ritchie: The right hon. Gentleman makes a very
helpful intervention. I did not think that that comment,
made from the Government Benches, was all that helpful.
I believe that such periods of purdah will simply stultify
a democratic institution in undertaking its new work in
preparing a programme for government, detailed work
for ministries, and a strategy and plan—whether in
finances, resources or in any other discipline—for the
next four to five years of that Administration. It would
minimise the amount of time available to an Administration
for preparation.
It is not hard to imagine, if I may be parochial and
talk about Northern Ireland, that we will have two
campaigns running at the same time. Important issues
such as health and education, policy making and setting
a programme for government could be erased from the
front pages of our local newspapers and from hustings
as the press devotes time—perhaps quite rightly—to the
big issue of the EU referendum and all the political drama
that that will entail. The two elections should be separate.
They should be conducted separately to allow a full and
active campaign and debate to take place. There are
major issues in the EU referendum. I come to this as
somebody who wants to remain within the EU, because
I have seen clear benefits of Northern Ireland being a
member. I believe my colleagues in the Democratic
Unionist party take a different view. Notwithstanding
that, there needs to be time for a measured and considered
debate on this issue, irrespective of which side people
are on.
Many issues have been raised today, but we do not
want to get into the whole area of partisanship. As one
who represents a constituency in Northern Ireland, I
believe that our membership of the EU should not be
moulded by identity issues. That is the nature, I suppose,
of Northern Ireland, but the debate about membership
of the EU is very serious, complex and deserves to be
given adequate space and time. Between now and 23 June
does not provide that adequate time and it is vital that
the Government appreciate the danger of that. No
matter what anyone claims, Northern Ireland’s place in
the EU is not an identity issue. It is not a nationalist or a
Unionist issue and it should never be treated as such.
The funding that came, and continues to come, from the
EU, whether for agriculture or through the fisheries
fund announced yesterday in Poole in Dorset for the
next five years, is for all communities. All communities
can derive benefit from that. The cross-border trade
enabled by the EU is worth billions each year. It does
not just bring jobs and growth to one community, but
to all of Northern Ireland.
We need to address another particular issue as part of
that: the south of Ireland remaining in the EU. The issue
that needs to be considered is the one I put to the Prime
Minister last week. How is the free movement of people
within the island of Ireland going to be facilitated if the
UK chooses Brexit? That issues needs to be discussed,
so the referendum should not be held on 23 June.
3.28 pm
Jim Shannon (Strangford) (DUP): It is a pleasure to
speak in the debate. It is good for the Democratic
Unionist party to propose a debate on an issue that
concerns our constituents, whether in the Northern
Ireland Assembly, where we are the party of leadership,
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or in the House, where we are the party of leadership
when it comes to these issues.
It is concerning and, indeed, saddening, that the
Prime Minister is happy for people in the devolved
regions of the greater United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland to be second-class citizens in this
once-in-a-lifetime decision on the future of our country.
Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish citizens of this great
unitary state are set to be punished for having devolved
Assemblies and making local decisions at a local level.
That is how we feel, and that is how many of my
constituents feel as well.
We will have just over half the time to campaign,
consider and make this huge decision in the devolved
regions. The proposed referendum date is a huge insult
to voters in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales, and
if we cannot secure a reasonable accommodation—nothing
stands in the way of doing so—that will rub salt into the
wounds. My colleagues in the House and our Scottish
countrymen will have just over half the time to campaign
and make that major decision on the future of the
United Kingdom than they had when they voted to
maintain the Union. In the Scottish referendum they
were given some 540 days. I am not saying that we
should have 540 days for this referendum, but hon.
Members can see the difference between those two
referendums.
With the general election last year, local government
elections the year before last, and now an Assembly
election and the biggest referendum in a generation, the
proposed referendum date risks not only a democratic
deficit in campaigning but voter fatigue. Many Members
have mentioned that, and we cannot ignore it. We are
constantly pressing for better voter engagement and
participation, and we are constantly working to improve
voter turnout and engagement in the Province. If the
Government continue to take the same approach to the
EU referendum date, that will only hinder the positive
work that has been done.
I think that we have had 14 elections in 14 years in
Northern Ireland, so we are electioneered almost to the
max. The British people, including the Scots, the Welsh
and the Northern Irish, gave the Prime Minister time to
renegotiate, and now he will give millions of British
citizens just six weeks to consider something he took
months to obtain and which, in reality, amounts to
nothing at all. One of his MPs, who is not in the
Chamber—the hon. Member for North East Somerset
(Mr Rees-Mogg)—described it as “thin gruel”. It certainly
is: there is nothing that has been negotiated so far that
gives us any hope, but it stops us having the referendum
at a time when all the citizens of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland have democratic equality.
I have been contacted by many of my constituents,
who are in a state of dismay, and I want to speak in the
remaining couple of minutes about the fishermen and
farmers across my constituency and Northern Ireland
who will be disadvantaged. Fishermen and fisherwomen
in Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales and parts of
England, to a man and woman, will vote to leave the
Union, because they are burdened with red tape,
bureaucracy and restrictions on fishing. The hon. Member
for Ochil and South Perthshire (Ms Ahmed-Sheikh)
referred to the common fisheries policy, which should
change, as we need regionalisation. We need responsibility
back in our own hands. That is a huge issue for fishermen
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and fisherwomen, and it requires consideration, as it
directly affects their livelihood. Normal, hard-working,
everyday folk are the backbone of our nation, and they
should be given the same democratic rights as farmers
and fishermen in England. With Assembly elections
around the corner, my hard-working constituents in
that sector have enough on their plate.
Farmers are up to their eyes in paperwork, regulation,
rules and laws. Quite simply, the fishermen and farmers
want to know what is going on. We put £19 billion into
the European Union, and I understand that the common
agricultural policy costs £15 billion. That is the debate
that we need to take to the farmers, so we can let them
know what we are going to do for them and make sure
that they understand.
The Prime Minister has signalled that he intends to
visit Northern Ireland as part of his attempt to convince
Eurosceptics that his “thin gruel” is palatable. It will
never be palatable as it does not suit the energy or taste
of anyone in Northern Ireland. The proposal completely
disregards the democratic rights of citizens in our corner
of the United Kingdom. There is no good reason or
excuse for not having a referendum on a different date—even
four weeks later, or whenever. We have not heard anything
to convince us as citizens in Wales, Scotland and Northern
Ireland that we will not be at a disadvantage in the
referendum.
In conclusion, the Prime Minister and the Minister
need to take these comments on board and listen to
their fellow countrymen and women in Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland, give them the respect that they
deserve, and make sure that the people there have the
same ability to participate in the referendum as their
counterparts in England.
3.33 pm
Sammy Wilson (East Antrim) (DUP): I thank my
right hon. Friend the Member for Belfast North
(Mr Dodds) for the way he started the debate. He set
out the DUP’s case while also speaking for other parties
across the devolved Administrations.
As many have said, we all come to this debate with
different views. I welcome the fact that the Government
have afforded the UK people a referendum, although I
differ from some in my reasons for wanting it. Some
want to cement even more firmly the relationship between
the UK and the EU, while others, such as myself, want
to break down the walls of the prison in which we have
been held for the last 40-odd years. In that time, we
have been robbed of our money, our fishing grounds
have been violated, our farmers have been destroyed
and the EU Court of Justice has run over the rights of
victims while upholding those of terrorists. We want a
referendum for many reasons. At least we now have one.
The Minister said that the referendum would be an
exercise in democracy. If so, as many have said, its
terms must reflect the views of all those taking part.
Despite coming from different angles, parties across the
three devolved Administrations have united in saying
that 23 June is not the appropriate date, for all the
reasons given. The word “respect” has been used time
and again. We need respect not just for the Administrations
but for the millions of UK citizens they represent, who
will want to engage in this exercise in democracy on a
fair basis.
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There is already a view that the debate has been
contaminated and that this exercise is not being conducted
in the most democratic way. The Prime Minister and
other Ministers who support our membership are free
to wander the country, go on the airwaves and express
their views, while Cabinet Ministers who hold a contrary
view are bound and gagged. That does not indicate a
level playing field. Hardly have the scare stories passed
the Prime Minister’s lips before they are dismissed by
the very people he claims will do terrible things to the
UK. We were told yesterday that we would have immigrant
camps on our own shores. No sooner had he said that
than the French Government dismissed it.
Gavin Robinson: My hon. Friend is making a great
contribution. Does he agree that the Government’s
chief fear is that, were we to have another summer of
the migrant crisis before the referendum, they could
lose the vote?
Sammy Wilson: Several Members have said that already.
The Government have tried to perpetuate these scare
stories, but they do not have enough to last them until
September. The danger is that there are not scare stories,
but scary facts and events in the pipeline that could
influence the referendum. Again that might be one
reason for the decision to have an earlier referendum.
The Minister rightly said that no date had been set and
that he was not in the job of giving clues. It was the first
time I had heard anybody in the House admit to making
a clueless speech. Those were his own words. He said he
would not be giving any clues about when the referendum
would be held.
John Penrose: In my defence, I think the word has a
double meaning, and I meant the other one.
Sammy Wilson: It does. I accept that. I was simply
stating that the Minister had indicated he was going
to make a clueless speech. The one thing I would say to
him is that he has already ruled out certain dates, so
ruling out one more day in the 670 days that remain
before the last date on which the referendum could be
held is not an unreasonable request, especially when
there has been such unanimity among the devolved
Administrations to do so. I hope that the Minister
carries back the message that has come from the Chamber
today.
Let me go through some of the arguments used by
those who oppose the motion. The first is that using the
term “rushed” is a bit over the top. I noted that the hon.
Members for Pudsey (Stuart Andrew), for Macclesfield
(David Rutley), for Blackpool North and Cleveleys
(Paul Maynard) and for Milton Keynes South (Iain
Stewart) all queried the point about the referendum
being rushed. Of course the debate about our membership
of the EU has been going on for some time now, but the
referendum is going to be on the Prime Minister’s
promised reform, and we do not yet know the terms of
what he has got. Those issues will have to be addressed
along with all the wider issues affecting our membership
of the EU.
It is not a question of our simply having talked about
the issue for a long time. The same thing could be said
about what happens between one election and another.
All the issues pertaining to an election are discussed
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[Sammy Wilson]
over a five-year period, but the election campaign is the
time when people focus most on those issues. When we
talk about the referendum being rushed, we are simply
asking why we should compress the debate into a short
period, especially when it has implications for the devolved
Administrations.
I have not heard any Member answer the point put
time and again by the right hon. Member for Gordon
(Alex Salmond): how this will affect Administrations
that are having elections. Governments will need to be
formed after the elections, but instead of getting into
the full role of forming a new Government, a new
Administration and a new programme for government,
we will be into another period of purdah for at least six
weeks—after having one of at least four weeks beforehand.
That is disruptive of government, and this important
point has not been addressed by any Members participating
in the debate.
Ms Ritchie: Does the hon. Gentleman agree that
there is a need, an urgency and an obligation on the
Government to provide a Minister to answer that particular
issue about the disruption to democracy resulting from
two periods of purdah?
Sammy Wilson: Yes, and we have heard allegations
that straw men are being put up to indicate, for example,
that the electorate would be confused. However, my
right hon. Friend the Member for Belfast North never
claimed that. He simply made the point that conflating
the election campaign with the referendum campaign
was inappropriate where different nations and different
issues apply. Indeed, parties will be competing with
each other in the Assembly or devolved Parliament
elections, but they might want to co-operate during the
referendum campaign, so further confusion is introduced
there, too.
Peter Grant: Does the hon. Gentleman appreciate
that a further aspect not touched on is the fact that
there will be different electorates? Thousands of people
entitled to vote in the Scottish Parliament elections will
be barred from voting in the EU referendum. Does he
agree that, in those circumstances, having both campaigns
running in parallel would be completely unacceptable?
Sammy Wilson: That is another important point that
has not been raised before. It is one of a number of
essential points that need to be considered.
Another argument I have heard is that people will get
bored. When people are thinking about their long-term
future and they vote, should their vote actually mean
something or should they vote for people who come to
this institution but then find that their views are overridden
by bureaucrats in Brussels or by judges in the European
Court? That, to me, is a fundamental issue. Given the
impact that the European Union has had on the lives of
so many people throughout the United Kingdom, I
cannot imagine that they will be bored by the debate. I
have addressed a few campaign meetings. I spoke at a
Grassroots Out meeting not long ago, and the one thing
I noticed about that audience was that they were not
bored by politics in general, or by the politics of discussing
the European Union. They were raring to go: they
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wanted to get into the campaign. I believe that this
“boredom factor” is another straw man.
Mr Jim Cunningham: Anyone who took part in the
Scottish referendum knows that this referendum will
not be boring. I was involved in the 1975 referendum,
and that was not boring. In fact, this referendum will
generate a great deal of heat. I think that the real reason
the Government are rushing it is the problem that they
have with their right wing, which will try to sabotage it.
Sammy Wilson: I think the hon. Gentleman is right.
The campaign will not be boring, and nor will the
issues, because they are so fundamental to people’s
lives.
Another argument that has been advanced, notably
by the hon. Member for North West Durham (Pat Glass),
is that the longer the campaign goes on, the more
destabilising it will be for the United Kingdom and its
economy. That was the Labour party’s argument for not
having a referendum in the first place. It did not apply
then, and it does not apply now. It was significant that
the hon. Lady could not even give any examples of
investors fleeing the United Kingdom or withholding
investment from the United Kingdom, or of jobs moving
out of the United Kingdom, simply because of the
prospect of a referendum on our membership of Europe.
This is an important issue, and one that should be
given full consideration. It should not be squeezed as it
has been. I have not even touched on the issue of
designation, but the Minister indicated that even that
might be squeezed, which would cause further suspicion
in people’s minds. We need to have a positive debate.
The right hon. Member for Gordon spoke of the benefits
of membership, and of his wish to extol them to the
people. I want an opportunity to extol to the people of
Northern Ireland and the rest of the United Kingdom
the great life that we can have outside the EU: the great
life that we can have when the chains are off our arms
and off our economy, when we can decide how we can
spend our own money, decide who we let into our
country and who we keep out, decide what laws we want
and how they are applied, and decide how we trade with
other parts of the world.
That is the positive debate that I want to have, and I
want it to continue throughout June, July, August and
September. It will not be boring, and it will give the
people of the United Kingdom, including the people of
Northern Ireland, an opportunity to make their decision
on the basis of the facts, not on the basis of the scare
stories, and not on the basis of a compressed campaign
that the Government hope can take place quickly so
that only their side of the argument is heard.
3.48 pm
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland (Mr Ben Wallace): Let me begin by saying that
following the frequent speeches and wise words of the
hon. Member for East Antrim (Sammy Wilson) is never
boring.
We should not forget that we are having this debate
partly because the Government have delivered a referendum
on our membership of Europe. While for many of us
that may be cause for celebration, whatever our views
on Europe, we should perhaps reflect on the fact that
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one or two people may have helped to cause our victory
at the last election, which enabled us to deliver the
referendum, and which may have resulted not just from
our great manifesto, but from the wise words of the
Scottish National party, which, at the time, said “Vote
SNP to keep the Tories out of Downing Street.”
Much of the debate has been interesting, and I
congratulate the Democratic Unionist party and the
right hon. Member for Belfast North (Mr Dodds) on
initiating it. It is important for us to hear people’s views
on whether there should be a long or a short campaign,
and whether it should be close to or far away from other
elections in the United Kingdom. It is absolutely true
that there is no date for the referendum, although some
Members spoke as if they knew the date on which the
Prime Minister had decided, and the basis on which we
would consequently proceed.
Alex Salmond: Will the Minister give way?
Mr Wallace: I must get on, because I have only a few
minutes in which to speak. I shall be dealing with what
the right hon. Gentleman said earlier in any event.
It is important that we remember what this is really
about. It is about trusting the people; it is about trusting
the voters. No one in the Chamber has challenged the
fact that members of the public will be able to distinguish
between two elections. There is also the central allegation,
coming predominantly from the Scottish National party,
that we are not listening to the devolved institutions
and that we do not trust or respect them. Let us remember
that we have ruled out the dates of the Scottish Parliament
and Northern Ireland and Welsh Assembly elections
this year and in 2017. Not only that, we have respected
the right hon. Member for Gordon (Alex Salmond)—
Alex Salmond rose—
Mr Wallace: I am not going to give way to the right
hon. Gentleman. He said on 12 January 2016 that it
would not be right to hold the referendum unless it was
at least six weeks after the date of the Scottish elections.
He said that in Foreign Office questions, and we have
absolutely listened to that point about the six-week
period—[Interruption.] Of course it is not a big issue.
Speaking from the Labour Front-Bench, the hon. Member
for North West Durham (Pat Glass) said that it was
correct—
Alex Salmond rose—
Madam Deputy Speaker (Natascha Engel): Order.
The Minister has said that he will not give way.
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Mr Wallace: I could say that if the right hon. Member
for Gordon had not made such a long speech, we might
all have had more time to contribute to the debate and I
might have had time to give way.
My hon. Friend the Member for St Albans (Mrs Main)
made some true points about the views of the public—
Alex Salmond: On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker.
Madam Deputy Speaker: This had better be a point
of order.
Alex Salmond: It is. It is a matter of record that I
conformed exactly to the Speaker’s advice during my
speech. Would the Minister like to withdraw his no
doubt inadvertent misleading of the House?
Madam Deputy Speaker: That is also not a point of
order. This has been a good debate and people have had
plenty of time to make their speeches, but the Minister
has only one minute left. He has said that he will sit
down at that point in order not to talk out the debate.
Mr Wallace: I think the right hon. Gentleman’s not
wanting to listen demonstrates why he lost the referendum
in Scotland.
The debate will now have to be curtailed, but the
reality is that Members on both sides of the House
want to trust the people. This Government have heard
what has been said. No date has been picked, and no
doubt all the contributions will weigh on the mind of
the Prime Minister when he makes the decision on the
date of the referendum. It is important that everyone
engages in the debate on Europe in a positive way,
whatever their view on it. I agree with some of the
Members who spoke. It is important that people understand
that the electorate are perfectly capable of distinguishing
between elections for the Scottish Parliament and the
Northern Ireland Assembly and the EU referendum.
Finally, on the point about purdah, the law states
clearly that the devolved institutions may continue to
discuss their domestic agenda without purdah. They
can launch their manifestos and make announcements
about hospitals and schools, and that will not be affected.
Only on the issue of European membership will purdah
come into effect, so they can carry on and have the
debate. They can implement their legislative programmes
and at the same time have a healthy debate about
Britain’s future in Europe.
Question put.
The House divided: Ayes 70, Noes 286.
Division No. 188]

Mr Wallace: It is absolutely right, as the hon. Member
for North West Durham said—
Alex Salmond: On a point of order, Madam Deputy
Speaker. The Minister is summing up from the Front
Bench and he has made a direct reference to another
Member. Is it not a matter of courtesy and respect in
those circumstances to give way to that Member? Is not
this typical of the lack of respect, not just to Members—
Madam Deputy Speaker: Order. That is not a point of
order. It is a point of debate.
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AYES
Ahmed-Sheikh, Ms Tasmina
Arkless, Richard
Bardell, Hannah
Black, Mhairi
Blackman, Kirsty
Bone, Mr Peter
Boswell, Philip
Brock, Deidre
Brown, Alan
Cameron, Dr Lisa
Campbell, Mr Gregory

Cash, Sir William
Chapman, Douglas
Cherry, Joanna
Cunningham, Mr Jim
Davies, Geraint
Day, Martyn
Dodds, rh Mr Nigel
Donaldson, Stuart Blair
Edwards, Jonathan
Elliott, Tom
Fellows, Marion
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Ferrier, Margaret
Gethins, Stephen
Gibson, Patricia
Grady, Patrick
Grant, Peter
Gray, Neil
Hendry, Drew
Hoey, Kate
Hopkins, Kelvin
Kerevan, George
Kerr, Calum
Kinahan, Danny
Law, Chris
MacNeil, Mr Angus Brendan
McCaig, Callum
McDonald, Stewart Malcolm
McDonald, Stuart C.
McGarry, Natalie
McLaughlin, Anne
Monaghan, Carol
Monaghan, Dr Paul
Mullin, Roger
Newlands, Gavin
Nicolson, John
O’Hara, Brendan
Oswald, Kirsten
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Paisley, Ian
Paterson, Steven
Pursglove, Tom
Ritchie, Ms Margaret
Robertson, rh Angus
Robinson, Gavin
Salmond, rh Alex
Saville Roberts, Liz
Sheppard, Tommy
Skinner, Mr Dennis
Stephens, Chris
Thewliss, Alison
Thompson, Owen
Thomson, Michelle
Weir, Mike
Whiteford, Dr Eilidh
Whitford, Dr Philippa
Williams, Hywel
Williams, Mr Mark
Wilson, Corri
Wilson, Sammy
Wishart, Pete

Tellers for the Ayes:
Jim Shannon and
David Simpson

NOES
Adams, Nigel
Afriyie, Adam
Aldous, Peter
Allan, Lucy
Allen, Heidi
Andrew, Stuart
Ansell, Caroline
Argar, Edward
Atkins, Victoria
Bacon, Mr Richard
Baldwin, Harriett
Barclay, Stephen
Baron, Mr John
Barwell, Gavin
Bebb, Guto
Bellingham, Sir Henry
Benyon, Richard
Beresford, Sir Paul
Berry, Jake
Berry, James
Bingham, Andrew
Blackman, Bob
Blackwood, Nicola
Boles, Nick
Borwick, Victoria
Bradley, Karen
Brazier, Mr Julian
Bridgen, Andrew
Brine, Steve
Brokenshire, rh James
Bruce, Fiona
Buckland, Robert
Burns, Conor
Burns, rh Sir Simon
Burt, rh Alistair
Cairns, Alun
Carmichael, Neil
Cartlidge, James
Caulfield, Maria
Chalk, Alex
Chishti, Rehman
Chope, Mr Christopher
Churchill, Jo

Clark, rh Greg
Clarke, rh Mr Kenneth
Cleverly, James
Clifton-Brown, Geoffrey
Coffey, Dr Thérèse
Collins, Damian
Colvile, Oliver
Costa, Alberto
Cox, Mr Geoffrey
Crabb, rh Stephen
Davies, Byron
Davies, Chris
Davies, David T. C.
Davies, Glyn
Davies, Dr James
Davies, Mims
Dinenage, Caroline
Djanogly, Mr Jonathan
Donelan, Michelle
Dorries, Nadine
Double, Steve
Dowden, Oliver
Doyle-Price, Jackie
Drax, Richard
Drummond, Mrs Flick
Duncan, rh Sir Alan
Duncan Smith, rh Mr Iain
Dunne, Mr Philip
Ellis, Michael
Ellwood, Mr Tobias
Elphicke, Charlie
Eustice, George
Evans, Graham
Evennett, rh Mr David
Fabricant, Michael
Fallon, rh Michael
Fernandes, Suella
Field, rh Mark
Foster, Kevin
Fox, rh Dr Liam
Frazer, Lucy
Freeman, George
Freer, Mike
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Fuller, Richard
Fysh, Marcus
Gale, Sir Roger
Garnier, rh Sir Edward
Garnier, Mark
Gauke, Mr David
Ghani, Nusrat
Gibb, Mr Nick
Gillan, rh Mrs Cheryl
Glen, John
Goodwill, Mr Robert
Gove, rh Michael
Graham, Richard
Grant, Mrs Helen
Grayling, rh Chris
Green, Chris
Green, rh Damian
Greening, rh Justine
Grieve, rh Mr Dominic
Griffiths, Andrew
Gummer, Ben
Gyimah, Mr Sam
Halfon, rh Robert
Hall, Luke
Hammond, rh Mr Philip
Hammond, Stephen
Hancock, rh Matthew
Hands, rh Greg
Harper, rh Mr Mark
Harrington, Richard
Harris, Rebecca
Hart, Simon
Haselhurst, rh Sir Alan
Hayes, rh Mr John
Heald, Sir Oliver
Heappey, James
Heaton-Harris, Chris
Heaton-Jones, Peter
Henderson, Gordon
Herbert, rh Nick
Hermon, Lady
Hinds, Damian
Hoare, Simon
Hollingbery, George
Hollinrake, Kevin
Hollobone, Mr Philip
Hopkins, Kris
Howell, John
Howlett, Ben
Huddleston, Nigel
Hunt, rh Mr Jeremy
James, Margot
Javid, rh Sajid
Jayawardena, Mr Ranil
Jenkyns, Andrea
Jenrick, Robert
Johnson, Boris
Johnson, Gareth
Johnson, Joseph
Jones, Andrew
Jones, rh Mr David
Jones, Mr Marcus
Kawczynski, Daniel
Kennedy, Seema
Knight, rh Sir Greg
Knight, Julian
Kwarteng, Kwasi
Lancaster, Mark
Latham, Pauline
Leadsom, Andrea
Lee, Dr Phillip
Lefroy, Jeremy
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Leslie, Charlotte
Letwin, rh Mr Oliver
Lewis, Brandon
Liddell-Grainger, Mr Ian
Lidington, rh Mr David
Lilley, rh Mr Peter
Lopresti, Jack
Lord, Jonathan
Lumley, Karen
Mackintosh, David
Main, Mrs Anne
Mak, Mr Alan
Malthouse, Kit
Mann, Scott
Mathias, Dr Tania
May, rh Mrs Theresa
Maynard, Paul
McCartney, Jason
McCartney, Karl
McLoughlin, rh Mr Patrick
McPartland, Stephen
Menzies, Mark
Mercer, Johnny
Metcalfe, Stephen
Miller, rh Mrs Maria
Milling, Amanda
Mills, Nigel
Milton, rh Anne
Mitchell, rh Mr Andrew
Mordaunt, Penny
Morgan, rh Nicky
Morris, Anne Marie
Morris, David
Morris, James
Morton, Wendy
Mowat, David
Mundell, rh David
Murray, Mrs Sheryll
Murrison, Dr Andrew
Neill, Robert
Nokes, Caroline
Nuttall, Mr David
Offord, Dr Matthew
Opperman, Guy
Parish, Neil
Patel, rh Priti
Pawsey, Mark
Penning, rh Mike
Penrose, John
Percy, Andrew
Perry, Claire
Phillips, Stephen
Philp, Chris
Pickles, rh Sir Eric
Pincher, Christopher
Poulter, Dr Daniel
Prentis, Victoria
Pritchard, Mark
Quin, Jeremy
Raab, Mr Dominic
Redwood, rh John
Rees-Mogg, Mr Jacob
Robertson, Mr Laurence
Robinson, Mary
Rudd, rh Amber
Rutley, David
Sandbach, Antoinette
Scully, Paul
Selous, Andrew
Shapps, rh Grant
Sharma, Alok
Shelbrooke, Alec
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Simpson, rh Mr Keith
Skidmore, Chris
Smith, Chloe
Smith, Henry
Smith, Julian
Smith, Royston
Solloway, Amanda
Soubry, rh Anna
Spelman, rh Mrs Caroline
Spencer, Mark
Stephenson, Andrew
Stevenson, John
Stewart, Bob
Stewart, Iain
Stewart, Rory
Streeter, Mr Gary
Stride, Mel
Stuart, Graham
Sturdy, Julian
Sunak, Rishi
Swayne, rh Mr Desmond
Swire, rh Mr Hugo
Syms, Mr Robert
Thomas, Derek
Throup, Maggie
Tolhurst, Kelly
Tomlinson, Justin
Tomlinson, Michael
Tredinnick, David
Trevelyan, Mrs Anne-Marie
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Truss, rh Elizabeth
Tugendhat, Tom
Tyrie, rh Mr Andrew
Vaizey, Mr Edward
Vara, Mr Shailesh
Vickers, Martin
Villiers, rh Mrs Theresa
Walker, Mr Charles
Walker, Mr Robin
Wallace, Mr Ben
Warburton, David
Warman, Matt
Watkinson, Dame Angela
Wharton, James
Whately, Helen
Wheeler, Heather
White, Chris
Whittaker, Craig
Whittingdale, rh Mr John
Williamson, rh Gavin
Wilson, Mr Rob
Wollaston, Dr Sarah
Wood, Mike
Wragg, William
Wright, rh Jeremy
Zahawi, Nadhim

Tellers for the Noes:
Sarah Newton and
Simon Kirby

Question accordingly negatived.
Ian Paisley (North Antrim) (DUP): On a point of
order, Madam Deputy Speaker. Can you confirm for
the House whether the Secretaries of State for Northern
Ireland, for Scotland and for Wales voted in the Division
and, if so, in which Lobby?
Madam Deputy Speaker (Natascha Engel): I am afraid
I cannot do so at this short notice but, as the hon.
Gentleman knows, it will be a matter of public record
shortly when Hansard publishes the results of the Division.

Housing: Long-term Plan
4.6 pm
Tim Farron (Westmorland and Lonsdale) (LD): I beg
to move,
That this House believes everyone deserves a decent, affordable
home to live in; regrets that many people are priced out of the
communities in which they grew up due to rising house prices and
rents; acknowledges the achievements of the Coalition Government
in implementing Help to Buy, bringing empty homes back into
use and increasing support for self-build; condemns the present
Government’s housing reforms which will lead to fewer new
affordable homes for rent and breakdown in communities by
selling off affordable homes with no guarantee of replacement;
further notes their devastating impact on supported housing of
the most vulnerable including those with learning disabilities;
recognises the need for a huge increase in the supply of homes due
to decades of under-delivery by successive governments; notes
that an increase in apprenticeships and other skills training within
the construction industry is required to meet that need; further
notes the particular challenges of affordable housing in rural
areas; regrets that the average cost of a home in London is now
over £500,000; endorses the proposal of London Mayoral candidate,
Caroline Pidgeon, to convert the Olympic precept into a funding
stream that would enable 200,000 new homes to be built in
London; acknowledges the benefits of building sustainable homes;
and calls on the Government to set out a long-term housing plan
to meet the housing needs of future generations which includes
lifting the borrowing cap for councils and at least ten new garden
cities.

Nothing robs people of their freedom more than
poor housing, unaffordable housing or insecure housing.
Housing is fundamental to our liberty and it is the entry
point to a civilised society, yet despite being one of the
world’s richest countries, we have a housing crisis in
Britain that stunts freedom and crushes aspiration for
many millions of people who want nothing more than
to have a decent, secure and affordable place to live.
House prices are now almost seven times average
incomes. In my constituency in Cumbria, house prices
are 10 times average local incomes. Home ownership is
falling, especially among those below the age of 40, and
a majority of those who manage to get on the housing
ladder have had to rely on the bank of mum and dad.
Britain needs an approach to housing that provides
people with a genuine opportunity to access the housing
they need at an affordable cost, but this is not happening
for too many people. That is why I have made housing a
key priority for the Liberal Democrats and why we have
chosen to talk about housing in our first Opposition
day debate of this Parliament.
For decades successive Governments have not built
enough homes, leaving the UK with a crippling undersupply
and an industry producing only around half the houses
that we need. This desperate lack of supply has fuelled
rising house prices, with millions now priced out of the
communities in which they grew up or the places in
which they work. At the same time the lack of affordable
housing to rent is at crisis point, with 1.6 million
households on the social housing waiting lists and
100,000 homeless children, the most vulnerable people
in our society, being let down. I wonder whether it is a
coincidence that those sections of society most in housing
need are those sections of society least likely to cast a
vote.
None of this will be fixed by accident or by blinkered
ideology. Put simply, we need house building on a scale
not seen since the post-war housing crisis was alleviated
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by Harold Macmillan, whose wise, effective and dogma-free
pragmatism saw the building of 300,000 homes a year—the
same number, incidentally, as Liberal Democrats have
been calling for and continue to call for to tackle our
present housing crisis. However, the Government have
not yet demonstrated a Macmillan-style commitment
to solving this crisis. They have introduced a short-term
target of building 1 million homes by 2020, but even
that falls well short of need. Of course, setting even an
inadequate target is no guarantee that that target will
be met.
As a matter of urgency, the Government must give us
a long-term plan for fixing the problem of housing
supply. We need to know how many homes their current
strategy is set to deliver in 20 or 30 years’ time and how
those homes will be delivered. Unless we build enough
homes to meet demand year after year, housing costs
will spiral further out of reach. For those with aspirations
of getting on to the housing ladder, their dream will
become less and less likely to become a reality.
The coalition Government made a good start on
tackling the housing crisis. They inherited a situation in
which house building across the UK had dropped to its
lowest level since the 1920s, and a waiting list that had
increased to 1.7 million in England alone—even higher
than it is today. We brought 70,000 empty homes back
into use, released enough public sector land for more
than 100,000 homes and oversaw the building of 700,000
more homes. We made a start on Ebbsfleet garden city
and got rid of 1,000 pages of planning guidance. There
was a sincere commitment on the part of the coalition
to bring housing back from the brink and to provide
homes to buy and to rent. Before anyone jumps in, let
me add that that record was far from perfect, but it
stands out as a rare example of where a Government
took real action to tackle housing need.
Since May 2015, however, without the influence of
the Liberal Democrats, the Government have moved in
the wrong direction. They have brought forward a
Housing and Planning Bill that will all but destroy
social housing, that will prevent the building of affordable
homes for rent and that merely tinkers around the edges
in an attempt to increase supply, rather than pushing
forward the ambitious, radical plan for housing that
Britain desperately needs.
Andy Slaughter (Hammersmith) (Lab): Before the
hon. Gentleman gets carried away with this Manichean
view of how wonderful things were then and how
terrible they are now, let me point out that he is right in
the sense that the income needed to buy shared ownership
housing in London in April this year will be £90,000.
However, under the coalition Government, it was £85,000
for three bedrooms or more, which is not really affordable
either, is it?
Tim Farron: The hon. Gentleman makes the point
that I made a moment or two ago, which is that the
coalition’s record was far from perfect. What I would
say, however, is that those years were the only time since
the 1970s that a Government saw a net increase in the
social housing available. It was a matter of a few thousand
houses, which is small beer, but that is significantly
better than the record of the previous Administration.
Perhaps one of the greatest shames that hangs over the
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13 years of the Labour Government is that Labour
somehow managed to build fewer council houses than
Margaret Thatcher, which is quite an achievement.
The reality is that the Housing and Planning Bill will
tinker around the edges. It will not bring forward the
ambitious, radical plan that Britain desperately needs.
Indeed, it has redefined what an affordable home happens
to be—apparently, it would include houses of £450,000
in London under its starter homes initiative. There is
nothing wrong, by the way, with the idea, at least, of
starter homes, but they are for better-off renters. Shelter
has calculated that someone would need a £40,000
deposit and a £50,000 salary, and much more in London,
to afford one.
There is a place in the market for starter homes, but
the way they are being introduced has three fundamental
flaws. First, they will not be kept affordable in perpetuity
so that future generations can benefit, and the lucky few
who get one will make a huge profit. Secondly, they will
be instead of, not as well as, other forms of affordable
homes. Thirdly, they will be exempt from the community
infrastructure levy and section 106 requirements.
James Cartlidge (South Suffolk) (Con): Is the hon.
Gentleman aware that although a discount in perpetuity
is very attractive in theory, the problem has been that
mortgage lenders have not been so keen and have,
historically, insisted on quite large deposits for those
rare schemes where such a discount applies? That would
be a barrier.
Tim Farron: The hon. Gentleman makes a fair point.
In my part of the world, many of our homes are
local-occupancy and have covenants that affect their
long-term value.
If this is the Government’s only way of trying to
tackle this problem, they will not succeed. Their flagship
policy on providing affordable homes is narrowly based
on a group of homes that are really affordable only for
people at the higher end of the private rented sector.
That would be fine if it were part of a panoply of offers,
but it is not. Those houses are provided at the expense
of more affordable homes that would have been provided
through section 106 instead. That is why my criticism is
fair, and it stands. The houses that are built under this
scheme will be exempt from the community infrastructure
levy and from section 106 requirements. That means
that the families who live in them will, quite rightly,
make use of the schools, the roads and the infrastructure
in those communities, yet the developers will not have
paid a penny to contribute to the upkeep of any of
those parts of the vital local infrastructure.
The Bill fails to guarantee that homes sold off under
the right-to-buy extension to housing associations will
be replaced, and we know from experience that that is
unlikely to happen. The hon. Member for Hammersmith
(Andy Slaughter), who is now leaving the Chamber,
criticised the coalition. He could have criticised the fact
that so far only one in nine of the homes sold off since
2012 have managed to be replaced. Even a Government
who were keen to replace homes that are sold off find it
hard to do so.
Mr Nick Clegg (Sheffield, Hallam) (LD): My hon.
Friend is making a compelling argument. Does he agree
that there is an ideological irony in the right-to-buy
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scheme in that what are, in effect, charitable organisations
are being, in some sense of the word, renationalised by
this Government?
Tim Farron: That is a very interesting observation.
Given that this will be counterproductive in trying to
tackle the housing crisis, it can only be ideological. It is
massively ironic, as well as totally and utterly
counterproductive, that outfits such as Lakeland Housing
Trust, which looks after 100 or so affordable homes,
many of which are gathered through bequests from very
well-meaning, decent people who want affordable homes
in their communities, will be put under Government
diktat that means that, in future, we will be unable to
recruit the benefactors who will enable us to provide
affordable homes in places such as the Lake District.
The right-to-buy extension is being funded through
the sale of high-value council houses. That is an outrage.
It will again reduce the homes available for social need
without a guarantee of replacement. If this is to happen,
councils should be allowed to retain 100% of the sales
of those homes to reinvest in housing in their communities
—but they will not be permitted to do so.
The Government have stopped councils and housing
associations from building thousands of homes that
they were planning to build. A 1% cut in social rents is a
good thing if it is done fairly, but the Government did
not do it fairly; they chose instead to be generous with
other people’s money. A rent cut is right, but to make
housing associations and the often vulnerable users of
their services pay for it is pretty mean and massively
counterproductive. In Hampshire, for example, 400 fewer
new homes will be built than planned, as a direct result
of this policy. At a time when councils should be
expanding their building projects, they are being forced
to cut back. Consequently, the housing crisis is set to
get even worse. At a time when new homes should be
encouraged from every direction, the Government are
relying on a broken market to deliver, skewing the
building of new homes away from being affordable.
While we should make home ownership an option for
as many as possible, we also need to ensure that there
are homes available for those for whom that is not
within reach.
Rural areas such as mine in Cumbria face particular
challenges in housing. Land for building is hard to find.
Julian Knight (Solihull) (Con): The hon. Gentleman
has been talking about fewer homes being built as a
result of the change to the relationship with the housing
associations. When four leaders of housing associations
were before us in the Communities and Local Government
Committee, I asked them whether more or fewer homes
would be built as a result of these changes. Three out of
four said that more would be built. Would the hon.
Gentleman like to comment on that?
Tim Farron: The idea that the income and borrowing
of a housing association is reduced and it can then
therefore build more utterly beggars belief. That is not
the experience of housing associations in Cumbria or
those anywhere else that I have spoken to. I would be
very keen to look at the Select Committee report and
see the angle that those folks come from.
Simon Hoare (North Dorset) (Con): I have had
conversations with housing associations in my constituency,
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two of which are merging. Housing associations now
face a challenge and an opportunity to scale up, make
back room efficiencies and continue to drive delivery.
That is what is going to happen. We are not going to see
the terrible scenes that the hon. Gentleman seems to be
suggesting. The housing associations are going to rise
to the challenge, as evidenced by my hon. Friend the
Member for Solihull (Julian Knight).
Tim Farron: The hon. Gentleman is basically saying,
eloquently, that, despite the Government’s attack on
housing associations, they will somehow muddle through.
Many of them will, indeed, have to increase their efficiency;
otherwise, people will be hit, including those in supported
accommodation, young people who are attempting to
get back on the straight and narrow after a difficult
start in life, and people living in sheltered accommodation.
Others will also be affected by the lack of investment
resulting from the reduced income. Good, decent,
responsible housing associations will not just sit and
grump and sulk; they will make the best of things, but
they will do that despite the Government, not because
of them.
Tom Brake (Carshalton and Wallington) (LD): May I
update my hon. Friend on the conversation I had with a
local housing association? It had put in place investment
plans to build new homes, but all of a sudden those
plans have been blown apart because their income is
going to fall as a result of the rent cut. It therefore has
to readjust its investment plans downwards.
Tim Farron: My right hon. Friend makes a perfect
point that is relevant to my experience in Cumbria.
None of this is to say that a reduction in social rents is a
bad thing—it is a good thing—but, as I have said, there
is something utterly mean-spirited and counterproductive
about being very generous with other people’s money.
Rural areas such as mine in Cumbria face particular
challenges in tackling the issue of affordable housing. If
we consider the fact that some 8% of homes in rural
areas are affordable, compared with 20% across the
country, we will realise how difficult it is for children
who grow up in rural communities to cling on, make a
living there and raise their own families when they get
older, and, indeed, for key workers to live in the areas in
which they work.
On the positive side, when councils have been empowered
and supported to deliver homes, they have proven that
they can do so. South Lakeland District Council has
delivered hundreds of new affordable homes, bringing
the waiting list down by 18% in a single year. It is a
fantastic example of a council with the right priorities
delivering to meet the needs of its community. So many
communities are under threat. The growth in second
home ownership means that communities can be hollowed
out as the result of a diminished resident population
and the subsequent loss of schools, post offices, shops
and public transport links.
The increase in stamp duty on the purchase of second
homes is good news, but mostly for the Treasury. When
communities such as Hawkshead have roughly 50%
second home ownership, why cannot those funds be
redirected to those communities, to support local services
and to help provide new affordable homes? Why will the
Government not support Liberal Democrat plans to
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[Tim Farron]
allow second homes to be charged double council tax,
to tackle the immense damage that excessive second
home ownership does to towns and villages in places
such as the west country, Northumberland and Cumbria?
Councils have a valuable part to play in providing the
homes we need to tackle the crisis of supply. They could
play an even greater role in providing homes of all
tenures, by which I mean not just social homes, but
homes for sale and private rent, improving the quality
of homes in that sector. Yet councils are being hit
with cuts and extra taxes from every side by this
Government in what appears to be a war of attrition
aimed at putting councils out of the business of providing
homes.
Councils are not the whole answer to the housing
crisis, but they are part of the solution, as are starter
homes. We must trust our democratically elected councils,
which know and understand local needs, to deliver for
their communities. That is why we are calling on the
Government to lift the borrowing cap to enable councils
to borrow to build. That could lead to an extra 80,000
homes over four years, each providing a secure home for
a family to bring up their children. That has been called
for by the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
the Local Government Association and others. Most
solutions to the housing crisis are long term, but where
immediate action can be taken, the Government surely
must take it. Ideology must not be allowed to get in the
way of supplying the homes that are needed. It is time
to trust councils again.
Mr Jim Cunningham (Coventry South) (Lab): I am
sure the hon. Gentleman remembers as well as I do the
days when parties stood for election with housing targets
for the number of council houses that they would build
each year in government. More importantly, I agree
that allowing councils to borrow to build council houses
would take the pressure off prices for young people who
want to buy homes and get a start in life. There is an
imbalance in relation to housing.
Tim Farron: The hon. Gentleman makes a great
point. Demand and supply are at the heart of our
housing crisis. All the evidence suggests that it just
makes sense to provide more social housing—people
who believe in the free market should understand this—
because it will take the heat out of the bottom end of
the bought market and make houses more affordable.
Mr Clegg: On my hon. Friend’s point about giving
councils greater borrowing powers—this also relates to
his earlier point about borrowing powers for housing
associations—does he agree that any entity, whether it
is a housing association or a council, can be given the
right to borrow money only if it has a reliable income
stream? That is why when the previous coalition
Government cut social rents, they gave a guarantee
to housing associations that their revenues would remain
stable for a decade and a half. That reliable revenue
stream has been torn apart by the new Government.
Tim Farron: It rather plays into the pattern over the
last nine months—since the coalition Government ended
and the Conservatives came into power alone—of shorttermism and a lack of a long-term thinking. The long-term
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plan appeared to leave office with my right hon. Friend.
Instead, we see short-termism over green energy cuts,
for example, and over providing the certainty that businesses
of any kind need to plan. That includes housing
associations, which are charities but which have, in
many ways, the acumen and the outlook of the private
sector. If we reduce their income, their certainty and
their confidence in their balance sheets, they will build
less and provide fewer services. Society as a whole will
end up picking up the cost for vulnerable people whom
we cannot support, who become more costly to society
in later life.
Other reforms are needed to boost supply on the
scale that is required. That cannot be left to the social
housing market or to the starter homes initiative. That
is why we are calling for at least 10 new garden cities in
areas where there is local support to create thousands of
new homes in thriving and sustainable communities
with effective transport links and schools, providing
hundreds of jobs in the process. In addition, we are
calling for many more garden villages—not building in
people’s backyards, but building beyond people’s horizons,
with consent, and giving a sense that there is a long-term
answer to the crisis. The Government must create the
conditions for those garden cities to work, by empowering
councils to buy land more cheaply and providing incentives
to make the plan a success.
Marcus Fysh (Yeovil) (Con): Given that in my area of
south Somerset the council’s local plan has failed to
deliver a five-year housing land supply, would the hon.
Gentleman ally with me in searching out a site for a
suitable garden town in south Somerset to provide the
infrastructure and homes that he is talking about?
Tim Farron: The hon. Gentleman is talking about
creating more garden towns, and it is important that we
take a cross-party approach to creating more garden
villages, garden towns and garden cities. The danger is
that if somebody comes up with bold ideas, others will
knock them down. I will not play party politics, but
towers and towers of Conservative leaflets have been
delivered across south Cumbria over the past 10 years,
all aimed at stopping the building of affordable homes.
It took bravery from my Liberal Democrat colleagues
on the council to stand up against that and build
affordable homes. As a result, hundreds and hundreds
of families have a place to call their home. Sometimes it
is right for local and national Governments to do the
right thing, even when it is difficult.
Julian Knight: The hon. Gentleman is being most
generous in giving way. He mentions how parties are
opposing the local council in his own constituency. As
soon as we try to build anything in my constituency of
Solihull, we have the same from the Liberal Democrats,
who always try to oppose on almost every issue. Will he
communicate with his grassroots—what remains of them—
and let them know that they should in future get on
board to produce more homes?
Tim Farron: I would be very interested to look at the
detail of that. I am also keen to recognise that we have
to take the community with us, which takes bravery at
every level. It sometimes seems that we have to tackle
this issue, as Harold Macmillan bravely did in the 1950s,
by not looking at it from an ideological point of view
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and by not scoring points. I would be pretty surprised if
anybody on the Labour or Liberal Benches did that
back in the 1950s. There are more people on the Liberal
Democrat Benches today than there were on the Liberal
Benches in the 1950s, which is progress. [Interruption.]
There may have been three Members, depending on
whether or not Megan Lloyd George had left by then.
The point is simply that if we are brave and do not
look at this issue through an ideological prism—such as
by saying that we can move forward only by having all
social rented housing or by flogging off social rented
housing—we can take people with us and minimise the
number who will oppose us in the planning process.
However, if we have a Government, as sadly we do, who
look at this issue purely through an ideological prism,
rather than by asking how we can solve the crisis, we
will always land ourselves with opponents.
Mims Davies (Eastleigh) (Con): I note the hon.
Gentleman’s point about the long term. The lack of a
local plan is a long-term issue in Eastleigh. The council,
which is led by the Liberal Democrats, has not taken
people with them and we have been without a plan for
five, or nearly six, years. Lots of people are unhappy.
On a party political point, for the council to allow the
first options paper to come out on 23 December, when
people were doing their Christmas shopping—he says
that councils must take people with them on this important
issue—was disingenuous at a local level.
Tim Farron: That is a staggering intervention from an
hon. Lady who represents a constituency with one of
the best housing records in the country. I remember
taking part in the by-election in 2013—talk about bravery.
It was brave of the council, led by a party that was
defending a seat, to pass, weeks before polling day,
exactly the sort of long-term local plan that she mentions
because that was the right thing to do. For the next few
days, Tory leaflets were full of criticisms of the Liberal
Democrat administration for having the decency to
build homes. She needs to look at her party’s previous
election literature in the constituency that she temporarily
represents.
It is time for the Government to take action. We
cannot simply rely on the dysfunctional market to deliver
the homes we need. Even in the boom years of 1997 to
2007, the market delivered at best only 148,000 new
homes each year, which is far lower than the Macmillan—or
the Liberal Democrat—standard. The problem we face
is not a result of the recession; it is a structural problem
that will be solved only by intervention. The current
system works for those who have, but not for those who
have not. Britain should be a place where affordable
housing is available for all, to rent or to buy, no matter
the circumstances of their birth, but Britain is not such
a place. It is time to put ideology and party politics
aside and to build the homes that Britain needs.
4.33 pm
The Minister for Housing and Planning (Brandon Lewis):
Once again, I thank an Opposition party—a different
one this time—for choosing housing as the subject of its
debate. We are a one nation Government, and our goal
is to have a Britain where everyone who works hard can
have a home of their own. That ambition is possible
only because of our tough action to drive down the
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deficit, and it is conceivable only because of the progress
we made during the last Parliament. I therefore want to
start with a word of thanks not for the hon. Member for
Westmorland and Lonsdale (Tim Farron), who refused
to serve in the coalition Government, but for his party,
which did, and for his colleagues who played their role
in helping to turn around the broken housing market
we all inherited in 2010.
I just hope that this is a debate that the hon. Gentleman
will remember. I say that because at his party conference
in September, he declared:
“Housing is the biggest single issue that politicians don’t talk
about.”

That is news to me and, no doubt, to many Members
across the House, because this is the eighth debate
about housing in recent months, and that is not including
the debates on the Housing and Planning Bill. On none
of those occasions did we hear a contribution from a
Liberal Democrat. On 10 June 2015, we had a debate on
housing; on 24 June, we had a debate about leaseholders
and housing association ballots; on 14 July, we had a
debate about shared ownership housing; on 15 July,
we had a debate on housing supply in London; on
9 September, we had a debate about affordable housing
in London; on 4 November, we debated prefabricated
housing; on 15 December, we debated housing again;
and on 27 January 2016, we debated housing benefit
and supported housing. Not a single Liberal Democrat
took part in any of those debates. Even during the
passage of the Housing and Planning Bill, the hon.
Gentleman was the only Liberal Democrat who bothered
to speak on Second Reading and on Report, and they
did not take a seat on the Committee—not once. If the
hon. Gentleman believes that politicians should start
talking about housing, I suggest gently that he should
give his lectures closer to home.
Tom Brake: Will the Minister tell us how many social
houses have been built in the time during which those
debates took place?
Brandon Lewis: The right hon. Gentleman will appreciate
that, as the hon. Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
said, we have built more social housing in the past few
years than was built in the entire 13 years of the last
Labour Government. In fact, we built more social housing
in 2014-15 than was built in those 13 years.
Members may recall that during the last Opposition
day debate on this matter I said that there was an
appropriate film for the return to his old brief of the
shadow Housing Minister, who I notice is missing yet
another housing debate. I said that it was rather like the
Soviet version of “Back to the Future”. It would be
unfair to deprive the hon. Member for Westmorland
and Lonsdale of a cultural reference of his own. Hon.
Members will, by now, have realised that I like to use
the odd film analogy. On account of his completely
forgetting that politicians do occasionally talk about
housing, I suggest a film from 2007 called “Goldfish”.
It may be a little-known film—I admit that it is hardly a
box office smash—but it is highly rated by the few
people who have bothered to watch it. I admit that the
plot bears little relevance to today’s debate, but if you
will bear with me, Madam Deputy Speaker, I can explain
its relevance. Crucially, there were just eight people in
the official cast.
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[Brandon Lewis]
Most hon. Members will know that housing issues
are given great prominence in this House, and that is
entirely welcome.
Julian Knight: The Minister just mentioned 2007. Is
he aware that in 2007, under a Labour Government,
housing associations and local authorities built 12% of
the new housing stock? Last year, the proportion was
22.6%.
Brandon Lewis: My hon. Friend makes a good point.
To be fair to him, the hon. Member for Westmorland
and Lonsdale referred to that fact. We should be proud
that the coalition Government were the first Government
in a generation to see an increase in affordable housing
by the end of a Parliament, unlike the previous Government.
My hon. Friend highlights the work we are doing and
the changes we are making that are seeing housing
supply go up. I will come to that in a few moments.
The Government are determined that everyone who
works hard will be able to have a home of their own.
After all, 86% of the population want to own their own
home. Whoever you are and wherever you live, we want
to support your ambition and aspiration to own your
own home. That is not just a manifesto commitment of
the Conservative party; it is an aspiration that is shared
by the vast majority of the British public. That is why
we are embarking on the largest Government house
building programme for some 40 years. We aim to build
a million homes by 2020 and to help hundreds of
thousands of people to take their first steps on to the
housing ladder. We will consolidate and expand on the
progress that we have made since 2010, when we inherited
a housing market on its knees.
Let me remind the House what our inheritance was—our
shared inheritance: a burst housing bubble, an industry
in debt, sites mothballed, workers laid off, skills lost, a
net loss of some 420,000 affordable homes, rocketing
social housing waiting lists and a collapse in right-to-buy
sales, with just one home being built for every 170 sold.
Those failures were accompanied by a post-war low
in house building by councils, a sustained fall in home
ownership—the shadow Housing Minister was quite
“pleased” about that, if I remember his quote correctly—
and chaos in the regulation of lending. Underpinning
that gigantic sorry mess was a planning system in
disarray, presiding over the lowest level of house building
since the 1920s with just 88,000 starts. The hon. Member
for Westmorland and Lonsdale may struggle to remember
that, but I know that the right hon.—and absent—Member
for Wentworth and Dearne (John Healey) will have no
such problem, because he was the Minister in charge at
the time.
It is terrifying to think of where we would be today if
we had not gripped those problems and applied the
right solutions. In the previous Parliament, the number
of first-time buyers doubled, as did the number of new
homes built and public support for new house building.
We helped more than 270,000 households buy a home
with Government schemes, provided more than 270,000
affordable homes for rent—with nearly one third of
those in London—and we were the first Government
since the 1980s to finish their term with a higher stock
of affordable homes.
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We spent £20 billion on our affordable housing
programmes, achieving the same rate of delivery with
half the grant required by Labour policies. We built
more, it cost less, and we did it faster. As the hon.
Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale said, twice as
many council homes were built in the five years of the
coalition Government than during 13 years of Labour,
and I reiterate that his party should be rightly proud of
its role in achieving that progress.
Mr Clegg: We are indeed proud of that record, and I
thank the Minister for extolling it so beautifully. Does
he agree that it is a radical departure from that record to
move from Help to Buy, which the coalition Government
used to spread the opportunity to buy a home to many
people across the county, to right to buy, which will help
only a tiny fraction of people and do nothing for those
facing very high rents, or build more homes in this
country? Is that not a radical departure from the preceding
excellent record that the Minister has been extolling so
well?
Brandon Lewis: On this occasion I am afraid I have to
“disagree with Nick”. We are expanding Help to Buy, as
I will say in a moment, and I do not think that giving
1.3 million more people the chance to own their own
home is a small percentage. A lot of people have the
right to aspire to that, and we will support them in their
aspiration.
Our plans for housing are delivering, but I agree that
we must do more. We are still dealing with Labour’s
deficit in public finances, and we must now tackle the
housing deficit with that same determination. Both are
required to ensure that this is the turnaround decade.
We must build more, but this is not only about the
number of new homes; we are also determined not just
to halt, but to reverse the slide in home ownership that
began in 2003, which the shadow Housing Minister said
was not such a bad thing. With so many people kept off
the housing ladder for so long, we are determined to
deliver our promises quickly. That is why in the spending
review the Chancellor announced the biggest investment
in housing for 40 years. We are investing in what matters
most to young people and British families, with £20 billion
set aside for housing.
Our work includes major investments in large-scale
projects, including garden towns in places such as Ebbsfleet,
Bicester, Barking Riverside and Northstowe, and £7.5 billion
to extend Help to Buy. The equity loan scheme through
to 2021 will support the purchase of 145,000 new-build
homes. I notice that the new adviser on housing to the
Labour party wants to end that, so perhaps the shadow
Minister will say whether Labour is supporting the end
of Help to Buy, as its adviser has suggested.
Last week we doubled the value of equity loans in
London to 40%, and 50,000 people have already registered
their interest. We will ensure that the scheme continues,
and we will deliver on our promise. A quarter of a
million people are already investing in our Help to Buy
ISAs so that they can save for a deposit. The brand new
Help to Buy shared ownership scheme will deliver a
further 135,000 homes, by removing many of the restrictions
that have held back shared ownership. For example, an
aspiring homeowner in Yorkshire could get on the
housing ladder with a deposit of just £1,400. In the
south-east, it will cost under £2,500, and in London,
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£3,400. Those possibilities will be open to anyone of
any occupation who earns under £80,000, or £90,000 in
London. Our plans will improve the housing market
across all tenures: a £1 billion housing delivery fund to
support small and custom builders; £8 billion to help
build 450,000 affordable homes; and 200,000 starter
homes available to young first-time buyers with a 20%
discount at least. We make no apology for this innovation
in the delivery of affordable homes—it is what people
want, with 86% of our population wanting to buy their
own home—and for making sure that they can reach
that aspiration. The reality of home ownership can be
within their grasp. It is right that we help to make their
aspiration more affordable.
Mr Richard Bacon (South Norfolk) (Con): The Minister
talks about the many excellent things the Government
are doing. The right hon. Member for Sheffield, Hallam
(Mr Clegg) did not know it, but he is right that the
Government have made a radical departure. Does the
Minister agree that the Government are providing legislative
support to self-build and custom housebuilders, building
on the, if I may say so, excellent Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act 2015 with further measures that will
require local authorities to provide service plots for
people who want to build their own dwelling for social
rent and for ownership?
Brandon Lewis: My hon. Friend makes a very good
point, particularly on the excellent Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act 2015. He put a great deal of passion
and determination into that. He is delivering something
that the Housing and Planning Bill builds on and
underpins to ensure a real step-change. It will help not
just by providing people with more opportunities to
own their own home, but by providing an opportunity
for the reinvigoration of small and medium-size local
builders that we all want to see. A few weeks’ ago, we
announced an expansion of direct commissioning, which
will go even further to deliver that.
It would be simply old-fashioned political dogma to
insist that Governments should intervene in the market
only to support renters, when most people want to buy.
To persist with an outdated mind-set risks creating a
generation of young people exiled from home ownership;
young people worse off than their parents, compelled to
leave communities they love and grew up in, and forced
to decline good job opportunities all because local
housing is too expensive. That is bad for our economy
and bad for society. Starter homes have the potential to
transform the lives of young people. Just think about it:
a first–time buyer able to get at least a 20% discount
from a new home with just a 5% deposit. That really
does change the accessibility to affordable housing for
thousands more people. Starter homes will help young
people and ensure that more homes are built.
We must not fall for the lazy assumption that there is
a contradiction between supporting the dreams of
homebuyers and ensuring that more affordable homes
are built. Nowhere is this lazy thinking clearer than in
the opposition to our extension of right to buy for
housing association tenants. In the previous Parliament,
we improved dramatically the right to buy for council
tenants. Some 47,000 tenants seized the opportunity,
with more than 80% of those sales under the reinvigorated
scheme, and yet 1.3 million social tenants in housing
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association properties continued to receive little or no
assistance and continued to be trapped out of ownership.
That cannot be right. We promised the electorate that
we would end this unfairness and we have. Housing
associations have also recognised this inequity. They
have signed an historic agreement to end it, and I
congratulate them on coming forward with that offer.
They are giving tenants what they want: an option to
buy their home and a ladder to real opportunity. I am
delighted that we have five pilots already under way
across the country. Every property sold will lead to at
least one extra property being built.
Tim Farron: The Minister refers to housing associations
and the National Housing Federation’s involvement in
discussions in putting together the Housing and Planning
Bill. Will he confirm that this agreement with housing
associations is voluntary? Will he confirm that housing
associations that look at the needs of their community
and decide, on balance, that the right to buy would be a
negative for that community, will be allowed to maintain
that position?
Brandon Lewis: It is a voluntary agreement. The
Housing and Planning Bill does not legislate for that. It
underpins the agreement by providing the legal ability
to pay the housing associations for discounts. Exemptions
are outlined in the voluntary agreement, so I suggest the
hon. Gentleman reads it. In rural areas, for example,
housing associations will be able to use the exemptions.
After we reinvigorated the scheme in 2012 for council
tenants in London, 536 additional homes were sold in
the first year, and 1,139 were built. For clarity, that is
two-for-one replacement. That success has the potential
to be repeated on a much grander scale. Where buyers
can buy, builders will build, and we can support the
aspiration of hard-working people. That will be true for
right to buy, starter homes and Help to Buy. Those
plans are at the heart of our ambition to build 1 million
more new homes, but we have made it clear that we
must do more in all areas of housing supply.
Tim Farron: After this, I promise to leave the Minister
alone for a while. Is he aware that one in three homes
that have been bought under right to buy are now
privately rented, so they do not help people to get on
the housing ladder? They help other people to make a
living from renting out property. What will he do to
ensure that any homes that are sold under right to buy
belong to people who need an affordable home, and do
not end up slipping into the private sector, becoming
less affordable and more insecure?
Brandon Lewis: With those kind words, I am happy
for the hon. Gentleman to intervene, as it gives me an
opportunity to highlight another good scheme that the
Government have introduced. With the voluntary right
to buy, and with right to buy more generally, I defend
the homeowner’s right to do with their home what any
other homeowner can do. I do not know why he thinks
that a particular part of society that owns their own
home should have fewer rights than he or any other
hon. Member has in a house that they own. After that
short period of five years, when that home is protected
and has to be that person’s home, it is absolutely right
that they should have the same rights as any other
homeowner. It is disgraceful that he wants to stop that.
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James Cartlidge: The former Deputy Prime Minister
has extolled the virtues of Help to Buy, which is fine,
but there is absolutely nothing to stop someone, after
purchasing a Help to Buy home, renting it out should
their circumstances change, which would be the same
for anyone buying on the open market.
Brandon Lewis: My hon. Friend highlights an important
point. What the hon. Member for Westmorland and
Lonsdale seems to be asking for with the right to buy
and, to an extent, in the arguments that he made about
starter homes, is second-class ownership, and I do not
support that. If someone owns their home they should
have the same rights as anyone else. It is sometimes
tiresome to hear people who own their home explain
why we should not let someone else have the chance to
do so. The Housing and Planning Bill is part of our
work to drive up the housing supply and home ownership,
and it will give house builders and local decision makers
the tools and confidence to deliver more homes.
Mr Bacon: Before the Minister moves on, this issue
riles a lot of us, as it riles him. The hon. Member for
Westmorland and Lonsdale (Tim Farron) made the
point that buying a house and renting it out at some
point in the future was bad per se. At the same time, we
are supposed to take measures to encourage the private
rented sector. Is it not a good thing if more houses are
made available for rent? Particularly in the light of what
has happened with City of London pensions for 50 years,
it is hardly surprising that people are looking for good
investment alternatives to safeguard their future and
provide more housing for rent.
Brandon Lewis: It is always good to see the institutional
money to which my hon. Friend refers investing in the
British property market and playing its part in driving
up housing supply. I am keen to see, as I have said
before in the House, an increase in supply across all
tenures. We have to make sure that we build the right
homes in the right places, with the right tenures for the
people who need and want those homes.
Mr Clegg: The Minister is generous in giving way. On
the point about extra supply, he said—I do not quite
know which schemes he was referring to—that in some
London schemes there is evidence of a 2:1 replacement,
rather than the wider picture of a 1:10 under-replacement.
Will he tell me a little more about that scheme, and does
he believe that when the right to buy is extended from
the five pilot areas, once a property is sold it will be
replaced twice over in all the areas where the right to
buy applies?
Brandon Lewis: The point I was making was that in
the first year’s sales of right to buy homes in the
reinvigorated scheme in London, properties have been
replaced in the timeframe at a ratio of 2:1. That is a
fact. The one for nine to which the right hon. Gentleman
refers does not compare like-for-like figures—it is a
totally false representation. On the wider scale, there is
1:1 as well. I would go further, as this is not about
replacement. Once a home has been bought by someone
who lives in it for five years, it does not disappear from
the housing stock. The homes that are built are extra
homes that increase the housing supply. Under the
voluntary agreement, housing associations will deliver
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one extra home at least for every home that is sold. The
Housing and Planning Bill, which the hon. Member for
Westmorland and Lonsdale has consistently opposed,
would ensure that the planning system plays a part in
helping to drive up an increase in supply.
In the last Parliament, we reformed and streamlined
the failing top-down planning system we inherited.
Today, local people are in control and developing their
own plans for house building, while the planning system
is faster and more efficient.
Dr Roberta Blackman-Woods (City of Durham) (Lab):
Rubbish!
Brandon Lewis: I am sorry the hon. Lady thinks
giving that power to local people is rubbish. I think that
local people are the right people to make these decisions.
Since 2010, the number of planning permissions for
new homes has risen by 50% and the number of local
plans has more than doubled. I gently say to the hon.
Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale that my hon.
Friend the Member for Eastleigh (Mims Davies) was
absolutely right and he was wrong: the local authority
in Eastleigh does not have a local plan. It should do the
right thing and get one in place. That is what she is
fighting for on behalf of her residents.
I know that Members want building on brownfield
land to be the first choice. Under this Government,
brownfield land will be prioritised and new homes will
be built near existing residences so that the green belt
and local countryside is protected. A new statutory
register of brownfield land will provide up-to-date and
publicly available information about land suitable for
housing. Planning permission in principle will drive
that further. Our estate regeneration programme will
transform rundown bad estates across the country, and
40 brownfield housing zones, including 20 in London,
are also being created.
We want planning permissions in place for 90% of
these sites by 2020 so that we can regenerate eyesores
and derelict land to create modern homes for the next
generation. We will change the parliamentary process
to allow for urban development corporations, and smaller
firms in particular will benefit from quicker and simpler
ways to establish where and what they can build. We are
supporting smaller house builders by directly commissioning
the construction of new homes on publicly owned land.
Our pilot schemes will see work start on up to 13,000
homes on four sites this year, with 40% of them being
starter homes. Nothing on that scale has been done for
30 years. Our new approach will support smaller house
builders and new entrants that are ready to build but
lack the resources and access to land. We will help
them. Currently, the top eight house builders provide
50% of all new homes, and we are determined to change
this ratio, as we build more homes this Parliament.
Great progress has been made since the great housing
crash under Labour. We took the tough decisions, in
coalition and then in a Conservative Government, to
tackle the deficit, help homebuyers and get Britain
building again. We reformed the planning system and
ensured that local people were in control of building the
homes they needed, and we ensured that new homes
were built across all tenures. In 2010, the housing market
was in danger of collapsing altogether, and house building
had almost stopped. At the same time, public opposition
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to new housing was enormous, because people were
sick and tired of being bossed from Whitehall. Dramatic
improvements have been made in all these areas.
Problems that fester for years, however, take a long
time and great effort and commitment to solve. There is
still a profound need to build more homes in our
country across all tenures to support the aspirations of
people who want to buy their own home. Everyone in
the Chamber and in public life has a role to play in
making the case to local communities for seeing these
homes built. This will be a defining challenge of our
generation. That is why the Government will be unwavering
in their commitment to deliver a better housing market—
one that secures our economic recovery, boosts productivity
and rebalances our economy. That is a prize worth
fighting for. Its economic and social legacy could last
far beyond any of our political lives.
These plans are about working people—the people
we all serve. It is about their hopes, their dreams, their
plans for their and their families’ futures, and their
confidence that their hard work will be rewarded. That
must be our motivation. We are one nation—north and
south, renters and buyers, young and old. Whoever and
wherever they are, anyone can walk through the door of
opportunity and into a home of their own.
4.58 pm
Teresa Pearce (Erith and Thamesmead) (Lab): I am
pleased that the issue of housing has once more been
brought to the Chamber. It seems to be virtually a
weekly occurrence now, and I am glad about that,
because the housing crisis is one of the greatest challenges
that has faced our country in recent times.
Members across the Chamber will know the impact
housing has on our constituents’ lives. My advice surgeries,
my inbox and my office phone are always busy with the
problems of people suffering from the housing crisis:
rising rent costs; poor standards in the private rented sector;
ever-increasing homelessness—statutory homelessness
and rough sleeping—across the country; a Government
committed to seeing an end to the social housing sector
as we know it; fewer homes built than at any time since
the 1920s; and a generation of young people priced out
of the property market.
Julian Knight: The hon. Lady mentions the social
housing market, so would she like to explain why, in
2001-02, the number of homes completed by local authorities
was only 0.1% of the total? Moreover, that record continued
from 2001 right the way through to 2007, so will she
explain why?
Teresa Pearce: When figures are quoted on social
housing, it is often council housing that is being talked
about rather than the full social housing register, which
includes housing association properties. When we have
these debates, we trade statistics back and forth every
time, but the problem is that trading statistics does not
build homes and it does not take people off the housing
waiting lists. Simply saying “You did this, but we did
that” will not help anybody.
Mr Bacon: I completely agree with the hon. Lady that
trading statistics does not help. I have listened to a lot of
housing debates over the last three or four years, so I
know that most of the debate has been of that ilk—and
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it is very unhelpful. Will she therefore elevate the debate
by explaining why she thinks the supply of housing
does not rise to meet demand?
Teresa Pearce: I could say a lot about that, but I
would rather get on with the points I intended to raise,
which are about the private rented sector—a subject
that has hardly been mentioned and one that did not
appear in the Conservative manifesto. It is an issue that
affects my constituency and London constituencies in
particular. Supply has not risen—you are right—and I
believe it is because parties of all colours have not done
as much they could have done. I hope that this debate
will be elevated above the “You’re bad, they’re worse”
level, which gets us nowhere. It is very macho, but it
really does not help and it does not play well outside
this Chamber.
Mr Bacon: I do not think that you, Madam Deputy
Speaker, have an opinion on this matter at all, but I
share the hon. Lady’s view that supply does not rise to
meet demand, which she has just repeated. I am asking
her why she thinks that is the case. I have a view;
I wonder whether she has.
Teresa Pearce: I imagine that the hon. Gentleman’s
view is that not enough people self-build. What has
happened with supply reflects problems with the availability
of land, although some land has now been released. I
believe that the hon. Gentleman still sits on the Public
Accounts Committee, as did I when we looked at the
parcels of public land that were disposed of, supposedly
to build 100,000 homes—yet it appears that hardly any
have been built. There is not just one problem. I should
like to continue with my speech, if the hon. Gentleman
would not mind, and talk about the fact that more
needs to be done than providing a supposedly simple fix
of helping people on to the housing ladder. More
definitely needs to be done than that.
My hon. Friend the Member for City of Durham
(Dr Blackman-Woods) and I led the scrutiny of the
Conservative Housing and Planning Bill—for 55 hours,
I am told, and at times it felt like 55 hours. There was
much to scrutinise and much that we were concerned
about, although we welcomed some parts of the Bill.
The Government’s answer to the shortage of housing
seems to be starter homes. To be fair, these homes are a
solution for some young people, but only for young
people who could have got on to the housing ladder
anyway—people who have an income of £70,000 and a
deposit of £98,000 in London or an income of £50,000
and a deposit of £40,000 outside London. This helps
the few and not the many.
Brandon Lewis: The hon. Lady might want to refresh
her memory by looking at the Hansard for the Housing
and Planning Bill Committee, particularly at the evidence
sessions, where it was very clear that the average price
paid by first-time buyers was considerably lower than
the figures she has just outlined. I can tell her from
looking at the issue that a starter home was available
last week that required a deposit of £11,800—nothing
like the sort of figures the hon. Lady mentions.
Teresa Pearce: I thank the Minister for his intervention,
but with Help to Buy and starter homes, many developers
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are seeing people queuing round the block for the
opportunity to buy the few houses and flats that are
available. That shows that people want to buy, but it
also shows that more people want to buy than developers
have properties to sell. In my experience, such a position
simply inflates prices. What is more worrying, however,
is the fact that developers can deliver starter homes to
help the few, rather than affordable homes that would
help the many. I do not think that Labour Front Benchers
would have such a problem with starter homes if they
were in addition to, but they are not in addition to; they
are instead of.
Where are people supposed to live if they cannot
afford a starter home? They will find themselves in the
private rented sector, with insecure, short-term tenancies,
unable to save for deposits on homes of their own
because their rents are so high. In 2010, the average
deposit was £43,000; it is now close to £60,000. If that
trend continues, by 2020 the average deposit will be
about £76,000.
At the core of the housing crisis is a fact that has
already been touched on. Not enough homes are being
built, but although in a year’s time we may be judged by
the number of homes that we have built, in 10 years’
time we will be judged on the basis of the quality of
what we have built. Although we need to build more
homes, it is a question of not just number but quality,
and the growing skills shortage in the construction
industry seriously threatens our ability to deliver the
types of home that we need.
The Construction Industry Training Board recently
revealed that in 2013-14 just over 8,000 apprentices had
completed their training, 10,000 fewer than in 2008-09.
Many construction apprentices are working towards an
NVQ level 2 qualification, which means that they will
not have the complete skills set that would enable them
to become fully trained construction workers. The
Government need to tackle that growing skills shortage,
because it is a key issue, and I look forward to hearing
what the Minister has to say about it. We need the land,
the developers and the people who want to buy, but we
also need the people who can build.
In 2010, one of the first decisions made by the
Chancellor in the coalition Government was to cut
investment in affordable homes. Partly as a result of
that short-term cut, the housing benefit bill has risen in
the last five years as families have been forced into the
expensive private rented sector. The provision of affordable
homes would save money for the taxpayer by lowering
expenditure on housing benefit.
The housing benefit cuts will have a devastating
impact on supported housing, which we debated in the
House two weeks ago. The Secretary of State is pressing
ahead with the cuts although the evidence review on
supported housing that he commissioned, which was
supposed to be completed in November last year, has
still not been completed. The National Housing Federation
predicts that 156,000 supported homes could be forced
to close. Moreover, the building of a further 2,400 homes
has been stopped because of the proposals. The cuts in
housing benefit, which supports thousands of elderly,
disabled and homeless people, will have a catastrophic
impact on those who can least afford it. Homelessness is
becoming a national scandal. According to Shelter,
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rough sleeping has increased by 55% since 2010. In fact,
those statistics understate the true picture, because many
thousands of people are hidden from view because they
are sofa-surfing or staying temporarily with friends or
family, with nowhere to call home. In London, that
must be a priority for the next Mayor.
Tom Brake: I wonder whether the hon. Lady, like me,
is surprised that on Monday the Prime Minister—rightly,
in my view—spoke of the need to address reoffending,
given that many organisations that provide supported
housing for ex-offenders are telling us that they will
have to close hostels, bedsits and one-bedroom flats
because they will not be able to go on providing them
from April 2018 onwards. That will clearly boost the
level of reoffending.
Teresa Pearce: There are three prisons in my constituency,
and that issue worries me greatly.
Private rents have soared well beyond inflation, which
places more strain on tenants’ finances. Although most
landlords do provide good-quality accommodation, the
English housing survey estimates that almost one in
three privately rented homes are non-decent. A quarter
of a million properties in the sector are estimated to
have a category hazard. According to a major report by
Shelter which followed a YouGov survey, 61% of tenants
had experienced mould, damp, leaking roofs or windows,
electrical hazards, animal infestations or gas leaks in
the last 12 months.
Andrew Bridgen (North West Leicestershire) (Con):
The shadow Minister should be aware that when the
Conservatives took over North West Leicestershire District
Council after 33 years of Labour local government, we
inherited the worst standard of council housing in the
country, with 75% of the homes non-compliant with
the decent homes standard. I am pleased to tell her,
however, that under the Conservatives—and a Conservative
Government—all the council housing in North West
Leicestershire was up to the decent homes standard by
2015 and we are now the best in the country.
Teresa Pearce: I can see that the hon. Gentleman is
very proud of his constituency, and I am glad that the
people there have decent homes to live in.
We tabled an amendment to the Housing and Planning
Bill proposing that all private rented property should be
of a decent standard and fit for human habitation, but
the Conservatives voted it down, which quite surprised
me. I am pleased to say that the Lib Dems voted in
favour of our amendment. In the past five years, we
have seen a rapid growth in the private rented sector.
The number of people and families living in the sector
has increased, and more than 9 million people now rent
privately. Many of them are under 35.
Brandon Lewis: In the light of the hon. Lady’s comments,
does she not realise that powers already exist to cover
those issues in local government housing? I also assume
that she will want to welcome the biggest crackdown on
rogue landlords ever made by a Government, which the
Housing and Planning Bill is taking through.
Teresa Pearce: The Bill contains clauses on banning
orders and rogue landlords, but they relate to taking
action after the fact. I would prefer to see people
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entering into tenancies for private rented properties that
are already fit to live in, rather than having to wait until
they become unfit before the landlord can be put on a
register, banned or fined.
In the motion, the hon. Member for Westmorland
and Lonsdale (Tim Farron) refers to the Lib Dems’
candidate for London Mayor. Indeed, it is rare to have a
debate on housing in the Chamber without the mayoral
candidates from both sides—all sides—being mentioned.
I should therefore like to point out that my right hon.
Friend the Member for Tooting (Sadiq Khan) has described
this election in London as a referendum on housing. I
agree with him. The housing sector in London is in
crisis and all the mayoral candidates need to pay great
attention to that fact and to make this a top priority.
My right hon. Friend has outlined a wide range of
policies that will put Londoners first, secure more investment
in house building across the capital and deliver more
affordable housing for Londoners. He will do this by
setting up a new team at City Hall dedicated to fast-tracking
the building of genuinely affordable homes to rent and
buy, and by establishing a London-wide not-for-profit
lettings agency to promote longer-term stable tenancies
for responsible tenants and good landlords across London.
Tim Farron: It is very decent of the hon. Lady to give
way. I do not want to disappoint her and, in this debate
on housing, we must of course talk about the London
mayoral election, given that housing is comfortably the
biggest issue on Londoners’ agenda. Does she agree
with Caroline Pidgeon’s idea that we should maintain
the Olympic precept beyond its expiry date this year in
order to create a fund to build affordable housing across
London? Does the hon. Lady agree that this would be
an innovative way of tackling the housing crisis across
the city?
Teresa Pearce: I am always in favour of innovation
and new ways of looking at things, but I looked at that
proposal only yesterday and I do not think it will raise
enough money to do what the hon. Gentleman intends.
However, innovation is always a good idea and I am
glad that housing has now gone to the top of the
agenda, particularly in London.
A lot has been written about the housing crisis, and
we often trade statistics on the subject, but this is a crisis
not only for the homeless or for those living in overcrowded
slums; it is a crisis for all of us and for all our constituents.
Decent homes make a decent society, and without a
stable home people’s education and health are affected
and family cohesion is shattered. The housing crisis is
not just about numbers or about bricks and mortar; it
is about people and their life chances. It is about the
children who have been in three primary schools before
they are even 10 years old, and about the teachers who
are struggling to deal with the effects of classroom
churn every month. It is about the children who grow
up unable to put down roots and build the childhood
friendships that are so vital to their self-esteem. It is
about the local GPs who cannot build patient relationships
because, in their thousands, patients move on and off
the register each year, as they get shifted from one
private rented flat to another. It is about the isolation of
elderly couples who bought a house when they first got
married and have lived there all their lives, but now no
longer know any of their neighbours because 25% of
the properties in that street are houses in multiple
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occupation, where there is a churn of tenants every
six months. It is also about the millions of adults under
34 who are still living with their parents and about the
parents of those adults, who worry that their children
will never have a home of their own.
The life of the private renter is typically unstable,
insecure and blighted by anxiety. The rogue landlords
register has been mentioned and although it is welcome,
it is action after the fact. Given that the private rented
sector is likely to keep expanding, we need to create a
reputable industry that protects the vulnerable and ensures
that renters are not at the mercy of unscrupulous landlords.
For too long, some private landlords have been able to
take the money without the responsibility, while the rest
of us pick up the costs of unstable communities, marriage
breakdowns and children with no secure home life.
I opened by saying that the housing crisis is one of
the greatest challenges to face our country, but we have
seen house prices and rents far out of sync with earnings;
a failure to tackle poor standards in the private rental
sector; ever-increasing homelessness across the country.
a Government who appear committed to seeing the end
of the social housing sector as we know it; fewer homes
built than at any time since the 1920s; and a generation
of young people priced out of the property market.
That is this Government’s record and they will be
judged on it.
Several hon. Members rose—
Madam Deputy Speaker (Mrs Eleanor Laing): Order.
It will be obvious to the House that this is a short
debate—we have less than two hours left—and a great
many people wish to catch my eye. I hope we can
manage without a formal time limit. Everyone will get a
chance to speak if each hon. Member, out of courtesy
for other hon. Members, keeps to somewhere between
eight and nine minutes. You can work it out by adding
eight minutes on to the time on the clock up there.
I look on this as a test of very simple year 3 arithmetic.
People who can add on eight will get it right and people
who cannot will get it wrong, and we will see who
is who.
5.17 pm
Stuart Andrew (Pudsey) (Con): I think I am going to
fail at the first hurdle, Madam Deputy Speaker.
It is a pleasure to speak in this debate on a subject I
have had an interest in for a long time, not least since
I became a councillor back in 2003. Although I agree
with the beginning of the motion, as I do believe that
everyone has the right to a decent and affordable home,
other parts of the motion are slightly disingenuous in
respect of what this Government are achieving. My
right hon. Friend the Prime Minister has acknowledged
that this country has a housing crisis, but that crisis is
down to successive Governments’chronic lack of investment
in the housing that we need.
It is right that we do everything possible to help
people fulfil their ambition to become homeowners. I
grew up on a council estate in the 1970s and 1980s, and
it is fair to say that the early part of that period was an
era that silently expected families such as mine just to
accept their lot. Chances to improve our lives and move
to a different area were extremely limited, but something
that changed that and tore up that ethos was Margaret
Thatcher’s right to buy policy. That was the first time
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people on my estate, and the first time in generations
that families, were given the opportunity to own their
home and enjoy the benefits that many other people
had enjoyed in this country. This was not just about the
opportunity and dream of owning one’s own home; it
also helped significantly with those families’ social mobility.
Some may say—I have heard it said today—that this
policy is ideologically driven. If that ideology gives
families such as mine the opportunity to become
homeowners and improve their lives, it is an ideology I
fully support. I am glad that this Government have
kick-started that policy of right to buy again, so that
families on those estates today are given the opportunities
I was given. Furthermore, I am delighted that the
Government have committed to a like-for-like rebuild
for those houses. It is great that the replacement policy
is already running at 2:1 in London.
I am proud that more council houses have been built
under this Government since 2010 than the Labour
party managed to achieve in a full 13 years. Other
initiatives such as Help to Buy have also helped. Many
of my constituents are now proud to have the family
home and security that they want. I am proud, too, that
our Help to Buy individual savings account is encouraging
people such as my own parliamentary researcher to save
up to become homeowners.
The right to buy scheme has now been extended to
housing associations, which means that people such as
my brothers and their families also have the opportunity
to own their home. These schemes provide a real
opportunity for young people to enjoy the social mobility
from which I was fortunate enough to benefit.
It is important that we strike the right balance with
the type of house that we build and where we build it.
My hon. Friend the Minister will be fully aware of my
concerns about the planning issues in Pudsey. My
constituency has contributed greatly to the housing
needs of Leeds. Many of the old mills have been rebuilt
and used for housing. We have built many thousands of
new homes to help supply housing for the Leeds area,
but I have significant concerns about Leeds City Council’s
local plan. The council has set itself an over-ambitious
housing target of 70,000 houses over 14 years, which
poses a threat to the green-belt land that makes our city
and my constituency great. The land serves as natural
boundaries between historic towns and villages and
helps to stop urban sprawl. It is important that we do
not lose our identity of which so many people are
proud. Areas are at risk from the council’s target, and
Leeds City Council is currently consulting on the site
allocation plan. The response has been huge.
Julian Sturdy (York Outer) (Con): My hon. Friend is
absolutely right to talk about green-belt land. Does he
agree that green-belt land also plays a key role in
driving urban regeneration and in delivering a lot of
our brownfield sites not only in Leeds, but in my city of
York as well?
Stuart Andrew: I completely agree with my hon.
Friend, and I will come on to that point in a minute.
As I was saying, the response to the consultation has
been significant. I pay tribute to the neighbourhood
development group, Rawdon and Horsforth councils
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and other community groups that have been helping local
people understand these complex matters. What frustrates
local people is that these valuable green sites are up for
grabs while the brownfield sites in other parts of the city
are just left abandoned.
Greg Mulholland (Leeds North West) (LD): I thank
the hon. Gentleman who is my neighbour for giving
way. He and I agree on the Leeds City Council targets,
but does he not accept that there is a real disconnect
between what he would like and what Ministers say,
and the reality of the Conservative Government’s
planning system and what it delivers? Does he not agree
that our constituents are frustrated about that? Does
he not acknowledge that, and is he raising it with
Ministers?
Stuart Andrew: The hon. Gentleman knows that I
have raised those issues on a number of occasions. Of
course the plan must go before the inspector, and we
will be making it very clear that much of what Leeds
City Council is advocating goes against Government
advice. We will make that point very strongly again
during the inspection period.
While I am talking about the brownfield sites, let me
say that the Leeds City Council plan goes against the
advice from Ministers on brownfield development first.
Releasing green-belt land should happen only in exceptional
circumstances, and those circumstances have not been
proved by Leeds City Council.
What also frustrates people is that there are already
17,000 planning permissions in existence in the Leeds
area, and not one single brick of those schemes has
been built. We need to get the developers building. They
cannot be allowed simply to say that they cannot afford
to do so. We need far more help in this regard. Building
on those sites with the 17,000 permissions would go a
long way towards helping to deal with our housing
crisis.
We have suffered significant floods in the Leeds area
recently. It is easy to attack the Government on the
flood defences project, but Leeds City Council must
look at the plans that it is putting in place. Building on
those important green-belt sites in my constituency will
add to the amount of water coming off those new
estates and into the rivers that serve the city further
downstream.
We need to get some of those 17,000 houses rebuilt
and implement the powers that already exist to bring
empty houses back into use. We must regenerate the
brownfield sites to create the housing that people need
so that the residents who live there now can enjoy a
much smarter area to live in. I welcome the fact that the
planning process now involves more neighbourhood
planning, and I hope Ministers will look carefully at the
plan to see whether Leeds City Council has properly
engaged with groups such as the Aireborough
neighbourhood development forum, which has some
strong concerns.
I am proud of our Government’s achievements. Yes,
260,000 affordable houses have been built. The right to
buy offers opportunities to families like mine and allows
more young people to become homeowners. Some of us
never had the bank of mum and dad, so I thank the
Government for the initiatives that will help those 86% of
people who aspire to own their own home, because my
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experience shows that the best social mobility can start
when we give people the reality, not just the dream, of
owning their own home.
5.26 pm
Alison Thewliss (Glasgow Central) (SNP): I am glad
to be able to contribute to this debate on housing,
because it is a clear example of a tale of two Governments
and of the positive effect that the different approach
taken by the SNP Scottish Government is having on
housing provision in Scotland.
I read with interest the Liberal Democrat motion
before us today, for the Liberal Democrats’ record on
housing under the coalition Government was not great.
They continually voted with the Tories in favour of the
bedroom tax, and even voted against exempting social
tenants who were carers or had disabilities. The SNP in
Scotland has been working to mitigate this catastrophic
policy and its effects on vulnerable people. The Scottish
Government have committed £90 million since 2013 to
mitigate the impact of the tax on 72,000 households in
Scotland.
In Glasgow alone, £18.8 million has been spent providing
community care grants and crisis grants from the Scottish
welfare fund to mitigate the welfare reforms brought in
under the coalition, with £8.3 million in discretionary
housing payments to combat the bedroom tax specifically.
The SNP has helped the most vulnerable, and I feel
deeply for every household in England that struggles on
unaided. The recent court cases demonstrate the deep
injustice of this policy— many of those who had had
their homes specially adapted for their needs have now
lost their
“decent, affordable home to live in”.

In Scotland, too, the Lib Dems’ legacy on housing
is very poor. Their motion talks of under-delivery by
successive Governments, and how right they are. In
coalition with Labour, the Lib Dems in government in
Scotland built all of six council houses in a full four-year
term in Parliament. Those were all in Orkney and
Shetland. I see that the right hon. Member for Orkney
and Shetland (Mr Carmichael) is not in his place. Since
the Scottish Government took office in 2007, 162 council
homes have been provided in that constituency—a 2,600%
increase. That is a good record for us in Orkney and
Shetland at least.
In Scotland we are doing all we can to increase
housing stock, having already exceeded our five-year
target for building 30,000 affordable homes. Figures
released on 1 December last year show that 30,133
affordable homes have been built since 2011, which is
133 more than our target. Since 2007, the Scottish
Government have seen the completion of 54,186 affordable
homes. Social rented completions have also exceeded
our target of 20,000. At the end of October last year
those stood at 400 more than our target. The target of
5,000 council homes has been exceeded by 292. The
Scottish Government have already invested over £1.7 billion
in affordable housing to achieve this target, despite a
26% real-terms cut to Scotland’s budget since 2010. The
Scottish Government are not stopping at that, however,
and if re-elected in May, an SNP Government will press
on with an even more ambitious target of 50,000 new
affordable homes, a £3 billion investment that will help
to create 20,000 jobs per year.
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The Liberal Democrat motion notes the increase in
training and apprenticeships that home building can
bring, and, in that, it is absolutely correct. We have
invested in apprenticeships in Scotland, and many of
the developments I saw in my eight years as a councillor
had significant apprenticeship programmes. Community
benefit clauses have also been brought in as part of
housing projects, which is really important for the local
communities involved.
Investing in housing is particularly important in areas
of deprivation, creating a virtuous circle that gets people
out of poverty. The investment in affordable housing in
Scotland over the current parliamentary term is creating
an estimated 8,000 jobs per year.
In contrast to England, where the right to buy has
been extended, the Scottish Government have increasingly
restricted the scheme. In 2013, they confirmed that they
will abolish it, and that will take effect soon. In July
2013, Nicola Sturgeon announced that they intended to
do that to prevent the removal of properties from the
social rented sector. She said:
“we can no longer afford to see badly needed homes lost to the
social sector…That is why I am today announcing the final stage
of the abolition of the Right to Buy—a decision that will safeguard
Scotland’s social housing stock for the benefit of citizens today
and for our future generations.”

In 35 years, the right to buy has resulted in the selling
of about 2 million council properties in England and
just shy of 500,000 in Scotland. In Scotland, more than
160,000 replacement homes were built—leaving a huge
deficit in social rented housing. By scrapping the right
to buy, the Scottish Government are keeping up to
15,500 homes in the social sector for the next decade.
The UK Government’s proposals involve selling off
at least another 113,000 council properties to fund the
selling-off of housing association properties, while so
many people still languish on waiting lists. Conservative
Members talk about people’s right to own their own
home, but they forget completely about the rights of the
people on these waiting lists, who sit in accommodation
for the homeless and do not have the right even to rent,
never mind to buy.
The maddening thing is that this obsession with the
right to buy does not even save money for the public
purse. Often, these homes do not end up being lived in
by the purchaser. Figures presented by the Scottish
Federation of Housing Associations in evidence to the
Communities and Local Government Committee inquiry
into the right to buy show that 40% of the properties
purchased under the right to buy end up in the private
rented sector, incurring higher rental costs for tenants
and higher rates of housing benefit than if they had
remained in the social rented sector. SFHA estimates
that that equates to £324 million per year in Scotland
alone.
The Government’s obsession with homeownership is
resulting in the continuing depletion of social housing
stock in a way that is unsustainable given the continued
high levels of need. The proposals in the Housing and
Planning Bill, which talks of pay to stay, ending secure
tenancies, extending right to buy to the hard-pressed
social rented sector and enforcing rent reductions on
housing associations, all speak of a Government who
do not recognise the significance and importance of
being able to rent a decent home. Some people cannot
afford to buy; some do not want to buy and are happy
to be in social rented housing.
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I hope the Liberal Democrats are moving towards
improving their previous position on social rented housing.
If they are, I welcome that. I also hope that they will look
to Scotland and follow the SNP Government’s lead.
5.33 pm
Mr Richard Bacon (South Norfolk) (Con): It is a
pleasure to follow the hon. Member for Glasgow Central
(Alison Thewliss), because her leader at Westminster,
the right hon. Member for Moray (Angus Robertson),
was one of the sponsors of my Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Bill, which became law on 26 March 2015.
If the hon. Member for Erith and Thamesmead
(Teresa Pearce) thinks I am going to talk about self-build
and custom house building, I would not want to disappoint
her. There are many good reasons for engaging in
self-build and custom house building, and I will come
to them shortly.
First, however, we have to analyse why so many
Opposition Members—I have listened to them drone
on for a long time—appear to think that the current
housing system is, give or take, more or less, in reasonably
good shape and that it just needs a few tweaks, give or
take, more or less, to sort it out. The truth is that our
housing system—the one we have endured for 50 years—
is intellectually, socially and morally bankrupt. It is
intellectually bankrupt because the supply of housing
does not rise to meet demand—the hon. Member for
Erith and Thamesmead could not give me a reason why,
but she accepted that that was the case. It is socially
bankrupt because not having enough housing is so
extraordinarily divisive and limits opportunities. Finally,
it is morally bankrupt because it is a disgrace that a rich
country such as ours cannot supply enough decent
housing for everyone to have somewhere to live, and
that, in a country where the vast majority of people
want to own their own house, homeownership is going
down rather than up. This Government are starting to
address these problems with the radical solutions that
will make the difference.
The hon. Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
(Tim Farron), did not talk about self-build at all, although
his motion refers to it. Yet that is by far the most radical
suggestion in the Housing and Planning Bill, which
amends the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act
to take it further. Under the Act, local authorities will
have an obligation that cuts in on 1 April this year to
maintain a register of people who want to develop their
own self-build project—individuals or groups of individuals.
The Bill, which is currently in the other place, will place
an obligation on local authorities—I do not think most
of them have realised this yet, to be honest—to provide
serviced plots commensurate with the demand as evidenced
on their registers.
James Cartlidge: My hon. Friend speaks with great
passion on this issue, and that is wonderful. If councils
take these lists seriously, will not that offer the opportunity
that, when significant development sites come up, whole
areas can be set aside for self-build?
Mr Bacon: My hon. Friend is absolutely right. The
only thing I would question is his use of the word “if ”.
Councils have a legal obligation to take the lists seriously.
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A planning inspector would be quite right to find a
local plan unsound if it failed to contain provision for
serviced plots commensurate with demand as evidenced
on the register.
When Councillor Barry Wood, the leader of Cherwell
District Council came to our self-build summit in Downing
Street last month, he talked about one of the sites in the
National Audit Office report that the hon. Member for
Erith and Thamesmead mentioned, which has 109,500
potential houses. I spent some time explaining to the
permanent secretary of the Department that our
constituents liked living in real houses rather than potential
houses. The list is a bit distorted, because on some of
that land nothing has happened at all, and on some of it
a great deal has happened. There are 1,900 serviced
plots in Bicester, at Graven Hill. Anybody can look at
that scheme by going to gravenhill.co.uk. Once it gets
off the ground, as Councillor Wood explained in his
presentation, it will make a significant difference to the
marketplace because people will start looking at it and
saying, “They have that in their area—why can’t we
have it in ours?”
Kevin Foster (Torbay) (Con): As always, my hon.
Friend is speaking as a passionate advocate of self-build.
He talks about local authorities taking this seriously.
He will pleased to hear that my authority, Torbay
Council, is already looking to identify sites for self-build
projects.
Mr Bacon: I am very pleased to hear that. There is
quite a lot going on in the south-west, and I hope it will
spread right across the country to all corners of our
great kingdom.
According to a YouGov survey, 75% of people do not
particularly want to buy the product of the volume
house builders. That probably has something to do with
the quality of the offer and the fact that there is not
enough choice. However, they sometimes have to do so
even though they would prefer to do something else. An
Ipsos MORI survey discovered that 53% of people
would like to build their own house at some point in
their lives, that 7 million people would like to do it in the
next five years, and that 1 million would like to start in
the next 12 months.
There are a whole range of benefits in this approach.
We get much better quality building standards—I am
sure the hon. Member for Erith and Thamesmead would
approve of this—because people who are investing in
their own homes are not doing it to get a margin that
they can sell on in the way that, perfectly understandably,
a volume house builder tries to do. Rather, they will try
to get the highest quality fabric, and the highest thermal
performance standards, that they can possibly afford. It
also helps the skills agenda. Some people are doing it
themselves, while some are commissioning others to do
it but often still get involved at some level or other.
There is a tremendous opportunity for the apprenticeships
programme. Locally built housing causes money to stay
in the local economy.
Self-builders are often much more community-spirited.
They are much more likely to stay and to become pillars
of their local communities; they are the ones who get on
to the parish council. It is great for helping the vulnerable.
What I find so depressing about the droning I have
heard from the Opposition Benches for some years now
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is that there is no sign of radicalism. Somebody who
goes on to the Community Self-Build Agency’s website—I
encourage anyone to do this—will read the following on
the front page:
“I was encouraged by the local council to apply for the CSBA
Scheme, I rang them and said; ‘I am disabled, unemployed, on
benefits and I know nothing of building.’ They said; ‘You fit all
the criteria!’ I have never looked back.”

Rod Hackney said:
“It is a dangerous thing to underestimate human potential and
the energy which can be generated when people are given the
opportunity to help themselves.”

That is what this is really about.
I recently spoke to the headteacher of a small, rural
high school in my constituency. It is always going to be
a small school, because of the demographics, and it
finds it difficult to recruit teachers. I told him, “You and
the governors could tell a potential recruit in a difficult-to-fill
subject, ‘If you come to our school, we’ll help you
create your own house, which you could either rent or
perhaps buy from us in the future.’ A history teacher
could have a library for a couple of thousand books,
and an arts and crafts teacher could have a workshop.
Do you think that would help you recruit teachers?”
He said, “God, yes, it would.”
The head of children’s services at Norfolk County
Council recently told me that it is very difficult to
recruit senior social workers with lots of experience
of leading teams. Under the Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act, a county council could register as
an association of individuals; a planning authority would
then be required to provide them with serviced plots.
The potential of the Act is extraordinary. It gives us
a chance to change the equation and how things are
done.
The hon. Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
said in his opening remarks that we cannot rely on the
dysfunctional market. Of course we cannot. It is touching
that there are people who think we have a functioning
housing market, and the fact that he refers to the
market in that way suggests that he is one of them.
What we have to do is fix it. In markets, people have real
choice. My hon. Friend the Member for Pudsey (Stuart
Andrew) said earlier that there have been decades of
under-investment. I was going to intervene on him, but
I did not, to ask him why he thinks we have managed to
have enough shoes for everyone without decades of
Government investment in the shoe industry. No one
says that we need a national shoe service in order to
solve the problem of not having enough shoes. What we
need is a market that actually works.
Alison Thewliss: Perhaps that is because shoes are not
particularly expensive, whereas a flat in London can
cost £500,000.
Mr Bacon: The word “expensive” is a function of
supply and demand, and the word “affordable” is itself
deeply laden. If there were enough supply, the price
would not be as high relative to income. At present, the
average cost of an average dwelling in South Norfolk
and in Harlow is about 8.2 times the average income,
while in Hertfordshire the average cost is 13.6 times the
average income. If we had a market in which supply
rose to meet demand, those statistics would not be so
out of kilter. That is what we need to fix.
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The hon. Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
said that it takes bravery to take the community with
you. No, it doesn’t! It does not take bravery to stand up
for one’s constituents and say, “I want you, your family
and your children and grandchildren to have somewhere
to live, and if we make it beautiful and somewhere that
people would welcome, the people in your community
would welcome it, too.” We have a revolution on its way,
and people should get with the programme or get out of
the way.
5.42 pm
Mr Mark Williams (Ceredigion) (LD): As a former
teacher of year 3 children, I will be particularly mindful
of your stipulation on time, Madam Deputy Speaker.
It is a privilege to speak in this debate. My only tiny
regret with the motion tabled by my hon. Friend the
Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale (Tim Farron)
is that it makes no reference to Wales. It does, however,
make a specific reference to rural communities. I will
restrict my comments to the situation on the ground
in rural communities, not least in my own Ceredigion
constituency.
It is a pleasure to follow the hon. Member for South
Norfolk (Mr Bacon). Many of my constituents will
appreciate some of his comments about self-build. My
only regret is that his Act does not apply to Wales, but
there is certainly an appetite for the initiative in parts of
my constituency.
Housing responsibility for Wales rests, quite rightly,
with the Cynulliad—our Assembly and Government in
Cardiff—but I think that many of the concerns I will
briefly outline in the time available will resonate across
other peripheral and rural areas. I represent a constituency
that covers a vast geographical area. It includes 147 small
communities and 600 family farms in a sparsely populated
part of west Wales. We have talked for many years,
emotively perhaps, about a housing crisis, but now is the
right time to do so, because that housing crisis exists.
My surgeries, like those of the hon. Member for Erith
and Thamesmead (Teresa Pearce), are packed every
week with people with housing concerns. More than
2,000 people in Wales have been on the waiting list for
more than 10 years, and 90,000 households throughout
Wales have been on social housing waiting lists for some
time. The homelessness charity Crisis notes that
overcrowding in houses in Ceredigion is above average
compared with the rest of Wales. There is particular
concern about those seeking social housing, of which
there is a lack. Young people and young families face
very real pressures. Many face the decision over whether
they can stay in the community—the broader community,
not just the county—and whether there is any
accommodation available for them. The response from
the Assembly Government has been inadequate. I regret
that there are not more Labour Members of Parliament
present, particularly those from Wales, although I pay
tribute to the hon. Lady and one of her colleagues for
being here. There are issues that the Welsh Assembly
Government must address in the coming weeks and
months.
The housing crisis has had an effect on rural services
more generally, as my hon. Friend the Member for
Westmorland and Lonsdale mentioned. When we see
the reality of communities that depend on seasonal
residents and seasonal tourism, not families who live
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[Mr Mark Williams]
there week in, week out, we begin to understand the
logic behind—and flawed concerns about—the closure
of post offices, village shops and long-established banks,
and the reduction in viable public transport. There is a
vicious circle in the housing crisis. Young families’
inability to stay in a community because of housing
shortages directly affects its social and economic fabric.
We do not want the vibrancy of our communities to be
restricted to the summer holidays or new year’s eve
festivities, but that is the reality.
Our county has seen a programme of village school
closures, much of it driven by the Labour Assembly
Government’s policies, but some of it dictated by declining
numbers of schoolchildren in our villages. That is, in
part, dictated by the number of young families who are
able to stay in our communities without being priced
out. That is a direct result of the sale of social housing
and the inability to invest adequately, which mean that
many people cannot stay in the locality. A few years
ago, I remember arguing with the county council about
keeping open a school in my constituency: the St John
Rhys school in Ponterwyd, in the north of Ceredigion.
An integral part of our case that persuaded the local
authority to keep the school open was the fact that we
could point to new housing development from Mid-Wales
Housing Association, one of our social housing providers.
We succeeded in keeping that school open, although the
numbers are small. The development of that housing
association project allowed the school to stay open.
The effect of not getting this right has a much deeper
significance and impact on communities. When we read
statistics such as those recently provided for my constituency
by Savills, which showed that only 22% of my constituents
can afford a medium-priced house of £166,000 and that
only 52% of two-wage families can afford a property of
that price, we begin to understand the enormity of the
challenge. We have the widest disparity between wages
and property prices anywhere in Wales. That has had a
significant effect on the demographic of the community,
as the National Housing Federation pointed out in
some work last year. The demographic is changing, and
the idea of a living, working countryside is at risk.
Last year, the NHF pointed out in an English context
that we are seeing the emergence of “pensioner pockets”,
as communities shift from being a balance of young
families and older people to being made up largely of
the elderly. That puts added pressure on social and
health services, and Ceredigion County Council and
Hywel Dda health board have been grappling with that.
The NHF has stated:
“All it would take to deal with the acute housing crisis in rural
areas is a handful of high quality, affordable new homes in our
villages or market towns.”

My only hesitation in supporting what the NHF has
said is that we will need rather more than a handful.
In my county, the local development plan has identified
a need for 6,000 new homes, but there are challenges
involved in achieving that. The building of affordable
homes is governed by section 106 agreements, but the
developer on a modest development must either build
the affordable properties first—therefore, by implication,
the project will not be as financially lucrative in the
short term—or face a 10% levy. Of course, many of our
small builders operate their businesses on the margins.
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There is an automatic disincentive or cost to the builder.
Many I have met—I met one a short time ago in the town
of Lampeter—have remarked that that levy, plus some
perhaps well-intentioned Welsh Assembly Government
legislation on compulsory sprinkler systems in houses,
has had the effect of ratcheting up prices by in the
region of 30%. That has an impact on affordability, and
it also explains why much dormant land has, in effect,
been banked and has not so far been developed.
There are some new developments. I am thinking of
the 27 units in the village of Bow Street, financed by the
housing finance grant initiative, and the 23 units in the
village of Felinfach, made possible by the council making
land available at less than the market value. It is no
exaggeration to say that these projects were snapped up
at the earliest opportunity, which is in itself an indication
of the challenge that many of my constituents face, as
well as the opportunities for them and the realities on
the ground.
5.50 pm
Andrew Bridgen (North West Leicestershire) (Con):
The long-term strength and vitality of the housing
market is of great importance to North West Leicestershire.
It is the base of three of the UK’s leading house
builders—Barratt, Bloor and Davidsons—and it is also
the home to aggregate industries such as Midland Quarry
Products, Breedon Aggregates and Lafarge, which produce
a considerable amount of the UK’s aggregates requirements.
In addition, we have two of the largest and most efficient
brick factories in Red Bank and Ibstock Brick. Indeed,
it could be argued that no constituency has a greater
vested interest in the health of the UK housing market.
With that in mind, I am proud of this Government’s
housing record, compared with the lamentable one of
the Labour party. I can ably demonstrate that with
figures from my own constituency. Only 186 new homes
were built there in 2010-11, but that figure had more
than tripled to 678 new homes completed in 2014-15. I
and my council fully expect the figure to be even higher
next year—well in excess of 700 new homes a year.
The previous Labour Government’s lamentable record
extends to social housing. The last social housing built
in my district council area was back in 1991. None was
built when the Labour party was in power, either nationally
or at district level. Indeed, the former Labour-controlled
North West Leicestershire District Council wanted to
dispose of the council’s property portfolio in a stock
transfer. Had the newly elected Conservative district
council not cancelled the previous Labour administration’s
planned stock transfer on taking office, we would not
have been able to get Government funding to upgrade
the 75% of the council housing stock that was left below
the decent homes standard after 33 years of Labour
neglect, as I mentioned in an intervention. That has
been corrected under the Conservatives, and all our
houses have been brought up to the decent homes
standard and are now equal to the best in the country. I
am pleased to tell the House that, instead of disposing
of our homes, my council will, under this Conservative
Government, build new council-owned homes during
its present term. They will be the first council houses to
be built in my constituency for 25 years.
One factor we must consider is that this is not just
about the quantity of houses built—many hon. Members
have spoken about that—but about the quality of homes
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we are building. We have all seen the social problems
that have in some ways been compounded by poor
housing design from the 1950s onwards. We still have at
least 140,000 households with children in this country
who live on the second floor or above, despite lots of
evidence that multi-storey flats attract higher crime
rates and social breakdown, potentially offering our
children a poor start in life. This Government have
wisely scrapped the previous Labour Government’s
Whitehall targets, which forced local authorities to build
high-density flats, rather than family homes and attractive
terraces.
In addition, the Government have embraced Building
for Life, a hallmark of quality design pioneered in my
very own constituency of North West Leicestershire.
Building for Life now offers a planning process based
on what people care about.
Mr Bacon: It sounds to me as though my hon. Friend
has visited buildforlife.org.uk, the website of the all-party
parliamentary group on self-build, custom and community
housebuilding and place-making.
Andrew Bridgen: Indeed. My hon. Friend will know
that a couple of years ago I hosted the Building for Life
function in the House of Commons, which was attended
by the Housing Minister of the time. This is something
that I very much believe in. One of my sayings is that
Building for Life is not just about building houses, but
about building communities. That is what we are doing
in North West Leicestershire.
People care about privacy, private space, amenities
and safety. Building for Life focuses on such fundamentals.
It offers community-focused design tools that aim to
ensure that existing and new residents are happy with
the development and, therefore, raise minimal concerns
about the impact of the new development. Importantly,
it also offers home builders the opportunity to work
with the planning authority ahead of an application to
make sure that those shared objectives will be met,
which makes for a more streamlined planning process.
It is clear that good design is vital to avoid the mistakes
of the last century, which have led to ugly and crime-ridden
tower blocks and sink estates.
With that in mind, I encourage the Government to do
all they can to help local authorities lodge their local
plans and to offer clear guidance on what is required of
them. My authority is having problems ascertaining
what house building levels are expected of it and in
calculating the five-year land supply. I urge the Minister
to consider whether the Planning Inspectorate should
look at the number of permissions that are granted by a
council, rather than simply at the build rate, which is
not necessarily within the council’s control. I would
appreciate a meeting with the Minister at his earliest
convenience to discuss these matters.
Turning to the Liberal Democrats’ housing plans,
their manifesto claimed that they had a target to build
300,000 homes a year and 10 new garden cities, but
there was no credible detail on how that would be
delivered in reality. They say that this Government have
chosen to keep the broken market broken, without
acknowledging that since 2010, partly with their help,
more than 700,000 additional homes have been provided,
the number of empty homes is at its lowest level since
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records began, the number of affordable homes is growing
at the fastest rate since 1993 and council house starts
are at a 23-year high.
Brandon Lewis: My hon. Friend outlined clearly what
a good Conservative authority can do to deliver housing.
I would be very happy to meet him at an early opportunity
to discuss the situation that his council is in, as it tries to
do the right thing by its community.
Andrew Bridgen: I thank the Minister for agreeing to
a meeting. I hope that he and our Liberal Democrat
colleagues will bear it in mind that if every constituency
in the country was completing homes at the same rate
as North West Leicestershire, there would be more than
450,000 new homes this year, which is one and a half
times the Liberal Democrat target.
Bob Stewart (Beckenham) (Con): With his great expertise
and knowledge of house building, would my hon. Friend
ever contemplate building on the green belt?
Andrew Bridgen: There is no green belt in my
constituency, but there is a green wedge, which is a
valued area of separation between Coalville and the
villages of Swannington, Whitwick and Thringstone. In
a recent survey, it was claimed to be the most valued
green space in the whole of Leicestershire. It is under
threat from developers at the moment and we wish to
defend it from that.
Bob Stewart: So the answer is no.
Andrew Bridgen: Indeed.
The Government have announced that there will be
400,000 new affordable homes and they aim, as the
Minister mentioned, to have planning permission in
place on 90% of suitable brownfield sites by 2020.
In summary, it can be seen from my constituency that
the Government are delivering not just houses, but
good-quality, well-designed homes that will provide much
more social benefit and a better quality of life than
many of the estates that were constructed in the past.
Thanks to our long-term economic plan, house builders
and home seekers have greater confidence to build and
to purchase than at any time in the last decade.
The shadow Minister said in response to an intervention
that I was obviously proud of my constituency. Indeed I
am. Whether it is in housing, the fact that my constituency
is delivering the highest economic growth outside London
and the south-east, or the fact that unemployment is at
an historic low of below 1%, I assure her that where
North West Leicestershire leads, everyone else would be
very wise to follow.
5.59 pm
Greg Mulholland (Leeds North West) (LD): It is a
pleasure to take part in this debate and to follow the
hon. Member for North West Leicestershire (Andrew
Bridgen), and it is good to hear that positive things are
happening. During debates on important subjects—albeit
on an Opposition day—it is important to acknowledge
the gravity of the challenge that we face as a nation in
addressing the housing crisis. We must consider that
in a serious way, rather than just score party political
points.
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The housing crisis has not been properly dealt with
by Governments in the past, and the lack of contributions
to this important debate from Back-Bench Members
from all parties is disappointing. Whatever positive
things may be going on in certain parts of the country
with certain sectors of the population, more people in
my surgeries mention housing than any other issue, and
every week families come to me who are living in
unacceptably overcrowded social housing.
We are desperate for more social housing in Leeds,
and to pin all our hopes on this extraordinary—and in
my opinion disgraceful—extension of the right to buy,
not to the state but to housing associations, will make
that worse not better. At the same time, what is happening
in Leeds shows not only a lack of balance but real
confusion from this Government. Although he is no
longer in his place, my neighbour, the hon. Member for
Pudsey (Stuart Andrew), knows full well the frustrations
of the national planning system. In his constituency
and mine, the current planning system sometimes gives
carte blanche to developers to develop greenfield sites,
because we do not have the brownfield sites and the
kind of houses that we need.
Although a number of houses are being built, if we
build expensive housing in already popular areas—that
is what developers want to do and it will not be solved
by the market—we will end up with more expensive
housing, which those who do not have access to housing,
be they in private rented housing or social housing, or
trying to get on the housing ladder, could never have
considered buying in the first place. That does nothing
for the housing crisis even though it leads to more
housing, and the Government must be more honest
about that.
The target of 300,000 new homes a year is perfectly
achievable, but it is just as important to ensure that we
focus that on the right kind of housing and in the right
places. At the moment that is not happening sufficiently,
and I look forward to hearing more about how Ministers
will achieve that. We hear consistently from the Minister
and his colleagues that brownfield development is being
prioritised and incentivised, but that is not happening
in Leeds, and I look forward to hearing how it will
happen over the next few years. We need bold thinking
on garden cities and not to have that shot down, and
there is support for some of the areas suggested by the
Liberal Democrats in their manifesto, including between
Oxford and Cambridge—a great part of the country
and an area of particular demand—and for a garden
cities railway.
On the right to buy, why is there a blind spot for those
people and families—including, in some cases, single
parents—who work incredibly hard bringing up children
on very low incomes and who are stuck in the private
rented sector? Where is the hope for them? In many
cases, their only hope is to get into a more affordable
social home—a council house, as people in the north of
England call houses that are owned by the local authority.
Frankly, I have heard nothing from the Minister today
that will give that huge section of the population any
hope. Until they can get a council house—and that
means building more of them—those people simply will
not have that possibility. The idea of them getting
enough money for a deposit is cloud cuckoo land.
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James Cartlidge: The hon. Gentleman makes a very
important point, with which I strongly agree, about
institutional investment. Does he not accept that one of
the big factors that will eventually lead to greater choice
and supply in the private rental market is institutional
money coming in and building large-scale development
for rent, which is happening now across the country?
Greg Mulholland: That is an intelligent intervention
and a sensible point. Of course I agree, but that does
not build council houses and it does not give people
hope. It creates more private rented accommodation,
but it does not deal with the problem these people face.
We talk about wanting local authorities to build more
council houses. That is not some crazy left-wing idea; it
is investment. It is the state building and investing in
property. As everyone knows and would agree, it is a
very good investment not only for housing associations
but for councils and for innovative schemes. We need
to see an increase in the ability of local authorities to
invest in that way. I have been very critical of the
Labour-run council in Leeds. Councils—certainly Leeds
City Council—are not using the powers they have to
borrow. That is very disappointing, particularly as we
need to get away from the idea of social housing being
on council estates. Social housing should be integrated.
We need to integrate our towns, cities and villages. I
have pressed Leeds City Council to purchase properties,
using the money it has and the powers given to it by the
coalition Government, in and around the place and to
get away from having all our social and council houses
together. That approach should be consigned to the past.
I again call on Leeds City Council to use the powers it
has to buy up properties, particularly in LS6.
Kelly Tolhurst (Rochester and Strood) (Con): Would
you agree with me that your council could take guidance
from Medway Council, a Conservative-run council that
has been building council houses for the first time in a
long time? It has smashed its own targets on affordable
housing, delivering far more than our percentage target
over a number years. Do you think that your council
could take advantage of Medway Council’s experience
in delivering in this area?
Madam Deputy Speaker (Mrs Eleanor Laing): Order.
I do not want to interrupt the hon. Lady, but this
happened yesterday five times and it has happened
today three times. When you use the word “you” you are
referring to the Chair. The hon. Gentleman is the hon.
Gentleman and his council is his council. It is like the
eight minutes—you just use the third person. We are
back to year 3 again.
Greg Mulholland: Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker.
I welcome the intervention from the hon. Lady, and
indeed anything that will get Leeds City Council building
more and using its powers. We need to learn from best
practice everywhere and from councils of any colour.
My final point is that the planning system is not set
up to deliver the solution to the housing crisis. Deregulating
and making it easier for developers to build on green
belt and greenfield sites will not help. I share the criticism
of the housing targets and the fact that Leeds City
Council will not revise its target. I have campaigned
with my neighbouring MPs and with Wharfedale and
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Airedale Review Development, which highlighted the
flaws in the council’s case. At the same time, WARD is
very clear that there need to be changes in the planning
system. It feels that, because of the planning system and
the way that developers are able to exploit it, Leeds City
Council will not stand in the way of developers. I again
ask the Minister to look at my National Planning Policy
Framework (Community Involvement) Bill, which came
up with a number of solutions last year on how we can
give more specific powers to communities and councils;
look at housing targets not on a council but on a
regional level; allow co-operation; and do more to put
into practice the words from the Minister about ensuring
that we incentivise development on brownfield sites.
The balance is not right on either the planning system
or housing. Until the Government accept that and stop
hiding behind the dangerous gimmick of the right to
buy, it will leave many sections of our society with no
way out of this housing crisis.
6.9 pm
Julian Knight (Solihull) (Con): The crux of the problem
that we face, and which we have faced for many years, is
the fact that we do not build enough homes. I can count
on the fingers of one hand the number of times we have
built enough homes to meet the formation of new
households, whether that is the result of divorce or the
fact that we lead more solitary lives with more solitary
households. Perhaps migration features around the
edges, but those are two quite major issues. That means
that we have not built anywhere near enough houses.
This is not a new phenomenon, as it is a generational
issue.
Many social aspects have been touched on by other
hon. Members, so I shall discuss the considerable economic
damage caused by building too few homes. It exacerbates
the north-south divide, and means that demand for
land and housing is concentrated in the south-east
and they become more expensive, which damages the
mobility of labour. It also leads to boom and bust. The
recession of the late 1980s and early 1990s was domestically
driven, and was caused by the shock of interest rate
rises to combat inflation caused by an asset bubble.
An asset bubble in housing skews the way in which
people invest in other assets. We have a low propensity
to save partly because of the housing asset bubble and
the fact that it predominates in our personal finances. It
drains money away from other assets, and interest rates
are kept artificially low, because of the debt that comes
with housing. That is why we have so few savings, and
so little confidence in our pension system. The housing
asset bubble also divides the generations, and we can see
that acutely today—many of us will have seen it in our
surgeries.
Owning a home is a great thing, and is a moral good
that has raised the wealth and life chances of millions.
Like many Conservative Members I am from a council
house background. Without the property-owing democracy
of the 1980s, I would not be standing in the Chamber
today, such are the opportunities that have arisen in my
lifetime for my family.
Mr Bacon: Does my hon. Friend—by the way, I was
born in his constituency, in Browns Coppice Avenue—think
that it is instructive that we have heard a number of
contributions from Conservative Members who were
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brought up in council houses? Those who strongly
oppose the right to buy, although some of them are no
longer in the Chamber, come from a wealthy background,
and have been to top public schools. Whether or not
they might one day have the chance to own their own
home has never been an issue.
Julian Knight: I completely agree. It is ridiculous
politics for people on the housing ladder to seek to pull
it up and not allow others on. That is terribly two-faced,
and entirely wrong.
Help to Buy is a fantastic innovation and is a good
measure for an emergency. Our housing industry was
dying, which is why we introduced it. The Government
should be commended for continuing with that policy.
Social mobility is aided by the measure, but this is not a
demand issue. It is a problem of supply.
James Cartlidge: My hon. Friend is making an excellent
speech. He is the first person to make the wider point
that I think we should focus on, which relates to issues
such as the pensions system and the price of money. We
often talk about supply, but the price of money is an
issue too. After the crunch there was a complete collapse
in economic activity, and Help to Buy was given a huge
boost, with maximum prices of £600,000 and so on,
which was necessary to rescue the economy from what
would have become a depression.
Julian Knight: My hon. Friend is absolutely correct.
Help to Buy is very similar to the car scrappage scheme,
which helped to rescue a major industry in 2008-09. The
measure was introduced to allow house builders to get
rid of dormant stock. As an economy, we are held
captive by the lack of supply. Responsible Governments
look at the supply side—that is what we did in the
1980s—for solutions, and that is what we are trying to
do. We are trying to get more homes built: the Government
aspire to 200,000 a year, or 1 million in total. It is good
to have stretching goals, but if we could just produce
enough for the new families being formed, that would
be satisfactory. In my constituency, we are stepping up
to the plate. We have a local plan in place, unlike many
areas represented by Opposition parties. We have met
the challenge and are looking to build more homes, be it
through direct build, right to buy or getting housing
associations to build more homes—they have not been
building enough. I believe that devolution, through the
combined authorities, can also help.
Finally, I turn to our opponents. The hon. Member
for Erith and Thamesmead (Teresa Pearce) said she did
not want to trade statistics, so I will not delve into them,
but I will say one thing: the real shame of the 1997-2010
Labour Government was that their flagship policy was
home information packs. That was basically it on housing.
All those people waiting on the housing list, looking for
a home to follow their dreams, had to wait, because the
homes were not being built for the households being
formed.
Labour has commissioned a report into housing, as it
did in 2004, and I presume that this time the findings
will again be ignored. I will be interested to read the
report—I do welcome it—but instead of commissioning
a report, the Government are getting on with building
houses. They can truly say, “We are the builders”.
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6.16 pm
Rachael Maskell (York Central) (Lab/Co-op): I want
to bring this debate back to the reality I see in my surgeries
week after week, as families come to me pleading for
help.
Last Friday, a family with two children came to see
me. The father had become ill and had lost the ability to
pay his rent in the private sector. He is now living with
his family of four in a hostel for the homeless. His
children are stigmatised by that experience. That is no
way for children to grow up in our country. It is a family
full of aspiration who just want a home of their own—
somewhere safely to bring up their children. Following
that, an intelligent gentleman came in. He was homeless.
He was desperate to get a job, but he needed a home. He
was desperate to get a home, but he needed a job. He
was in a vicious circle. Homelessness, as we have heard,
is on the increase, and that is unacceptable.
Those are not unique stories. I am confronted by
similar ones every week. In York, 1,624 people are
desperate for a home, so I want to reflect on the housing
crisis there, some of the challenges and some of the
fortunes we could turn around. Over the past 10 years,
York has built only half the number of homes it needs.
We need to be more ambitious. The housing market in
York is collapsing, and people are being forced into the
private rented sector because there is not enough social
housing available. Some 26% of housing in my constituency
is now private rented. The average price of a private
rented house in York is £988 per calendar month—we
are moving up rapidly to London-style prices—but the
average wage is just £473, which is way below the
national average. People aspire to a home of their own,
but social housing is not available and they cannot
engage in the private rented sector.
Julian Knight: Is the hon. Lady aware that in some
parts of the country, such as Hull, the private rented
sector is actually cheaper than the social rented sector?
In some parts of the country, the private rented sector is
sometimes a better option.
Rachael Maskell: That is not the experience in my
constituency, where people are being priced out of the
city, which is having an impact on the local economy.
Businesses are saying that it is really difficult to recruit
and retain the vital staff they need because people
cannot afford to live in our city. The NHS requires
improvement, not on account of the excellent care
provided by NHS staff, but because it is unable to recruit
the staff it needs—doctors, nurses and physiotherapists.
Our care sector, too, is in crisis at the moment because
careworkers cannot afford to live in our city. It is
impacting on discharges from hospital. I know of someone
who was in hospital for seven months, trying all the
time to get out. We have seen care homes shut down,
and we know that it costs more to keep people in the
NHS than to care for them in the community, but if we
do not have the care staff in the community, people are
going to be left in hospital, which is totally unacceptable.
What is happening to our public services and to businesses
in our city is impacted on by our housing crisis.
We know how much demand there is for homes. We
have two universities in the city, which means 22,000
students all looking for homes, on top of the 1,624 people
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who simply do not have a home in our city at the
moment. Under the Government’s right to buy scheme,
the situation is going to get worse. The City of York
Council will be asked to sell just short of 1,500 homes.
It will stretch opportunity further and further away
from people because of the price of housing in our city.
We have heard a lot about the opportunity to buy
homes, but again this is largely inaccessible for many
people in York. Starter homes can cost £209,000 and we
know that people cannot afford the deposits. An average
income of nearly £59,000 is required, but the average
wage in York falls less than half of that. Buying does
not provide the solution that people in my city are
looking for.
It is not all bad news in York. We have a great
opportunity because of the “York Central”—not to be
confused with my York Central constituency—which is
a 72-acre brownfield site looking to develop alongside
the expansion of the National Railway Museum and
the enterprise zone, which is coming in to build the
opportunities for business in the city. The problem with
the “York Central— Site, which is public land partly
owned by the City of York Council, Network Rail and
the museum, is that the council is looking at developing
somewhere between 1,000 units and 2,500 units, depending
on the size of the business area, but for high-value
apartments. That will not at all address the social needs
of my city. We are told that building on the site will be
expensive because it is a brownfield site and that social
housing cannot be considered. Expensive infrastructure
in the form of access roads is necessary. The local
housing associations have said that they simply cannot
afford to build there. The situation is challenging, which
is why I ask the Minister to look again at the principles
of how to develop housing on brownfield sites as we
move forward.
The reality in York is that recent housing developments
are being sold off so that people can come and have
somewhere to stay on race days. People have bought
homes to use at the weekends or for holidays, or for
commuters to use so that they can reduce the time of
the journey down to this city to less than two hours, but
none of that helps the 1,624 people who are on my city’s
housing waiting list. The opportunity to build houses
will be lost if we do not change planning priorities.
I would like to see put behind all planning an analysis
of the housing need in the city, and, secondly, an
analysis of the impact on the local economy of what is
happening in the housing market. Then we should use
those priorities to apportion the way in which housing
is developed. I am calling on York First to make sure
that the priorities of the people who live in my city are
taken into account, so that housing on public land can
address their needs. We first need to ensure, then, that
the priority is building homes for the most vulnerable in
our community—the elderly and the homeless, for
example—and making sure that supported housing is
affordable. We also need homes for social rent, which is
the aspiration of so many. We cannot ignore the real
needs of people who simply want a roof over the heads,
and are being denied that at the moment. And, yes, we
can then build starter homes and other homes. We
know that that is possible. The Joseph Rowntree Housing
Trust, for instance, has a fantastic development in our
city, Derwenthorpe, to house a mixed community.
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I ask the Minister to ensure that the Government
think about the priorities of the city, rather than the
priorities of those who want to make an asset out of
land.
6.25 pm
Mims Davies (Eastleigh) (Con): I think that everyone
has been delighted to contribute to the debate, and I am
pleased to see that a quarter of the parliamentary
Liberal Democrat party is present to appreciate it.
[HON. MEMBERS: “One less now!”] I spoke too soon.
Like those of others who have spoken today, my
inbox is full of e-mails from people who are worried
about housing issues, including the need for housing to
be built. Such issues unite Members across the Chamber.
It is true that families need homes, but it is also true that
development must be balanced with the way in which
our communities exist. Reconciling those two great
and important demands is a challenge to which the
Conservatives are rising. I must add that I was disappointed
by the release of the draft options plan for Eastleigh on
23 December, just before Christmas. That was both
disingenuous and against the spirit of the Localism
Act 2011.
Home ownership is fundamental to our society, and
it is very important to our party. I am proud to be a
member of a party that gave 5 million council tenants
the right to buy their homes. At the time of the election,
and afterwards, I heard from many housing association
tenants who were delighted to have the opportunity to
make their space into a home of their own. Of course,
our party’s policies will require the necessary amount of
housing stock to be maintained. The number of new
affordable and social rented homes has increased by
more than two thirds in the last 12 months, but the
picture has become slightly distorted in some parts of
the country. Some residents feel locked out when it
comes to housing in their communities.
Steve Brine (Winchester) (Con): I thank my long-term
neighbour for giving way. I am glad that the leader of
the Liberal Democrats has arrived to return his party’s
representation in the Chamber to a quarter. He said
earlier that he needed to take people with him. Does my
hon. Friend agree that it is not “taking people with
you” to have a local plan and a borough consultation
in my constituency that excludes Chandler’s Ford? The
people who live there have been locked out of the
consultation.
Mims Davies: I think my hon. Friend must have read
my speech. I was about to say that people in Eastleigh
felt locked out of the local planning process by a
complacent council that is not listening to residents and
taking them on the planning journey. No neighbourhood
plans are being subjected to a referendum. Residents
have not been encouraged to take part in the process;
indeed, I would say that Eastleigh Borough Council has
barred them from it. My inbox is full of correspondence
from frustrated constituents who want to play their part
in the provision of homes, but do not feel part of the
process. The council is riding roughshod over where the
homes should be built.
The other day I went for a ramble through the most
beautiful countryside, with a view of Winchester. I
walked along highways and byways, past horses and
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cows, and reflected that this was the area where 3,500 homes
are due to be built following the publication of the
“Issues & Options” paper to which I referred earlier. I
think it is entirely wrong that residents learned about
that proposal just before Christmas, when present-buying,
rather than house-buying, was their priority.
We need a strategic oversight for the housing of
people throughout Eastleigh, and the lack of a local
plan is very disappointing. However, I welcome the
neighbourhood plans from Botley, which I have encouraged,
and from Bishopstoke, where it has been recognised
that most of the parish could be concreted over. When I
spoke to the Minister yesterday, he agreed with me that
the best way of providing housing locally was a locally
adopted plan, and I am pleased that Eastleigh Borough
Council has provided one for my constituents. They
have waited for it for some time, and I want to ensure
that it is not simply a rehash of the last one.
We must accept that housing is important and put it
in the right context. When the Conservative coalition
came into office in 2010, we inherited a housing crisis,
and let us not forget that it continues today in Eastleigh
because of the Liberal Democrats. So what is the future
for the borough? We want homes that our children can
afford, we need the right starter homes and we need to
prepare the right brownfield sites. One such site in
Eastleigh is about to become available, after some delay,
for a new McDonald’s and new offices, but it should be
used for starter homes in our community, and an Eastleigh
residents group is fighting to achieve that aim. Housing
is the No. 1 issue in my inbox. People are concerned
about where the homes should be and how they should
be built, and I believe that this Government are tackling
the issue in the right way.
6.30 pm
James Cartlidge (South Suffolk) (Con): I declare my
interest as a director of a shared ownership property
portal and a mortgage broker. I want to make a couple
of points about second-hand supply, which is often
overlooked, and about estate regeneration, for which
the Prime Minister has set out a very bold agenda. All
the statistics show that there is a record low in the
number of instructions to estate agents in the second-hand
market. That is actually one of the main crises that we
are facing, because the second-hand market forms such
a large part of the market.
However, there is evidence that hope might be around
the corner. We have recently heard a prediction from the
National Landlords Association that 500,000 extra
properties will come on to the market this year because
of the buy-to-let tax changes and other changes that we
are bringing in. I will put my neck on the line here and
say that those measures represent the single most radical
change that this Government have introduced so far, in
the light of the wider impact that they will have. It is
extraordinary to note, however, that just as it appears
that those changes could have an impact, someone out
there is going to go to court to try to stop them. I am of
course talking about Cherie Blair. Looking at Blair
Inc., we see that when Tony Blair finished as Prime
Minister, he went round the world advising dodgy
dictatorships, and that Cherie Blair is now going to lead
a court action on behalf of, and defending, the rentiers.
That is an interesting legacy indeed. It proves that
champagne socialism is not yet dead.
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[James Cartlidge]
On the regeneration agenda, I am proud that the
Prime Minister has seized this important opportunity.
He has set out plans to provide £140 million to transform
100 of our very worst estates. The theory behind estate
regeneration is clear: it is that we can rebuild the very
worst estates in the country and yet deliver a higher
density of homes, thereby providing more housing for
those who need it. That is an incredibly powerful agenda.
Some will say, “Well, that all sounds very good in
theory, but in practice those are people’s homes.”Developing
those estates is not easy.
As the chairman of the all-party parliamentary group
on housing, I have had the privilege of visiting two
major estate regeneration schemes in recent weeks:
Woodberry Down in Hackney, and Elephant Road at
the Elephant and Castle. In both cases, I saw the practical
reality on the ground: we have rebuilt terrible sink estates
with higher density housing of better quality and with a
better eco-rating. We should be seizing this agenda.
There is a link between the changes that we are bringing
in on buy to let and the estate regeneration agenda.
Bob Stewart: Given my hon. Friend’s great expertise
on this matter and my lack of knowledge, could he
enlighten me as to what happens to the people who live
on a sink estate when it is brought down and rebuilt?
What happens to those people while they are having
their homes rebuilt?
James Cartlidge: This is very simple. My hon. Friend
is an expert on decanting, I think, and the answer to his
question is that we decant them. That is the technical
term. I am sure that this will be interesting to him, and I
am sure that I know what he keeps in his decanter. It is
probably the same nationality as his wife. The process is
difficult, however, because we do have to decant those
people. One solution, which we saw at Woodberry Down,
is to build the new housing and decant the people in
stages. We saw another solution at the Elephant and
Castle, which was difficult but there was no alternative.
It was to allow the estate to run down and become
empty over time. That is the toughest part of the process.
The details of regeneration are incredibly difficult, as
my hon. Friend the Housing Minister will know. However,
the aim—which is the same as that of our policy on buy
to let—is a one-nation Conservative housing policy that
is about revitalising our worst estates and extending
opportunities to first-time buyers, and if that hits some
of those buy-to-let landlords, all I can say is that I wish
them good luck in court but I believe we need a housing
policy that is on the side of those who aspire to own
their own home.
6.34 pm
Tom Brake (Carshalton and Wallington) (LD): First,
I thank everyone who has contributed to this good-natured
debate, leaving aside the unfortunate references to the
size of the Liberal Democrat party. We can live with
that for the next four and a half years, and we look
forward to 2020 and seeing the Conservative Benches
severely depleted.
We have heard contributions from a number of Members,
and I hope to make a brief reference to each. My hon.
Friend the Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
(Tim Farron) set out why lives are blighted, insecure
and unfulfilled without housing. He rightly dwelt on the
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coalition Government’s record, which was in some aspects
very positive, particularly on empty homes—all Members
have campaigned on that, because it is such a waste of
resource—and on scrapping the planning guidance. In a
meeting with planning officers a few days ago, they
described how the guidance had shrunk, and that is
clearly welcome. My hon. Friend also focused on the
negative impact a lack of housing has on rural communities.
I thank the Minister for his thanks for what the
Liberal Democrats contributed in the coalition Government.
I intervened on him to ask whether he would confirm
how many social homes had been built during the time
the debates he mentioned had taken place, but he did
not give me that answer—I suspect it was probably not
many more than the number of those debates. He
focused on Eastleigh and it is worth pointing out, just in
case any Members were of the opinion that nothing was
happening on the local plan in Eastleigh, that it is being
consulted on it at this very moment.
The hon. Member for Erith and Thamesmead (Teresa
Pearce) spoke for the official Opposition and referred to
the fact that starter homes should be additional, and I
agree with her. There is nothing wrong with a starter
homes initiative if it is part of a package and provides
additionality. She referred to the skills shortages and
helpfully referred to what the Liberal Democrat London
mayoral candidate, Caroline Pidgeon, is planning.
The hon. Member for Pudsey (Stuart Andrew) is no
longer in his place, but he said that everyone has the
right to a decent home, and I completely concur with
him on that. That of course applies whether they can
afford to buy their own home or whether they cannot
and need to rent an affordable home. He touched on the
issue of the sustainability of housing, and I am sure
that is key in his area. There is no point in building
housing that is not sustainable, particularly in areas
where flooding is prevalent.
The hon. Member for Glasgow Central (Alison Thewliss)
is no longer in her place, but she presented a glowing
picture of the housing situation in Scotland under the
Scottish National party. She did not, however, refer to
figures from June 2015—it may be that things have
moved on since then—when there were 150,000 families
on the waiting list for a decent place to live in Scotland,
and there were 1 million people suffering fuel poverty
and 60,000 overcrowded homes. The picture is not quite
as glowing as the one presented earlier.
The hon. Member for South Norfolk (Mr Bacon)
complained that, although our motion contained a
reference to self-build, my hon. Friend the Member for
Westmorland and Lonsdale did not refer to the issue.
Of course, the hon. Gentleman will know that that was
because my hon. Friend knew that the hon. Gentleman
was going to concentrate exclusively on the subject of
self-build in his speech and in a series of interventions,
so he should be grateful to my hon. Friend for allowing
him to focus on that in the way he did.
My hon. Friend the Member for Ceredigion
(Mr Williams) focused on rural communities and rural
services, and the impact that seasonal tourism can have
on a range of services and the social fabric in areas
where it means many homes are unoccupied at other
times of the year.
The hon. Member for North West Leicestershire
(Andrew Bridgen) rightly focused initially on Labour’s
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poor track record over a 13-year period in its level of
contribution to housing stock. He also focused on the
importance of good design. That is particularly true, as
I suspect that many of the developments we are going
to see in future years will be at a higher density and
therefore the design will need to be of even better
quality.
My hon. Friend the Member for Leeds North West
(Greg Mulholland) talked about prioritising brownfield
sites. Well, I have been a Member of Parliament for
18 years, and for each of those 18 years there has been a
call for brownfield sites to be prioritised. It seems as
though we have never quite got to the point where it has
happened. He also pointed out that councils can take
advantage of their borrowing powers—certainly my
local council has done this—to invest in council housing.
Like him, I regret the fact that his local authority has
not done so. He also referred to his excellent National
Planning Policy Framework (Community Involvement)
Bill, which he would like all Members to support for the
good ideas that are contained therein.
The hon. Member for Solihull (Julian Knight), who
is in his place, praised Help to Buy, which was an
excellent coalition policy that continued into this
Government. The scheme clearly has made a contribution
at a difficult economic time, where the market was dead,
the skills associated with house building were being lost
and something needed to be done, and the Government
acted on that.
The hon. Member for York Central (Rachael Maskell)
mentioned the impact on businesses when employees
cannot afford to live in the city in which they work.
That is not just an issue for York. At the first meeting
organised around the mayoral hustings for London, we
heard about a large firm of accountants—a household
name—that was having to find accommodation for
their young employees, as those employees could not
find anywhere in which they could afford to live, so
affordable housing is a big issue for employers in London.
As she pointed out, it is regrettable that, when there are
sites that could provide a substantial level of affordable
housing, very little, if any of it, ends up being used for
social housing. In London, for example, New Scotland
Yard has been bought up by a developer from Abu
Dhabi for £370 million. The starting price for a flat is
just below £1 million. I do not know whether there will
be any affordable homes in that development. Clearly,
that is a huge missed opportunity.
The hon. Member for Eastleigh (Mims Davies) had a
number of pops at her Liberal Democrat councillors. I
simply point out to her that the local plan in Eastleigh is
under consultation, and I hope that she is encouraging
her constituents to take part, either by email or in
writing.
The hon. Member for South Suffolk (James Cartlidge)
talked about the importance of regenerating estates,
which is essential, and can work effectively. In the
London borough of Sutton, we have a good example in
the Roundshaw estate, which was completely regenerated
under Labour’s single regeneration budget, and it works
very well. The residents of the old estate—it is the
concrete monstrosity with 1960s tower blocks and aerial
walkways that features in “The Bill”—wanted to stay
on the estate, and were able to do so. The scheme was a
total success. We need to regenerate, but, at the same
time, maintain our communities.
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In my last couple of minutes, I should like to comment
on a couple of things that have not been mentioned in
as much detail as I would like. The first is supported
housing, to which I and the hon. Member for Erith and
Thamesmead referred. I hope that the Minister will
listen carefully to this, because it is an issue to which the
Government need to respond. In my constituency, I had
a meeting with Transform Housing and Support and
Langley House Trust that provide supported housing.
They are very concerned about what will happen from
April 2018 onwards when they will receive the housing
revenue account figure only for that particular area.
They say that they will not be able to provide supported
housing. One housing association predicts that it will
lose 300 units. I hope Ministers will listen to that
concern and look carefully at the position. We do not
want to see ex-offenders turfed out on to the streets
because their housing providers cannot continue to
meet their housing needs. That will not help the Prime
Minister’s drive to cut reoffending rates.
On environmental standards, to which we heard reference,
the Liberal Democrats pushed hard on that in coalition
and made it a priority. It did not last very long once the
Tories came to power. It is clear that the Prime Minister’s
beloved huskies have been taken out and quietly shot.
As the Wildfowl and Westland Trust requests, we should
not neglect the quality of new housing from the perspective
of resilience and environmental sustainability. When
building new homes, we should have regard to natural
resilience, such as sustainable drainage, which is vital
for flood mitigation. We also need to have regard to
carbon emissions and energy costs. What is the point of
cutting the cost of new build by a fraction, thereby
guaranteeing extra energy costs associated with heating
that home for the next 50 or 60 years? That is what the
Government have done by scrapping the zero carbon
homes initiative.
I do not want to say that everything is bleak and there
are no good opportunities out there. There are, and my
local authority has taken advantage of them. It took up
the ability to borrow and is building an extra 140 council
homes as a result. It has set up a company, Sutton
Living Ltd, which will build homes across all tenures—
homes for sale, which will subsidise homes for affordable
rent. That will provide hundreds of new homes.
In conclusion, I do not always agree with the Institute
of Economic Affairs, but I share its view that unless we
address the supply problem, we will not bring down
prices or ensure wider home ownership. The Government’s
plans do nothing to address the scale of the supply
problem for would-be homeowners on lower or middle
incomes, and their ideological opposition to social
housing will ensure that the supply of affordable homes
is cut. We often hear from the Government Benches the
refrain “the long-term economic plan”. What families
in overcrowded homes and young people still living at
the hotel of mum and dad want to hear echoing round
this Chamber is a long-term plan for housing. That is
what we offer in our motion and what the Government
have failed to provide. I commend the motion to the
House.
6.47 pm
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government (James Wharton):
What a fascinating debate this has been. It was opened
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[James Wharton]
by the hon. Member for Westmorland and Lonsdale
(Tim Farron) with a detailed speech containing the
concerns that he wanted to raise.
I welcome the contribution from the shadow Front
Bench—not for its content, but for its tone. At least it
was positive in its approach to a very serious issue. Of
course, I welcome the excellent comments from my hon.
Friend the Minister for Housing and Planning, who
covered nearly every topic that was then discussed by
hon. Members.
When my hon. Friend the Member for Eastleigh
(Mims Davies) rose to speak, half of those on the
Liberal Democrat Benches exited in fear of her incredible
reputation for bringing down those of that party political
colour.
My hon. Friend the Member for Pudsey (Stuart
Andrew) spoke passionately about right to buy, what it
meant to him and why it matters. How any hon.
Member, almost all of whom will own at least one
property of their own, can oppose assisting others to
do the same is anathema to me, and I am sure it comes
as a shock to my hon. Friend.
Having listened to the comments of my hon. Friend
the Housing Minister, I do not think there is much that
needs to be added to a comprehensive tour de force that
explained why this is a one-nation Government who
will build more homes, meet more aspiration, fight to
deliver on our objectives and deliver our long-term
economic plan. This is a Government who know what
they are doing on housing, know where we are going on
housing, and will make a real difference to all our
constituents when they deliver on that plan.
Question put.
The House divided: Ayes 15, Noes 274.
Division No. 189]

[6.49 pm

AYES
Campbell, Mr Gregory
Carswell, Mr Douglas
Clegg, rh Mr Nick
Durkan, Mark
Farron, Tim
Hermon, Lady
McDonnell, Dr Alasdair
Mulholland, Greg
Pugh, John

Ritchie, Ms Margaret
Robinson, Gavin
Shannon, Jim
Simpson, David
Williams, Mr Mark
Wilson, Sammy

Tellers for the Ayes:
Tom Brake and
Mr Alistair Carmichael

NOES
Adams, Nigel
Afriyie, Adam
Aldous, Peter
Allan, Lucy
Allen, Heidi
Andrew, Stuart
Ansell, Caroline
Argar, Edward
Bacon, Mr Richard
Baker, Mr Steve
Baldwin, Harriett
Barclay, Stephen
Baron, Mr John
Barwell, Gavin
Bebb, Guto

Bellingham, Sir Henry
Benyon, Richard
Beresford, Sir Paul
Berry, Jake
Berry, James
Bingham, Andrew
Blackman, Bob
Blunt, Crispin
Boles, Nick
Bone, Mr Peter
Borwick, Victoria
Bradley, Karen
Brady, Mr Graham
Brazier, Mr Julian
Bridgen, Andrew
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Brine, Steve
Brokenshire, rh James
Bruce, Fiona
Buckland, Robert
Burrowes, Mr David
Burt, rh Alistair
Cairns, Alun
Cartlidge, James
Cash, Sir William
Chalk, Alex
Chishti, Rehman
Chope, Mr Christopher
Churchill, Jo
Clark, rh Greg
Clarke, rh Mr Kenneth
Cleverly, James
Clifton-Brown, Geoffrey
Coffey, Dr Thérèse
Colvile, Oliver
Cox, Mr Geoffrey
Crabb, rh Stephen
Davies, Byron
Davies, Chris
Davies, David T. C.
Davies, Glyn
Davies, Dr James
Davies, Mims
Davies, Philip
Dinenage, Caroline
Djanogly, Mr Jonathan
Dorries, Nadine
Double, Steve
Doyle-Price, Jackie
Drax, Richard
Drummond, Mrs Flick
Duncan, rh Sir Alan
Duncan Smith, rh Mr Iain
Dunne, Mr Philip
Elliott, Tom
Ellis, Michael
Ellwood, Mr Tobias
Elphicke, Charlie
Eustice, George
Evans, Graham
Evennett, rh Mr David
Fabricant, Michael
Fallon, rh Michael
Fernandes, Suella
Foster, Kevin
Fox, rh Dr Liam
Frazer, Lucy
Freeman, George
Freer, Mike
Fuller, Richard
Fysh, Marcus
Gale, Sir Roger
Garnier, rh Sir Edward
Garnier, Mark
Ghani, Nusrat
Gibb, Mr Nick
Gillan, rh Mrs Cheryl
Glen, John
Goodwill, Mr Robert
Gove, rh Michael
Graham, Richard
Gray, Mr James
Grayling, rh Chris
Green, Chris
Green, rh Damian
Greening, rh Justine

Grieve, rh Mr Dominic
Griffiths, Andrew
Gummer, Ben
Gyimah, Mr Sam
Halfon, rh Robert
Hall, Luke
Hammond, rh Mr Philip
Hammond, Stephen
Hancock, rh Matthew
Harper, rh Mr Mark
Harris, Rebecca
Hart, Simon
Haselhurst, rh Sir Alan
Hayes, rh Mr John
Heald, Sir Oliver
Heappey, James
Heaton-Harris, Chris
Heaton-Jones, Peter
Henderson, Gordon
Herbert, rh Nick
Hinds, Damian
Hoare, Simon
Hollingbery, George
Hollinrake, Kevin
Hollobone, Mr Philip
Holloway, Mr Adam
Hopkins, Kris
Howarth, Sir Gerald
Howell, John
Howlett, Ben
Huddleston, Nigel
Hunt, rh Mr Jeremy
James, Margot
Javid, rh Sajid
Jayawardena, Mr Ranil
Jenkin, Mr Bernard
Jenkyns, Andrea
Jenrick, Robert
Johnson, Boris
Johnson, Gareth
Johnson, Joseph
Jones, Andrew
Jones, Mr Marcus
Kawczynski, Daniel
Kennedy, Seema
Kinahan, Danny
Knight, rh Sir Greg
Knight, Julian
Kwarteng, Kwasi
Lancaster, Mark
Latham, Pauline
Leadsom, Andrea
Lee, Dr Phillip
Lefroy, Jeremy
Leslie, Charlotte
Letwin, rh Mr Oliver
Lewis, Brandon
Lewis, rh Dr Julian
Liddell-Grainger, Mr Ian
Lidington, rh Mr David
Lilley, rh Mr Peter
Lord, Jonathan
Loughton, Tim
Mackinlay, Craig
Mackintosh, David
Main, Mrs Anne
Mak, Mr Alan
Malthouse, Kit
Mathias, Dr Tania
Maynard, Paul
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McCartney, Jason
McCartney, Karl
McLoughlin, rh Mr Patrick
McPartland, Stephen
Menzies, Mark
Merriman, Huw
Miller, rh Mrs Maria
Milling, Amanda
Mills, Nigel
Milton, rh Anne
Mordaunt, Penny
Morgan, rh Nicky
Morris, Anne Marie
Morris, David
Morton, Wendy
Mundell, rh David
Murray, Mrs Sheryll
Murrison, Dr Andrew
Neill, Robert
Nokes, Caroline
Nuttall, Mr David
Offord, Dr Matthew
Opperman, Guy
Parish, Neil
Patel, rh Priti
Pawsey, Mark
Penrose, John
Percy, Andrew
Perry, Claire
Phillips, Stephen
Philp, Chris
Pickles, rh Sir Eric
Pincher, Christopher
Poulter, Dr Daniel
Prentis, Victoria
Prisk, Mr Mark
Pritchard, Mark
Pursglove, Tom
Quin, Jeremy
Raab, Mr Dominic
Redwood, rh John
Rees-Mogg, Mr Jacob
Robertson, Mr Laurence
Robinson, Mary
Rosindell, Andrew
Rudd, rh Amber
Rutley, David
Sandbach, Antoinette
Shapps, rh Grant
Sharma, Alok
Shelbrooke, Alec
Simpson, rh Mr Keith
Skidmore, Chris
Smith, Chloe
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Smith, Henry
Smith, Julian
Smith, Royston
Soames, rh Sir Nicholas
Solloway, Amanda
Soubry, rh Anna
Spelman, rh Mrs Caroline
Spencer, Mark
Stephenson, Andrew
Stevenson, John
Stewart, Bob
Stewart, Iain
Stewart, Rory
Streeter, Mr Gary
Stride, Mel
Stuart, Graham
Sturdy, Julian
Sunak, Rishi
Swayne, rh Mr Desmond
Swire, rh Mr Hugo
Thomas, Derek
Throup, Maggie
Tolhurst, Kelly
Tomlinson, Justin
Tomlinson, Michael
Tredinnick, David
Trevelyan, Mrs Anne-Marie
Truss, rh Elizabeth
Tugendhat, Tom
Turner, Mr Andrew
Tyrie, rh Mr Andrew
Vaizey, Mr Edward
Vara, Mr Shailesh
Vickers, Martin
Villiers, rh Mrs Theresa
Wallace, Mr Ben
Warburton, David
Watkinson, Dame Angela
Wharton, James
Whately, Helen
Wheeler, Heather
White, Chris
Whittaker, Craig
Whittingdale, rh Mr John
Wiggin, Bill
Williamson, rh Gavin
Wilson, Mr Rob
Wollaston, Dr Sarah
Wood, Mike
Wright, rh Jeremy

Tellers for the Noes:
Simon Kirby and
Sarah Newton

Question accordingly negatived.
HOUSE OF COMMONS (ADMINISTRATION)
BILL (MONEY)
Queen’s recommendation signified.
Resolved,
That, for the purposes of any Act resulting from the House of
Commons (Administration) Bill it is expedient to authorise:

(1) the payment out of money provided by Parliament of any
expenditure incurred under or by virtue of the Act by the Treasury;
and
(2) the payment of sums into the Consolidated Fund.—
(Dr Thérèse Coffey.)

Business without Debate
EUROPEAN UNION DOCUMENTS
Mr Deputy Speaker (Mr Lindsay Hoyle): With the
leave of the House, we shall take motions 4 to 6 together.
Motion made, and Question put forthwith (Standing
Order No. 119(11)),
BETTER REGULATION
That this House takes note of European Union Documents
No. 9079/15 and Addenda 1 and 2, a Commission Communication:
Better regulation for better results - An EU agenda, No. 9121/15
and Addendum, a Commission Communication: Proposal for an
Interinstitutional Agreement on Better Regulation, and unnumbered
European Union Document, an Interinstitutional Agreement on
Better Law-Making; welcomes the Commission’s intention to use
these documents to refresh and take forward its work on better
regulation; and supports the negotiations on the Interinstitutional
Agreement that started in June last year, aimed at setting out the
commitments of the European Parliament, the Council and
Commission concerning better regulation, interinstitutional relations
and the legislative process.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: COUNTERING FRAUD
That this House takes note of European Union Document
No. 11470/15 and Addenda 1 to 6, a Commission Report: Protection
of the European Union’s financial interests—Fight against fraud
2014 Annual Report, and unnumbered European Union Documents,
the European Court of Auditors’ 2014 Annual Reports on the
implementation of the budget and on the activities funded by the
8th, 9th, 10th and 11th European Development Funds; agrees
that budgetary discipline and robust financial management at all
levels remains crucial, and that EU taxpayers must have confidence
that their funds are being effectively managed and implemented
at an EU level; expresses disappointment that the error rate for
EU budget payments shows only a slight improvement on last
year; supports the Government’s efforts to continue to engage
with the Commission and Member States to drive improvements
to reduce the error rate, in particular, advancing the simplification
agenda; stresses the importance of the EU budget achieving
results as well as being compliant; and presses the Commission
for a clear action plan to address the European Court of Auditors’
recommendations relating to the European Development Fund in
order to improve its error rate.

ASSESSMENT OF EXHAUST EMISSIONS FROM
PASSENGER CARS AND LIGHT VANS
That this House takes note of European Union Document
No. 14506/15 and Addendum, a Commission Regulation (EU)
…of…amending Regulation (EC) No 692/2008 as regards emissions
from light passenger and commercial vehicles (Euro 6); and urges
the Government to continue to press for action so that EU
emissions testing accurately reflects real-world performance of
vehicles on the road.—(Stephen Barclay.)

Question agreed to.
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Humber Energy Estuary
Motion made, and Question proposed, That this House
do now adjourn.—(Stephen Barclay.)
7.4 pm
Martin Vickers (Cleethorpes) (Con): This is a timely
debate on jobs and growth in the Humber energy estuary,
as the estuary has been christened by many people,
including many Ministers. The Minister herself has said
that it is a key part of the northern powerhouse or, to be
more precise, the northern energy powerhouse.
If I may, I will spend a minute or two on the background
of the Humber and its importance to the offshore
renewables sector. The Humber is ideally positioned
geographically to serve the wind turbines that are located
in the North sea. In recent years, the port of Grimsby
has benefited from multimillion-pound investment
connected with the renewables sector. That has included
resources from the regional growth fund and has created
hundreds of jobs.
Since the late 1990s, Able UK has acquired around
2,000 acres of land on and around the south bank of
the Humber. The process was complex and involved
multiple landowners. In 2008, the site was identified
as a potential location for the emerging offshore wind sector.
There followed a protracted and, it has to be said,
frustrating process to achieve the required planning
consents. North Lincolnshire Council, under the leadership
of Baroness Redfern, whom it is good to see in the Public
Gallery, has been fully supportive at every stage.
The protracted and exhaustive planning process
culminated in the Transport Secretary giving consent in
October 2014. Associated British Ports appealed, and
there followed a hearing before a Joint Lords and Commons
parliamentary Committee—chaired by you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, among others—which wisely threw out the
appeal.
This Government and the previous coalition Government
have done a great deal to attract the renewables sector
to the Humber and to establish the Humber as the
energy estuary. They have created the largest enterprise
zone in the country, supported to the tune of £11 million
the establishment of the university technical college in
Scunthorpe, and established the Humber local enterprise
partnership with the specific remit of developing skills
for the renewables sector.
Melanie Onn (Great Grimsby) (Lab): I congratulate
the hon. Gentleman on securing the debate. It is wonderful
to see so much investment in our area. DONG Energy
alone is spending some £1 billion a year on offshore
wind in the Humber region. Does he agree that we have
to ensure that young people in the local area have the
opportunity to learn the skills of the trade and get the
jobs that the renewables industry has to offer, and does
he support the renewable energy skills fair that I am
hosting in Grimsby on 25 February to help local young
people get into the industry?
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“another welcome development is the 19+ skills strategy that
North East Lincolnshire Council is developing with support from
the Humber LEP…through the Humber LEP Growth Deal we
are investing nearly £4 million in a skills capital project”.

That will be based at the CATCH training facility at
Stallingborough in my constituency. The Government
have contributed £15 million towards infrastructure
work at the Able UK site. Most notably, DONG Energy
has benefited to the tune of billions of pounds from
the contracts for difference that were agreed before the
recent changes.
It is fair to say that many people have been sceptical
about the benefits of wind power—that comes, in part,
from opponents of onshore wind turbines—and my
constituents are no different: the majority of them
oppose onshore wind turbines. They have a positive
view of the offshore sector, however, partly because of
the positive media coverage in the area. The local media
have repeatedly published very positive reports about
the industry and the anticipated benefits. The Grimsby
Telegraph produced an energy estuary supplement, in
which you are pictured, Mr Deputy Speaker. It described
the term “energy estuary” as a “worthy title”. It rightly
pointed out that the Humber has, in reality, been the
energy estuary for a century or more, with Immingham,
by tonnage the largest port in the country, having a
massive throughput of traffic connected with the energy
industries. One reason for the port’s construction was to
enable coal exports. More recently, coal imports have
been vital to the economic success of the port, but for a
host of reasons coal traffic has fallen dramatically in
recent months, leading to recently announced redundancies.
It is to be hoped that Associated British Ports can find
replacement contracts in the near future. Its recent
investment in facilities to handle biomass pellets is an
indication of its continued investment in the port.
Another article in the estuary energy supplement was
penned by Marcus Walker, the senior officer at North
Lincolnshire Council who is responsible for handling
the Able project. He said:
“The Humber Estuary is fast becoming the energy capital of
Europe. The Government’s £100 billion offshore wind programme
is the largest engineering project in the history of the UK and
plans for Able Marine Energy Park…play a key part in helping
create the energy clusters that we need to be able to compete with
major manufacturers in mainland Europe.”

Melanie Onn: On that point about the energy capital,
Grimsby has recently been named the renewable energy
capital of England. Does the hon. Gentleman agree
that the Humber is the obvious location for a national
college for wind energy, and will he join me in calling on
the Government to grant the Humber local enterprise
partnership’s bid for the college?
Martin Vickers: It is perfectly true that, unfortunately,
there was a misunderstanding and the LEP submission
was too late. I certainly urge the Minister, if it is within
her power, to grant an extension to the Humber LEP so
that the college can be established in the obvious place
for it.
Andrew Percy (Brigg and Goole) (Con): Goole.

Martin Vickers: I congratulate the hon. Lady on
organising her skills fair. Her intervention was timely,
because I was just about to say that only last week, in a
letter following my question to him on 27 January, the
Prime Minister reminded me that

Martin Vickers: I cannot think why my hon. Friend is
shouting “Goole”, but to give him his due he has played
a supportive role in all that we have done. Certainly, the
MPs from the south bank—
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Diana Johnson (Kingston upon Hull North) (Lab):
And the north bank.
Martin Vickers: Hang on a moment. Those MPs have
always been united to establish the Able site, to complement
the Siemens investment in Hull.
Stephen Savage, a leading local solicitor who serves
on the Humber LEP board, states in the estuary energy
supplement:
“The £450-million Energy Estuary scheme will create around
4,000 jobs and provide a new deep water port on the Humber”.

Were these people, all of whom were and are very close
to events and are closely watching developments, all
deceived or misled, because as yet the Able site remains
fallow? They have all reached the conclusion that the
wider Humber, and the Able site in particular, was
going to be not just a secondary centre, but a real hub
of activity, construction, assembly and all the support
activities that would generate a growing and extensive
supply chain.
Nic Dakin (Scunthorpe) (Lab): I congratulate the
hon. Gentleman, who is my constituency neighbour, on
securing this very timely and important Adjournment
debate. He has come to the nub of the issue. There is a
great deal of expectation that the Government investment
in the project will deliver manufacturing jobs on the
Humber estuary. That is a matter of concern and we
need it to be delivered.
Martin Vickers: The hon. Gentleman is absolutely
right.
When the memorandum of understanding between
Able and DONG was signed last summer, there was an
indication that final agreements would follow, with last
October as the target date. My understanding is that
this memorandum was for DONG to establish an
operational hub or installation port at the Able marine
energy park. North Lincolnshire Council was under the
impression that DONG had suggested that the Government
should be involved in this exercise, and that an immediate
priority was to secure a UK tower manufacturing facility.
I hope that the Minister will be able to clarify that.
DONG had indicated that it requires the new quays,
which are being constructed as part of the marine
energy park, to be available by the first quarter of 2018.
To meet that timescale, all the preparation, design and
development work must begin almost immediately if
the conditions of the planning consent are to be met,
including restrictions and conditions linked to ecological
compensation and mitigation.
Many of the negotiations were conducted by Peter
Stephenson, the executive chairman of Able, and Joachim
Steenstrup, the head of strategic supply chain at DONG.
I understand that Able learned on 31 October that
Mr Steenstrup had been dismissed.
In November and December, Ministers were good
enough to meet me and other Members to discuss the
situation. This all happened at a time when Tata Steel in
Scunthorpe was reviewing its activities and announcing
redundancies. The location of the steelworks just a few
miles from the Able site had been an important part of
the attraction of the south bank as a centre for turbine
manufacturing.
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It is worth putting it on the record at this point that
the Government handled the situation at Scunthorpe
extremely well and, along with North Lincolnshire Council,
are putting together an excellent package of support, as
well as plans for a sustainable steel industry in the town.
The early statement from the Prime Minister, in which
he made it clear that steel manufacturing at Scunthorpe
would continue, was welcome, timely and crucial in
giving confidence to the many people affected by the
anticipated change of ownership.
The clear understanding of North Lincolnshire Council,
the local enterprise partnership and just about everyone
else is that the Able development will proceed. On 9 July
last year, talking about the project and the £15 million
from the regional growth fund, the northern powerhouse
Minister, the Under-Secretary of State for Communities
and Local Government, my hon. Friend the Member
for Stockton South (James Wharton), said:
“As part of our long-term economic plan we’re determined to
back business in the Humber and the Government’s £15 million
infrastructure funding is helping kick-start development at the
site that will help create 4,000 new jobs for local people.”

He continued by restating that:
“The Government is committed to backing offshore wind…This
agreement will help the UK supply chain develop in key areas like
towers manufacturing and ensure the UK remain market leaders
in this sector.”

The leader of North Lincolnshire Council, Baroness
Redfern, last week attended DONG Energy’s inauguration
of Westermost Rough, which brought the Race Bank
announcement. She said:
“This is fantastic news for North Lincolnshire and the Humber.”

She said that the Able marine energy park
“will deliver a state of the art purpose built facility—the largest in
Europe. It is the UK’s best opportunity to attract a brand new
offshore wind sector in the country and I am delighted that such a
world leader like DONG have made this commitment.”

I hope that the Minister will confirm that DONG has
made a long-term commitment to the south bank of the
Humber. Baroness Redfern stated that the new university
technical college in Scunthorpe
“will provide the right skills for the offshore sector and our major
infrastructure improvements to support this development are
almost complete. AMEP has the real potential to transform the
economy across…North Lincolnshire”.

The chairman of the local enterprise partnership, Lord
Haskins, added:
“The signing of the Memorandum of Understanding which
holds out the prospect of Dong Energy becoming the first user at
AMEP is a significant step forward… Attracting the interest of
companies such as Dong endorses that we are the UK’s Energy
Estuary with the Humber ports developing as a strong and
growing national hub for the new offshore renewables industry.”

I hope that the Minister is in a position to make clear
exactly where we are. Companies such as DONG have
benefited greatly from the generosity of British taxpayers,
particularly but not solely through the contracts for
difference. DONG Energy has given the impression that
it is committed to investing in the marine energy park to
North Lincolnshire Council, local MPs, the local media
and the Minister for Small Business, Industry and
Enterprise, whom I can see nodding on the Front Bench.
Such companies have benefited from the regional growth
fund, the Government’s investment in the university
technical college and the establishment of the enterprise
zone. All that is very welcome, as is DONG Energy’s
investment in northern Lincolnshire and the wider Humber
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[Martin Vickers]
region. Jobs exist that did not exist just a few years ago.
However, with billions of pounds of taxpayers’ money
already committed and the assurance that there is more
to come, it is payback time for those companies. I hope
that the Minister, who has been extremely helpful,
supportive and robust in this matter, can provide some
positive news in her response.
7.19 pm
The Minister of State, Department of Energy and Climate
Change (Andrea Leadsom): I congratulate my hon. Friend
the Member for Cleethorpes (Martin Vickers) on securing
this debate, as it gives me a fantastic opportunity to set
out my vision for the growth and jobs that can flow
from the UK offshore industry to the northern powerhouse
and across the UK. I am delighted to see the hon.
Members for Kingston upon Hull North (Diana Johnson),
for Great Grimsby (Melanie Onn), and for Scunthorpe
(Nic Dakin) in their places, as well as my hon. Friend
the Member for Brigg and Goole (Andrew Percy).
This is an important area, and the Humber estuary
has a long history as a driver of jobs and growth in the
region, with roots dating back to the 13th century. It
has played a key role in our energy infrastructure over
many decades—indeed, my right hon. Friend the Minister
for Small Business, Industry and Enterprise and I like
to call it the northern energy powerhouse. It has played
host to vital energy activities, including coal, and more
recently offshore wind, not to mention all the other
commodities that pass through the numerous ports on
the estuary every day. Its location has enabled it to build
industries around agriculture, construction, production
and energy. My hon. Friend the Member for Cleethorpes
is right to point out that it has the potential to deliver
much-needed jobs and investment.
There has been a £75 million investment in the Humber
international terminal at the port of Immingham, which
is receiving some of the world’s largest shipments of
biomass destined for Drax. That has the potential to
increase to some 6 million tonnes per annum of pellets
imported into the UK, becoming a hub for future
business, including in the heat sector.
Andrew Percy: The Minister is right to mention the
huge investment at Immingham in biomass that feeds
Drax, which is a massive employer. With the use of coal
stopping by 2025, will she commit that biomass will
remain an option for energy generation into the future,
and that Drax, which has several more units yet to be
converted, will be able to bid for that? I have a new role
as trade envoy to Canada, so does she recognise the
potential growth in jobs in the Humber as a result
sustainable biomass coming in from Canada via
Immingham? [Interruption.]
Andrea Leadsom: My right hon. Friend the Minister
for Small Business, Industry and Enterprise is asking
whether we can carry my hon. Friend’s bags—I think
that is a very good idea. I congratulate him on his new
role as trade envoy, and assure him that we are doing
what we can to try to secure the future for sustainable
biomass, which is important.
We are all aware of the Siemens investment at the
port of Hull. That £310 million investment will help to
support the industries of the future, and is due to be
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completed by the end of this year. Of course, we could
not talk about the Humber without mentioning Hull,
which has been named as the UK City of Culture 2017.
We all hope that that will leave a lasting legacy in Hull
and the region, as has happened in previous cities.
All those achievements have seen the Humber become
a key element of the northern powerhouse, but a key
driver for growth in the region will be the offshore wind
industry. There has been an incredible expansion in
offshore wind which, as my hon. Friend the Member for
Cleethorpes rightly pointed out, has been at the expense
of bill payers in the UK. Much of that growth is off the
east coast of England, generating clean power for hundreds
of thousands of homes.
In November 2015, the Secretary of State for the
Department of Energy and Climate Change set out our
commitment to the future of the UK offshore industry,
backed up by the pledge of three contract for difference
auctions in this Parliament, provided that we get costs
down. Those actions are part of what makes us the
greenest Government ever. Alongside our support and
commitment to offshore wind, this Government are
determined to see higher levels of supply chain content
in our energy infrastructure. Our objective is to have a
strong, industrialised UK supply chain that delivers
higher UK content in offshore projects, and proves its
capability, increasing its capacity to win export orders.
Nic Dakin: On the supply chain and local content,
this is a great opportunity for the Minister, and the
Minister for Small Business, Industry and Enterprise
who is sitting alongside her, to ensure that the procurement
guidelines that the Government have put in place have
leverage, and that the development is built with UK steel.
Andrea Leadsom: My right hon. Friend and I have
spoken about that on a regular basis, and we will
continue to work together to ensure that we maximise
the procurement of UK content wherever we can. The
Humber region has huge potential to contribute to
growth in the UK supply chain. Just last week we saw
DONG Energy secure financial approval to build what
will be by far and away the biggest offshore wind farm
in the world, with around 1.2 GW—enough to power
800,000 homes. By its own estimate that will create
2,000 jobs during construction, and 300 long-term
permanent jobs in operations and maintenance.
The region has had success in realising many of these
jobs already. Grimsby is fast becoming the centre of
excellence for operations and maintenance activities for
offshore wind farms in the North sea, with DONG,
Centrica and E.ON having located their bases there. I
enjoyed visiting the E.ON operations and maintenance
facility with the hon. Member for Great Grimsby and
my hon. Friend the Member for Cleethorpes when I
was in the area to open the Humber Gateway wind farm
last September. During that visit, I also went to see the
site where Siemens is constructing its blade manufacturing
facility and service centre at Green Port Hull, which will
provide over 1,200 much-needed apprenticeships and
skilled jobs in the local area when it opens later this
year. I was particularly struck by the export capability
of this new factory.
Melanie Onn: On that point about skills, and as I
mentioned to the hon. Member for Cleethorpes (Martin
Vickers) earlier, does the Minister agree there has never
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been a more opportune time to make sure the national
college for wind energy is situated in the Humber estuary?
Does she agree that we should all be working together
to try to encourage the Government to support the
local enterprise partnership in bringing the college to
the Humber area?
Andrea Leadsom: As I think was pointed out to the
hon. Lady, the application was slightly late but the
Minister for Small Business, Industry and Enterprise is
here. I will make sure that the hon. Lady’s lobbying is
passed on to her team.
Diana Johnson: Will the Minister very kindly agree to
have a meeting to discuss the national college for wind
energy? The sticking point seems to be the Minister for
Skills not being able to attend the meeting. As it is in the
gift of the Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills to agree to the name being given, even if it is
privately financed, I wondered whether the Minister
might have a word with her colleague to see if she can
get him to the meeting too.
Andrea Leadsom: Absolutely. I am very happy to do
that. As I said when we last spoke about this, I will be
delighted to meet the hon. Lady.
Like my hon. Friend the Member for Cleethorpes,
I want to see the Humber estuary achieve much more. I
want developers to do more to share the economic
benefits to be gained from building and operating offshore
wind farms, and to share the gains of our new offshore
wind policy. As he rightly said, it is payback time. I have
instructed my officials to set up bilateral discussions
with key offshore wind developers, such as DONG, SSE
and Scottish Power. As I will make clear to them, the
current round of projects provides a clear opportunity
to stimulate further UK supply chain activities that will
enable us to reap the rewards of our offshore wind
leadership, both in terms of securing more jobs in the
current projects and industrialising the supply chain. I
want the UK to be exporting our technology and skills
to projects in Europe and elsewhere. This is my ambition,
and I want the Humber estuary to be at the forefront of
that ambition.
Martin Vickers: What the Minister has just outlined
is clearly good news. She has made rapid progress since
our last discussions and I compliment her on that. Can
she give a timeframe for that? It is critical that we move
forward now. We have already lost quite a few months.
Andrea Leadsom: Yes, absolutely. I can tell my hon.
Friend that it is a very top priority for me to have those
meetings. We will be reconvening the offshore wind
industry council in the near future and I want to have
met each of the key developers before that meeting
takes place.
On the Able marine energy park, I agree with my
hon. Friend that the proposed facility is a significant
opportunity to build on the successes in offshore wind
and renewable energy more generally. It would be a
fantastic addition to the UK offer. When it is completed,
for example, it is well located to be a construction and
staging facility, and could open up further port
infrastructure facilities for the industry, as well as additional
land for quayside supply chain investments. I encourage
Able to continue to make the case for the facility, which
has the potential to attract a range of developers.
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As my hon. Friend pointed out, Able issued a press
release on 9 July 2015 announcing the signing of a
memorandum of understanding with DONG Energy,
which committed to early stage talks on the project.
Expectations are high that the facility would provide
much-needed jobs. The recent announcement by DONG
about Hornsea reaching a financial close last week is
timely. I understand the importance of this project to
my hon. Friend and to the UK. I therefore wrote and
spoke to DONG seeking an update.
I am pleased to tell my hon. Friend the Member for
Cleethorpes that DONG has replied saying that it continues
to see AMEP as an as an important facility in the
development of the offshore wind sector in the UK.
DONG proposes to establish and lead a strategic joint
industry and Government review to identify opportunities
to develop the east coast as a UK construction and
staging facility for the UK and European offshore wind
industry. DONG would expect the AMEP facility to be
a key consideration in this exercise, and I am pleased
that DONG has appointed Benj Sykes, who co-chairs
the Offshore Wind Industry Council with me, to lead
that work. I shall shortly write to other developers
regarding their participation in this review.
I am also pleased to say that DONG has told me that
discussions on a UK tower manufacturer continue to
progress well. To secure the first UK tower facility
would be a major achievement, on which developers
and the supply chain can continue to build. Let us be
clear: the ability of the UK offshore industry to contribute
to jobs and growth is a key part of what makes it an
attractive industry. It is not the only one: climate change
is one of the biggest challenges that we face, and it needs
big technologies if we are to achieve our decarbonisation
goals. Offshore wind offers one of those solutions.
Martin Vickers: Will the Minister confirm that she or
her officials will have an input in those discussions, and
not leave it entirely to the industry?
Andrea Leadsom: I can assure my hon. Friend that
this interests me a great deal, and I shall certainly be
involved.
When the Secretary of State set out the Government’s
new direction for UK energy policy last November, she
highlighted the challenge we face in making sure that
energy remains the backbone of our economy while we
transform to a low carbon system that is secure, affordable
and clean. We want a consumer-led, competition-focused
energy system that has energy security at its heart and
delivers for families and businesses.
Britain is already the world leader in offshore wind,
with over 5GW operational, which could double by
the end of the decade, with the UK on track to reach
around 10GW by 2020. That supports a growing
installation, development and blade-manufacturing industry
that employs about 14,000 people, but there is clearly
potential for many excellent new careers. The Secretary
of State has provided what the offshore wind industry
has been asking for: clarity. She announced last November
that the Government would hold three further contract
for difference auctions in this Parliament, with the first
due to take place by the end of 2016. If costs come
down sufficiently, the UK could support up to another
10GW of new offshore wind in the 2020s, which is a
doubling of capacity.
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The offshore wind industry must do its part in return
for being provided with such long-term clarity. The
technology needs to move quickly to cost-competitiveness.
There will be no blank cheques. A priority is the UK
supply chain playing a full part in enabling the offshore
wind industry to drive towards cost-competitiveness.
The industry exemplifies what the Government are
trying to achieve: creating jobs and apprenticeships,
and working towards full employment while delivering
our decarbonisation targets—but not at any price.
The Government have set their new energy policy
direction. Offshore wind developers fully understand
the importance of UK companies securing economic
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benefit from our programme of development, and they
agree that it is not unreasonable to want to see UK
companies competing for this work, as they can then
use the home market as the perfect launch pad to export
their capability and expertise.
In conclusion, the Government are fully committed
to the continued growth of UK offshore wind and its
supply chain, and to building on the success that the
region is already seeing. I congratulate my hon. Friend
the Member for Cleethorpes once again on raising this
important issue.
Question put and agreed to.
7.33 pm
House adjourned.
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Westminster Hall
Tuesday 9 February 2016
[MR PETER BONE in the Chair]

Emergency Services: Closer Working
9.30 am
Richard Fuller (Bedford) (Con): I beg to move,
That this House has considered closer working between the
emergency services.

It is a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship,
Mr Bone. You and I share a passionate interest in the
NFL and American football, so I am glad to see you
here. I do not know whether you made it to the Super
Bowl, but hopefully one day we will be at the Super
Bowl at Wembley.
Today’s debate focuses on emergency services, and—by
way of background—it follows a debate secured by my
hon. Friend the Member for Cannock Chase (Amanda
Milling) on 3 November 2015 at the beginning of the
consultation period. There were a number of contributions
to that debate, and the Minister was rightly somewhat
reticent to explain his beliefs on what the Government
would propose—he was waiting to see what the consultation
would say. I have looked at the Government’s response,
and it is clear that there was widespread participation,
with more than 300 responses from organisations across
the country. Today is our first opportunity to raise
questions with him on the specifics of the Government’s
recommendations and to probe him for more details on
the Government’s thinking and on his next steps to take
the matter forward. This debate is also timely because
we will shortly be having police and crime commissioner
elections across the country, so this will be a live issue as
people make their democratic choice.
In their response, the Government say that
“the picture of collaboration around the country is still patchy
and there is much more to do to ensure joint working is widespread
and ambitious.”

It would be helpful if the Minister pointed to some
examples today to give us a sense of what he thinks the
direction of travel in collaboration is likely to be. If it
has been patchy, we do not want to go into a sort of
organised patchiness. We need a sense of what the
Government think are good ways to collaborate and of
where they feel the case has not been made so significantly.
Steve Brine (Winchester) (Con): I congratulate my
hon. Friend on securing this important debate ahead of
possible legislation. He mentioned where collaboration
is already happening, and I think he will concede that
Hampshire is a good example. Some 750 staff now
work across shared services between Hampshire
constabulary, the Hampshire fire and rescue service and
Hampshire County Council in the innovative
H3 programme. We think that we are doing many
things right, and hopefully we are letting other areas
learn lessons for the future, so would he concede that
Hampshire is a place to see where collaboration is
already starting?

Richard Fuller: As a proud son of Bedford, and
therefore Bedfordshire, I hate to give credit to other
counties, but my hon. Friend is right that Hampshire is
demonstrating a clear path, as evidenced by the fact
that a significant number of Hampshire Members of
Parliament are here today. One reason why I am pressing
the Minister is that there are good examples. The PCC
position is still new, and we should be honest about the
record of PCCs across the country. Some have been
very good and some—again, I speak from direct experience
in Bedfordshire—have been less good, so we need a
sense from the Government about what level of
collaboration they believe makes sense.
The Minister will know—I do not—what is meant by
“a high level duty to collaborate on all three emergency services”.

That is what he intends to propose, so will he tell us
today what it means? It would be helpful for us to know
that before the Government introduce their legislation.
What sanctions do the Government expect to impose
on organisations that do not collaborate?
The Fire Brigades Union has spoken to me about
same-service collaboration. For those of us who believe
that we need to do more to reduce public expenditure to
deliver public services more efficiently—I count myself
as a fiscal conservative—a whole range of savings are
available in the fire service through combinations of fire
services across the country. One fear that the FBU and I
have is that, by concentrating control through PCCs,
the Government are giving up the opportunity for
cross-border collaboration and the savings that will
come from that. What is the Minister’s answer to the
FBU?
One of my two main points is on the duty to collaborate
with ambulance services. Other hon. Members are extremely
disappointed, and I certainly am, by the half-hearted
response of the ambulance services to this opportunity
for them to participate in collaboration between the
emergency services. On other issues raised in the
consultation, page 19 of the Government’s summary
states:
“By far the most commonly stated view was the need for
ambulance services to engage more with the police and fire and
rescue services.”

That is absolutely correct. There are many people in the
fire and rescue services who believe that their humanitarian
mission is much more closely aligned with those in the
ambulance services, yet the ambulance services seem to
drift along on their own thinking that it is okay to stay
within their own silo and not participate in the
Government’s positive and welcome change. Is collaboration
by the ambulance services central to the Minister’s
vision, or is it a “nice to have”? On the surface, it looks
like a “nice to have.” If PCCs are to be the central
organising point for emergency services, the Government
have missed a step in not using this opportunity to
propose measures to drag parts of the ambulance services
into the overall responsibilities of the PCCs.
David Rutley (Macclesfield) (Con): My hon. Friend is
making a characteristically passionate and well thoughtthrough speech. I understand his point about the
importance of ambulance services being better involved
in the debate, but it could be argued that there are
unique pressures on them. In Poynton, to the north of
Macclesfield, there is an interesting model of co-location
between fire, police and ambulance services in an emergency
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hub. Does he agree that there are options, maybe at the
margins or on the periphery, where ambulance services
could play a more integrated role?
Richard Fuller: Not only do I agree, as usual with my
hon. Friend, but I would take his idea and move it
another step forward. There are opportunities not only
for co-location but for training, skills development and
establishing career paths that enable people to join a fire
and rescue service and an emergency medical responder
service and then determine whether they want to have a
pure firefighter career path or whether they want to
have a career path that includes achieving medical
qualifications that make them capable of being EMRs.
Such opportunities are relevant to the vision that the
Minister wishes to outline, but the Government’s proposals
give a free pass to the ambulance services to continue
thinking in their own silo. There is an imperative on the
Government to bring that under the overall arch of
their recommendations.
Ian Lavery (Wansbeck) (Lab): I spoke to firefighters
on the frontline in my constituency last week about that
point, and it is not a difficulty—they have a pilot with
the ambulance service. Last week alone, the fire and
rescue service saved two people’s lives in Northumberland
because of that joint approach. However, there is a huge
difficulty with amalgamating with the police service,
which is quite different.
Richard Fuller: I have a lot of empathy with what the
hon. Gentleman says, which is another reason why the
lack of effort, as it seems from the Government’s proposals,
to try to bring in the humanitarian, ambulance and
EMR capabilities will store up problems for later. There
is a concern that it will be not a merger but essentially a
takeover of the fire services by the police. I know that
that is not the Minister’s intent—I am sure that as a
former firefighter himself, he has a passion for the fire
service and understands the unique skills it has better
than many hon. Members—but unless the Government
introduce stronger measures on collaboration requirements
for the ambulance service, the fears outlined by the
hon. Gentleman are likely to continue. It is the
Government’s responsibility to try to cut them off.
A number of points in the proposals deal with governance
and PCCs, and with management. When I read the
consultation document originally, I thought that on
governance issues, a pretty straightforward case could
be made for or against, but that the management issues
involved quite a lot of detail and potentially some
weeds that we would not wish to get into. In their
response, the Government rightly clarified the issues for
chief fire officers, such as that the position of chief
officer in a combined service is now open to them. It is
now clear that they can take part in that way, but what
about the terms and conditions for the bulk of the
workforce in the two arms of the police and fire service?
What will the single-employer structure mean for them?
The Government has rightly considered potential
back-office savings. That is quite right, and we know all
about co-location—those are the easy bits—but a single
employer also has responsibility for human resource
management, training and development, terms and

conditions and pay. What is the Government’s plan on
that? Can they give us some reassurance on terms and
conditions that the changes are not a stepping stone to
a substantial change in working relationships and
opportunities for the fire service and police?
I am sure that there will be questions about force
boundaries, as there were in the debate in November. As
the Government have moved forward with their proposals,
I can see instances working where multiple fire authorities
are under a single PCC, because the PCC is the apex,
but what are the Government’s proposals for the admittedly
limited number of areas where the PCC is not the apex
of the fire authority? It is not just that the boundaries
are not coterminous; they go beyond the scope of the
apex. Can the Minister address those issues? For example,
Cornwall and Devon police forces are merged, but
Devon and Somerset fire services are merged and Cornwall
is independent. What does he suggest there? It is also
proposed to merge Wiltshire and Dorset fire services,
but there will be two PCCs for those areas. Can he give
us some thoughts about that?
Steve Brine: The H3 project that I mentioned in
Hampshire also now combines its back office with
Oxfordshire County Council. Clearly, that is outside the
county boundary and the PCC boundary, but it proves
that if local collaboration happens without being forced,
where there is a will, there is a way.
Richard Fuller: That is right, but sometimes there is
no will; what is the way then? PCCs are democratically
elected figures, and they have a responsibility to the
people who elected them to maintain their range of
services. The proposals in the legislation are not clear
about how that will be managed. It would be helpful to
hear that from the Minister, because it will not apply to
the vast majority of places across the United Kingdom.
The number of places affected is small, but they are
important. The people of Devon, Cornwall and Somerset
will want to know the Government’s intentions, because
in a few weeks’ time, they will be voting for someone
who may well have that responsibility if Parliament
passes the legislation.
I would like to make a few points about PCCs,
starting with finance. All Members of Parliament will
be aware that chief constables have made the case for a
number of years now about the financial pressure involved
in maintaining the desired levels of policing. Many of
us on the Government Benches have pressed chief constables
and others to look for savings and, sometimes reluctantly
and sometimes positively, they have engaged with us.
Guess what? Effective policing can be delivered with
lower budgets. Who would have thought that possible?
However, there is admittedly still pressure across the
board on public and police financing, which is why my
right hon. Friend the Chancellor was right to maintain
police budgets in the autumn statement.
I am sure that we all look forward to that maintenance
of funding, but I was concerned, not for the first time,
by comments made by the police and crime commissioner
in my county of Bedfordshire. Just last Sunday, the
Bedfordshire on Sunday led with a story headlined,
“Takeover threat for fire service”. It began:
“‘Help us with our funding or be taken over’, is the warning to
the fire service from the county’s cop boss.”
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The PCC may well be jumping the gun, because he does
not have those powers yet, but I think that many of us
would be alarmed to hear such an aggressive statement
from a PCC who might be given responsibility for the
fire service. The fire service is not a piggy bank for
police and crime commissioners to raid for their budgets.
Lyn Brown (West Ham) (Lab): But it is.
Richard Fuller: The PCC ought to know, and have
responsibility for knowing, that he must—
Mr Peter Bone (in the Chair): Order. If Front-Bench
Members want to intervene on the hon. Gentleman,
they can, of course, but otherwise, they should be quiet.
Richard Fuller: I am not sure whether the shadow
Minister was speaking out in support of the PCC
raiding fire service budgets. Perhaps she was; perhaps
that is new news. Who would have known? Perhaps she
would like to clarify.
Lyn Brown: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman for
allowing me to clarify, and I congratulate him on securing
this debate and on the tenor of his contributions. I was
merely agreeing with his suggestion that some PCCs
may well see the fire service as a piggy bank from which
to fund the police service, and I wonder whether that
was the Minister’s intention.
Richard Fuller: I am grateful to the shadow Minister,
who came to my constituency last year just before the
general election. She was very welcome in Bedford. The
issue is not so much that some PCCs may be incapable
of managing their budget effectively and who therefore
think that this is an opportunity to take money from
our firefighters—as the Bedfordshire PCC appears to
think—but that they should not be permitted to do so.
On that, I think she and I agree. We want to ensure that
the funding for our fire service cannot be raided by
PCCs such as the one for Bedfordshire, who wishes to
get his hands on it.
The Minister for Policing, Crime and Criminal Justice
(Mike Penning): Judgment is an important issue for
PCCs, especially as they come before the electorate in
May. I would argue that the judgment of the Bedford
PCC has been flawed—I wonder whether my hon.
Friend agrees—in that, with huge reserves, the PCC still
went to the electorate and asked for a 15% increase in
the precept, which was rightly rejected. He was trying to
raid the piggy bank of the electorate, rather than that of
the fire service. Perhaps he should concentrate on his
own financial situation.
Richard Fuller: I am tempted by my right hon. Friend
to go further and talk about the PCC for Bedfordshire,
but that is a bit parochial. I have one final point, which I
think is relevant for all Members of Parliament. In
Bedfordshire, we consider the fire stations that exist
around the county. In my constituency, we have one in
Bedford on Barkers Lane and one in Kempston. My
concern is that the PCC will close that station. If he is
already firing the gun and saying that he wants to take
money from the fire service, that could mean real reductions
in fire service coverage for my constituents.

Can the Minister tell us a bit more about the financing
for the new arrangements that he is seeking? In particular,
council tax is in separate precepts at the moment. Will a
single precept be charged? Secondly, what accountability
will there be within the PCC organisations to ensure
that one budget is not raided for another? If there is no
clarity that people are being charged separate precepts
for fire and police, and there is no oversight in the
service about how that money is used between fire and
police, that is of great concern.
In their response, the Government say that they are
quite rightly considering the issue of an inspectorate
and how that should roll. My personal view is that that
inspectorate needs to have a very strong mandate and,
in particular, needs to see itself as maintaining the
correct financing for both the fire service and the police
service. That should be a specific requirement in the
inspectorate’s brief and it should not have an overall
brief to ensure that money is being used effectively by
the PCCs. If we do not maintain that idea of separation,
the predations of certain PCCs will be too strong.
Richard Drax (South Dorset) (Con): I will be very
careful what I say, because Dorset’s PCC is a man who I
respect a lot and he does a very good job within his
remit, but it would be fair to say that this whole argument
is made even more difficult by the fact there is still a lot
of doubt about the role of the PCC. Personally, I have
always thought that we politicised the police force in
one straight swipe and now there is a danger of doing so
with the fire service. Does my hon. Friend agree that
this issue is adding angst to an argument that is very
difficult to resolve?
Richard Fuller: That is a fair comment, but there is no
better person to alleviate angst than the Minister himself
and I am sure that at the end of this debate the angst
will be significantly lessened.
Overall, I hope that Members welcome both the
consultation process undertaken by the Government
and the broad thrust of their proposals to take these
measures forward. There is a lot of good stuff in these
recommendations and I think that all hon. Members
want to help the Minister identify where there are
perhaps ongoing concerns, so that he can consider them
and refine his thoughts before he introduces legislation,
and to encourage him on the path that he has set, which
is most welcome for the people of Bedford and—I am
sure—for many people across the country.
Mr Peter Bone (in the Chair): It is my intention to call
for the two winding-up speeches no later than 10.40 am
and I have seven Members who have indicated they
wish to speak. My arithmetic tells me that means about
seven minutes per person. I do not want to impose a
time limit because that is not my way, but I ask Members
to bear that guidance in mind.
9.52 am
Jim Shannon (Strangford) (DUP): It is a pleasure to
speak in this debate, Mr Bone, and I thank the hon.
Member for Bedford (Richard Fuller) for setting the
scene very well, as he always does, with his knowledge
and experience. We thank him for that.
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We look forward to hearing the responses from the
Minister and the shadow Minister, the hon. Member for
West Ham (Lyn Brown). There is no pressure on the
Minister whatsoever—he just has to absorb all the
angst in the room and come up with the answers.
Knowing him as we do from when he was a Northern
Ireland Minister, we know that he has a great interest in
his job and a passion for it.
I look forward to giving a Northern Ireland perspective.
I know that the issue has been devolved to us in Northern
Ireland, but it is always good for the House to hear
about experiences from across the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and in this particular
case from Northern Ireland. I know that the Minister
will encompass that in his response.
Just last September, a poll commissioned by the
Police Federation of Northern Ireland was released. It
found that 96% of those who took part believed that
morale was at its lowest. That indicates how the pressures
of budgets, the pressures on jobs and the changes in
police officers’ circumstances have all lead to a reduction
in police morale. The significance of the survey cannot
be overstated. Some 2,527 serving police officers in
Northern Ireland, which is just over a third of the total
number, responded to it. Budget cuts, pension fears and
internal changes have been blamed for the slump in
police morale. We have also seen the hard-pressed Northern
Ireland ambulance service declare major incidents, as it
has been unable to cope with a combination of rising
demand and cuts to funding.
What we are considering in this debate is closer
working between the emergency services. I want to give
a perspective from Northern Ireland, where the three
services can work together, do better and respond to
events because of some of the things that we have done
in the Northern Ireland Assembly, to which power in
this area is devolved.
We live in tough times economically, and all Departments
are being asked to tighten their belt, but the statistics on
police morale, and issues affecting the ambulance service
and the fire service, are all causing concern. It is good to
discuss how we can use co-operation between the emergency
services to help those affected by the tightening of the
purse strings to do more with less.

The answer lies in innovation—learning to do things
differently. Reducing bureaucracy and red tape is a
simple measure that would make co-operation between
our emergency services easily obtainable. It is the attractive
thing to do and the right thing to do, and if we encourage
that process we could see some real results.
I know that the issue of how the three services can
come together and help each other when it comes to
training is a different one for a different debate. A
previous debate in Westminster Hall addressed such
training. However, in Northern Ireland we have taken
some steps towards achieving that joint training. A
location has been identified for it, but we do not yet
have the training school to bring the three services
together. I know that the Minister is aware of that
approach, because I think he will have overseen it
during his time in the Northern Ireland Office. Once
again, there are some good steps being taken forward.
We have already seen what innovative approaches can
do in Northern Ireland. The Northern Ireland fire and
rescue service adapted to a tighter budget rather than
simply doing things as it had always done them before.
Reallocating shift patterns, having less bureaucracy and
providing more autonomy for local stations and fire
service men and women are just a few of the steps that
the command of the fire and rescue service in Northern
Ireland has taken to adapt to the challenging financial
environment.
The most interesting part of all the changes that have
taken place, and of those that will be made shortly, is
that they have come from those within the fire service
themselves. They have acted rather than waiting for
Government. The initiatives came from people within
the fire service—they want to provide a better fire
service, as they are part of it. If we can do things better,
let us do so.
In Northern Ireland, fire stations that would otherwise
have closed are now staying open, and fire service
personnel who would have otherwise been out of a job
are part of a fire service that is looking forward, despite
the challenging circumstances. There is real innovation
and there are real ideas, and people are working together.
Replicating that innovation in the other emergency
services, and sharing the methods by which improvements
can be made, will surely go some way toward alleviating
the pressure of cuts to our emergency services.

Mr Gregory Campbell (East Londonderry) (DUP):
My hon. Friend is coming to a point that will hopefully
command widespread support across the House and
the nation. People want to see a pragmatic, sensible and
practical series of co-operations between the emergency
services, not just to raise morale among the staff in
those services, important as that is, but, even more
importantly, to deliver a more efficient and effective
service to people across the United Kingdom.

We do not have any Scottish colleagues here today,
but I always say that we are better together, in every
sense of the phrase, and we want to stay together.
However, we also have emergency services across the
whole of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland that do a good job. If we are doing
things well in Northern Ireland, let us share that, and if
there is something in Scotland, Wales and the rest of the
mainland that we can learn from, let us do so.

Jim Shannon: As always, my hon. Friend and colleague
makes a very focused intervention. Yes, we need to have
that co-operation, and that is what this debate is about.
It is not about attacking anybody or giving anyone a
hard time; it is about considering how better we can
have that co-operation. In Northern Ireland, we have
done some things better than elsewhere, and some things
have been done better on the mainland. We can exchange
views, and it is important that we do so.

However, while it is encouraging to see what can be
done, there is no replacement for funding. Cuts have
been made to our front-line services, and particularly
our emergency services. We have to look at those cuts
again—surely there are other areas in which the
Government, and indeed the Northern Ireland Assembly,
should focus attempts to save money. Greater co-operation,
while always desirable, cannot be a smokescreen for
cuts. The people will not be distracted, and the figures
cannot be swept under the carpet.
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I return to my comments about the police service
survey. Of those surveyed, 96% said that morale is low
in what has to be one of the most important institutions
for Northern Ireland’s future. We need law and order in
place, and it is good that we have it, but we also need the
emergency services to work together better. The fire and
rescue service, the ambulance service and the police can
do that. Co-operation is desirable and always beneficial,
but it will not always be a good enough smokescreen to
cover the fact that our emergency services are facing
cuts to their budgets. What matters is how those cuts
happen, how budgets are then brought together and
how we deliver a service that our people can depend
upon.
9.59 am
Richard Drax (South Dorset) (Con): I congratulate
my hon. Friend the Member for Bedford (Richard
Fuller) on securing this interesting debate. I shall ask
my hon. Friend the Member for Cannock Chase (Amanda
Milling) to bash me when I get to six minutes; I would
be most grateful if she did so.
I will quickly touch on the overall picture in Dorset,
then I will give the views of four representatives in
Dorset—the chief constable, the police and crime
commissioner, the chief fire officer and the chief executive
of the south-western ambulance service, Ken Wenman.
I asked my team to tell them that I was going to
participate in the debate and that I wanted to hear from
the coalface, as it were, exactly what people in Dorset
thought.
In Dorset, we already have close collaboration between
the police and the fire service—it is already a fact of life.
The Dorset police and fire services already share seven
buildings and facilities, and two years ago Dorset police
and fire became the first 999 blue light street triage
service—I think that is the jargon—in the country, with
police officers, fire officers and mental health professionals
working together. First-aiders with in Dorset police
advanced training will respond to life-threatening emergency
calls on behalf of the ambulance service if the latter’s
attendance is unduly delayed and police resources are
closer. That is the overall picture in Dorset.
The view of Chief Constable Debbie Simpson is that
blue light collaboration is not helped by the ambulance
service being regional. The police and fire services are
not regional, so who partners with whom? That is a
question for the Minister. The chief constable says that
although there will be some efficiencies, the majority of
those working in each emergency service train for entirely
different functions, and that
“we struggle to put together teams across forces, let alone across
different blue light disciplines.”

She would prefer the police to look at the criminal
justice family—courts and probation—as an area for
closer collaboration. She thinks that the police have a
closer affinity with those organisations than with the
other blue light services.
Martyn Underhill, who I mentioned in my intervention
on my hon. Friend the Member for Bedford, is the
Dorset police and crime commissioner and also the
national representative for PCCs to the Government.
He says that there is a natural synergy between the
police and fire services nationally and that the idea of
the PCC being responsible for fire and rescue services is

good. However, he feels that in Dorset it will not work.
We already have the combined Wiltshire and Dorset fire
services, which will merge on 1 April 2016. The merged
service will be associated with two police forces and two
PCCs, for Wiltshire and Dorset, but they are not
coterminous—that is a dreadful word, but I think you
understand what I am trying to say, Mr Bone. Will the
Minister comment on how that situation can be resolved
in the interests of further “efficiency and effectiveness”?
In Dorset’s case, the PCC supports the chief constable’s
view that collaboration across the criminal justice system
might be more fruitful.
Darran Gunter, our excellent chief fire officer, and
the new authority that has been formed—the shadow
Wiltshire and Dorset fire authority—unanimously reject
the proposal that the fire service should be governed by
the PCC. They are concerned about over-complexity,
but they support localism, local democracy and
accountability. The fire service’s first priority is prevention
and behaviour change, and only then responding to
save lives. Joining up should not be viewed solely in
operational terms.
Darran Gunter is not sure that there is any proven
evidence of efficiencies from combining the blue lights,
which have different vehicles, equipment, competencies,
conditions of service, personal protection kit and so on.
His view is that closer control of fire services in the past
has failed. I cannot remember how many millions it
cost, but I know the Minister is aware of the disastrous
case of the past attempt to regionalise the fire service.
The fire and rescue service area is shared by two PCCs—
Dorset and Wiltshire—so how will overall responsibility
be addressed? The PCC posed the same question. If the
PCC takes control of the fire service, how will the fire
authority, which is already elected and has a duty to the
community, be consulted? What about the views of the
community? There should be a demand-led culture.
Mr Gunter says that the fire services does not want to
alienate other public services, such as those for children,
families and adults, and health partners, by exclusive
collaboration with other blue light services. It is disappointed
that the duty of collaboration is limited to the three
emergency services. He says that local authorities, clinical
commissioning groups, the Maritime and Coastguard
Agency, the voluntary sector and others should be
included.
Responsibility for the fire service has now moved to
the Home Office, which is responsible for the police.
How will future funding work? Police budgets are protected,
while the fire service is to be reduced by 30% over the
next four years. In Dorset, 85% of operational vehicles
are crewed by retained firefighters—one of the highest
levels in the country. Some fire services are still in
county councils, some are in combined fire authorities;
and some are in metropolitan fire and rescue services.
Further changes; could come with the new arrangements
for mayors. There are significant challenges in combining
services, so does the Minister agree that that is one area
in which the Government should offer a blueprint?
I turn to the views of Mr Wenman, who is the chief
executive of the South West Ambulance Service Trust
and a trained paramedic who still goes out today. He is
an extraordinarily nice man, and an affable and very
able paramedic. His view is that the ambulance service
“is the emergency arm of NHS, not the medical arm of the blue
light services.”
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There is a big difference. Each regional ambulance
service deals with anything from 750,000 to 2 million
calls a year—10 times the activity of the fire service.
The ambulance service provides a broader response
than conventional fire and police services, with its
responsibilities including the 111 and 999 services. Its
services are aimed at “hear and treat”, with clinicians
giving advice over the phone and pointing patients in
the right direction. Some 85% of the response is urgent
rather than emergency care.
I will make a few final points, so as not to go over my
seven minutes and interfere with colleagues’ time. As far
as first aid is concerned, the fire service is currently
trained to “plug holes” and “manage airways”, backed
up by paramedics from the ambulance service. Mr Wenman
can envisage there being fire service paramedics, with
three years’ training, and understandably many firefighters
are keen to do that. In 2006, the ambulance service
saved a significant amount of money through the reduction
from 34 ambulance services to 10 statutory NHS ambulance
trusts. Money could also possibly be saved through
localism in services.
That was a quick sketch, covering the views of four
professionals who deal with the very business we are
talking about, and right hon. and hon. Members will
see that their views are mixed.
10.6 am
Kate Hoey (Vauxhall) (Lab): It is a great pleasure to
serve under your chairmanship, Mr Bone. I congratulate
the hon. Member for Bedford (Richard Fuller) on his
great speech. He has given so much support to the
firefighters and the fire service. I declare that I chair the
Fire Brigades Union parliamentary group, so I have a
real interest in the issue.
First, I want to point out how disappointing I found
the announcement in January that responsibility for
the fire and rescue service was to be transferred from
the Department for Communities and Local Government
to the Home Office. That is no reflection on Home
Office Ministers, or the shadow Minister. I was in the
Home Office way back when the fire service was the
responsibility of that Department, and if anyone spoke to
my right hon. Friend the Member for Knowsley
(Mr Howarth), who was the Fire Minister at that time—at
the beginning of the century—it would have been clear
to them that fire not only got a minimal share of
resources but suffered a kind of neglect. It was very
much the little bit of the Home Office, and that was
characterised by the big issues, such as immigration and
criminal justice, getting so much more priority.
Mike Penning: Will the hon. Lady give way?
Kate Hoey: Yes, I will give way to the Minister—he
was not around then.
Mike Penning: The hon. Lady is absolutely right. In
those days, in the Home Office, the Fire Minister was
separate from the Police Minister, and that is exactly
why the Prime Minister has made me the Police and
Fire Minister, to ensure that the mistakes of the past do
not happen again.

Kate Hoey: I am sure that the right hon. Gentleman
will be a very good Minister, particularly given his
background. He was an FBU representative at one time,
I think. For me, however, this is about all the emergency
services working together, and somehow the ambulance
service and the whole medical side have been left out.
That will genuinely affect the very good work that
firefighters do in prevention and protection. The level
of that work is already falling, and there will be fewer
school visits and that kind of thing—I can see that that
is the way it is going.
I am also a little disappointed in the consultation.
There is no substantial evidence in the document for
bringing about the change, and it has the usual kind of
civil servant feel to it, with questions being asked to get
an answer that coincides with the preferred outcome,
because the decision had already been taken. The document
did not ask the crucial question, whether having a single
employer for the two services is a good idea. I do not
think it is. The public have great trust and confidence in
firefighters, even when, unfortunately, they occasionally
have to withdraw their labour. Support from the public
has been enormous, unlike in many other areas where
strikes have led to huge public dissatisfaction. There is
huge confidence in them, and they are seen as independent
and impartial lifesavers. The hon. Members for Strangford
(Jim Shannon) and for East Londonderry (Mr Campbell)
have left, but firefighters in Northern Ireland had to
work hard for all the communities during the many
years of difficulty, and there was confidence in them.
I have a lot of confidence in my local police, particularly
Commander Richard Wood, but there is no doubt that
the public do not feel the same way about the police as
they do about firefighters. I genuinely think that the
reforms could damage the reputation that firefighters
have built up in their neighbourhoods over decades, so I
am concerned. Co-operation will come about if people
want it to happen, not because it is made to happen
from the top down. The Hampshire examples are good,
and the system works there because everybody wanted
to work together.
The example that my hon. Friend the Member for
Wansbeck (Ian Lavery) mentioned of the fire and
ambulance service working together shows that it can
work, and that it does not have to be just about saving
money. Of course we all want to save money, but I am
keen to hear from the Minister what is really at the
bottom of the reforms—unfortunately, I will have to
leave slightly early.
I particularly want to pick up on the point that the
hon. Member for South Dorset (Richard Drax) made
about the role of the PCCs. They are not popular, as the
turnout at their elections showed. It is crass to try to
lump the two services together. It means we will lose
accountability, which is very important in London. We
need democratically elected people who have an overview
and a link into the community. We need to be able to
feel that people can be got rid of, which I do not think
people feel at the moment.
There are many questions I could ask the Minister,
but I do not have time. The Minister should look at this
matter again. As enforcers of the law, the police do not
have the universal access that the fire service has to
people’s homes and to the many hard to reach communities.
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It is vital that the fire service retains its distinctiveness
to ensure continued trust in it. That is my most crucial
point.
Ian Lavery: Does my hon. Friend agree that the fire
and rescue service and the ambulance service could do a
lot of business together? Those services are humanitarian
services that have the confidence of the people in their
communities. The police service, which seeks out crime,
is not a life-saving organisation, and it does not have
that same confidence of communities. Further integration
will jeopardise any community spirit in the places we
are trying to secure.
Kate Hoey: I could not agree more with my hon.
Friend. He sums up why I feel so unhappy about this
move. It has been rushed through, and I do not think it
will work. Even people who felt that there was a role for
PCCs are now beginning to say that their introduction
was a mistake. If the reforms go ahead, I think we will
be back here in a few years saying that they were a
mistake.
10.13 am
Mrs Flick Drummond (Portsmouth South) (Con): It
is a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship yet
again, Mr Bone. I congratulate my hon. Friend the
Member for Bedford (Richard Fuller) on securing this
debate. It is a great pleasure to praise the example that
we have in Hampshire of how the emergency services
and the local authority—Hampshire County Council—can
work together. We already have some of the finest
services in the county, with Hampshire constabulary
leading the way in efficiency and focusing on the priorities
of policing. I was sad to hear of the departure of Chief
Constable Andy Marsh, and I know other Hampshire
MPs will want to join me in paying tribute to him. His
successor will inherit a strong and effective force, which
I will be pleased to support in Parliament.
However, I must sound a note of concern about the
plan that the police and crime commissioner has unveiled
to close police stations in Portsmouth. I am going to be
parochial for a couple of minutes to illustrate a point.
The city faces unusual challenges of geography. We
have only three main roads on to Portsea Island, and
they lead into the most densely populated space outside
London. It is unthinkable that we should be left without
a fully supported police station and I hope that Mr Hayes
will reconsider his options. The first that any of us
heard about this plan was through our local newspaper,
which is no way to manage a service that we all depend
on for public safety. In the light of the proposals for the
police and crime commissioners to take on greater
responsibility, it is a real cause for concern. I know from
my postbag that the closure plan is alarming to constituents,
and I will continue to oppose it.
However, to get back to positives, in the fire service
we have had the recent consultation on its future
as a service in Hampshire, and how it can adapt to a
changing physical environment and capitalise on a steady
improvement in fire safety. We know that over the past
10 years, the number of call-outs to domestic incidents
has halved. Call-outs overall are down by almost a
third, and Hampshire fire and rescue is in the bestperforming quartile in the country for response times.

As has been mentioned, in Hampshire we already
have a highly evolved co-operation between the emergency
services. It is called H3: Hampshire fire and rescue,
Hampshire County Council and Hampshire constabulary.
The sharing of facilities between Hampshire fire and
rescue service and the police has been achieved without
radical surgery to governance; it is all about common
sense. The fire service works with the South Central
ambulance service as a co-responder, and they share
buildings in parts of the county, too. There is a genuine
willingness to co-operate in Hampshire, which is perhaps
at a more advanced stage than that assumed by the
proposals to legislate. So I hope that any legislation
does not impose unwieldy structures where there is
flexibility at present. I know from the Hampshire fire
and rescue service consultation response that that is of
concern. It also makes the excellent point that there is
the potential for co-operation nationally in bringing
ambulance services into the mix. That is a very powerful
argument from a service that already knows so much
about collaboration.
Indeed, it is important that the differing roles and
competences of our emergency services are respected
when it comes to matters such as accountability for
complaints and personnel. There are plenty of areas for
potential integration, such as communications and service
planning, and in outreach and safety issues of all kinds.
Let us make sure we focus on what is practical first and
keep that flexibility for our emergency services to design
the best services for their particular region.
10.17 am
Jim Fitzpatrick (Poplar and Limehouse) (Lab): It is a
pleasure to follow the hon. Member for Portsmouth
South (Mrs Drummond), who demonstrates that some
local authorities are ahead of the game on this issue. It
is also a pleasure to see you in the Chair this morning,
Mr Bone. I congratulate the hon. Member for Bedford
(Richard Fuller) on securing the debate and on the
eloquent way in which he described the conundrums
and dilemmas facing the Government.
I should declare an interest. I was a member of the
London fire brigade for 23 years. It celebrates its
150th anniversary this year. I was a former Fire Minister.
I am secretary to the fire and rescue service all-party
group and am chair of Fire Aid. I am also a Member’s
representative on the House’s Fire Safety Committee. If
colleagues have not done their online fire training yet,
go on to the intranet. Only 30 out of 650 Members have
done the training for their own safety, let alone the
safety of the staff and constituents who come in, and it
takes only 10 minutes.
There are two key questions for me: governance and
the question of operational issues. As has been mentioned,
the Government recently changed control of the fire
service back to the Home Office from the Department
for Communities and Local Government. As the Minister
has already said, it was there before. Government moves
things around; I do not think that matters too much.
We have had a national fire service and we have had
local government controlling the fire service. In London
we have had the London County Council, the Greater
London Council, the Greater London Authority, the
London Fire and Civil Defence Authority, the London
Fire and Emergency Planning Authority, and now control
is going to the Mayor. Do the public know? Do they
care? I do not think it matters at all.
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The key question, raised by my hon. Friend the
Member for Vauxhall (Kate Hoey) and others, is about
accountability. Having someone to go to to make a
complaint or to congratulate and praise is the most
important thing. Given the state of the fire service in
recent years with the disputes and strikes, we have
hardly had a model of a successful operation of the fire
service. I do not think the integrity of the service will be
affected by a transfer to police and crime commissioners,
although my hon. Friend the Member for Wansbeck
(Ian Lavery) made a powerful point about the integrity
of the fire service, which was accepted by my hon.
Friend the Member for Vauxhall and which the Minister
knows is out there in the public domain. I am not a big
supporter of PCCs. Police and fire services would be
better located with local government, along with some
health matters, as many colleagues know, although I do
recognise the points made about shared services.
More important for me is operational effectiveness.
As the Minister knows, the fire service will always
respond. A great recent example is its response to the
floods. There is a suggestion that the fire service should
have a statutory flood duty, allied to those of the
Environment Agency and the water companies. The
Government’s response so far has been that we do not
need a statutory duty because the fire brigade will
always turn up. Well, the fire brigade always turned up
to fires before it became a statutory duty. The point is to
make somebody responsible, and for it be somebody’s
job to do the planning and argue the case to Government
for the resources for a particular job. That is another
question that is out there.
The fire service is a victim of its own success. The
reduction in the number of fires, deaths and injuries has
led to reductions in the number of fire engines, fire
stations and firefighters. The service is being cut because
it has been successful. The Minister knows all the
reasons why that has been the case: better building
construction, double glazing, central heating, and fewer
candles and paraffin heaters. As my hon. Friend the
Member for Vauxhall said, there has also been much
better fire protection, with the fire service reaching out
to communities. That is another important factor, which
goes back to the Fire Precautions Act 1971.
Ian Lavery: We need to be clear about the suggestion
that there are now fewer fire deaths. That is generally
the case in some regions, but regions such as Merseyside
have seen a huge increase in fire deaths, and the trajectory
is likely to go up over the next couple of years.
Jim Fitzpatrick: My hon. Friend makes a good point.
If we cut services when the service has been successful,
at some point it hits rock bottom so it has to start
bouncing back. The statistics demonstrate that we do
not have enough police officers or firefighters, but they
show that only after there has been a rise in crime or in
the number of fire deaths.
The hon. Member for Bedford made a powerful point
about the number of fire brigades. One reason why the
last Labour Government’s botched attempt at regionalising
the fire service failed was the intrinsic opposition of so
many fire empires throughout the country. The Minister
knows only too well who I am talking about.

This is a missed opportunity: it is not until question
15 of the consultation document that the ambulance
service is even raised. That is despite the successful
operation of combined fire and medical services in
most states in the United States of America and the fact
that most European Union states have combined fire
and emergency medical services. That is despite the
greater need for first-aid skills in firefighters; despite the
arrival of idiot-proof defibrillators—I am not saying
that they have to be idiot-proof for my fire colleagues to
be able to operate them, but it makes it easier for us all;
and despite the 2013 report from the Government’s fire
adviser at the time, Sir Ken Knight, called “Facing the
Future”, which looks mainly at the more developed
area of co-working with ambulance services. That ought
to be a key recommendation.
The fire brigade in London has been cut because of
its success. We see the London ambulance service under
pressure, with a rising number of calls. It is criticised for
not making its call times and is under budget pressures.
More lives could be saved in London through the more
efficient use of the emergency services, particularly the
ambulance and fire services—frankly, if the Minister
wants to add the police to that list, that is not the most
important issue to me. More savings could be made in
London through co-location, the disposal of property
assets and closer working. I have not seen any of the
candidates for the mayoral election bring that up, but I
have been feeding it out to them and am still hoping.
In conclusion, I congratulate the hon. Member for
Bedford again. He says that the Minister intends a
higher level of collaboration. I look forward to hearing
what both the shadow Minister, my hon. Friend the
Member for West Ham (Lyn Brown), and the Minister,
with his excellent knowledge of the fire service, have to
say. I am interested to hear whether the ambulance
service and the fire service can be brought together.
10.24 am
Amanda Milling (Cannock Chase) (Con): It is a great
pleasure to speak in this debate under your chairmanship,
Mr Bone. I congratulate my hon. Friend the Member
for Bedford (Richard Fuller) on securing the debate. At
this time on a Tuesday morning we would normally be
sitting in the Business, Innovation and Skills Committee,
so this makes an interesting change.
Since I was elected to this place, the issue of closer
working between emergency services—particularly police
and fire—has been a priority for me, so I am incredibly
grateful for the opportunity to speak today. Since I
secured a Westminster Hall debate on closer working
between the police and fire services in November 2015,
there have been some welcome developments. In December
2015, Staffordshire fire and rescue agreed to undertake
a review of how it could work more closely and
collaboratively with Staffordshire police. That was welcome
news, as it was something for which I, along with some
of my Staffordshire colleagues and our police and crime
commissioner, had been calling for some time. I was,
however, disappointed that it took around six months
to reach that point.
More recently the Minister, whom I am pleased to see
in his place today, published the Government’s response
to the “Enabling Closer Working Between the Emergency
Services” consultation. I was particularly pleased to see
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the Government’s proposals, which include two matters
that I shall discuss further: a statutory duty for blue
light services to collaborate to improve efficiency and
effectiveness, and police and crime commissioners’ taking
over responsibility for fire and rescue services, where a
local case is made.
First, I welcome the proposals on a statutory duty for
blue light services to collaborate, because, as has been
mentioned a few times, collaboration has been patchy
to date—Sir Ken Knight highlighted that in his 2013
review of fire and rescue authorities. That is not to say
that there are not some excellent and successful examples
of collaboration. We have heard examples from Dorset
and Hampshire from my hon. Friends the Members for
South Dorset (Richard Drax) and for Portsmouth South
(Mrs Drummond), but sadly that is not the case universally.
As my hon. Friend the Member for Bedford said, there
has not always been the will locally to collaborate. That
is a challenge that must be overcome.
It is absolutely right that blue light services have a
statutory duty to investigate where they can share control
rooms, back-office staff, offices, human resources, payroll
and procurement—I could go on. It is just common
sense, as my hon. Friend the Member for Portsmouth
South described for Hampshire. Eradicating duplication,
which often exists at a local level, even within towns,
will mean better outcomes for the public and taxpayers,
and will ensure that funding can be targeted to front-line
services.
Secondly, in the Westminster Hall debate that I secured
in November 2015, I expressed my concerns that PCCs
would take responsibility for fire and rescue services
only where a local case was made. As the Minister may
remember, I called for it to be mandatory. My concerns
were based on the potential for resistance to considering
such a transfer—again, there is the issue of patchiness
and the possible lack of will locally. Although I look
forward to seeing more detail, I am reassured to some
extent by the Government’s proposal to enable cases to
be put to the Secretary of State where parties are not in
agreement about the transfer. It will then be up to the
Secretary of State to make a final decision based on
local consultation and an independent assessment of
the business case. It is important that local priorities
drive decision making, but equally important that decisions
can be scrutinised if necessary.
Ultimately, I am keen to see police and crime
commissioners universally develop into a broader role,
potentially becoming public safety commissioners. In
the first instance, they should incorporate fire services,
but over time things could go further—for example, we
have been discussing ambulances. That said, I do recognise
that there are some complexities and that the regional
structure of the ambulance service makes things more
complex.
As the role of PCCs develops, might there be a need
to consider whether their title should evolve? There are
several reasons for that: we need to ensure that there is
no perceived police takeover, as my hon. Friend the
Member for Bedford said earlier, and that the public are
clear about the role of these individuals. In terms of the
latter, it will be particularly important to build on the
benefits of the electoral accountability of PCCs. They,
like Members of Parliament and local government
councillors, are directly accountable to the public, and
members of the public can express their satisfaction or

dissatisfaction with them at the ballot box. To date,
such direct, clear accountability has been lacking
for fire authorities. Although I appreciate that elected
councillors serve on those authorities, they are appointed
to those positions, rather than elected by members of
the public. We must ensure that the public are clear
about who and what they are voting for. I think the
name “police and crime commissioner”can cause confusion;
are there any plans to create a new title for the
commissioners in recognition of their broader remit?
I am a keen advocate of greater collaboration and I
welcome the positive steps that have been taken in
recent months to ensure more collaborative working
across the blue light services, but I recognise that we can
go much further. I look forward to seeing more detail
when the Government’s proposals are brought before
the House.
Mr Peter Bone (in the Chair): Before I call the shadow
Minister and the Minister, I remind Members that it is
now tradition that the Member who moves the motion
gets a couple of minutes to wind up.
10.31 am
Lyn Brown (West Ham) (Lab): It is a genuine pleasure
to serve under your chairmanship, Mr Bone. We have
had an excellent, well-informed debate and hon. Members
have made many good points.
Labour supports close collaboration among the
emergency services, but we fear that these proposals
come with significant risks and are being carried out in
a cavalier fashion. The consultation exercise that preceded
the proposals gives us the distinct impression that the
Government decided that they would make radical changes
before they spoke to the key stakeholders. In any serious
consultation, stakeholders would be asked what they
think of the substance of the proposals. Instead, they
were merely asked to comment on the process by which
PCCs will gain control of their local fire service, not on
whether the process has any merit, and they were asked
a litany of leading questions.
The proposed process by which a PCC takes control
of a fire service is rather authoritarian. Although they
must seek agreement from the local fire authority, if
agreement is not forthcoming the matter will be arbitrated
by the Home Secretary, who will decide whether a
change is
“in the interests of economy, efficiency and effectiveness or public
safety”.

That is a recipe for hostile takeovers.
Ian Lavery: In Northumberland, the police and crime
commissioner was opposed to further integration with
other blue light operations. Will my hon. Friend comment
on the position there?
Lyn Brown: That one passed me by, but I will come to
Northumberland and have a conversation about it. I am
sure the Minister has an answer.
The Government are ignoring the advice of the 2013
Knight review. When Sir Ken Knight considered expanding
the role of PCCs, he recommended that, if such a policy
were pursued, it ought to be trialled through a pilot,
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rather than be rolled out immediately. Why did the
Government choose categorically to ignore that key
recommendation?
I fear that these proposals carry a number of serious
risks, and I worry about the continuation of the successful,
locally driven collaborations that have been talked about
at length in recent years and have saved lives. When I
was shadow Fire Minister, I visited a number of fire
services, including Northumberland’s, and I heard of
collaborations with ambulance services. I was particularly
impressed by the Lincolnshire fire and rescue service
and the East Midlands ambulance service, which ensured
a swift, comprehensive service to isolated parts of the
county. Firefighters responded to medical emergencies
and took patients to hospital if they could do so more
quickly than the ambulance. It really did save lives; it
was an exceptionally good collaboration.
Only yesterday, we heard that the ambulance service
has missed its targets six months in a row. Our paramedics
work hard, but they cannot be everywhere at once. Our
fire and ambulance services recognise that, and they
work side by side to be part of the solution. What will
happen to such innovations in the brave new world of
combined police and fire services? Will PCCs be charged
to continue that work, or will it simply fall by the
wayside? What guarantees do communities have that
such innovations, which are important to them, will be
top of PCCs’ agendas?
To save money and be more efficient and effective,
local services successfully share back office functions. A
good example is the North West Fire Control project,
which set up a single control centre for services in
Cumbria, Lancashire and Greater Manchester. It works
really well. What will happen to such collaborations?
Will those services be disaggregated? I do not know.
Perhaps the Minister does. I worry that there is a danger
that such locally driven projects will be crowded out as
energy is spent on responding to an agenda that has
been dreamt up in Whitehall.
I also worry that dismantling the existing structures
of accountability will cause a democratic deficit. The
next PCC elections are in May, and the major political
parties have already selected most of their candidates.
Does the Minister expect the candidates to detail in
their manifestos their intentions about fire services?
Should that be a central issue in the election debates? I
gently say that I do not believe that the Home Secretary
or the Minister expect the fire service to be a central
plank in the PCC elections. Is that not worrying in
itself ? It is as though the Government see the fire
service as a secondary concern to policing.
Peter Murphy, director of public policy and management
research at Nottingham Business School at Nottingham
Trent University, said that
“if the current plans are implemented there is a very strong
chance that the fire and rescue services would go back to the
‘benign neglect’ that characterised the service from 1974 to 2001
when the Home Office was last responsible for fire services.
Police, civil disobedience, immigration and criminal justice dominated
the Home Office agenda, as well as its time and resources.”

If the fire service becomes the lesser partner in a merged
service,
“the long-term implications will include smaller fire crews with
fewer appliances and older equipment arriving at incidents. Prevention
and protection work, already significantly falling, will result in

fewer school visits and fire alarm checks for the elderly, not to
mention the effect on business, as insurance costs rise because of
increased risks to buildings and premises.”

I think his assessment is right. There is a real danger
that fire will become an unloved, secondary concern of
management—a Cinderella service. Perhaps the Minister
can tell us how he will ensure that the service is improved,
that we invest in the best equipment and training, that
vulnerable people continue to have fire alarm checks
and that schools are visited and children educated.
I want to ask a basic question about reorganisation.
The Government appear to assume that it will be easy
for fire and rescue services to reorganise to suit the
PCCs’ boundaries, but to talk simply about transferring
responsibility from a local authority belies the complexity
of the situation. Fire budgets are very integrated in
some councils to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness
of the service, so it will be difficult to unravel them, as
has been shown by previous attempted mergers of fire
services. Has any work been done to assess the complexity?
What conclusions has the Minister come to about the
difficulties he might encounter? What concerns have
county and metropolitan councils raised with him about
disaggregating budgets and the effect on important
emergency services?
Finally, on funding, fire and rescue services have
already had to reduce spending by 12% over the course
of the last Parliament, which is a cumulative cash cut of
some £236 million, and further projected reductions are
to come. When I met some fire services, I was told that
their service would not be viable in future as a result of
the cuts. That is the reality of the tough financial
context in which PCCs are being asked to take on fire
services.
There are alarming signs that the front-line service is
beginning to suffer. Response times are creeping upwards.
As the Minister knows full well, every second counts
when people are stuck in a car wreck or a burning
building. What risk analysis has the Home Office done
to ascertain how PCCs will be able to reduce fire
spending without increasing response times and reducing
resilience and safety? I ask him to publish that risk
assessment so that we can all evaluate it. It is not as if
police forces have spare money to pass to the fire
service, as we heard in the effective speech by the hon.
Member for Portsmouth South (Mrs Drummond). They
are still absorbing cuts of 25% to their funding from the
last Parliament and face further real-term cuts. They
have done amazingly well in such tough circumstances,
but one has to wonder whether PCCs are happy that the
Government are handing them another Whitehall-imposed
funding crisis to deal with. Again, does the Minister
expect PCCs to cover the shortfall in funding by introducing
privatisation into the fire and rescue frontline? The last
time I asked that question, the Minister shook his head
but offered no verbal or recordable assurances whatsoever.
Will he allow PCCs to end the full-time professional fire
service or to sell it off bit by bit? What assurances can
he give the House that those paths will not be followed?
What control will remain in Whitehall to ensure that
our fire services are not privatised or sold?
In conclusion, we genuinely support closer and more
effective working between the emergency services, which
we have seen work really well, but we have serious
concerns about the inherent risk in the Government’s
proposals. If the Minister is convinced that they are the
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way forward, he should publish a risk assessment and
be confident that a rigorous pilot will demonstrate their
merits. Until he commits to that, I feel that the risks
involved are too great and pose too much of a threat to
our communities for us to be able to support the proposals.
10.43 pm
The Minister for Policing, Crime and Criminal Justice
(Mike Penning): It is a pleasure to serve under your
chairmanship, Mr Bone, not least because the
Northamptonshire police and crime commissioner is
one of the best in the country, offering the sort of
innovation that we have heard about during the debate.
It is sad that he is not standing for re-election in May.
I welcome today’s debate and the opportunity to bust
some myths, which is important and can provide confidence
going forward. I am generally a friend of the hon.
Member for West Ham (Lyn Brown), and we get on
99% of the time, both inside and outside this Chamber,
but some of her comments frankly amounted to
scaremongering. I will address the points that have been
made during the debate, but, as always, I will write to
colleagues if I cannot cover everything.
Like the hon. Member for Poplar and Limehouse
(Jim Fitzpatrick), I have a passion for this country’s fire
service. I was a member of it for a short time but
nowhere near as long as him. The fire service that turns
up to our homes and factories to protect us is a public
asset and will stay so—let me throw this privatisation
thing out of the window once and for all. However,
when my constituency was blown to smithereens on
11 December 2010, I welcomed firefighters from anywhere,
including the private sector, which has huge experience
in the type of fire that we were fighting.
We must also get away from the London-centric
perception that all fire stations stay open 24/7, because
they do not. We have an absolutely fantastic voluntary
service based on retained firefighters, who make up the
vast majority of firefighters around the country. Brilliantly,
we now have full-time retained firefighters—it was not
allowed when I was in the job. I understand that there
are retained London firefighters who live in my constituency,
but I must be slightly careful about that as I do not want
to get them into trouble. The Fire Brigades Union in
London does not like retained firefighters. On Merseyside,
there are only 25 retained firefighters for the whole
area, even though many firefighters have told me that
they would love to be retained when they go back to
their villages and homes. We also have full-time daymanning, as I call it, with firefighters being retained
and on call later. Only the other day, I was in Lancashire
to congratulate firefighters on their fantastic work during
the floods. They have just moved to a new system with
no 24/7 stations, but the cover is safe and the unions
have accepted it. We must therefore remember when
looking around the country that one size will not fit all.
However, we must consider—the hon. Member for
Poplar and Limehouse hit the nail on the head—that
other countries often have emergency services that work
together much more closely than ours and protect their
public much better. Of all the countries that I could
refer to, it is America, the nation of privatisation, where
firefighters have paramedical skills vastly in excess of
any fireman in this country. I am really passionate
about that. I took five years to qualify as a military
paramedic before paramedics were even heard of in

civvy street. When I started the job in Essex after
passing out, I was posted to the station in Basildon. I
was given my trade union card—I had no choice in the
matter—and I was then given my first aid certificate,
because I was made to take a first aid course during my
basic training. By the way, at no stage during my service
was I asked to renew the certificate, which is quite
fascinating.
We have moved on since then. The vast majority of
firefighting appliances now have defibrillators, but so
does the cashier at my local Tesco. It is fantastic that
this life-saving kit is available to us. When I was in
Hampshire the other day, I saw advances in skills for
firefighters for which I have been screaming for years,
and we could go further. The key thing is whether we
can keep a person alive until the other professionals
arrive. This is not about replacing the ambulance service
or the police; this is about the fire service being able to
save a seriously injured person when it is out on a job
and an ambulance cannot get there. That happens in
most other parts of the world. In Hampshire, I was
chatting away with a fireman who had paramedical
skills right up to just below being able to insert an IV. I
think there are legal reasons behind him not being able
to do an IV, but we will try to move on that as well,
because, as I know from experience, getting fluids into
the body is one of the most important things, alongside
keeping the airways open. People have transferred from
the ambulance service into the fire service and vice
versa, because of their on-the-job experience.
The reason why legislation is so important is that this
is not just about money. If it was, I would not be
standing here. It is about whether we can get a more
efficient service to protect our constituents’ lives day in,
day out, 24/7, 365 days of the year. Are there things
preventing us from doing that?
In some parts of the country we have gone forward in
leaps and bounds, but in other parts we have not; in
some parts of the country we have huge amounts of
collaboration, but in others not. I freely admit—I will
probably get myself in trouble with the Department of
Health again—that when I was in opposition I was
fundamentally opposed to regionalisation of the ambulance
service. As a former firefighter, I saw problems with
that. When the hon. Member for Poplar and Limehouse
was the Fire Minister, I was fundamentally opposed to
the regionalisation of the fire service control centres.
Thirty-odd years ago, however, when I was a fireman,
we had a tri-service control centre—only one of them—and
it worked really well. Where such things are working in
places around the country, issues such as contracts and
job descriptions have been addressed, which is absolutely
right.
On Thursday, I was at the police control centre in
London when the Syria conference was going on here.
That was a hugely difficult and tactical job for the
Metropolitan police, with the fire service, the Army, the
ambulance service and the London boroughs all in that
control centre together, but it was a brilliant operation.
I pay tribute to those involved in the mutual aid that
took place in London last Thursday. We had armed
response and other police officers from throughout the
country, including from the Police Service of Northern
Ireland—the hon. Members for Strangford (Jim Shannon)
and for East Londonderry (Mr Campbell) have now
had to leave the Chamber for other business.
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Collaboration does take place, but what do we do
when it does not? Do we simply sit back and say that
that is acceptable? A locally appointed—not elected—fire
authority might say, “No, we’re doing fine. There are
25 of us, and we turn up twice a month. We’re doing
absolutely fine”, even though they know full well that in
another part of the country collaboration is saving lives
and doing the job. This is not about replacing a fireman
with a policeman—that is clearly scaremongering. I
know what the FBU has been saying, and I will try to
work with it on the matter. This is about delivering
better care and value for money.
Why are the emergency services not all coming together
on procurement? I now publish the lists of what police
authorities spend, and I shall do exactly the same for
the fire authorities. The accountability of PCCs is in
place—they are elected. There are people who are seconded
or appointed to different authorities, but at the end of
the day the PCCs are the ones in the community who
are elected, and the vast majority of them want
collaboration.
Nearly every chief fire officer has congratulated me
on my new position, although that is probably natural—they
do not want to get on the wrong side of me straightaway.
They welcome the fact that I am the Fire Minister as
well as the Police Minister, so the fire service is not the
forgotten body, which to be fair they have felt in the
past. I was aware of the extent of that when I took
office.
We want collaboration to be as voluntary as possible,
but where there is complete belligerence about not
doing it, we will take powers. The Bill will be published
shortly. There will be evidence sessions, because that is
the modern way we do things now, and we will look
carefully at a lot of the comments made in the debate
today. All that, however, has to be about how to do
things—the way we did things in the past is not necessarily
the best one. Some of the work we are doing now I was
pushing for 30 years ago, and I am pushing to go
further.
I would like the ambulance service to work more
closely with the others. That is much more complicated
because of the regional structure, but we could do
things locally. I know of at least one PCC—I will not
name him, because I was told in confidence—who has
been approached by the new commissioning group in
his area to ask whether the PCC could provide emergency
blue light cover for ambulances. That is starting to come
about not from the top down but from the grassroots.
We should listen not only to the chiefs, the PCCs or
the unions—more unions than the FBU alone are
involved—but to the individual firefighters, who have
had the confidence to talk to me in the past few weeks,
since I had this new job, and to say, “Minister, we are
thrilled that you are an ex-firefighter and that our voice
may now be heard above all the other chatter of people
protecting their jobs.” That is the sort of comment I
have been hearing.
Ian Lavery: With regard to the grassroots and the
people on the frontline, who the Minister mentioned—he
was one of those people himself—in the event of a
single employer model, will he guarantee the people in
the fire and rescue service their rights to unionise, to

collective bargaining and to industrial and strike action?
The police have none of that, so will the Minister
guarantee that firefighters may retain their rights?
Mike Penning: That is an important point. The
operational control of the individuals will always be by
the operational officers. There is no evidence whatever
that PCCs, since we have had them, have interfered in
cases or in operational work. It is crucial that that does
not happen.
What are we really saying? More than half of all fire
stations—I think this figure is right—have a police
station or ambulance station within 1 km of them.
Although it is difficult to put a fire appliance into a
police station—some ambulance stations could take
them, but not police stations—the reverse is easy, and
we have seen that in Winchester.
The new fire station in Winchester, which a fantastic
piece of kit, is fully bayed, and the police are in there,
too. The two services are completely working together,
without it affecting their operational control. Someone
who dials 999 and asks for a police officer will not get a
fireman—that is a ludicrous idea and will not happen.
However, elsewhere in the country we already have, for
example, police community support officers in Durham,
I think, carrying first aid kits. They might even have
short extension ladders. They have had the training and
are doing that because of the sheer geographical issues
involved.
One size will not fit all, and that gives us an opportunity.
There are complications, and I am not shying away
from the fact that doing something might be difficult,
but nor will I shy away from the fact that we need to
protect our public better than we do now. Where
collaboration works, I will not have belligerence and
bloody-mindedness blocking that sort of care in other
parts of the country. That is why we are bringing it
through.
10.56 am
Richard Fuller: I thank hon. Members for taking part
in the debate. In particular, I thank the shadow Minister,
the hon. Member for West Ham (Lyn Brown), and the
Minister for their contributions.
The Minister was kind enough to say that he would
write to Members with responses to their questions,
because he did not have time to answer everything
specifically. The key message that he will have received
today is that there is broad and widespread support for
collaboration in principle, but some important questions
remain about how it will be developed.
We heard about some strong examples in Hampshire
from my hon. Friends the Members for Winchester
(Steve Brine) and for Portsmouth South (Mrs Drummond),
and about the experience in Northern Ireland from the
hon. Member for Strangford (Jim Shannon). As my
hon. Friend the Member for South Dorset (Richard
Drax) said, however, there are still mixed opinions
among professionals, so the Minister will have to provide
guidance. He will have to lead on this, so that others
may follow and get the best of the opportunities presented
by collaboration.
As the Minister himself mentioned, there are continuing
questions about where the ambulance service and the
responsibility for emergency healthcare response sit in
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the review. We heard about that from the hon. Members
for Vauxhall (Kate Hoey), for Poplar and Limehouse
(Jim Fitzpatrick) and for Wansbeck (Ian Lavery), as
well as from me and the shadow Minister. That issue
will not go away.
Let me just say to the Minister that, in my experience,
workplace culture matters—the culture that makes men
and women want to work together grows and matters,
because it is an ethos and a motivation for people.
Nowhere is that more so than among members of our
public service whom we ask to put their own personal
safety behind the safety of our public. Clearly there is
such an ethos among those in the fire service whom the
Minister has met. They see themselves as having a
humanitarian mission.
When the Minister says that he is minded to do more,
therefore, he really does need to do more. We have to
find a way to bring those responsibilities into the changes
he is making. If he can put that in the Bill, or if the
shadow Minister tables amendments to that effect, they
will find widespread support from Members of Parliament
in all parts of the House.
Mr Peter Bone (in the Chair): Before I put the Question,
I thank all right hon. and hon. Members for their
self-restraint, because every Member who wished to
speak did so.
Question put and agreed to.
Resolved,
That this House has considered closer working between the
emergency services.
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Sports Clubs: HMRC Status
10.59 am
David Mowat (Warrington South) (Con): I beg to
move,
That this House has considered multi-sports clubs and HMRC
changes to community amateur sports club status.

It is a pleasure to serve under you, Mr Bone. In many
ways the context of the debate is the rather disappointing
Olympic legacy, with participation reducing in sports.
In the past four years, the number of people doing more
than half an hour of sports a week has declined from
25 million to 23 million; and as has been widely reported,
obesity has increased by something like two thirds since
1993. In the context of joined-up government, it is
therefore somewhat surprising that the Government
have chosen to increase taxes on a number of amateur
sports clubs, which will almost certainly lead to some
detrimental impact on participation.
I will use Warrington sports club as my example, but
I could have used many others. In particular, I have
been contacted by a large number of golf clubs that are
also being hit by the tax changes that Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs is in the process of bringing in,
which will have an impact on participation. Warrington
sports club has 750 members, of whom 400 are junior
members. That high ratio of junior members is one of
the factors that has led it to fall foul of HMRC. Another
factor is that it is a multi-sports club that does six major
sports: rugby, cricket, hockey, squash, tennis and archery.
The club was founded in 1852, so it has been going for a
long time. It costs £220 a year for a multi-membership
and £130 for a single membership, so it is not a major,
lucrative money-making venture. The two issues that
have taken the club the wrong side of the legislation are
that it is a multi-sports club and that it has a relatively
high number of junior members.
In terms of the club’s financials, membership brings
in something like £50,000 a year and the bar brings in
£290,000 a year of which £140,000 a year is from
non-members. Non-member income is the issue that the
Revenue is trying to address. One of the reasons for the
large non-member income is that the club has a significant
number of junior members, so parents take juniors to
play rugby, cricket, hockey and whatever and have a
drink while their offspring are playing. That counts as
non-member income, which is the crux of the HMRC
requirements. In terms of profit and loss, in the past
two years on a turnover of about £300,000 a year the
club has made a total profit of just under £2,000. The
club is run to break even; it is not a profit-making club.
The legislation from which the club and many others
have benefited was introduced in 2002 to attempt to
increase participation in sport by making concessions
for amateur sports clubs. The concessions were an 80% relief
on rates, some corporation tax relief and gift aid status
if they registered to be a community amateur sports
club. Something like 6,000 sports clubs registered as
CASCs. The valuable part of that concession for Warrington
is that it saves about £14,000 a year in business rates,
which may not be huge in terms of its turnover, but that
is a reasonable chunk for a club that broadly breaks
even. It comes to something like £20 a member, which is
about 15% of the membership fee.
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The legislation brought in by the Government in
2002 had numerous sensible criteria. The club had to be
open to the whole community—it could not be a private,
restricted club—it had to be amateur and its main
purpose had to be the promotion and participation of
an eligible sport. Clearly that was the case for Warrington
and up until now that has worked fairly harmoniously.
In 2013, HMRC started a consultation. Its concern
was apparently that the existing legislation was complex
and confusing. There was clearly potential that organisations
that are not really sports clubs whose primary purpose
is not sport could register for CASC and take the
benefits, which would not be fair to aspects of the
hospitality industry. I can see that and the people at
Warrington sports club can see that. If abuse was
taking place, it is reasonable that HMRC should look at
how it might wish to stop that. That seems to me an
easier loophole to close than some of the other issues it
grapples with on our behalf, such as double Irish,
Facebook, Google and all that goes with that, but the
focus in 2013 was amateur sports clubs.
HMRC sent out a consultation with a number of
options and I think it would be fair to say—I am sure
the Minister will agree—that it was trying to develop
quantitative criteria by which it could judge whether an
entity should be CASC-registered. It would not be a
judgment on whether something was a sports club;
HMRC could say, “It is a sports club because of these
quantitative criteria, so we can tick a box. This one
clearly passes and that one doesn’t.” One can only
imagine that it was trying to remove uncertainty and
dialogue, with people arguing, “His club should be if
mine is” and vice versa.
At the time of that consultation, there was no mention
whatever of state aid being one of the drivers of what
HMRC was trying to do. At no point was the reason
given that there was concern that some sports clubs
might have an issue with state aid, but I say that because
recent correspondence with HMRC has given that as
the reason for not changing some limits. The consultation
ran its course and at the end HMRC decided to impose
two quantitative criteria. One was a £100,000 a year
maximum on non-member income. As I said, the club
had £140,000 non-member income, which put it outside
that limit. One reason why the club is outside the
limit—this is why the debate is about multi-sports clubs—is
that the club runs six sports, so it is a relatively big club.
If it were six separate clubs, they would be beneath the
limit, but that structure would be onerous to go to and
difficult to achieve. The £100,000 limit discriminates
against multi-sports clubs.
The other quantitative criterion that HMRC imposed
was that 50% of members had to participate actively in
a sport. I guess the reason for that is that it wants to
ensure that CASCs are real sports clubs and that people
are not joining just to enjoy the benefits of the £14,000
a year that the club enjoys. That has caused Warrington
an issue, because roughly speaking—it is only an estimate—
its non-member income is about £140,000 because it is a
multiple sports club. The other point is that because it
has a large junior membership—400 of the 750 members
are juniors, which I would submit is a good thing—parents
will sometimes join the club socially or whatever. Those
who have to take their children to the club will have a
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drink. They may or may not be members. If they
are members, they may not do sport 12 times a year, so
they would fall outside that criterion. In any event,
the criterion appears to be a complex one, with
16 measurements for participation.
The impact on the club is £16,000 a year. I do not
suppose that that will close it. It is a material issue, but
it will not break it. HMRC tells the club that if it wants
to it can set up a trading subsidiary. That would involve
accountants and lawyers, and all the rest of it. Obviously,
the bar income would go into the trading subsidiary.
The estimated cost would be several thousand pounds,
and the trading subsidiary would pay corporation tax.
Perhaps that is what the Revenue wants, but it is quite
onerous, and it is unclear what the saving would be. The
other possibility would be to split the sports club into
six separate sport clubs—one for each sport. There
would clearly need to be a method of checking which
club people who bought drinks were in, and so on,
because of the de minimis limit. The consequence would
probably be something like a 20% increase in membership
fees—£25 a year. Presumably, because everything in
economics happens at the margin, that would cause a
reduction in participation, which is not really what the
Government want.
The club put a request to HMRC. It said, “Okay, we
kind of understand the direction of what you are trying
to do. We understand the abuse that you are trying to
tighten up on, and the clarity that you want. Let’s
change the £100,000 de minimis thing, given that this is
a multi-sports club, to £150,000.” Obviously there is
self-interest there, because the Warrington club would
be under that, and would save £14,000. We got the
answer from HMRC that—I paraphrase—it would be
happy to help, but its hands are tied by state aid rules.
That is the first mention we have had of state aid rules,
and no one would think that Warrington sports club
was the first entity to create a state aid issue for the
Government—a Government, by the way, while we are
on the subject of state aid, who have difficulty in
stopping the German Government reducing electricity
prices for their heavy industry by a factor of two, so
that their steel companies do not close while ours do.
Nevertheless, Warrington sports club was informed that
HMRC could not help and that £100,000 was the
highest the figure could be, because of state aid rules.
I have good news for the Minister, however, because
in the past few days I have read the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills state aid manual, which
came out in July 2015. It is a rattling good yarn, and
explains that there is a de minimis limit on state aid of
¤200,000 over a three-year period. In the view of BIS
that would not distort competition in the European
market. We thought we were home and dry, because
obviously the £14,000 or ¤20,000 that Warrington sports
club and other sports clubs enjoy is clearly a factor of
three or four below that state aid amount. It would
appear to me from the BIS manual that we have found a
way out for HMRC. It will no longer have to be concerned
about being dragged through the European Court on
matters of state aid and the rest, because of the de
minimis limit and its impact on Warrington sports club.
I am informing HMRC of that point in this debate, and
I look forward to the Minister’s response.
I have five questions for the Minister. Why does the
correspondence that we have received from HMRC—most
recently the Lin Homer letter of November 2015—rest
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its case on state aid, when state aid was not mentioned
at all in the initial consultation? Given that we now have
the BIS state aid manual and know that there are
minimum state aid thresholds, can we incorporate what
we know into HMRC policy? Presumably the handbook
applies to HMRC. In the opinion of the Minister, have
the changes to the entire area that have taken place in
the past three years, which will raise very small amounts
of tax, if any, increased or decreased complexity? Does
the Minister have an estimate of the number of clubs
that are deregistering, and has there been any discussion
with DCMS of the decline in sports participation that
will be a consequence of that? Does he agree with me
that instead of engaging in a drive to find a quantitative
criterion for evaluating clubs it should have been possible,
given all the value judgments that HMRC inspectors
must make, to tell whether x or y is a sports club? That
would not be beyond HMRC; it is something that could
have been left to the judgment of tax officers.
11.16 am
The Exchequer Secretary to the Treasury (Damian
Hinds): It is a pleasure to see you in the Chair, Mr Bone,
and to have the opportunity to respond to my hon.
Friend the Member for Warrington South (David Mowat)
in this important debate. I commend and congratulate
him on bringing it to Westminster Hall.
Successive Governments have recognised the benefits
of sporting activity in improving people’s health and
wellbeing, and in strengthening community cohesion. I
welcome the opportunity to express the Government’s
continued support for community amateur sports clubs,
which, among other things, play an important part in
consolidating our Olympic legacy, as my hon. Friend
mentioned. It is right that the Government should use
the tax system, as well as other forms of support, to
encourage the benefits offered by those clubs.
There are about 7,115 community amateur sports
clubs, and they certainly deserve the Government’s backing.
The new regulations for CASCs continue to ensure that
support through the tax system is correctly targeted at
them. The community amateur sports club tax scheme
provides a number of vital charitable tax reliefs to
support local amateur sports clubs. Following a detailed
review by HMRC of how the scheme was operating
under the old rules, which showed that they were confusing
and difficult to understand, the new CASC regulations
came into effect on 1 April 2015. They included, as my
hon. Friend said, a new income ceiling of £100,000 for
non-member income.
Extensive consultation took place before the new
rules were formulated. The Government formally consulted
on outline proposals for reform of the scheme in June
2013 and published their response that November. Between
November 2013 and September 2014 officials were engaged
in regular and intensive dialogue with representative
bodies individually, as well as establishing a forum for
representatives of the sports sector.
The forum has a membership drawn from several
sports’ national governing bodies and representative
organisations. It met regularly during development of
the new policy and the drafting of the new regulations.
Particular issues of interest to members were aired at
the forum and more detailed working group meetings
ensured that HMRC understood specific issues for different
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sports as it developed the rules. As a result, changes
were put in place to address the genuine concerns of
some members of the forum, and the draft regulations
were amended to increase the generosity of the social
membership rule. Throughout the consultation process
HMRC worked closely with officials from the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport and its agency, Sport
England.
The new regulations have made the scheme more
generous than it was, which makes membership more
attractive. However, the scheme works by providing tax
advantages only to those that need them, and it is of
course important that taxpayers’ money should be spent
wisely. To take an extreme contrast as an example,
clearly a youth football club with a tuck shop should get
the tax advantages, but a pub with a darts team should
not. That said, the new rules were developed to enable
as many clubs as possible to remain within the scheme.
Eighty-five per cent of existing CASCs are not affected
by the new rules, as they operate fully within both the
old and new rules.
It is worth noting that HMRC has not received
evidence that the rules significantly increased the
administrative costs for clubs within the scheme. However,
some clubs inevitably are disappointed that the rules are
not more generous. HMRC has continued to give help
and guidance to clubs to help them remain within the
scheme, and the dedicated HMRC charities helpline
remains available to CASCs. If my hon. Friend or the
club in his constituency wish to have a further conversation,
they can do so by calling the helpline on 0300 123 1073.
I would also be happy to arrange for either him or
representatives of Warrington sports club to meet with
officials to discuss the situation.
Some clubs may decide that complying with the new
regulations is not financially viable and decide to leave
the scheme instead. While we will not know the numbers
involved accurately until after the 12-month grace period
expires on 1 April 2016, we know that clubs are applying
for CASC status at approximately the same rate as in
2014-15, before the rules changed.
The main purpose of a CASC must be the promotion
of sport by providing facilities for the whole community.
Clubs that generate a disproportionate amount of their
revenue from non-sporting activities may be primarily
social or commercial clubs. If a club’s main purpose is
not sporting, it is obviously not eligible to be a CASC.
It is important that the generous tax reliefs available
only go to genuine amateur sports clubs. The Government
recognise that many sports clubs raise funds from social
functions and other non-sporting activities to subsidise
membership fees and consider that the £100,000 income
threshold provides sufficient flexibility to do that.
The consultation document was clear that the tax
reliefs afforded to CASCs are not meant to support
clubs that could be seen as competing with other commercial
businesses such as pubs and restaurants, as my hon.
Friend said. A higher limit could increase the risk of a
state aid challenge because clubs could be seen to be
engaging in economic activity. I must make it clear that
in the event of a successful state aid challenge, HMRC
would have no alternative but to seek to recover what
would then be deemed underpaid tax from each club—a
situation that all of us would want to avoid. The stakes
when considering any potential state aid challenge case
are therefore really quite high.
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When considering the state aid threshold of ¤200,000
over three years—my hon. Friend was right to raise this
important point—the relevant rules require all forms of
potential state aid provided to be taken into consideration.
As well as the tax reliefs provided by the CASC regime,
CASCs also benefit from lower business rates and may
in addition receive grants or other forms of financial
assistance. The amounts in question will vary from club
to club. The income limit is set at a level that seeks to
ensure the de minimis limits will not be breached once
business rates and any other form of financial assistance
are taken into consideration.
I reiterate that the main purpose of a CASC must
continue to be the provision of facilities for an eligible
sport or sports, and the encouragement of participation
in those sports. If a club has a lot of non-sporting
income, it is unlikely to be primarily a sports club. The
new CASC regulations allow clubs to earn up to £100,000
a year from non-member trading and property income.
There is no limit at all on the amount of income clubs
can generate from members, apart from property income
from members, which also counts towards the £100,000
cap.
During consultation, representations were made for a
more flexible approach and perhaps a more bespoke
income limit. However, that would greatly increase the
complexity of the regime and regulations. Different
rules for different sports or sizes of club would increase
the administration for both clubs and HMRC, and that
approach was rejected on these grounds.
If clubs that are already registered as CASCs have
high levels of non-member trading income and/or property
income and do not want to be deregistered, they may
choose, as my hon. Friend said, to consider setting up a
trading subsidiary in the same way as many charities
have trading subsidiaries. This is important: any income
generated by a trading subsidiary will not count towards
the club’s income threshold.
Trading subsidiaries should be owned and controlled
by the CASC, allowing the subsidiary to trade but not
be entitled to CASC reliefs. However, the trading company
may gift-aid its otherwise taxable profits to the CASC
and not pay corporation tax. Similarly, separate supporters’
clubs may be set up to assist clubs with high levels of
junior membership—another important point that my
hon. Friend raised—in meeting new rules for participation
levels where it is a requirement that a non-sporting
parent or guardian is also a member.
HMRC cannot register clubs that do not meet the
income condition. It expects all clubs affected to take
steps to reduce their level of non-member trading and
property income, and in many cases that will be by
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setting up a trading subsidiary. The new income condition
provides a sound regulatory foundation for the CASC
scheme going forward that is fair and in keeping with
one of the founding principles of the scheme: to support
small volunteer-run community amateur sports clubs.
David Mowat: I listened carefully to the Minister’s
point on state aid. The fact that the de minimis limit
applies to all forms of aid is, of course, reasonable. I
make the point again, though, that my local club—I do
not believe there is any reason to think Warrington
sports club is atypical—would be under the current de
minimis state aid limit by a factor of four or five. It is
hard to see that the figure of £100,000 is, in fact,
responsive to that de minimis state aid limit.
Damian Hinds: To reiterate, the de minimis limit is
¤200,000, which applies over three years.
David Mowat: To actual aid?
Damian Hinds: To actual aid, in all its forms. Officials
had to, appropriately, make a judgment in designing a
scheme that would apply across the sector on the safe
level of non-member income, as a generally applicable
rule that would keep clubs safely under that limit. The
figure they arrived at for the limit was £100,000. In the
particular case of my hon. Friend’s local club, which he
rightly and ably represents today in Westminster Hall, I
would be happy to arrange for further discussions on
appropriate avenues forwards.
The vast majority of clubs currently in the scheme
have been unaffected by the new income condition, and
detailed guidance is available to them and to those
considering joining the scheme in the future. That means
the tax reliefs available under the CASC scheme continue
to be a vital element in supporting small clubs within
the scheme to deliver the benefits of participating in
sport.
The new non-member income threshold continues to
encourage and support community sports clubs. The
Government believe the cap is set at an already generous
level and strikes the correct balance between the interests
of the CASCs to raise extra funds and the interests of
local businesses. The scheme should not provide tax
reliefs to clubs that derive significant amounts of income
from non-member social and commercial activities, as
that was not what it was designed for. I close by thanking
my hon. Friend once again and commending him for
bringing this important debate to the House.
Question put and agreed to.
11.28 am
Sitting suspended.
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Work Capability Assessments
[MRS MADELEINE MOON in the Chair]
2.30 pm
Louise Haigh (Sheffield, Heeley) (Lab): I beg to move,
That this House has considered work capability assessments.

It is a great pleasure to serve under your chairmanship,
Mrs Moon, and to lead this debate, because it is one
that we have been having in the House for many years
and it has enormous repercussions for the people we are
here to represent.
The debate comes at an important time. The amount
of money that the Government spend on outsourcing
has never been higher, but public trust in outsourced
companies has never been lower. Only 22% of people
believe that they are motivated by providing the best
service to the public, and is it any wonder, with stories
every week of high-profile failures, corruption,
mistreatment, the falsifying of information and a premium
being put on profit ahead of people? There is a sense
from the public that this shadow state, providing the
services that the public rely on, is acting with ever
increasing impunity.
In the course of the last Parliament, as outsourcing
grew, the public’s control over our own public services
shrank and evidence of malpractice, mistreatment and
utter contempt for those coming into contact with the
services provided by such companies grew, private sector
providers became the ogres for their appalling behaviour.
However, we should not forget that it resulted from
what were first and foremost political choices, the
unpalatable consequences of which were contracted out
and covered in the veil of secrecy that commercial
confidentiality rules permit. Although it was Atos and
is now Maximus that has carried out the Government’s
massive expansion of work capability assessments, the
choices made in the Treasury and in Downing Street,
well before responsibility was contracted out, were the
basis for where we are today—failing contractors acting
with impunity, and the sick and disabled paying the
price for the Government’s flawed agenda.
Hon. Members on both sides of the House agree that
if people can work, they should—that is not a contentious
statement—and that work is beneficial for many people
suffering from illness, be it physical or mental. I have
friends and family who have fallen in and out of depression
and for whom work has been a lifeline. It gives people a
routine and a purpose—a reason to get out of bed in
the morning. I have been unemployed for stretches of
time myself and have experienced how closely linked
unemployment and depression can be for many. Helping
people to get into work is therefore a laudable and
necessary objective of any Government, but some things
are not compatible with helping people with physical
illness, disabilities or mental health problems to get into
appropriate work. I am referring to targets, profit-driven
motives and a focus above all on cutting expenditure.
When one side is trying to cut costs and another is
employed to maximise profit, something has to give,
and unforgivably that has been the sick, the disabled
and anyone who comes into contact with this failing
and occasionally brutal system.
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Neil Coyle (Bermondsey and Old Southwark) (Lab):
I thank my hon. Friend for securing the debate. Is there
not also an issue about the significant waste of taxpayers’
money in the Government failing to address the
fundamental flaws in the system, which lead to an
over-reliance on appeals and reconsiderations and the
Department for Work and Pensions having to prop up a
private company that is failing to deal with assessments
appropriately the first time?
Louise Haigh: I could not agree more, and I will come
on to that issue.
This is about providing not just a good-quality service
for clients, but best value for money for the taxpayer. As
I said, when one side is trying to cut costs and another is
employed to maximise profit, something has to give. As
report after report has identified, the contractors that
the Government have employed to carry out cuts have
been anything but successful. They have presided over
failure after failure. There has been poor performance,
a disregard for vulnerable people and, in this new age of
outsourcing, a total lack of accountability for Government
and operator alike.
Mr Jim Cunningham (Coventry South) (Lab): I
congratulate my hon. Friend on securing this timely
debate. The cost to the taxpayer is some £80 million this
year, up by £24 million on last year. Does she agree that
these private companies are taking the taxpayer for a
ride?
Louise Haigh: Again, I completely agree with my
hon. Friend, and I thank him for that intervention. The
contractors continue to get paid despite repeated failures.
Even worse, after being deemed unfit to perform in
relation to one contract, contractors simply get to continue
with another lucrative long-term deal, as Atos has
done. After failing to handle the work capability assessments
contract, it is still running a seven-year contract for
personal independence payment assessments for the
same Department. Now Maximus is failing to meet a
range of key targets—targets that, importantly, put far
greater emphasis on saving money than on meeting the
needs of people who unjustifiably suffer. Whatever the
rhetoric about service quality, this is still a system
designed to cut costs for the Government and maximise
profit for Maximus.
We have undoubtedly all read last month’s report by
the National Audit Office, but some of the figures
deserve to be rehearsed. Despite the new contract—which
followed Atos’s spectacular failure—being worth some
£570 million a year, there is still a backlog of
280,000 employment and support allowance claims.
The average cost of each individual assessment is now
almost £200, and that is for a 15-minute assessment.
One in 10 disability benefit claimants’ reports are rejected
as below standard by the Government, compared with
one in 25 when the shamed Atos was running the show.
Individuals have to wait an average of 23 weeks for a
decision to be made on their benefits; there has been a
huge rise in that timescale—almost a trebling—in recent
years. For each person, that can and almost always does
mean hardship, but the number being referred keeps
rocketing as the Government, desperate to clear the
books at any cost, lay the bill for clearing the deficit
squarely at the door of the sick and disabled. The
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Government are forcing away from ESA people who
need and rely on it, and the failing contractors are being
overwhelmed. Despite all that undeniable pain, unbelievably,
the Department is not expected to meet the initial
£5.4 billion savings target originally envisaged for the
10 years to 2019-20.
Neil Coyle: I thank my hon. Friend for generously
giving way again. Does she agree that the failure at
ministerial level to get a grip on the backlog, the rising
costs and the incompetence in the Department for
Work and Pensions has led to the Treasury’s demand to
take even more money from disabled people on employment
and support allowance, which is why the Government
are seeking to cut £30 a week from half a million of the
most disadvantaged people in the country?
Louise Haigh: Again, my hon. Friend has neatly
anticipated my next point, which is that the Office for
Budget Responsibility has identified ESA and PIP as a
major risk to planned public spending targets, given the
uncertainty of the estimates. The NAO has gone so far
as to say that PIP and disability living allowance
performance issues have been the main contributing
factor in the Department’s inability to save any money
in the spending review period up to 2015.
It is clear that both the Government and contractors
are failing on their own terms, yet still the cash is
handed over to failing contractors. We are locked into
long contracts whereby Departments do not have the
capability to improve performance. The original policy
itself is flawed, but it is in the treatment of individuals
unlucky enough to come into contact with the system
that the whole rotten trade-off between cost cutting by
the Government and profit maximisation by Maximus
is most apparent. Specific cases abound, and I am sure
that hon. Members on both sides of the House would
be able to relay evidence of deeply concerning practice,
which is why it is interesting to note that not a single
Government Back Bencher is in the Chamber today. I
will list a few from my case load.
One man with learning difficulties whose case was
highlighted to me attended his work capability assessment,
but during the assessment his support worker was
shocked at the lack of care and attention given to him.
When the assessment came through, there were some
glaring factual errors, but none the less his ESA was
docked, just in case he was in any doubt about what
comes first—the person or the profit. On making his
request for mandatory reconsideration, he was appalled
to find out that he would be ineligible for ESA, which
was his lifeline, until the reconsideration decision was
made, and he was unable to meet the conditions placed
on him for jobseeker’s allowance. He now faces months
of waiting until his tribunal, and potentially an annual
battle if assessors continue to lack understanding of his
learning difficulty.
Steve McCabe (Birmingham, Selly Oak) (Lab): Whatever
my hon. Friend’s views about the contractors, does she
agree that it is the Government’s responsibility to secure
contractors whose assessors have sufficient knowledge
of progressive conditions such as muscular dystrophy
and sufficient awareness and training in areas such as
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learning disabilities? The contractors are not primarily
responsible for that; is it not the Government’s
responsibility?
Louise Haigh: Of course, I completely agree. The
Government’s policy sets the direction for the contractors,
which is why the contractors have such a huge gap in
their understanding, particularly of mental health issues.
In another case, one of my constituents applied for a
home visit after being unable to make their assessment.
She has now been waiting for more than two years and
still has not received a date. Throughout that time, she
has been surviving on a reduced rate and is struggling,
as anyone would, to get by. She is just one of 280,000 people
in an enormous backlog.
Despite the fact that the Government have made it
notably harder for people to appeal their decisions, as
my hon. Friend the Member for Bermondsey and Old
Southwark (Neil Coyle) mentioned, the latest figures
show that 54% of appeals result in decisions being
overturned. As in the case of the first constituent I
mentioned, there seems to be an alarming trend of
cases being rejected based on factual errors or even—I
hesitate to say this—falsification. I have had several
cases of people telling me that their assessment report
bears absolutely no relation to the assessment that they
experienced with Maximus or Atos. I am sure that other
hon. Members have heard similar evidence. One or two
cases could be dismissed as an honest mistake, but the
situation appears to reveal a disconcerting pattern of
behaviour that indicates that the trade-off between cost
cutting and profit maximisation is being felt by very
vulnerable people.
Maximus is not doing this to make a loss or out of
the kindness of its heart, and it is failing on performance,
which goes to the heart of the issue. Even if the Government
were more concerned with the interests and wellbeing of
the user, it would be extremely difficult for them to hold
the contractors’ feet to the fire.
Mr Jim Cunningham: It is good of my hon. Friend to
give way to colleagues. Does the situation not demonstrate
that the Government’s intention—Governments do give
contractors instructions, by the way—is to cut people’s
benefits, and to make the system more difficult, through
the contractors, so that it is harder for people to get
those benefits? If anybody wants any evidence of that,
it took the House of Lords to stop a £30 cut in people’s
benefits a couple of weeks ago.
Louise Haigh: Absolutely. Clearly, there is an attempt
by the Government to drive down benefits for people
who are sick and disabled, and they are using private
companies to outsource that responsibility.
Even if the Government were interested in ensuring
that the contractors were doing the best for sick and
vulnerable people, it would be very difficult for them to
be able to do so. They need to be able to trust the data
that the contractor supplies if they are to hold its feet to
the fire. In a 2014 report, the NAO pulled the Government
up on the poor management of contracts, the level of
inexperience within Departments, their naivety and their
“over-reliance” on data supplied by contractors in the
management of performance.
Although some much-needed changes have been made
since the calamitous Atos contract and that 2014 report,
old habits die hard and inexperience in managing contracts
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remains a major issue for the Department. Although we
know that contractors are performing poorly against a
range of measures, because of the helpful insight we get
from the NAO once in a while, assessment across the
full range is not always forthcoming.
Across a range of vital measures, it is up to us to trust
that the Department is doing the job and that Maximus
is supplying the right information. They include the
number of face-to-face complaints following an interview;
the number of serious complaints; the percentage of
face-to-face consultations without complaints, which is
supposed to be at 99.5%; and the target of 100% payment
of travel expenses within nine working days. Those
targets are all noble and sensible, but there is no regular
method for publishing whether they are met. That is
why we talk about a democratic deficit in outsourced
public services, the costs of which have rocketed since
2010 to almost £120 billion, covering vast swathes of
services that we all rely on.
What exactly is the point in setting targets if the
public cannot see whether they are being achieved? A
supplier could manipulate the data, and we would have
to rely on an overstretched Department to pick it up.
Let us not pretend that that would be unusual or
unprecedented. In 2007, Maximus was fined $30.5 million
over accusations that it had cheated Medicaid in the
United States by making tens of thousands of false
claims on a payment by results contract. Maximus
effectively stole money from US taxpayers by making
claims for children who had not received care. After
that was exposed, Maximus said it would not sign any
more contingency-based contracts where it was paid
from savings in state expenditure, but the contract we
are discussing is just such a contingency-based payment
by results contract.
In 2007, Maximus was sued by the state of Connecticut
for the abject failure of its computer system, which was
supposed to run a police database, including real-time
police record checks. The state’s attorney general said:
“Maximus minimized quality—squandering millions of taxpayer
dollars and shortchanging law enforcement agencies.”

He said that the database could
“make a life and death difference to police and other law enforcers”,

so the failure was unacceptable. In 2012, Maximus
settled the case for $2.5 million. While the US sues
companies such as Maximus, which spectacularly fail to
deliver the contracts they are required to, we continue
to hand over billions of pounds of taxpayers’ money.
We have an original policy based on a flawed and
myopic view of the sick and disabled, and handed down
by the Government to catch contractors that are undeniably
failing. Meanwhile, the public’s right to know what is
going on is limited by commercial confidentiality. We
will all be forgiven for not wanting simply to trust that
all is well when our constituents tell a different story
and when well documented scandals seem to play on a
loop.
Will the Minister commit to publishing regular updates
to Parliament on Maximus’s performance against its
targets? Will she release the latest spending on WCA
appeals, given that the figures in the public domain date
back to 2012, and when the contract comes up for
renewal in three years’ time, will she release a cost-benefit
analysis of bringing the service back in-house? Finally,
will she confirm what steps are being taken to bolster
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the experience of civil servants in her Department overseeing
contracts of this magnitude, to ensure that they are
delivering the best possible service to vulnerable people
and the best possible value for money to the taxpayer?
The fundamental problem is that regardless of which
hapless and dubious provider is dragged in, and regardless
of the operating system and oversight of the WCA, the
need of extremely vulnerable individuals simply cannot
come in third place behind a need to cut costs and
maximise profit. Is not the lesson of this whole sorry
episode and the episode before it that profit has no
place in assessing need?
2.46 pm
Corri Wilson (Ayr, Carrick and Cumnock) (SNP):
The WCA was introduced to assess an individual’s
eligibility for ESA. The assessments have three outcomes,
which determine whether claimants are in the support
group, or the work-related activity group, or are fit for
work. Claimants who wish to dispute the decision must
go through a mandatory reconsideration before they
can appeal. They have one month after a decision to
request that and an additional month to supply
supplementary evidence. ESA is not payable during that
period, but may be backdated. Unbelievably, there is
currently no statutory time limit for the Department for
Work and Pensions to complete the process. Since March
2011, 35% of claimants went into the WRAG, 46% went
into the support group and 19% were declared fit for
work. The percentage of people placed in the first two
groups has increased month on month from 75% in
March 2011 to 96% in March 2015.
Panic, fear, distress, dread and anxiety are just
some of the words people use to describe their experience
of the benefits system while dealing with health concerns.
For example, people with cancer—those who are
terminally ill, those receiving treatment for cancer by
way of chemotherapy or radiotherapy, and those recovering
from treatment—will automatically be treated as having
a limited capability for work or work-related activity. In
some ways that is beneficial. However, according to
Macmillan Cancer Support, by 2020 one in two people
will get cancer in their lifetime but almost four in 10 will
not die from it. That is clearly good news, but at least
one in four of those living with cancer—around
500,000 people in the UK—face poor health or disability
after treatment, with a significant proportion experiencing
a wide range of distressing long-term problems, both
physically and mentally. Many problems can persist for
up to 10 years after treatment and can be significantly
worse than those experienced by people without cancer.
Many healthcare professionals underestimate the longterm consequences of cancer and its treatment, and that
low profile means that some of those affected are reluctant
to report those consequences, particularly if they feel
grateful to be free of cancer in the first place. It is good
that we are curing people of cancer, but we have to
recognise that not dying is not the same as being well.
The impact of cancer and its treatment affects much
more than just health and wellbeing. The physical and
emotional effects of cancer and its treatment are the
two most common reasons for employees who are diagnosed
to give up work or change jobs. Almost half of those
who do so say that it was because they were not physically
able to return to the same role and one in three said that
they did not feel emotionally strong enough. Having
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come out the other end of cancer treatment, the last
thing they need is the stress of jumping through hoops
to see whether they are entitled to benefits. The time
after treatment is crucial for future health. It is a time
when space is needed to process what has happened to
them and a period when they need to concentrate on
themselves and take time to heal and get stronger.
The issue with the work capability assessment is that
there is no flexibility. It does not take people’s individual
circumstances into account. It is not possible for people
in the DWP to understand each and every health condition
and its impact, and those who are contracted to do so
seem very quick to overturn the diagnoses of GPs and
health professionals. Sadly, everyone is expected to fit
into the same box. Clearly, life is not so black and white,
and cancer survivors and those with other health conditions
want, more than anything, to have a normal life, but the
opposite will happen if the benefits system continues to
cause undue stress and hardship.
Although I have spoken about only one client group,
there are many others in similar positions, and we can
no longer ignore the damage that the system is doing. I
ask the Government to re-examine the processes and to
consider a better way of supporting people with health
issues back into the workplace.
2.50 pm
Gerald Jones (Merthyr Tydfil and Rhymney) (Lab): It
is a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship, Mrs Moon.
I congratulate my hon. Friend the Member for Sheffield,
Heeley (Louise Haigh) on securing this important debate.
Work capability assessments are one of the issues
most commonly raised with me, and I am sure with
many other Members on both sides of the House. The
system is flawed and discredited, and it has caused
undue stress and hardship for too many claimants.
Recent academic research estimates that for every 10,000
assessments carried out between 2010 and 2013 there
have been six suicides, which is truly shocking. That
alone requires the Government to undertake a complete
review of the current system.
Rosie Cooper (West Lancashire) (Lab): Does my hon.
Friend agree that cases such as that of one of my
constituents, who is disabled and does not drive and
who has had to attend centres four times, only to be told
that the assessment would not go ahead, exemplifies the
administrative and financial shambles of the current
work capability assessment scheme?
Gerald Jones: My hon. Friend illustrates a valid point
that is replicated across the country.
I am sure that hon. Members are as concerned as I
am when they hear that, according to the DWP’s own
figures, around 50% of assessments are overturned on
appeal. That surely calls into question the reliability of
the initial assessments and raises the question why we
are putting people through such unnecessary stress,
which has undoubtedly had a negative impact on the
mental health of many claimants.
I am also concerned that the work capability assessments
do not seem to take account of individuals who have a
limiting long-term illness that means their condition
often fluctuates, such as kidney dialysis patients or
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people with Parkinson’s. I visited the kidney dialysis
patients support group in Merthyr Tydfil last weekend,
and a number of people told me of their concerns
about the work capability assessment and the lack of
understanding of their condition. Dialysis patients often
feel reasonably all right on certain days between dialysis,
but on the day following treatment they can feel very
low, which means that if they are receiving treatment
three days a week, the number of days when they feel
okay are few and far between. The Government need to
address that lack of understanding.
If the original clauses 13 and 14 of the Welfare
Reform and Work Bill are reinserted, financial support
for new claimants in the work-related activity group will
be cut by around 25% from £102 to £73, which will have
a drastic impact on disabled people. The Government
have said that they are committed to protecting support
for disabled people, so the clauses are deeply worrying.
The cut will not incentivise people, as the Government
say they want.
Neil Coyle: Could the Government’s proposed cut to
half a million people, including people with learning
disabilities or cancer, have the perverse incentive that
those people will then try to go into the support group
when there is already a 280,000 backlog due to the
Government’s incompetence in handling that contract?
Gerald Jones: I agree, and it shows how ill thought
out the Government’s proposals are.
Mark Durkan (Foyle) (SDLP): On the Government’s
justification for the measures in the Welfare Reform
and Work Bill to cut the work-related activity group
rate by £30 a week, the Government have said that that
is to remove the financial disincentives that could otherwise
discourage claimants from taking steps back to work.
They have not produced any evidence for that disincentive
in practice. Why does my hon. Friend think the Government
are addressing a problem that is not there and ignoring
the problems that are there and that hon. Members have
raised over and again?
Gerald Jones: I will try to address my hon. Friend’s
points later in my contribution.
I am concerned about the impact of the assessments
on people with mental health problems. If the original
clauses 13 and 14 are reinserted, the significant cut may
mean that people with mental health problems become
more unwell. They will be unable to spend money on
support and activities that help them recover—things
that the personal independence payment does not
support—which will affect their ability to move closer
to work. Rather than increasing the number of people
in work, the change could hinder recovery and push
people further away from work. The cut has been opposed
in the other place, and I hope that the Government will
listen and scrap the clauses.
The current work capability assessment is not fit for
purpose. It has lost credibility, and an overhaul is
desperately needed. The views and experiences of ill
and disabled people must be at the heart of the process.
We need a compassionate and effective system that
supports people, not one that causes such misery for so
many ill and disabled people in our country.
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We in the Labour party feel that disabled people
should be able to play a central role in monitoring the
work capability assessment system and helping to ensure
that it is managed with dignity and fairness. There have
been concerns about the assessment over a long period,
which has resulted in the DWP changing its contractor
from Atos to Maximus, which I understand will be paid
substantially more than Atos to carry out the contract.
I fully support the calls from my hon. Friend the
Member for Sheffield, Heeley to the Minister to make
public the performance of the contractor, which will
improve awareness of the situation.
The Government are trying to defend the indefensible.
I hope that the Minister will signal today that she is
willing to consider what action she and the Government
can take to review this appalling situation and bring
about some common sense and, above all, compassion.
2.57 pm
Patricia Gibson (North Ayrshire and Arran) (SNP):
We know that today’s debate is important because, in
my constituency of North Ayrshire and Arran and in
constituencies across the entire UK, some of our most
vulnerable people—those with long-term and quite
debilitating health conditions—are relying on us to be
their voice. People who have undergone the work capability
assessment tell us that they find the entire process at
best demeaning, and at worst intimidating. It is a cause
of deep distress, which is particularly alarming when
one considers that some claimants live with challenging
health and mental health conditions and find going
through such assessments almost more than they can
bear. The assessments can exacerbate or even precipitate
mental health problems.
New research from the universities of Liverpool and
Oxford has found that in areas where more people are
assessed for employment and support allowance there is
a greater increase in mental health conditions, prescriptions
for antidepressants and even the number of suicides.
The research estimates that that may have led to
590 additional suicides. The research is robust and
suggests a correlation between mental health problems
and the roll-out of work capability assessments. The
result of the research is sobering for us all.
As my hon. Friend the Member for Ayr, Carrick and
Cumnock (Corri Wilson) has said, why are there such
strict limits for claimants when there is no time limit for
the DWP to complete the mandatory reconsideration
process? As has been said, we know that an individual’s
condition may fluctuate, which means that symptoms
can rapidly decline and abate over the course of a week,
a month or even a single day. What about folk with a
condition such as Parkinson’s? What if they are assessed
on a good day? The assessor would be unable accurately
to evaluate the condition’s impact on the person’s functional
ability. Work capability assessments also focus on a
person’s typical day. Their best and worst days are
therefore averaged out, which can create a totally misleading
impression of their condition. A snapshot of a person’s
health is not a true and accurate view of the profound
and often difficult challenges they face.
Work capability assessments do not take account of
whether a condition is progressive. That is a significant
oversight and leads systematically to incorrect assessment
decisions about people with Parkinson’s.
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Steve McCabe: The hon. Lady has mentioned progressive
conditions and delays that sometimes happen with
mandatory reconsiderations. Can she think of any logical
reason for the Government’s refusal to give statistics on
the outcome of mandatory reconsiderations? Is there
any obvious explanation for the withholding of that
information?
Patricia Gibson: I am afraid the only possible reason
I can think of for that is that the information does not
present the work capability assessments in a flattering
light. I leave others to draw their own conclusions about
how bad it might be.
The worst thing about the system is that those caught
up in the controversy and confusion are people with
long-term health conditions, and some of the most
vulnerable people in our communities. There is a lot of
consensus in the Chamber about the need for an urgent
review of the work capability assessment. As the hon.
Member for Sheffield, Heeley (Louise Haigh) pointed
out, the cost is increasing, and it is expected that £595 million
will be paid for 3.4 million assessments—about £190 per
assessment. There has also been a problem with the
recruitment of enough medical professionals to meet
the demands of the assessments. At least £76 million of
taxpayers’ money has been wasted through the failure
to get a new IT system up and running more than two
years after it was supposed to be in place. As has been
mentioned, the National Audit Office report, which was
released only last month, revealed that
“recent performance shows the Department has not tackled—and
may even have exacerbated—some of these problems when setting
up recent contracts”.

Neil Coyle: The points about rising costs and the
backlog are well made. Perhaps we can help the Minister
by asking her to consider removing some of the routine
retests for those with progressive conditions and conditions
that will not change. We have all had the excellent
briefings from Parkinson’s UK and Mencap, for example.
Perhaps the Minister should look again at the frequency
of testing for some people, to save the taxpayer money
and save some of the stress and anxiety that the hon.
Lady has mentioned.
Patricia Gibson: That is an excellent, well made point
and I thank the hon. Gentleman.
There is also a problem with transparency. In December,
the Work and Pensions Committee concluded that it
was unable to scrutinise benefit delays fully because of
lack of available data. Its report said that
“if the DWP has this data, they should publish them. If they do
not, then they are making policy decisions in the dark. The
Department should address the lack of data immediately.”

Chillingly, in answer to parliamentary questions about
the connection between assessment tests and the incidence
of suicide or mental health problems in disability claimants,
the Department has admitted that it neither holds such
information nor has any plans to collect it. I think that
is significant. There has also been an admission that it
does not have information on how much, on average, it
costs the Department to fund an appeal against a fit for
work decision. It is clear—and becoming increasingly
clear to claimants—that the system is in a mess. There is
clear capacity shortage; there are also wildly optimistic
targets, a lack of transparency and problems with hiring
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and training staff—within the context of dealing with
individuals with long-term and serious health problems
who are simply trying to access the support they need to
survive. The National Audit Office has concluded that
this system has
“significant financial and human costs”.

The current situation is cruel, inhumane and demeaning;
as has repeatedly been pointed out in the debate, the
system is not fit for purpose. I sincerely hope that the
Minister will respond to the debate in a positive way
and consider the significant financial and human costs
to those who need, rather than bureaucracy and judgment,
our support and compassion. The debate is about much
more than simple work capability assessments. Ultimately,
it is about the kind of society we want to create, and the
society we aspire to be.
3.5 pm
Natalie McGarry (Glasgow East) (Ind): It is a pleasure
to serve under your chairmanship, Mrs Moon. I
congratulate the hon. Member for Sheffield, Heeley
(Louise Haigh) on securing an important debate, in
which I am pleased to speak.
An essential part of any social security system that
supports people with disabilities and long-term sickness
is a fair and effective means of identifying who needs
support, and in what way. The current system of work
capability assessment cannot be said to fit that description.
Indeed, it was clear from the initial roll-out under
previous Governments that there were deep flaws in the
system. Early on, horror stories began to emerge of the
extremely difficult and distressing experiences of people
with serious disabilities and mental health conditions.
Atos, the company in charge of the assessment process
until March 2015, became a word firmly associated
with the uncaring inhumanity of the welfare reform
agenda.
We can all recount stories of the effects on our
constituents. One such constituent of mine has a serious
long-term mental health condition, and resulting
medicine-related physical disabilities. She was forced
to go to Edinburgh from Glasgow, unaccompanied,
for an assessment; she was in a panic. She was found
fit for work, despite significant medical evidence of
extended stays in mental health hospitals, and long-term
conditions with an impact on her health and physical
wellbeing.
We are all aware of high-profile cases such as those of
Michael O’Sullivan and Stephen Carre, who were
demonstrably failed by a system that provided nothing
but an extremely distressing experience, rather than
targeting the help that they needed. Coroners have
ruled in those cases that the men’s ordeals, through the
fitness to work test, centrally contributed to their suicides.
Distressingly, in the case of Stephen Carre, the coroner
sent an official legal warning to the Department for
Work and Pensions of a potential risk of further deaths
from its WCA practices. He urged that there should be
an urgent review of the policy not to seek further
medical evidence from a psychiatrist or GP in the case
of claimants with a mental health condition. That letter
was not passed on to the Harrington review, conducted
in 2010. It appears that the coroner never received a
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response to his letter, despite the legal requirement for
that to happen within 56 days. I think he is still waiting
for a response.
In that case, as in others, the Government have failed
demonstrably. They have failed disabled people and
have abjectly failed to learn the lessons from their
mistakes. The consequences of that are potentially
disastrous. How many people could we tally who have
lost their lives subsequent to those cases in which
professionals such as coroners gave early warnings?
With further revelations emerging of adverse effects on
the lives of people who undergo the work capability
assessment process, the system clearly remains unfit for
purpose. People with long-term sickness and disability
still have a hugely distressing experience, in a system
they do not trust. Those with mental health conditions
such as Stephen Carre have been failed particularly by a
process that too often has seemed to persecute claimants
instead of protecting and supporting them. The UK
Government are systematically limiting, restricting and
undermining provision for disabled people in the social
security system as, yet again, austerity attacks those
who need support the most. As the Government attempt
to take another axe to employment and support allowance,
they are actively making it even more difficult and
distressing for disabled people to obtain the support
they need.
We need to take a more holistic look at support for
disabled people—at how to help those who want work
and can do it to get into meaningful and accessible
employment, and at how to support those who are
unable to do that, and ensure that they have a decent
quality of life. That means creating appropriate and
sustainable new opportunities, and ensuring that financial
support keeps disabled people out of poverty. Crucially,
it also means having an assessment system that treats
people fairly, preserves their dignity and does not
make matters worse. That requires fundamentally
rethinking the system, particularly how it interacts with
more vulnerable people and those with mental health
issues.
I understand that the Minister has come here in good
faith and will argue that progress has been made, and I
am sure her intentions are good, but the Government’s
record of failing to learn the lessons from their mistakes
has made it absolutely clear that we need an urgent and
wide-reaching review of the work capability assessment
process as part of a wider review of Government support
for disabled people. The Government have simply got it
wrong too many times for people living with long-term
sickness or disabilities. It is about time that we started
figuring out together how we can get it right.
3.10 pm
Dr Eilidh Whiteford (Banff and Buchan) (SNP): It is
a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship for what I
think is the first time, Mrs Moon. I congratulate the
hon. Member for Sheffield, Heeley (Louise Haigh) on
securing this debate.
The dysfunctionality of the work capability assessment
has been a recurring theme in Parliament for as long as
I have been here. It has been a running sore for the
Government, so I am glad that in recent months they
seem finally to have acknowledged that tinkering with
the system will not fix it, and that a fundamentally
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different approach is required. I look forwarded to the
much-heralded White Paper expected this spring, which
I hope will tackle some of the problems.
We have heard about a wide range of problems
associated with the work capability assessment. If the
Government are serious about devising a better system,
it is important that we all understand the present
shortcomings fully, so that we are not destined simply
to reinvent the wheel and create another heartless
bureaucracy that fails to provide the safety net of support
that people need when they are sick or disabled.
Over the last few years, successive reviews of the
work capability assessment have been conducted by
Professors Harrington and Litchfield, and various attempts
have been made to improve the process, some of which
it is fair to say have helped around the edges. However,
due to recurrent problems with getting appropriate
medical background information on claimants’ conditions,
with how claimants are categorised and with the accuracy
of the assessments, the impact has been limited. One
private sector contractor has left early under something
of a cloud, as the hon. Member for Sheffield, Heeley
described in some detail, and another company has
taken over the contract with a remit for changes, spending
more money per assessment and awarding support to a
larger proportion of claimants.
However, the underlying problems are still there. The
work capability assessment itself remains unfit for work.
Many claimants wait an inordinate time for assessment:
as we have heard, it takes an average of 23 weeks for a
decision, and the current backlog is 280,000 cases. I
know that my constituents are still battling the challenges
of travelling significant distances from remote and rural
locations to assessments. In the past, constituents of
mine who have made long and expensive journeys have
been sent home unassessed because their appointment
was double or even triple-booked. That does not apply
only to my area; it echoes a point made by the hon.
Member for West Lancashire (Rosie Cooper). Such
administrative issues, particularly delays in assessment,
cause claimants distress and financial hardship at a
time when they may be exceptionally vulnerable and
facing severe financial worries due to a sudden and
sharp drop in income after a breakdown in their health.
However, the greatest weaknesses of the work capability
assessment relate to how it measures the impact of
fluctuating and progressive conditions on a person’s
fitness for work. Several hon. Members, including the
hon. Member for Birmingham, Selly Oak (Steve McCabe),
my hon. Friend the Member for North Ayrshire and
Arran (Patricia Gibson) and the hon. Member for
Glasgow East (Natalie McGarry), mentioned the situation
of people with mental health conditions. My hon. Friend
the Member for North Ayrshire and Arran mentioned
Parkinson’s UK, which cites examples of assessments
conducted by staff who lack the basic clinical knowledge
to understand that Parkinson’s is a progressive and
incurable condition that will deteriorate over time. I am
not a medic, but even I know that. It seems pretty basic
to me.
That is why it is crucial that additional evidence from
qualified clinicians familiar with the claimant’s health
be brought into the assessment process from the start. I
pressed Ministers on this issue repeatedly during the
previous Parliament, but we now have an opportunity
to get it right and ensure that we have the information in
the system to make good decisions possible.
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Mark Durkan: Does it not strike the hon. Lady that
although we often hear from the Government, in relation
to many other arguments, that policy and Government
decisions must be based on evidence, on this fundamental
matter the Government rigged the legislation, so that
medical evidence could be ignored in favour of the
bizarre assumptions and interpretations that the people
who carry out the tests come up with?
Dr Whiteford: As ever, the hon. Gentleman makes an
important point clearly. There is no reason why people’s
medical history should not be included in the assessments.
Often, consultants—sometimes it is a GP, but in cases
of serious illness it is more likely to be a consultant—are
in a position to provide insight into the longevity of a
condition as well as its immediate acute effects.
Neil Coyle: Is the hon. Lady aware that the Government,
during the last Parliament, also shortened the timeframe
within which individuals can provide independent medical
evidence? As it takes longer to see a consultant or
specialist, that inevitably means that some people cannot
provide that information in time, which contributes to
the number of reassessments, the backlog and the cost
to the taxpayer.
Dr Whiteford: The hon. Gentleman is absolutely right.
The shortening of the timeframe makes it extremely
difficult for people to contribute, which is why that
opportunity needs to be included right at the start. If
people can nominate someone—an advocate, a consultant,
a GP or a community nurse—to provide such information
as part of the application process, we could get around
a lot of those problems.
For people with complex disabilities, people who
suffer from more than one condition or people whose
condition fluctuates, the tick-box exercise of the work
capability assessment fails to capture the impact of
their health on their ability to work. Around half of
those in receipt of employment and support allowance
have a mental health condition, yet the work capability
assessment has proved poor at accurately assessing
conditions that are not visible, and people with mental
health or incapacity issues are not always able to articulate
well the effects of their condition.
I pressed hard during the last Parliament for
improvements to how mental function champions operate
within the assessment process, but there is increasing
evidence that as things stand, the work capability assessment
causes so much distress and anxiety for some people
that it is actively harming their health, pushing them
further away from being able to work and—in extreme
cases such as the ones mentioned by the hon. Member
for Glasgow East—towards harming themselves.
The Royal College of Psychiatrists has expressed
serious concerns for some years about the impact of the
work capability assessment on the health of people with
mental illness, but as evidence of harm grows, the
college is becoming more outspoken. As my hon. Friend
the Member for North Ayrshire and Arran pointed out,
robust research conducted at the universities of Liverpool
and Oxford suggests a correlation between mental health
problems and the roll-out of work capability assessments.
That backs up the findings of voluntary sector service
providers such as the Scottish Association for Mental
Health, which has extensive experience of people who
use its services suffering setbacks in their recovery due
to the assessment process.
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The bottom line is that too many people are still
being wrongly assessed. We know that because of the
extraordinary success rate when claimants who have
been found fit for work appeal that decision. Between
2010 and 2013, it hovered around the 40% mark; since
the introduction of mandatory reconsideration in 2013,
it has shot up to around 54%. In other words, more than
half of those who appeal are likely to get the original
decision overturned. Successful appeals on that scale
indicate major underlying flaws in the assessment process,
and they cost the Government a lot of needless time
and money. More than that, they mean that sick and
disabled people are left feeling abandoned and desperate
for months without the support that they need. The
human cost is enormous, as is the financial cost, as the
National Audit Office has pointed out.
We must also remember those who do not appeal but
who are nevertheless extremely unwell or seriously disabled.
Many people in our constituencies who are destitute or
living in extreme poverty are people whose access to
ESA has expired, or who have been found fit for work
but cannot qualify for jobseeker’s allowance—because
they really are not fit for work and cannot comply with
the conditions attached to JSA, or because they have
tried to comply but have been sanctioned, or because
they have disengaged from the system altogether and
have simply dropped out of view.
I have no idea how many people fall into that latter
category, but I know that I am meeting such people
regularly. They live off other family members or friends,
some of whom are themselves not wealthy, and they
depend on food parcels from church voluntary groups
or food banks. Consequently, when the Government
consider how they might proceed with a replacement
for the WCA, they need to take on board the systemic
failures of the current approach and think beyond
simplistic functionality.
The first and probably the most valuable thing that
the Government could do is to work with disabled
people and their representatives from the outset.
Throughout the past few years, health and disability
organisations have been coming forward with constructive
suggestions to improve the existing system, and contributing
to the successive reviews. Some of their ideas have been
taken on board, at least partially, but the opportunity
presented by a new White Paper to get stakeholders
around the table and—more significantly—really listen
to what they say has never been more important.
I also urge the Government to go back to the work
that was done around the evidence-based review of
2012-13 and the alternative assessment that was developed
under that process. I know that Ministers were not
convinced by that review at the time, but a lot of water
has flowed under the bridge since then, a much stronger
evidence base has been developed and I think there is a
lot of substance in that review, not least in the way that
it suggests descriptors that would account for the impact
of pain and fatigue on a person with an illness or a
long-term condition. That review could really usefully
inform a new approach.
Lastly, I urge the Government to learn from international
experiences. The UK does not have a disproportionately
high number of sick and disabled people compared
with the rest of the OECD. Clearly, there are regional
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variations, even within the UK, with higher numbers of
claimants in economically deprived or heavily industrialised
areas, where health outcomes and life expectancy are
significantly lower than average. On the whole,
however, we are grappling with the same challenges as
other industrialised countries and on a broadly similar
scale.
A number of countries have used what have been
called “real world incapacity assessments” that take
account of a person’s age, skills and work experience, as
well as their health or disability, when assessing their
fitness for work and considering what kind of work
they might be able to do. This seems just to be common
sense and means that someone is assessed as a rounded
human being. The same condition with the same severity
will affect two people differently in relation to their
ability to work, depending on whether their work experience
has been in physically demanding manual jobs, whether
they sit at a desk or whatever. The Government should
explore the models used in other countries to see what is
working well.
We all agree with the Government that the social
security system needs to support people to move towards
work, but it also needs to provide a safety net and a
dignified life for those who are not fit for work, and not
only those who will never return to work but those with
long-term conditions and those who need time to recover
from serious illness or injury.
The work capability assessment has failed a lot of
sick and disabled people, and it has proved extremely
inefficient. What follows must be better, and I hope that
the Government’s keenly anticipated White Paper will
reflect the concerns that have been raised today.
3.22 pm
Debbie Abrahams (Oldham East and Saddleworth)
(Lab): May I reiterate what other people have
commented—that it is lovely to see you in the Chair
today, Mrs Moon? I congratulate my hon. Friend the
Member for Sheffield, Heeley (Louise Haigh) not only
on securing this debate but on an excellent speech; it
really was very informative.
We have already heard a number of Members say
that the current work capability assessment, which was
introduced under the coalition Government, is failing
on a number of counts and needs to be overhauled. I
share the view of the hon. Member for Banff and
Buchan (Dr Whiteford) that the fact no Government
Members have spoken, and the imminent White Paper,
suggest that the Government are finally getting it. I
really hope that is the case. However, I need to reiterate
some of the points that have been made about why the
Government need to think again.
The WCA needs a complete overhaul. It is not fit for
purpose, and we have heard that it is failing to assess a
person’s fitness for work, or work-related activity, accurately
or reliably. We have heard the figures about appeals.
More than half of people—54%—who appeal against a
decision that they are fit to work have the decision
overturned. We have also heard about how the costs of
the WCA have spiralled out of control, which reflects
the woeful performance. Obviously, the National Audit
Office report last month was very damning indeed,
although I have to say that it came several weeks after it
was clear what was going to happen.
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Fundamentally, the WCA fails the most important
requirement of any Government policy—that it will not
knowingly harm citizens. For almost a year now, the
Government have obfuscated and tried to evade revealing
the toll that the WCA process is having on the people
being subjected to it, even after stark warnings from the
Select Committee on Work and Pensions. The mounting
evidence against the WCA cannot be ignored any longer;
hopefully the Government are listening to it.
There have been five independent reviews of the
WCA since 2010. The Work and Pensions Committee
undertook two of them in the last Parliament; I was
pleased to be serving on the Committee when it undertook
the review in 2014. The most recent report from that
Committee included evidence taken from the reviewers,
who warned the Government that in spite of all the
reviews that had happened before—Professor Harrington
and Dr Litchfield have produced reviews—the process
was still flawed. They said that people with progressive
and fluctuating conditions, such as Parkinson’s, were
particularly likely to fall foul of the process. I will never
forget taking evidence from people in Newcastle as part
of that Select Committee inquiry in 2014 and hearing
their personal testimonies. The evident pain and humiliation
that they had experienced as part of the process was
quite shocking.
Like other hon. Members we have heard from today,
I have had evidence from my own constituents. A man
who came to see me had a serious heart condition. In a
WCA, he was told by the nurse undertaking it that he
was in the process of having a heart attack; that was
how stressful the WCA was. He was told to go to
hospital, but two weeks later he received a letter telling
him that he had been sanctioned because he had left the
WCA. There are similar examples up and down the
country.
The former chair of the Work and Pensions Committee,
Dame Anne Begg, spoke on the issue and said:
“When my constituent, who has lost his job because he has
motor neurone disease, scores zero on his WCA and is found fully
fit for work, there is something wrong with the system. When that
same constituent appears in front of a tribunal and in less than
five minutes is awarded 15 points”—

that is the maximum score, which means the person is
completely unfit for work—
“there is something wrong”.

I hope that we are seeing a different view from the
Government now, but in their response to the Work and
Pensions Committee at the end of 2014 they were
having none of its report; there was the usual rhetoric. I
would be interested to know what the Minister would
say today if Dame Anne’s former constituent was standing
here in Parliament now.
The Committee said that simply rebranding the WCA
by taking on a new provider would not work, and it
recommended a complete overhaul of the system. We
still believe that that is needed, and such an overhaul is
Labour party policy; I have said that consistently since
my appointment to the Front Bench. What is required is
not just a process to determine eligibility for employment
and support allowance but an examination of health-related
barriers to work. I agree with the hon. Member for
Banff and Buchan that we need to look at the international
data. I know that work has already been done to compare
different processes, and adopting a more personalised
and holistic approach is important. I remember producing
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such a piece of work before I came to the House, and
there are lessons to be learned from elsewhere. However,
as I have said, at the time of the Select Committee
inquiry, the Department for Work and Pensions was
not particularly inclined to consider those lessons.
When the Minister responds to the debate today, I
am sure she will talk about the new work and health
unit. However, I would also like her to describe, if she
can, the discussions that the Government have had with
the royal colleges, because I have some concerns. For
example, the Royal College of Psychiatrists has raised
the issues of medical ethics, treatments and interventions,
the principle of consent, and the qualifications of the
staff involved in WCAs. I would be grateful if she
referred to those points in her wind-up.
My next point is about poor performance. We know
that last month’s National Audit Office report reiterated
that the WCA is not only unfit for purpose but poor
value for money, as many of my hon. Friends have
already mentioned. The Government have failed in
their fiduciary responsibility to ensure that taxpayers’
money is spent wisely. They have failed to monitor and
performance-manage work capability assessment contracts
and hold the providers to account.
The NAO report stated that under contract with the
Centre for Health and Disability Assessments, which is
a subsidiary of Maximus, the cost of each assessment
has risen to approximately £190, compared with £115 under
the previous contract with Atos. If that was an investment
in greater efficiency and a smoother process, one might
possibly say that it was value for money, but the NAO
described the performance output issues, with a backlog
of 280,000 assessments and the contractor not being
expected to meet its performance targets for last year.
The NAO went on to describe how the Department
for Work and Pensions was struggling with target setting
and had failed to test bidders’ assumptions during the
tender process—for example, on staff recruitment and
training. Will the Minister describes how that is being
addressed? After six years, it is a real problem if we are
trying to ensure that we live within our means.
The biggest indictment of the Government’s work
capability assessment process is the potential harm it
does to people who are put through it. As we have
heard, last November the University of Liverpool and
the University of Oxford published a study in the
Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health. It is a
peer-reviewed journal, and papers with Mickey Mouse
statistics are not published in such journals—they would
not be tolerated. It is a robust—[Interruption.] I hear
some chuntering from the Government Benches. These
are robust data; papers would not be allowed if the data
were not robust—[Interruption.] There is still chuntering,
but I will carry on. That study showed that between
2010 and 2013 the Government’s work capability assessment
regime was independently associated with an additional
590 suicides, 280,000 cases of self-reported mental health
issues and 725,000 antidepressant prescriptions.
The Royal College of Psychiatrists has raised the
concern that, for people with mental health conditions,
the work capability assessment process can cause a
relapse, thus hindering rather than helping in their
recovery. Just before I came to the debate I was provided
with a list of coroners’ reports containing concerns that
the deaths, including suicides, were associated with the
work capability assessment. I am particularly concerned
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about the case of Stephen Carre, which has already
been mentioned, in which the coroner wrote to Ministers
and the Department and apparently did not receive a
response, as required by law. I would be grateful for the
Minister’s response to that point.
The findings reported in the paper in the Journal of
Epidemiology & Community Health—in a paper entitled
“First, do no harm”—came on top of published data
relating to the deaths of incapacity benefit and ESA
claimants between November 2011 and May 2014. The
Government were compelled by the Information
Commissioner to publish those figures. At the end of
April, an appeal went to that body, which ruled in
favour of the appellant and required the Government to
produce the figures. But when did they produce them?
Just before the end-of-August bank holiday.
The figures showed that the overall death rate for
people on IB or ESA was 4.3 times higher than in the
general population—an increase from 3.6 times higher
in 2003. People in the support group are 6.3 times
more likely to die than the general population, and
people in the work-related activity group, from whom
the Government want to take £30 more a week via the
Welfare Reform and Work Bill, which is going through
the House, are 2.2 times more likely to die.
The Government’s innuendo that people with a disability
or illness might be “faking it” or are “feckless” or, as the
Prime Minister said shockingly last week, are “making
a lifestyle choice”, is grotesque and belies the epidemiological
data. IB and ESA are recognised as good population
health indicators, in that they reflect areas with an
industrial backgrounds and areas of poor health.
Neil Coyle: My hon. Friend describes the impact on
people. One of my constituents has referred to it as the
Secretary of State adopting a pterodactyl style of
management, flapping around high above, making a lot
of noise and—pardon the expression—dumping on the
little people down below. Does my hon. Friend share
that view?
Debbie Abrahams: I would not put it in quite those
words, perhaps, but I know exactly what my hon. Friend
is getting at.
The Government’s own data show that the people
involved are sick and disabled. They need support; they
do not need vilification. Unfortunately, that is too often
what happens, as at last week’s Prime Minister’s questions.
Being disabled or being ill is not a lifestyle choice.
Alarmingly, we now hear reports of people in the ESA
support group—people who have been found not fit for
work, including people who are terminally ill—being
required to go to work-focused interviews. The Minister
might be aware of that. We have evidence only from
England so far, but I would be grateful if she gave us an
explanation.
For me, that latest revelation says it all. It is about
cuts for disabled people and the seriously ill. The
Government are not content with having cut £23.8 billion
from 3.7 million disabled people since 2013 under the
Welfare Reform Act 2012; they are going for more cuts,
and the work capability assessment and the Welfare
Reform and Work Bill are another way of achieving
them.
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The Government have tried to regenerate the economy
on the backs of the poor and disabled. Their modus
operandi is division and blame, deserving and undeserving.
Like the NHS, our social security system is based on
principles of inclusion, support and security for all,
assuring us all our dignity and the basics of life should
any one of us become ill and disabled. The Government
need to remember that and stop their attacks on disabled
people.
Mrs Madeleine Moon (in the Chair): Before I call the
Minister, I remind her to allow two minutes at the end
for the mover of the motion, Louise Haigh, to have the
opportunity to respond. I call Priti Patel.
3.38 pm
The Minister for Employment (Priti Patel): It is a
pleasure to serve under your chairmanship, Mrs Moon.
I start my remarks by commenting that the debate has
been wide-ranging, and I thank everyone who has
contributed. This is obviously an important subject,
and we must put it in the context of the overall commitment
we all feel should rightly be in place to support people
who cannot work because of health conditions and
disabilities. We must also reflect on the fact that we have
a system that obviously seeks to support such individuals.
A range of comments have been made that pre-date
me as a Department for Work and Pensions Minister. I
will do my utmost to address as many of them as I can,
but it would only be fair to write to hon. Members
whose points I do not address directly. The hon. Member
for Oldham East and Saddleworth (Debbie Abrahams)
mentioned the very tragic case of Mr Carre, and it
might be more appropriate if I write to her about that.
We all recognise that work is good for individuals—it
enhances physical and mental well being—and we also
recognise that being out of work, for whatever reason
and whatever the condition, can exacerbate poor health
conditions and make people’s situations even worse. A
system that supports people is vital. I will talk about
contracting later, but we want to move away from a
system that tells people they cannot do any work to one
that supports them in what they can do. The hon.
Member for Banff and Buchan (Dr Whiteford) touched
on the forthcoming White Paper that will focus on the
support that can be given to individuals, and I will
address that shortly.
The work capability assessment was established under
the previous Labour Government in 2008 and it has
had quite a journey, not just in relation to the contracting
process; the assessments have come under scrutiny under
previous Governments and under the present Government.
There have been more than 100 recommendations in
response to the five independent reviews of the work
capability assessment. That has made the assessment
process more reliable and has improved the claimant
experience
In the final independent review of the work capability
assessment, Dr Litchfield commented that, having looked
at the systems in comparable countries, there was
“no better replacement that can be pulled off the shelf ”.

Neil Coyle: There is a concern among the disability
and advice sector that the Government continue to say
they have accepted the recommendations of the independent
reviews. Will the Minister outline how many of the
recommendations have been fully implemented?
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Priti Patel: It is fair to say—this will link to many of
the forthcoming reforms in the White Paper—that we
have implemented many of the recommendations. On
top of that, we will continue to review them and work
with the system. Any system of financial support for
people who are not able to work needs to have a reliable
method of assessing entitlement to that support. That is
the basis of this afternoon’s debate.
I will talk about the current provider before I address
the points about contracting that were raised by the
hon. Member for Sheffield, Heeley (Louise Haigh).
Since the Centre for Health and Disability Assessment,
known as CHDA, took over the contract to carry out
assessments in March 2015, it has made a number of
improvements to the claimants’ experience of assessments.
It has focused on increasing the number of healthcare
professionals by 39% since March 2015, and it has
opened up 100 new assessment rooms, so that it can see
more people in more locations. I do not want to rehearse
many of the points already made in the debate, but a
lot of the focus has been on the new contracting
arrangements with CHDA, which has reduced the backlog
of assessments by 62%. It has also introduced claimantfocused improvements, including setting up a customer
representative group with leading charities that have
regular meetings with the chief executive and clinical
leadership team.
There is also a focus, because we are speaking about
people and the experience of individuals going through
the process, on rolling out greater disability awareness
training for all staff. The recent National Audit Office
report acknowledges the progress that has been made in
improving contracted-out health and disability assessments,
and we have taken steps to help people with mental
health conditions in their assessments following the
reviews. We have trialled new awareness training for
administrative staff that will now be rolled out nationally.
We are also improving services on telephone engagement
and how claimants are assisted; and that level of interaction
has improved.
I want to address the points about contracting, which
the hon. Member for Sheffield, Heeley focused on. I
hope she will forgive me because I cannot speak about
Maximus in 2007 and what took place in America, but I
must make it abundantly clear that there is a full and
transparent contracting process, undertaken with a
negotiated procedure to enable the Department for
Work and Pensions to fully test bidders and their
propositions to meet the objectives for service delivery. I
am speaking about the previous contractor, Atos, and
the improvements that we seek under the new contract
with CHDA.
Louise Haigh: I am grateful to the Minister for giving
way and for her response so far, but is she seriously
saying that previous fraud and theft from taxpayers
cannot be taken into consideration when the Government
are handing out a very similar contract in the UK?
Priti Patel: I cannot speak specifically to previous
contracting processes and bids that took place outside
the United Kingdom—it is not for me to comment
on—but let us be clear. The Department is responsible
for hundreds of billions of pounds of public money—
taxpayers’ money. On our processes of procurement,
renegotiation and accountability, we have a clear approach
to the scrutiny of providers, and rightly so. That applies
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to all Departments, and the same applies when it comes
to failure. The contract has an open-book accounting
approach and a robust validation of data. I think the
hon. Lady mentioned falsification of data at one point.
We have a clear process on the validation of data. She
also went on to comment on how providers are incentivised,
but our providers are not incentivised by benefits outcomes.
We have a full range of balanced performance measures
that focus on quality and volumes and customer satisfaction.
That brings me back to the fact that we are speaking
about people and how the interaction with people through
assessments actually takes place.
Performance reviews and performance are fundamental
in all Government contracts to ensure governance
arrangements, and the Department takes steps to implement
regular weekly and daily meetings with DWP officials
and the CHDA.
Debbie Abrahams: Will the Minister give way?
Priti Patel: I will give way, but I want to emphasise
that service credits are applied when a supplier does not
meet an agreed service level.
Debbie Abrahams: I am grateful to the Minister for
giving way and for her response so far. Will she tell us
whether there is a requirement in the tendering process
for disclosure of previous legal action?
Priti Patel: I cannot answer that question, but I will
find out and write to the hon. Lady. I would be astonished
if the Department did not have a system for looking
back and assessing companies’ previous conduct before
we engage with them. All bidders have to be thoroughly
scrutinised by not only my Department but others.
Much of that work is done with the Cabinet Office,
which sets out guidelines and guidance. I have no doubt
that the right systems and efficacy procedures are in
place for contracting and the types of contractor with
which the Government engage.
Bidder’s assumptions are tested as part of the negotiated
procedure, and they are provided with information as
part of the dialogue that takes place. The WCA contract
was originally with Atos. Since the CHDA has picked
up the contract, there have been challenges and backlogs,
which have been referred to throughout the debate. It is
only right that the Department continues to address
those challenges and sets stretching and ambitious targets
for its providers. We will ensure that we deliver value for
money for our contracts. Again, the assumptions are
tested through the bid process, but we are clear that a
new financial support model has been in place as part
of the CHDA contract. We have also contracted for a
more sustainable service, part of which includes more
face-to-face assessment—that direct engagement which
did not take place under the previous contract. The
focus is also very much on reducing the backlog and
improving waiting times.
The NAO report has been mentioned several times.
The report recognised that the Department has made
particular progress and acknowledged the fact that
there is now a relentless focus on performance when it
comes to reducing backlogs and driving down delays. It
also recognised the increased performance management
capacity. Although there is more to do—we can never
stand still in this space—we have learned from our
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experiences in the contracting process and will ensure
that we continue to make improvements.
A number of Members mentioned cases from their
constituencies. I would, of course, be happy to look at
any individual cases that Members would like to refer to
me, but I should emphasise that we clearly do support
people through the system. A great deal of money has
been put into providing support to help people to go
back to work. Over the next three years, £43 million is
being invested in trialling the provision of specialist
support for people with mental health conditions. The
Government also recognise the importance of promoting
positive attitudes among employers when it comes to
them employing people with disabilities or health conditions.
That will be at the heart of the White Paper that will be
published—
3.53 pm
Sitting suspended for a Division in the House.
4.6 pm
On resuming—
Priti Patel: I acknowledge that there is more to do to
support people with health and disability issues. In the
recent spending review, we outlined our commitment to
support people with disabilities into work. We announced
a real-terms increase in funding for Access to Work,
which will enable up to 25,000 additional disabled people
to receive support. We will expand the Fit for Work
service to support more people on long-term sickness
absence with return to work plans, and we will provide
at least £115 million for the new joint work and health
unit, including £40 million for a work and health innovation
fund. We will set out some new long-term reforms in the
White Paper, which will be published in the spring.
This is about not reinventing the wheel, but learning
from insights. Hon. Members spoke about evidence,
support and insights from charities, stakeholders and
third parties, which the hon. Member for Banff and
Buchan mentioned. My Department is working with
stakeholders through the joint work and health unit,
and a new taskforce has been set up to gain insights into
providing support for individuals in a more targeted,
tailored and personalised way. If people are assessed
and put on a benefit, we do not want there to be no
dialogue and interaction with them during that period
about the additional support that they require to get
back into work. The White Paper will be published in
the spring, but we are open to thoughts and comments
through the consultation process.
This not just about the WCA; we must have a much
more holistic approach to supporting individuals. Before
the Division, I mentioned employers, and there is a lot
more that can be done to promote positive attitudes to
employing people with disabilities and health conditions.
Employers must find the right balance and the right
way to support people in the workplace. For example,
they can utilise occupational health and look at our
Disability Confident campaign and the work that my
hon. Friend the Minister with responsibility for disabled
people is doing.
Looking at this issue holistically, our reforms are all
aimed at improving the quality of life of those who
need the support the most. It is right that we recognise
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that there is no single method for each individual and
their particular circumstances. Every person in the benefits
system is an individual and their situations will be
different, difficult and challenging. No system can offer
a one-size-fits-all interaction, but we must ensure that
the system works with individuals and recognises their
particular backgrounds and circumstances. Protecting
the most vulnerable in society is this Government’s
priority.
Debbie Abrahams: Given that 90% of disabilities are
acquired, I recognise and support all that the Minister
has said about ensuring that people can stay in work as
much as possible and that people are helped back into
work, but that does not currently happen. Some half a
million disabled people will be affected by the change in
the employment and support allowance and the cuts.
How can the cuts be justified before the support to
enable people to stay in or get into work is in place?
Priti Patel: The hon. Lady mentioned the current
changes and referred to the Welfare Reform and Work
Bill that is being considered in the House of Lords this
afternoon. She will recall that this issue was debated
extensively in Committee. I have emphasised that the
Government have a clear commitment to protect the
most vulnerable in society, including disabled people.
No one who is currently in receipt of ESA will see a
financial loss; the changes will not affect anyone whose
capacity to work is significantly limited. The personal
independence payment will also continue to help meet
the extra costs of living that disabled people face, and
exempted benefits contribute to the additional costs of
disability and care resulting from the benefits freeze.
Looking at the debate holistically, we know that the
WCA has caused many previous challenges. Yes, reforms
are coming and, yes, changes are afoot, but I think
hon. Members will agree that we cannot write off the
people who, for various reasons, have not been supported
into work. If they can work, we want to support and
encourage them.
The Government spend a great deal of money on
protecting the vulnerable not only through benefits, but
through additional support to help with living costs. It
is right that we provide that support and safety net. I
hope that future debates and the White Paper will help
to introduce new suggestions, new ways of working and
new practices to ensure that we do not again see the
situation that we had in 2008, 2009 or 2010 with Atos
and the WCA. We should broaden the interface of
support available through not only agencies or Government
Departments, but specialist support organisations,
stakeholders, practitioners and those in the care sector,
recognising that we can always do more to support
people. I am conscious of the time, Mrs Moon, so I will
close my remarks there.
4.14 pm
Louise Haigh: I thank the Minister for that, if I may
say so, uncharacteristically measured and conciliatory
response. It is fantastic to hear that we agree on so
many matters, and that the Government recognise the
issues with the work capability assessment. We disagree,
however, about the reliability of assessments. The evidence,
not least the huge increase in successful appeals over the
past couple of years, shows that reliability has not
improved.
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The Minister referred to the recommendations that
have been implemented, and my hon. Friend the Member
for Bermondsey and Old Southwark (Neil Coyle) asked
about those that have not been applied. It is important
that assessments are documented so that records can be
used as proof afterwards, because, as I mentioned earlier,
there have been allegations of falsification.
On the Minister’s remarks about the previous
performance of Maximus, as a shadow Cabinet Office
Minister I can tell her that the guidelines for considering
past performance are completely unsatisfactory. It is no
surprise to me that a contractor with prior performance
as appalling as that of Maximus, which has failed so
singularly in the past, has been awarded a contract. We
welcome the improved targets and oversight, but
transparency on whether Maximus has met its targets,
on spending and on WCA appeals is vital to hold the
contractor to account.
As my hon. Friend the Member for Oldham East and
Saddleworth (Debbie Abrahams) said, the cuts are
completely unjustified before the changes that the Minister
outlined come into force. I hope the Government will
rethink them in the Bill that the House of Lords is
considering today.
I look forward to the response to my points and those
of my hon. Friends, to the publication of the White
Paper and to the much-needed long-term reforms, learning
from the mistakes made by successive Governments in
the management of the work capability assessment.
Question put and agreed to.
Resolved,
That this House has considered work capability assessments.

Communications Infrastructure and
Flooding: North West
[ANDREW PERCY in the Chair]
4.17 pm
Simon Danczuk (Rochdale) (Ind): I beg to move,
That this House has considered communications infrastructure
and flooding in the North West.

It is a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship,
Mr Percy. I think it is the first occasion on which I have
done so, and I am sure it will be a delight.
As many people will have seen, before and after
Christmas, many towns, villages and communities in
the north-west witnessed some of the worst flooding for
years, which inflicted a great deal of pain on the people
of Rochdale, Littleborough and Milnrow. I want to
begin by paying a few tributes and saying that I have
never been more proud to represent the people of
Rochdale than after I witnessed their reaction to the
floods. I pay tribute to the many individuals who worked
tirelessly to help those affected and to the council for its
quick action in getting out on to the streets and ensuring
that people had access to emergency funds of £500 and
other grants. We also saw a fantastic response from
various businesses, voluntary groups and communityspirited individuals. The people of Rochdale came together
as a community to help one another, and it was a
particularly moving moment in the wake of such
destruction.
However, the people of Rochdale have been let down
by some larger companies dragging their feet. The
response from telecommunication companies in getting
vital phone and broadband lines restored to hundreds
of people and small businesses in Rochdale has not
been so positive. It is hard enough for people who have
been affected by the devastation of the floods, but that
has simply compounded their misery. Without vital
communications lines, many small businesses have lost
thousands of pounds-worth of custom, which can easily
make the difference between staying afloat and going
under. I have received reports of businesses being unable
to take card payments, receive any phone calls or access
the internet. Those are vital services that so many
people rely on and cannot do without in their everyday
lives.
We too often refer to figures in debates—x number of
people have been affected by this, or y number of people
have received that—but the floods’ effects were not
about figures or statistics; they hit individuals, and it
was they who had to deal with the problems. We sometimes
dehumanise the human and personal grievances in such
cases. So I will use a personal example to explain the
deeply concerning effect of the communications failure
on my constituents. I also point out that I had to receive
the information by text, because this person’s internet
was still not up and running consistently.
Emma King runs a small business of her own called
Lola Ashleigh Florist, on Oldham Road in Rochdale.
On 31 December, after returning from Christmas, a few
days after the floods, she was serving a customer and
tried to process a £100 payment for a bouquet. When
the customer tried to pay by card, there was a problem
with the card machine, which was not taking payment.
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Luckily, the customer showed some Rochdalian spirit
and kindly agreed to make the payment once the card
reader was back up and running. Although that meant
not receiving the payment, Emma believed it was a
better option than letting her customer down and losing
custom. She thought that there would be a quick solution
to the problem.
Emma made contact with her phone line provider,
Axis for Business, to inquire what was going on. The
company informed her that a note on the system said
that there were widespread problems, although Emma
had received no warning of that—not an email, a letter
or even a phone call. Axis told her that it could provide
no further information, as the responsibility for repairs
lay with Openreach, but she was assured that the problems
were likely to be resolved in a couple of days. It was new
year’s eve and Emma, like others, would be closed for a
couple of days, so she accepted that and went on with
her business as best she could.
New year passed and Emma returned to work on 3
January—still no phone lines and no card reader. She
got on her mobile phone to Axis and was informed that
there would be no solution until 5 January. That date
passed with no resolution and no new information.
Emma was left stranded, with no fix in sight and with
no way of taking card payments or receiving calls from
potential customers. In addition, the local banks were
closed due to the flooding and, because she runs her
small business on her own, she was unable to drive to
the bank in the next town, Bury. Emma had money
going out, cash building up and no money going into
the bank. Her ability to trade and run a business was
being constrained. The only information she was receiving
was via Axis—Openreach believed that the problem
would now be fixed by 11 January.
Emma was not alone. Many independent businesses
throughout Rochdale were facing similar problems. They
were given different dates for when the problem would
be sorted out. They, too, were having to turn away
custom because people could not pay by card. To put
the problem into perspective, in November alone there
were 127.5 million contactless card transactions in the
UK. That shows the size of the problem. In 2016, it is
vital for small businesses to have 24/7 access to card
payment facilities. Periods when they cannot accept
such payments can be fatal for them.
The problem persisted, however, with everyone being
given little or no information. Emma tried to contact
Openreach, but found it near impossible. She was told
that Openreach would not even talk to individuals, who
must contact their line provider. I see no reason why
Openreach should be totally unaccountable to the people
it serves.
Cat Smith (Lancaster and Fleetwood) (Lab): Does
my hon. Friend share my opinion that it is surprising
that what is supposedly a communications company is
so bad at communicating with the customers it should
be seeking to serve? The experience in Lancaster during
and after the floods is probably similar to that of his
constituents in Rochdale. Cunningham Jewellers in
Lancaster was flooded, but continued to trade throughout.
However, because the card reader was not working and
the staff had no idea when it would be working, they
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were forced to have cash-only payments. As the House
can appreciate, for a jewellers that is a significant amount
of cash in the run-up to Christmas.
Simon Danczuk: My hon. Friend’s intervention illustrates
that the problem exists not only in Rochdale, but throughout
the north-west.
Rosie Cooper (West Lancashire) (Lab): Does my hon.
Friend share my concern about the time being taken to
fix the damage to communications infrastructure
throughout the community? In my constituency, for
example, Westhead Lathom St James Primary School
and the village of Westhead have been left without
telephones since Boxing day, when the exchange box
was damaged by flooding. In recent days the school
wrote to me to say that it was unable to communicate
with parents and that people are being placed in danger.
Neither Openreach nor any of the communications
companies can simply walk away.
Simon Danczuk: My hon. Friend makes an excellent
point—as she points out, it is not only businesses that
are being affected but schools and individuals, such as
people who need to use the phone to communicate with
Careline. There is real danger attached to the inadequacies
of BT Openreach and its failure to improve the situation.
I have outlined how little communication Axis was
providing, but I find the next bit particularly ridiculous:
the only written communication Emma ever received
was the phone bill—I kid you not. She had no information
on the floods, when service would resume or what
compensation she might receive; she was asked only to
cough up for a service that she was not receiving at all.
Dissatisfied with the situation, Emma decided that
since the telecom providers were not fulfilling their
duty, at a cost to herself, she would have to redirect the
phone line to her mobile and connect her chip and PIN
machine to the internet via her mobile. She was repeatedly
told by Axis that that was not possible, but it was—another
communications blunder. That solution provided some
relief, but connections were intermittent at best.
Ironically, as my hon. Friend the Member for Lancaster
and Fleetwood (Cat Smith) pointed out, there seems to
have been a severe communications deficit on the part
of the providers. The only communication Emma
got was when she made expensive phone calls to her
providers. At an already extremely difficult time, why
should the burden be on the small business to find
out information? The negligence of the companies has
put many small shops at risk. One might conclude that
the telecommunications companies need a lesson in
communications, and fast.
Emma and her florist business were not the only ones
suffering. A renowned hairdressers in Rochdale faced
similar problems: phone lines down and an inability to
take card payments or to elicit any information from
the providers. Only this past Friday I had another
constituent, Christina Hammersley, at my surgery. She
also runs a florist, on Whitworth Road, and receives a
lot of work via the internet, but she says that the
problems persist. She is extremely concerned that she
will not be able to process orders for Valentine’s day,
one of her busiest days of the year. She, too, has faced
extra costs to get temporary solutions.
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Such businesses are heavily reliant on receiving
phone calls for business and on taking card payments.
Businesses such as florists and hairdressers, due to the
nature of the service that they provide, take large
payments, which are more often than not paid for by
card. The problems have had a clear and tangible
effect on their business and yet, to my understanding,
no compensation has been given. Even worse, BT has
said that all faults have been repaired, and the
regional director told me only last week that all
problems would be fixed the following day, but that has
not been the case. I am repeatedly hearing reports of
continuing issues and problems with telecommunications
access.
Even Rochdale Council has faced problems contacting
those responsible for the phone and broadband lines
and getting them fixed. Council officers raised issues
with Openreach, but got the same limited information
that was being provided to individuals and small
businesses. Only when the council went to the regional
director of BT did progress begin to happen. Regular
updates were then provided. If local government struggles
to get hold of adequate information and problems
resolved, what hope do individuals and small businesses
have?
Running a business alone is tough, and people effectively
have to take on multiple roles on their own. Never mind
the risks to their economic wellbeing, the last thing they
need is to have to lobby their phone and broadband
providers to get the basic services for which they are
already paying. That is scandalous, and something needs
to happen.
I arranged for the debate because the response from
the telecommunications companies has not been good
enough. We must shine a light on this shocking issue to
ensure that it does not happen again. After the flood,
Manchester city centre was back up and running in a
matter of days. It might have seen less of the floods, but
the fact that vital services for businesses in Rochdale are
still not back to 100% more than a month after the
flood is simply not good enough. There is clearly an
accountability deficit.
The deeply concerning and personal story that I have
referred to shows that we must do better to protect
small businesses. We need to realise the importance to
people of phone and broadband lines, which are essential
services, and the reaction to problems with them must
take into account that importance. We must also improve
the communications between provider and recipient.
Openreach should communicate directly with those affected.
It should not be possible for providers to absolve themselves
of their duties by making lines of communication so
complex and long.
It is also unacceptable that it takes so long for action
to occur. I was interested to see that Ofcom says in section 13
of its “Strategic Review of Digital Communications”
that when networks fail to put things right in an adequate
amount of time, that raises questions that the service
providers need to answer to ensure that that does not
happen again. I must ask the Minister: what will the
Government and Ofcom do to ensure that the problems
are addressed?
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I call Minister Vaizey to
respond.
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The Minister for Culture and the Digital Economy
(Mr Edward Vaizey): Thank you for that warm welcome,
Mr Percy. It is a great pleasure to serve under your
chairmanship. I know that your constituency has been
affected by flooding, so no doubt you will be taking a
personal interest.
I thank the hon. Member for Rochdale (Simon Danczuk)
for securing the debate. He is a doughty champion on
behalf of his constituents on numerous issues and I
hope he will not think it too frivolous of me to note on
Shrove Tuesday that Rochdale is also the home of the
world’s largest pancake, which was made in 1994. This
year, therefore, is the 22nd anniversary of that, but
Rochdale also has a fantastic Member of Parliament
who quite rightly brings this issue to the House’s attention.
I also thank the hon. Members for Lancaster and
Fleetwood (Cat Smith) and for West Lancashire (Rosie
Cooper) for their contributions.
As Members know well, December was a record-breaking
month for rainfall in many parts of the UK and exceptional
amounts of rain fell on to already saturated ground. It
was an horrific time for a great many people and those
of us who were lucky enough not to be affected nevertheless
saw what was happening on our televisions. Many Ministers
went to see for themselves what was happening.
Rivers broke records when, on Boxing day, the River
Calder in Yorkshire and the River Aire in Leeds reached
their highest levels ever recorded. It goes without saying
that the Government will stay squarely behind the
residents and businesses affected by the floods. The
hon. Member for Rochdale rightly focused his remarks
on the effect of damage on his small businesses. Our
task is to do everything we can to help the towns and
communities to recover from the devastating floods.
Before I turn to the specific points raised by the hon.
Gentleman, it is worth saying that we are investing
nearly £200 million to help communities to recover
from both Storm Desmond and Storm Eva. The first
payments were made to councils in flooded areas within
six days of the first floods and £48 million has already
been paid out to 37 authorities in the affected areas. We
have also made it clear that anyone displaced from their
home or business premises will not have to pay council
tax or business rates for as long as they are out of their
properties. The fund includes £50 million for affected
residents and businesses, £4 million in match funding
for charities, and £40 million to repair roads, bridges
and other key areas. We are also building 1,500 new
flood defence schemes, which will better protect 300,000
more homes, with an extra £2.3 billion of capital investment
to help our most at-risk communities.
In December, my right hon. Friend the Environment
Secretary announced that there will be a national flood
resilience review, the purpose of which will be to assess
how the country can be better protected from future
flooding and increasingly extreme weather events and,
importantly for this debate, the effects of such flooding.
We are due to publish the review this summer with a
view to work beginning in autumn to implement short-term
measures and to review longer-term strategy. I hope
that the hon. Gentleman’s remarks will be taken into
account in the review.
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Julian Sturdy (York Outer) (Con): The Minister will
be well aware that not only the north-west but York suffered
badly from flooding and we lost telecommunications
for a number of days across the city. What can he do to
bring the telecommunications industry to account to
deliver a flood resilience scheme that can match the
country’s need?
Mr Vaizey: My hon. Friend is quite right to bring me
to account and ensure that I return to the subject matter
in hand, but I wanted to mention the review because it
will take telecoms resilience into account. I will go on to
talk about that in more detail in a minute, but it is
important to note that that work is in addition to that
of the ministerial recovery group, which was established
to ensure that local areas continue to receive co-ordinated
support as they rebuild after the winter’s flooding.
Let me turn to what happened with telecoms
infrastructure as a result of the floods. It is the case that
it was affected badly in places, so my hon. Friend’s
point was well made. Indeed, as the hon. Member for
Rochdale pointed out, telecoms is essential to all our
small businesses as well as to us all in our lives, so any
disruption has a major impact on our ability to go
about our lives and run our businesses. It is interesting
to note that the main disruption was caused not by the
telecoms network being taken out, but by power failures
in the region. However, flooding did affect two key
infrastructure sites: one was at the BT exchange in York
and the other was at a Vodafone site—actually it was at
a Cable & Wireless site, which is owned by Vodafone—in
Leeds. The flooding in York on 27 December affected
about 50,000 fixed-line and 46,000 broadband customers
and there were knock-on impacts on mobile operators
whose networks went through the exchange. BT brought
the system back online within 24 hours and it worked
with the fire service to protect the exchange, because
Storm Frank was on its way.
The flooding at the Vodafone site, which also happened
on 27 December, disrupted 999 services for a matter of
hours as well as some emergency services communications.
I stress that I was in touch with both companies throughout
the incidents and the national alert for telecoms was
invoked several times. That process brings together
representatives from the UK’s major communications
providers with Government bodies to ensure that everyone
across the industry and Government has the latest
information on what is happening.
In relation to Rochdale, there were four separate
incidents that involved damaged cables. Two were quite
complex, technical cable repairs that involved several
thousand connections. The other two were located under
carriageways, one of which was not damage caused by
flooding per se but damage to a BT cable caused by
other contractors. Obviously, it takes time to locate the
exact point of the cable break and such repairs require
permission from the local council to dig up the carriageways
and various permits from councils in connection with
access to manhole covers, putting traffic-light controls
in place and so on.
Simon Danczuk: For the record, Rochdale Council
was excellent in meeting those requirements and it acted
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as soon as it was contacted by BT Openreach. However,
BT Openreach was lax in calling for the authority to
take action.
Mr Vaizey: I note what the hon. Gentleman says and
I will respond to him imminently.
Cat Smith: I remind the Minister that the debate is
about communications in the north-west, and although
it is important that we discuss what happened in Leeds
and York, they are not in the north-west but in Yorkshire.
To draw him back to the north-west, will he say something
about the issues the fire brigade faced with communications?
When mobile telephone networks went down, people
found it difficult to contact the fire brigade. Cumbria
fire and rescue also had a problem with its internal
Airwave communications system, so will he comment
on that?
Mr Vaizey: I thank the hon. Lady for bringing me
back geographically to the subject of the debate. First, I
am pleased to hear what the hon. Member for Rochdale
said about Rochdale Council. I am glad that it acted
promptly when contacted by Openreach and I hope
that Openreach has noted that it is incumbent on it to
contact the council as soon as possible. Some councils
perhaps do not respond as quickly as they should, but it
is good to hear that Rochdale acted immediately, particularly
given the urgency of the situation.
The Airwave network is robust and resilient, but
sometimes if a major cable is taken out, that can affect
the backhaul, the mobile communications and mobile
masts, so we need to look at that in the flood resilience
review. I am sorry that I strayed towards the north-east,
but those were the two most prominent examples of a
major exchange being taken out by flooding and I
wanted to reassure hon. Members that Ministers and
the operators were alive to repairing the situation. We
were also obviously aware of the concern when the
emergency services network was affected, but I am
pleased to say from my own experience of sitting on
that committee over the Christmas recess that the
co-ordination between the telecoms operators, the
emergency services and local authorities seemed to be
very robust.
Let me return to the specific subject of what has
happened to the constituents of the hon. Member for
Rochdale. I take this opportunity to extend my sympathy
to them. We know that events such as flooding
fundamentally affect the way a small business running
on tight margins operates, and the people running those
businesses are quite entitled to expect a speedy service
to get them back on track.
The hon. Gentleman mentioned the excellent work of
Rochdale Council. I am pleased that Openreach stayed
in touch with the council on these matters. The council
may have operated speedily, but it will also have been
aware of the need to repair the cable and to keep the
highways and carriageways running. Even when we
have the excellent co-operation that happened between
Rochdale Council and Openreach, such repairs can be
technically and logistically complex.
I am not minimising at all what the hon. Gentleman
says. We can learn lessons from what has happened, and
particularly from the terrible disruption to the two
small businesses that he highlighted in his remarks. As
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with any disruption on that scale, we will work with the
industry to understand what happened and what measures
we can put in place to ensure that the response to such
events continues to improve.
It was mentioned that Openreach would not talk to
individuals. Openreach is a wholesale provider of telecoms
services to retail providers, including BT and other
well-known retailers. I am certainly not here to defend
either Openreach or, indeed, telecoms retailers’ customer
services. What I am robust in defending, however, are
broadband roll-out programmes.
I know, as a constituency MP and the go-to person
for my colleagues’ frustrations, how woeful the customer
service can be; it is sometimes utterly Kafkaesque. Why
operators often cannot sort out their customer service
in the most simple and straightforward fashion possible
is baffling. I hope that Openreach and retail providers
will take note of the hon. Gentleman’s remarks, because
he brought to the House real case studies of people who
frankly found themselves banging their heads against a
brick wall when they wanted quick, robust service to get
their business up and running.
Be that as it may, I turn to some better news: as of
Thursday last week, 135 businesses in Rochdale had
applied for financial support under the business support
scheme, of which 107, as I understand it, have received
payments totalling more than £53,000. The Government
are committed to supporting those affected by the floods
and to ensuring that the country is better protected
from future flooding. I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman
for bringing these matters to the House’s attention, and
I am always available to any hon. Member who experiences
frustrations with either Openreach or a retail telecoms
provider.
I hope that customer service will improve. The outgoing
chief executive of Openreach was effective and brought
some much-needed changes to the organisation, but we
now have a new chief executive. I hope he and his team
will read this debate, take some lessons from it and
perhaps even engage directly with the hon. Gentleman,
so that they can hear at first hand how the systems and
real people interact.
Question put and agreed to.

Social Mobility Index
4.44 pm
Chloe Smith (Norwich North) (Con): I beg to move,
That this House has considered the social mobility index.

May I ask, Mr Percy, whether we have an hour for
this debate from this moment?
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): Yes. There is an hour for
the debate from this moment, with the Opposition
Front Benches being allocated five minutes each and
the Minister being allocated 10 minutes.
Chloe Smith: Thank you; that is very helpful.
I am not in the business today of doing my constituency
and my city down. Indeed, only last week Norwich was
named the happiest place to work in the United Kingdom.
In 2014, it was voted the happiest place for children,
thanks to a combination of open spaces, public amenities,
safe roads and other factors. It is a great city. We from
Norwich proudly call it “the fine city”, and you cannot
beat Norfolk pride itself. Admiral Lord Nelson told us:
“I am a Norfolk man and I glory in being so.”

In fact, Nelson himself is arguably a fine example of
social mobility. Born in rural Norfolk, the son of a
vicar, to a family of modest means, he lost his mother
when he was young and was only average at school. He
took an apprenticeship, had the benefit of leadership
mentoring and rose to lead the Royal Navy and be seen
as one of the greatest Britons of all time.
Then there is Thomas Paine, radical and revolutionary,
who wrote the best-selling work of the 18th century and
helped to found America—not bad if anyone expects
low aspiration from the son of a Norfolk manufacturer
of ladies’ underwear. There is the fact that we invented
the office of Prime Minister in Robert Walpole, and
then there is the first woman writer in English, Julian of
Norwich. From my reading of her stuff, she may well
have been mad, but none the less she went and did it.
Indeed, the first Act of Parliament held in the parliamentary
archives—from 1497, no less—is about Norfolk apprentices.
However much I love my city and my county and
want to talk it up, it is wrong to ignore important and
serious research when it is presented. The Social Mobility
and Child Poverty Commission recently produced its
social mobility index, which shows that children growing
up in the Norwich City Council area have some of the
worst life chances in England. If Nelson said that
“England expects that every man will do his duty”,

Norwich children should now expect us to do our duty
and put that right.
The commission’s analysis uses data about educational
attainment from the early years through to further
education and higher education and potential for people
to be not in education, employment or training. It also
includes adult prospects such as jobs, housing and pay.
In simple terms, the report compares the chances for
children across the country from poorer backgrounds
in doing well at school, finding a good job and having a
decent standard of living.
We also know, separate to the report, that Norwich
has more children defined as being in poverty than the
national average—in my constituency, around one in
five. The commission that produced the report is sponsored
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[Chloe Smith]
by the Department for Education, the Department for
Work and Pensions and the Cabinet Office. I am grateful
to the Minister for being here today, and I am sure he
agrees that there is plenty of work to do in the Government
across Departments on this issue. There is also work for
us in Parliament on any Bench to do to improve children’s
life chances. Responsibility also, quite rightly, lies locally.
The report is about the boundaries of Norwich City
Council, and I hope that the council takes it as seriously
as I do. We need to work together to improve Norwich
children’s prospects.
The report also goes deep into educational data, and
sadly—for that reason at least—it comes as little surprise,
in the sense that the county council’s children’s services
department has been improving from inadequacy for
some time. A 2015 peer review of the council’s performance
towards those not in education, employment or training
found the overall impression that there were passionate
and committed staff within the authority but no overall
coherent political and strategic leadership commitment
to the young people of Norfolk.
Let us look at what is in the report. The first half
looks at the educational attainment of those from poorer
backgrounds in each local area. I think we can all agree
that background is one of the most important drivers of
a child’s life chances. Under that heading, we start with
early years provision. There is clear evidence that children
from poorer backgrounds perform worse than their
more affluent peers during the early years. For many
children, that translates into worse outcomes as they go
through their schooling. A Government-commissioned
study of 2010 found that by school age, children who
arrive in the bottom range of ability tend to stay there.
The indicators in the report for that life stage are the
proportion of nursery provision in the local area that is
rated good or outstanding, and the proportion of fiveyear-olds eligible for free school meals who achieve a
good level of development at the end of the stage.
I have been arguing for some time that we need more
childcare provision in north Norwich in particular, where
there is a shortage already. That is before parents become
rightly keen to take up the 30 hours of provision that we
will fund from 2017 and parents of the most disadvantaged
two-year-olds make use of their entitlement. Let us
ensure that that provision is of the highest quality.
I turn to the school years. There are a number of
indicators in the report that determine how children
who have free school meals do at primary and secondary
school and then at key stages of achievement. The
Norwich City Council area, I am sad to say, comes in as
the 14th worst in the country in this section. It will be
no secret to those who follow the issue that Norfolk has
consistently performed below the national average when
it comes to all students—not just the poorest—achieving
the gold standard of five GCSEs. Indeed, in 2014
Norwich was the worst city in England for GCSE
results.
I want every school in Norwich to be rated good or
outstanding, and I would like to hear more from the
Minister today about the Government’s part in that. I
know that the local education authority and local academies
are applying themselves to that question, too, for the
thousands of students in Norwich who are being let
down. I also want local leaders in schools to continue to
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use pupil premium money in the most imaginative and
ambitious ways possible, to help the poorest students
break out.
The report goes on to assess the years following
school—in other words, a youth measure. As the report
says, those years are crucial to social mobility, for two
reasons. First, that is likely to be the first time that a
young person will make a key choice about their own
life and, secondly, what a young person has achieved at
that point in their life has a significant impact on their
chances as an adult, so it is important to be on the right
track during that period.
The Norwich City Council area chips in as the 17th
worst in the country in that section. The point about
young people being able to go into work and make their
own choices is precisely why I have worked so hard with
many others locally to help young people into work
through the Norwich for Jobs project, which I founded
and which has helped to halve our city’s youth
unemployment, but there is clearly much more to do. I
would like to hear from the Minister how the Earn or
Learn taskforce is addressing the problem and what else
officials in Jobcentre Plus and other Departments are
doing to help young people to make good and ambitious
choices that suit them.
Dr Lisa Cameron (East Kilbride, Strathaven and
Lesmahagow) (SNP): The hon. Lady is making a
compelling speech. Does she agree that this is about not
just getting young people into jobs, but affording young
people with potential the ability to start their own
business and providing support in that regard?
Chloe Smith: The hon. Lady has anticipated one of
the next things that I was going to say. She is absolutely
right, and for the record I will add that this section of
the report—I am sure that hon. Members have read it
themselves—is also about further and higher education,
so we should talk about a range of options and
opportunities at this point.
The second half of the report looks at the outcomes
achieved by adults in the area, and this is where
employment, and the types of job and pay come in.
Dr Rupa Huq (Ealing Central and Acton) (Lab): The
hon. Lady is explaining very cogently all the different
indicators, but does she not agree that there is a glaring
omission in turning away from income as a measure of
child poverty? I wonder what she makes of the comment
by Alan Milburn, the chair of the commission, that
“without acknowledging the most obvious symptom of poverty,
lack of money”,

the Government’s
“agenda…will lack both ambition and credibility.”

Chloe Smith: Funnily enough, I had anticipated that
line of argument. I think that most of it accrues to the
Minister to answer, but I will say this. We need to
understand child poverty across a number of indicators.
That is the argument that I am putting in my contribution.
I will go on to make a few more points about what adult
prospects consist of. Of course the hon Lady is right to
say that money matters, but it is not the only thing that
matters, and that is what we should be aware of as we
plough our way through this kind of analysis.
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Let me recap what is in the second part of the report.
It is about people’s prospects of converting good educational
attainment into good adulthood outcomes, so it looks
at the weekly pay of employees, housing affordability,
the proportion of managerial and professional jobs, the
proportion of jobs that pay an hourly rate less than the
living wage and the proportion of families with children
who own their own home.
In my constituency, unemployment and youth
unemployment are now lower than the national average,
which I welcome, but so are earnings. The gross median
wage in Norwich North for full-time work in 2015 was
£440—a whole £90 below the UK average of £530. In
addition—this is why I welcomed the intervention from
the hon. Member for East Kilbride, Strathaven and
Lesmahagow (Dr Cameron)—Norwich North has started
up new businesses at about half the rate of the UK. I
share her passion to see that number rise.
In the report, the Norwich City Council area is in the
bottom 20 for adult social mobility. Locally, we might
generally understand that some of the brightest young
people leave the area to study because other parts of the
country seem to be more exciting and have more
opportunities, but there are now so many exciting industries
and avenues in Norwich that I could talk all day about
why bright people do not need to leave. However, that is
not the point. This debate is about the people whose
prospects are not so obvious, who began life with less.
Let me pick out one other thing that is noted in the
report as an ingredient for a social mobility hotspot,
which is about practicalities, not abstract concepts.
Norwich does not yet have good enough transport
links. The report rightly notes that public transport
links and links to the motorway network provide advantages
for those from disadvantaged backgrounds in less isolated
areas, through access to job opportunities and the
attractiveness to education professionals of working in
schools in the local area.
Before the debate, I asked a few constituents about
their experience. One young man said that he was not
surprised by the report because “that is the nature of
living in such an area—fewer people, fewer opportunities,
fewer jobs. It’s not something that can be changed
easily.” It is obvious, then, that transport and the access
to more people that it brings can help to create more
opportunities. Norwich has only just been connected to
the rest of the country by a fully dualled road, thanks to
many campaigners’ efforts and this Government getting
it done. I lead the campaign for better rail links for our
city, which we estimate will bring thousands of jobs.
I want to add a personal view at this point. I went
into politics because I was that 16-year-old growing up
in Norfolk, frustrated by the lack of opportunities and
keen to do my bit to make it better. I had loving and
supportive parents and encouraging teachers, but little
access to people or places. It could be said that I did not
even know what I did not know. As a teenager, I
laughed a lot at Harry Enfield—perhaps you did too,
Mr Percy. Do you remember that sketch in which women
were told to know their limits? Of course, it was funny
because it had once been true; it was cutting because it
had once been true, but I do not want it ever to be true
that a child in Norwich today should see limits.
Clive Lewis (Norwich South) (Lab): Picking up on
Harry Enfield, which I think is an appropriate in-point—
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Chloe Smith: Let me guess which one you are going
to pick.
Clive Lewis: Well, obviously the catchphrase of one
of his key characters was “Loadsamoney!” I think that
was the expression. I heard my hon. Friend the Member
for Ealing Central and Acton (Dr Huq) raise the issue
of income, and I heard the hon. Lady’s answer, which
was that many factors go towards child attainment and
social mobility. We all understand that, but one of the
key ones for many Labour Members is child poverty.
The hon. Lady and I both know that in our city of
Norwich—
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): Order.
Clive Lewis: A quarter of—
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): No. Excuse me. This
intervention is too long. The hon. Gentleman will sit
down. I call Chloe Smith.
Chloe Smith: Thank you, Mr Percy. I look forward to
continuing that discussion some other time. May I say
that I am delighted that the hon. Member for Norwich
South (Clive Lewis) has turned up and been able to take
part in the debate? It is important that we work together
on these issues, and I have every confidence that we will
do so.
I had the luck, at that time in my own life, to meet an
excellent role model—my then MP, who is now the
noble Baroness Shephard and who is in fact the deputy
chair of the commission that authored the piece of
work we are discussing. As Norfolk women, we share
the burning belief that it is not where people come from
that counts, but where they are going. That is my credo
and, indeed, it is the Conservative credo. That call can
be answered only by opportunity, by ensuring that every
person has the chance to make of themselves what they
want. Work must pay and responsibility must pay off.
Conservatives believe fundamentally in people and their
freedom, because people are enterprising and can make
their own choices best, but they need the opportunity
and the means to do so.
I am proud that it is a Conservative Prime Minister
who is now setting out action that spans families, the
early years, education, treatment and support, an end to
discrimination, and increased opportunity. He is right
to look out of Downing Street at the hopes and the
quiet wishes of mums and dads, rich and poor alike, for
their children every minute of the day, and he is right to
seek to give every child the chance and the tools that
they need. It is particularly important, as he said in a
recent speech, to hail work experience and mentorship,
as they can often open up a new world of contacts. It is
even better when relatable role models provide those
chances. Young businesspeople—for instance, those who
are under 30—can be massively motivational.
Another constituent told me about the value of work
experience, which gave him “exciting things”. People
gave him responsibility, looked out for him, checked on
his wellbeing and gave him purpose so that he felt
valued, and he needed that to make the jump into paid
work. Of course, there is also value to businesses in
providing such experiences, as there are a lot of talented
people in Norwich who just have not had their chance
yet.
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Neil Gray (Airdrie and Shotts) (SNP): I completely
agree about work experience, but what message are we
sending to our young people who are going into work
when the new minimum wage premium will not apply to
them as under-25s?
Chloe Smith: There has been an accepted principle
that there are age gradations in the minimum wage.
That is not new. Leeway is given for the time needed to
train someone up to be able to do their job well. For me,
that is the principle that drives age gradation.
We need to make more efforts to ensure that all
Norwich children—and, indeed, children everywhere in
the country—have the knowledge, skills, confidence
and network to be able to meet the chances they require
and take the chances they want. I am calling on Norwich
businesspeople to step up even further and work with
every school to provide a network and an opportunity
for inspiration that is focused on the poorest children,
who need it most.
Many good schemes exist or are coming in shortly,
such as enterprise advisers. I urge the Minister to consider
how to support those schemes stably over the long term.
I want more great teachers to consider coming to Norfolk,
because it is a great place to teach, and not to feel that
they have to apply elsewhere because of the challenges
that exist. I want every administrator who has the
privilege to push a pen in the service of Norwich
children to ask themselves, “How have I shown my
ambition for Norwich children today?” I want the
Government to understand that a lack of opportunity
is hiding in perhaps surprising parts of our country, not
just in traditional inner cities.
Most of all, I would like us to approach this debate
without petty party politics. I have already mentioned
the hon. Member for Norwich South, and it would be a
pleasure to work with him on the issue. In fact, the
Labour leader of Norwich City Council was a history
teacher when I was at school. That is indeed history,
and now we need to work together.
Tackling the issue is not about more welfare and
more Government intervention alone, as that can address
symptoms rather than causes and make dependency
more entrenched. Nor is it only about the free market,
although it is my view, with global evidence, that the
free market has been by far the best thing ever invented
for generating prosperity and improving living standards.
There are obvious ways in which businesspeople can do
more for the young people in their communities.
Breaking the social cage is not only about welfare or
funding formulas. It is about ambition and leadership.
It is our duty in Parliament and in local authorities to
show ambition and to lead the hard work that is needed
to break the cage. It is our duty to acknowledge the
challenges of a city such as Norwich, as represented in
the report, alongside the things that make the city great,
so that it can be great for the poorest who grow up there
as well. This is our opportunity to marshal an even
more ambitious contribution from the business community,
and from many others who can be role models and
inspiring mentors to the poorest children in Norwich
and help them access knowledge, skills, confidence and
a network.
I used a series of Norfolk examples in my opening
remarks to show that there are people who got on and
did it from modest beginnings, but this is not only about
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what they did for themselves. It is about what they did
for others. The issue is deeply rooted and will not be
solved by one person or one solution. We need to
understand what the report is telling us, raise our ambitions,
show leadership and marshal more opportunities for
the poorest children, who need them most.
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I am now imposing a
five-minute time limit so that we can get everybody in. I
ask hon. Members to keep interventions brief.
5.4 pm
Wes Streeting (Ilford North) (Lab): It is a pleasure to
serve under your chairmanship, Mr Percy. I congratulate
the hon. Member for Norwich North (Chloe Smith) on
initiating this debate on the important social mobility
index that was published recently by the Social Mobility
and Child Poverty Commission.
I begin by celebrating the fact that the borough I
represent in outer north-east London—the London
Borough of Redbridge—was identified as being third in
England for social mobility across a range of factors.
That is testament to the hard work of the young people,
their teachers, the broader educational establishment of
local authorities, academies and multi-academy trusts,
and families. I represent an increasingly diverse community,
and it says something about the character of that
community that we have produced such results. However,
I am afraid the report that was published a week or so
ago painted a picture of England as an increasingly
divided nation where life chances are determined by
postcode rather than potential. I wholeheartedly agree
with the words of Alan Milburn, the chair of the
commission, who said:
“It is not ability that is unevenly distributed in our society. It is
opportunity.”

It is clear from some of the results in the report that
many people are let down from the moment they are
born because of the opportunities that are available or
not available on their doorstep.
Beneath that grim reading, I want to focus on the
remarkable Labour success story that is our great city of
London. When I was growing up, London was a byword
for failure, and schools were notorious for failing young
people and letting down whole communities. I stand
here as a product of the remarkable progress that was
made—first through the London challenge and, secondly,
through the excellence in cities scheme. By 2005, London
schools were performing above the national average,
and by the time Labour left office in 2010, London had
a higher proportion of good and outstanding schools
than anywhere else in England.
We have to return to the mantra, “What matters is
what works”, which underpinned Labour’s successful
approach to the debate about educational opportunities.
Looking back on the London challenge, a number of
things made the programme particularly successful,
including the fact that it brought a sharp focus on the
quality of leadership, and on teaching and learning. It
really was about standards rather than structures. The
programme enabled collaboration between different schools
and used data sets to compare schools serving similar
populations. Frankly, there was no place to hide for
people who would do down the aspirations and abilities
of pupils because they happened to serve a particularly
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deprived community. There was an expectation that any
child born in this city should be able to achieve their full
potential, and that is why we saw those remarkable
results. I am afraid that we seem to have moved further
away from that with our increasing focus on structures
rather than standards.
The Government should consider a number of things
off the back of the report. First, they should consider
introducing a coastal challenge and a rural challenge,
taking the successful ingredients that underpinned the
London challenge and applying them to the social
mobility blackspots highlighted by Alan Milburn’s
commission.
Secondly, the Government ought to reinvigorate the
important but increasingly discredited northern powerhouse
agenda by developing an industrial strategy for the
north of England that includes a real focus on education
and skills. In particular, there should be a focus on
ensuring that people have opportunities not only for
education and training, but for employment on their
doorstep that matches a whole range of talents and
abilities. That is difficult in the current climate given the
industrial challenges faced, particularly in steel communities.
The third thing we need to do is to look seriously at
the amount of money spent on widening participation
in higher education. So many of our academically elite
universities continue to be far too socially elite, and so
many universities that claim to be success stories in
widening participation in fact have poor graduate
destination data and track records of retention. We
need to start asking, amid all the hand-wringing and
the emphasis that is placed on schools, whether the
£718 million that is likely to be spent towards the end of
the decade might be better spent on schools and early
years. If we do that, we may be in a far better place
when it comes to future reports. Every child—whatever
their background and wherever they were born—should
have the same opportunity to succeed as far as their
abilities and talents will take them.
5.9 pm
Lucy Allan (Telford) (Con): It is a great privilege to
serve under your chairmanship, Mr Percy. I am grateful
to my hon. Friend the Member for Norwich North
(Chloe Smith) for securing this important debate and
for highlighting some of the issues arising in the report.
Like her, I am proud of my constituency and of all the
people who work so hard to do well by our young
people.
I particularly wanted to take part in the debate because
Telford has significant areas of disadvantage and
underperformance of young people. In fact, my
constituency ranks in the bottom decile of the Sutton
Trust’s social mobility index, with a ranking of 494 out
of 533 constituencies in England. Telford has pockets
of significant deprivation, and there is no doubt that
that affects the life chances of our young people. Only
last week I secured a Westminster Hall debate to consider
four of Telford’s secondary schools that were put in
special measures following inadequate Ofsted ratings.
Those schools have very high numbers of children in
receipt of the pupil premium and serve disadvantaged
catchment areas.
In that debate, I considered why the schools had
failed, so that lessons could be learned for the future.
The key reason for failure was the widening achievement
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gap for the most disadvantaged young people and a
culture of low expectations in attendance, behaviour
and achievement. There was also a failure in the multiacademy trust’s leadership and governance. The GCSE
results in all the schools within the academy chain were
below the national floor target, and two thirds of children
at some of the schools in the chain were leaving without
five good GCSEs including maths and English. Most
worrying of all were the stats showing that of the
children receiving the pupil premium—the most
disadvantaged—only 20% were leaving school with five
good GCSEs, including maths and English. I wanted to
speak for the 80% who did not have those basic
qualifications, about their life chances and the impact
on their futures.
Even when disadvantaged young people in my
constituency obtain qualifications, they tend not to go
to university, and if they do, they tend not to end up in
professional occupations. Telford ranks among the lowest
areas for non-privileged graduates going on to professional
occupations. Like my hon. Friend’s constituency, it is
not about a lack of jobs in Telford. The figures for
young people not in education, employment or training
have completely dropped—they have halved in the past
three years—and the number on jobseeker’s allowance
has similarly fallen. The difficulty is that the most
disadvantaged young people are going into low-income
jobs, yet Telford has high-tech, new-economy professional
jobs, and our employers say that there is a skills gap.
They say that young people leaving school do not have
the skills to do the jobs that are on offer. Soft skills are
critical in a modern workplace, such as sociability,
confidence, negotiation and influencing skills, relationships,
communication skills, emotional intelligence and empathy.
A good education helps a young person to develop
those skills.
Despite Telford’s ranking, there are some welcome
signs of improvement, particularly in the early years.
We would all agree that that is where inequality starts.
Equality of opportunity at the earliest stages is essential
to prevent gaps in attainment from opening up. We also
have some fantastic primary schools in Telford, such as
Old Park Primary School in Malinslee—I thank Jayden,
Keeley and Jamie, who came to work in my office before
Christmas—and the very special Newdale Primary School,
which is about to visit Parliament in a few weeks’ time.
We have thriving academies in disadvantaged areas,
and I take up the point made by Opposition Members
that poverty affects achievement, which is not always
the case. We have good academies with good results for
children from the most deprived areas. It is about
leadership, good governance, high expectations and
instilling a sense of personal responsibility, self-worth
and valuing education.
Stephen Kinnock (Aberavon) (Lab): The hon. Lady is
making a thoughtful speech. She is talking in particular
about areas with the greatest levels of deprivation, yet
the Government have removed the key indicator for
levels of deprivation, which is income. Does that not
render meaningless the analysis that she is trying to
present?
Lucy Allan: I refer the hon. Gentleman to Abraham
Darby Academy in my constituency—the school is in a
very deprived estate with the highest levels of pupil
premium. His point is not correct.
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In Telford, we also have organisations such as Juniper
Training, which teaches employability skills, and increasing
numbers of apprenticeships. I passionately believe that
all young people, no matter where they come from and
no matter what their background, deserve the life chances
that a good education provides. A good education is an
open door to future opportunity, and I urge the Minister
to do everything possible to narrow educational
disadvantage, so that all children in Telford can have the
same opportunities and life chances.
5.15 pm
Siobhain McDonagh (Mitcham and Morden) (Lab): I
congratulate the hon. Member for Norwich North (Chloe
Smith) on securing this debate on a vital issue. I also
congratulate the commission on its work, and particularly
its chair, and hopefully my friend, the Government’s
social mobility tsar and former new Labour warrior
Health Secretary, Alan Milburn. I have long been a
great supporter of the Sutton Trust and its terrific
work, of which the social mobility index is just one of
many examples. I also endorse the conclusions of its
report, “Missing Talent.”
My constituency of Mitcham and Morden is relatively
average in the UK-wide social mobility index, but in
London it sits in the 10 worst-ranked constituencies for
social mobility and is part of a pocket of underperforming
south London constituencies. The challenges on social
mobility remain stark, especially for white working-class
students. A significant attainment gap between children
receiving free school meals and those who are not
eligible exists even at pre-school level. By GCSE age,
only 32% of white working-class British students achieve
the GCSE benchmark, compared with 44% of mixed-race
students, 59% of Bangladeshi students, 42% of black
Caribbean students and 47% of Pakistani students—those
figures are all for students receiving free school meals.
On top of that, prospects have been improving much
more slowly for white working-class students over the
past 10 years than for almost any other ethnic group.
Most importantly, there is a tremendous difference
between the performance of white working-class students
in inadequate schools and those in outstanding schools,
which demonstrates the huge influence that a good
school can have.
We know what works in schools. I will compare the
Harris Federation academy chain in south London with
national averages. Only about 56% of white British
students nationwide secure five A* to C-grade GCSEs,
but at Harris Academy Greenwich 60% of white
British students secured such grades in 2015. Just five
years ago the school was in special measures, but now,
under the excellent leadership of its strong principal,
George McMillan, the school has undertaken an
unimaginable transformation. A staggering 73% of
white British students at Harris Academy Falconwood
secure five A* to C-grade GCSEs. Yet again, the rate of
the school’s success is incredible. In 2008, only 17% of
its students achieved such grades, but under the
leadership of Terrie Askew the school is now judged
outstanding by Ofsted. Those schools have demonstrated
consistent relentlessness in both discipline and high
achievement. They promote zero tolerance of bullying;
they pick up children directly from their home if they
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have a habit of truanting; and they provide breakfast
clubs and after-school network clubs, which serve nutritious
food.
Members also have a responsibility to do all they can,
which is why I set up my own work experience scheme in
Mitcham and Morden to link young, unemployed
constituents with local businesses and organisations to
get the experience they need to access a full-time job. I
am proud that since 2011, more than 350 participants in
our scheme have found full-time employment, and I am
planning my own mentoring scheme in the constituency
to match children and young people with successful
adults. Experts, including Robert Putnam, have argued
that such social capital, defined as a young person
having an older role model to look up to who is not
their parent, is key to ensuring their future prosperity.
As “Missing Talent” argues, we urgently need to
incentivise better use of the pupil premium to ensure
that disadvantaged pupils receive the focused support
they need. As well as greater support for highly able
pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds, I hope to see
more support for average students, because that is precisely
what most of us are. I want students who get average
GCSE grades to do better and have access to better-paid
apprenticeships and better alternatives to university if
they feel that university is not for them. Social mobility
is not only about the children at the top doing well; it is
about all children being able to aspire, and to surpass
their own and everybody else’s expectations.
5.20 pm
Justin Madders (Ellesmere Port and Neston) (Lab): It
is a pleasure to serve under your chairmanship, Mr Percy.
I congratulate the hon. Member for Norwich North
(Chloe Smith) on securing this debate. I am pleased to
have the opportunity to contribute as the chair of the
all-party parliamentary group on social mobility.
Improving social mobility is arguably one of the
biggest and most complicated challenges of our times.
This country is too unequal, too closed and too divided.
It is a country where, far too often, where a person is
born and who they are born to, define what their life
chances will be. The income gap between the richest and
poorest in society continues to widen, and the UK
stands alongside the United States in having the lowest
social mobility among advanced nations.
As they progress through life, young people from the
most disadvantaged areas are nearly 10 times less likely
than those from the most advantaged to take up a place
at a top university. Our professions are disproportionately
populated with people who studied at Oxbridge or in
private education; the all-party group will shortly launch
an inquiry into access to the professions. Tackling such
issues is not just a moral imperative but an economic
one.
As my hon. Friend the Member for Mitcham and
Morden (Siobhain McDonagh) said, the commission’s
social mobility index is not a new concept, as it was
pioneered by the Sutton Trust last year through its
mobility map. However, it is instructive to look at both
studies, as their findings were similar: that the issue is
far more complex than the conventional wisdom of
looking simply at rich areas versus poor areas, or urban
versus rural.
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Although the affluence of an area and the life chances
of the young people who live there are undoubtedly
linked, we now know that social mobility issues affect
not only the poorest areas in our country but some of
the wealthiest. In many cases, affluent areas are not
doing as well by their disadvantaged children as places
that are much more deprived. We also know that children
living in similar areas, sometimes just a few miles apart,
can have markedly different life chances.
Although the commission’s report considers local
authorities, the Sutton Trust mobility map allows us to
drill down into individual constituencies, where we can
find significant differences within a local authority area.
For example, in my council area of Cheshire West, City
of Chester is shown to have a significantly higher level
of social mobility than my constituency of Ellesmere
Port and Neston, although they are both in the same
local authority area and only a few miles apart. Such
differences are simply not apparent in the commission’s
index. In a local authority area with a population of
more than 330,000, I suggest that pockets where social
mobility is at its worst can be easily overlooked. Indeed,
although a constituency basis is a much more useful
indicator than a local authority one, I would go further:
it ought to be done at a ward or super output area level.
Maybe we will get to that point in future, but we do
not need that level of detail to conclude what is clear
from both indexes: London and its commuter belt are
pulling away from the rest of the country. Young people
from disadvantaged backgrounds in those areas are far
more likely than others in the rest of the country to
achieve good outcomes in school. What is so valuable
about the social mobility index and the mobility map is
that at least we can now begin to map and question why
such variations exist. Such is the variety of potential
factors influencing outcomes that establishing the most
effective way to improve social mobility can at times be
a little like trying to nail blancmange to a wall, but there
are some fundamentals with which we can start.
For example, we know that the effects of good teaching
are especially significant for children from disadvantaged
backgrounds. In one year with very effective teachers, a
child can gain 1.5 years’ worth of learning, so we need
to consider better policies to incentivise teachers to
work in disadvantaged areas. We also need to give local
authorities across the country the resources and powers
to replicate what was done with the London challenge,
which my hon. Friend the Member for Ilford North
(Wes Streeting) discussed eloquently earlier. There is a
huge amount of good practice out there. In London, we
have seen that, through concerted effort by a range of
partners, the gap between the most advantaged and the
most disadvantaged pupils can be reduced.
I hope that this debate signals a genuine intention
across all political parties to improve social mobility. I
sense that it is there, but all good intentions need to be
matched with a little self-awareness that some Government
policies do not help social mobility but in fact hinder it.
I have grave concerns about some of the recent changes
to student finance and the proposals that will shortly be
consulted on for changes to the nurse bursary system,
which the shadow Minister will undoubtedly address in
his comments.
Wes Streeting: My hon. Friend is giving an excellent
speech. I also have concerns about housing. When I was
growing up, I always had the security of the council flat
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where I lived, whereas many families in similar situations
whom I represent live on the other side of London and
commute in.
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I say to the hon. Member
for Ellesmere Port and Neston (Justin Madders) that I
wanted to call the Front-Bench speakers at this point.
Can he please respond to the intervention and then
conclude?
Justin Madders: I am happy to do so, Mr Percy. We
could certainly spend a lot of time discussing the more
divisive aspects of Government policy, but I will conclude.
Giving everyone opportunity in life is a core part of
why I am involved in politics. To me, it is about fairness,
and it should be a basic ingredient in any progressive
society. Let us ensure that every new policy and initiative
is met with the same question from all parties: “Will this
help improve social mobility?”
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I remind the SNP spokesman
and the shadow Minister that they have five minutes
each to respond, and that they should try to stick to
that.
5.25 pm
Neil Gray (Airdrie and Shotts) (SNP): It is a pleasure
to take part in this debate with you in the Chair,
Mr Percy. I congratulate the hon. Member for Norwich
North (Chloe Smith) on securing it, and on her positive
contribution in admirably defending and promoting her
constituency in light of the report. She said in her
speech that she expects us all to do our duty to those
children suffering poorer life chances. Absolutely; I
hope that she will communicate that directly to this
Minister, the Prime Minister, the Chancellor and the
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions.
It is interesting that the hon. Member for Norwich
North mentioned childcare provision. I absolutely agree.
It should be a key area for improving children’s life
chances, and we must do more on that front. I also
support her comments on improving business links with
schools in areas of deprivation to improve skills and
access to the employment market. I congratulate her on
her speech, and I pay tribute to the contributions made
by the hon. Members for Ilford North (Wes Streeting),
for Telford (Lucy Allan) and for Mitcham and Morden
(Siobhain McDonagh), and by the hon. Member for
Ellesmere Port and Neston (Justin Madders), the chair
of the all-party parliamentary group. They certainly
made for a good debate.
The social mobility index, released in January, shows
the massive differences between different parts of England
and the chances that poorer children who live there
have of doing well in life. Although the Social Mobility
and Child Poverty Commission covers Scotland, the
index is for England only. Key findings include the fact
that London and its surrounding areas are pulling away
from the rest of the country. Young people from
disadvantaged backgrounds who live in those areas are
far more likely to achieve better outcomes in school and
have more opportunities to do well as adults than those
in the rest of England. In addition, coastal areas and
industrial towns are becoming social mobility cold spots.
Many such areas perform badly on both educational
measures and adulthood outcomes, giving young people
from less advantaged backgrounds limited opportunities
to get on.
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As the study related purely to England, we cannot
compare figures for Scotland. The best comparison that
can be made with Scotland involves educational attainment,
and what is going on in Scotland may provide examples
to be followed elsewhere. The Scottish National party
and the SNP Scottish Government recognise that education
is the best avenue for social mobility. The SNP is absolutely
committed to closing the gap in educational achievement
between children from wealthy and low-income
backgrounds. The Attainment Scotland fund supports
more than 300 primary schools that collectively serve
more than 54,000 primary-aged children living in the
most deprived 20% of areas in Scotland. That represents
64% of the total number of primary-aged children
living in Scottish index of multiple deprivation areas 1
and 2.
The first seven councils to benefit from the £100 million
attainment fund include Glasgow, Dundee, Inverclyde,
West Dunbartonshire, North Ayrshire, Clackmannanshire
and North Lanarkshire, which covers my constituency.
They have been allocated £11.7 million in 2015-16 to
raise attainment in schools in areas of greatest deprivation.
An additional 57 schools based in areas of concentrated
local need across a further 14 local authorities will also
benefit from £2.5 million from the attainment fund.
There is more to do, but the attainment gap is narrowing
in Scotland. There have been annual increases in the
proportion of school leavers reaching at least SCQF
level 5—from 73.2% in 2007-08 to 84.4% in 2013-14—and
the gap between the most deprived 20% and the least
deprived 20% of pupils achieving that level has decreased
from 36 percentage points in 2007-08 to 22 points in
2013-14.
As time is limited, I will try to come to a conclusion.
A key figure for me is that UCAS figures for this year
show that since 2006 there has been a 50% increase in
university applications from 18-year-olds in the most
disadvantaged areas of Scotland. That is clear evidence
that access to free higher and further education is
working in Scotland, and that getting on has to be
about the ability to learn and not the ability to pay.
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I thank the hon. Gentleman
for staying within his time.
5.30 pm
Nick Thomas-Symonds (Torfaen) (Lab): It is a pleasure
to serve under your chairmanship, Mr Percy, and I
congratulate the hon. Member for Norwich North (Chloe
Smith) on securing this debate. I thought she spoke
extremely well, particularly about the importance of the
early years.
There were some great contributions to the debate.
My hon. Friend the Member for Ilford North (Wes
Streeting) spoke very well about the situation in London.
The quote that he used about life chances being decided
by postcode rather than potential is an important one.
The hon. Member for Telford (Lucy Allan) spoke
very well about her constituency. I am pleased to hear a
Conservative Back-Bench contribution today, because
the previous two times that I have been a shadow Minister
responding to child poverty debates there has not been
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a Tory Back Bencher to make a contribution. I am
pleased that she felt able to come along and do that
today.
My hon. Friend the Member for Mitcham and Morden
(Siobhain McDonagh) spoke very well about the influence
and importance of good schools. My hon. Friend the
Member for Ellesmere Port and Neston (Justin Madders)
spoke with great authority in his role as the chair of the
all-party group on social mobility.
Prior to coming to this House, I was involved for
many years—well over 10—in Oxford admissions and
examining work that could be done to address the
problem of how we could attract applicants from a
wider range of backgrounds. I was very proud to play a
part in the Oxbridge ambassador for Wales project,
which was run by my predecessor as the MP for Torfaen,
Paul Murphy, who is now Lord Murphy of Torfaen in
the other place. The project aimed to increase the diversity
of Oxbridge applicants.
I was very sorry to see the Prime Minister’s attack in
recent weeks on diversity at Oxford and Cambridge.
Although I absolutely agree that there has to be
greater diversity, the first thing that concerned me
about the Prime Minister’s comments was the lack of
acknowledgment of work that has already been done.
Let me just give an example. In the period from 2005 to
2010, the number of applications to Russell Group
universities rose far more quickly from students on free
school meals than from students who were not. That is
evidence of social mobility during those years.
The second thing that worried me was that the Prime
Minister sought to avoid blame for the consequences of
his own policies and to push it away somewhere else.
My hon. Friend the Member for Ellesmere Port and
Neston spoke, for example, about the abolition of nursing
bursaries. However, there is a deeper point here. Let us
remember that for all the talk of worklessness, 1.5 million
children who are in poverty are in working households.
That is what the Social Mobility and Child Poverty
Commission says.
If we accept income as a measure of child poverty,
which all Labour Members do, some issues must be
extremely worrying, such as low pay, zero-hours contracts
and the cuts to the universal credit work allowance that
will be happening from this spring onwards, all of
which affect people in work.
That brings me on to the central issue of how we
measure child poverty, because measuring it is absolutely
key. Let me just quote the Minister for Employment
herself on 26 January 2016, and I look forward hearing
her words endorsed by the Minister who is here today:
“Income is a significant part of this issue, but there are many
other causes as well.”—[Official Report, 26 January 2016; Vol. 605,
c. 72WH.]

If income is a significant part of this issue, why are the
Government refusing to measure it? What possible rational
explanation is there for them not doing so?
Clive Lewis: Will my hon. Friend give way?
Nick Thomas-Symonds: I will happily and quickly
give way.
Clive Lewis: One of the issues that the hon. Member
for Norwich North (Chloe Smith) did not mention is
that a quarter of all the children in Norwich are from
low-income families. She neglected to mention that.
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Nick Thomas-Symonds: My hon. Friend makes an
absolutely powerful point and I say to the Minister who
is here today, “Be careful about this issue of defining
child poverty.” The Centre for Social Justice—with
which, of course, the Secretary of State for Work and
Pensions is uniquely associated because he founded
it—says:
“Growing up in a single-parent household could count as a
form of ‘poverty’”.

That is an absolutely unbelievable comment and I really
hope that the Minister will take the chance today to
distance himself entirely from it, and to criticise it as
stigmatising lone parents.
Dr Huq: Will my hon. Friend give way?
Nick Thomas-Symonds: I will quickly give way.
Andrew Percy (in the Chair): Very briefly, I call Rupa
Huq to speak.
Dr Huq: I just wondered whether my hon. Friend was
aware of Fiona Weir from Gingerbread, who says:
“Further stigmatising single parent families will do nothing to
tackle child poverty. Family breakdown doesn’t cause child poverty.
It is unaffordable childcare, low levels of maternal employment
and poor wages—”

Andrew Percy (in the Chair): I call the shadow Minister.
Nick Thomas-Symonds: I entirely agree with that
point and I will conclude my remarks, Mr Percy. The
Social Mobility and Child Poverty Commission said
just before Christmas that
“the existing child poverty targets…will be missed by a country
mile.”

I sincerely hope that the Government are not simply
trying to redefine child poverty to hide their own failure.
5.35 pm
The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Disabled
People (Justin Tomlinson): Mr Percy. I am very proud to
serve under your chairmanship, particularly because of
your genuine interest in this topic, both as a former
teacher at Kingswood High School in Bransholme and
even now when, as a busy constituency MP, you find
time to be a chair of governors at a local school,
making a real difference in your community.
This debate is a real tribute to my hon. Friend the
Member for Norwich North (Chloe Smith), who is
continuing her tireless work in her constituency, including
working at the local jobcentre, and vice-chairing the
all-party group on youth unemployment. Time and
again, I have been impressed by her hands-on approach,
which is making a real difference in her community.
That is a real sign of local leadership and my hon.
Friend is a real credit to Norwich North.
Social mobility is a topic that I am particularly
interested in. I know that it covers many different
Departments, particularly the Department for Education.
I went to a school that was bottom of the league tables;
my father died at an early age; and all too often people
seemed to think that someone in that position would
have no opportunity or aspiration. That was my calling
to enter Parliament, because I believe that everybody
deserves a chance in life, regardless of background.
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The hon. Member for Ilford North (Wes Streeting)
and my hon. Friend the Member for Telford (Lucy Allan)
both showed a real understanding of the opportunities
and challenges. They both justified their growing reputations
in this House and showed that they really understand
the importance of creating opportunities, both within
their constituencies and much more widely.
The hon. Member for Mitcham and Morden (Siobhain
McDonagh) spoke and it was great to hear the namechecks
for George McMillan and Terrie Askew for what they
have done in terms of transformation. Again, it shows
that under any circumstances real changes can be made—
and good luck with the work experience scheme.
The hon. Member for Ellesmere Port and Neston
(Justin Madders) provided a really good analysis of the
sorts of challenges that exist, and I wish him good luck
with his ongoing work with the all-party group.
I turn to the debate now. There are four fundamental
components to the Government action on social mobility,
so I will try to say something on each in the time I have.
Turning to education first, we are determined to deliver
educational excellence everywhere, so that every child—
regardless of their background—reaches their potential.
In early years education, we are supporting parents
of young children and investing in childcare at record
levels. By 2019-20, we will be spending more than
£6 billion on early years and childcare. I have seen in my
own constituency what a difference this approach can
make. In one of the schools, Seven Fields, on average
the children would arrive one and a half years behind
the national average, but through the leadership of the
teachers and the headteacher, and working with the
parents, the extra funding—
Nick Thomas-Symonds: Will the Minister give way?
Justin Tomlinson: I will be tough on time, but I may
give way at the end of my speech.
In that school, the teachers were able to get those
children back up to the national average. That is a real
transformation, which had to start in early years education
as well as in the traditional school years.
We have a clear focus on quality and our early years
education system is underpinned by the early years
foundation stage statutory framework. The EYFS profile
data results for 2014-15 already show a 14.6 percentage
point increase in the proportion of children reaching a
“good level of development” by age five in the past two
years.
In schools, 1.4 million more pupils are now in good
or outstanding schools than in 2010, which is much
welcomed by parents. We are introducing new measures
to transform failing and coasting schools, including
creating a national teaching service and sending some
of our best teachers to the areas that need them most. I
know that my hon. Friend the Member for Norwich
North will encourage them to head to Norwich with
their great skills. We have also introduced the pupil
premium, which is worth £2.5 billion in 2015-16; in the
case of Norwich North, that is £3.7 million of additional
spending.
Also, £137 million has been invested in the Education
Endowment Foundation to research and share best
practice with disadvantaged pupils. There have been
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examples of really good best practice, and we should
rightly do all we can to share that information as far as
we can.
On wider education, we have opened 39 university
technical colleges and a further 20 are in development.
There is an UTC in Swindon, so I have seen what a real
transformation UTCs can achieve with young people,
transforming them into young adults with real skills.
The Prime Minister has committed to ambitious
goals, whereby we will double the proportion of people
from disadvantaged backgrounds entering higher education
by 2020. We recently announced that universities will be
required to publish admissions and retention data by
gender, ethnic background and socio-economic class,
and in 2016-17 universities expect to spend £745 million
on measures to support the success of disadvantaged
students. I fully support the Prime Minister’s determination
to extend the national citizens scheme to all young
people. There will be a complete transformation in
young people of all backgrounds who take advantage
of that scheme.
On the economy, it is key to a strong labour market
that we have a strong economy, and the Government’s
long-term economic plan is delivering that. Since 2010,
there have been more than 2.3 million more jobs in
every region and country of the UK, wages have been
rising—for 15 months in a row now—and inflation of
about 3% compared with 0% is making a big difference.
That growth has been dominated by full-time and
permanent jobs. Someone mentioned zero-hours contracts.
They make up only about 2%, which is exactly what the
percentage was in the heyday of the last new Labour
Government.
Nearly two-thirds of the growth in private employment
has been outside of London and the south-east, with
the east of England, Scotland, the north-west, the east
midlands, the south-west and the south-east all having
higher employment rates than London. We have the
introduction of the national living wage coming forward,
and we continue to increase the personal tax allowance.
We all recognise that the current system of welfare is
too complex. There is broad support for the introduction
of universal credit, which will be a much simpler system
and will improve work incentives and provide named
coaches to support people. We are also committing to
the creation of 3 million more apprenticeships.
On housing, we have increased the provision of affordable
housing and are doubling our investment, from 2018-19,
to £8 billion to deliver more than 400,000 new affordable
housing starts. We are creating 200,000 starter homes to
be sold to young first-time buyers at a 20% discount
compared to market value, and delivering 135,000 Help
to Buy shared-ownership homes. A quarter of a million
people have already signed up for the Help to Buy ISAs.
We are building 10,000 homes that will allow tenants to
save for a deposit while they rent, and at least 8,000
specialist homes for older people and people with disabilities.
We will extend the right to buy to housing association
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tenants, and extend Help to Buy by introducing an
equity loan scheme by 2021.
On improving children’s life chances, as a Government
we have set out an agenda of action. We are determined
to do more to improve the life chances of all children.
We are bringing forward proposals in the Welfare Reform
and Work Bill that will drive action that will make the
biggest difference to children’s lives, both now and in
the future. We are introducing new reporting duties on
worklessness and educational attainment in England,
publishing a life chances strategy in the spring to set out
a comprehensive plan to fight disadvantage and extend
opportunity, covering areas such as family breakdown
and problem debt, and reforming the Social Mobility
and Child Poverty Commission to strengthen and expand
its social mobility remit. The reformed commission will
ensure independent scrutiny of progress to improve
social mobility in the UK.
Nick Thomas-Symonds: Will the Minister explain
how cuts to the work allowance of universal credit from
this spring incentivise work and assist with child poverty?
Justin Tomlinson: We have had a number of debates
on that point and even the Institute for Fiscal Studies
acknowledges that such an analysis is a static one. What
will need to be considered over time is the continued
jobs growth and wage rises, the introduction of the
national living wage and all the different opportunities
that will come in. The criticism of the tax credit proposals
was that the changes would not have had time to filter
through. With universal credit, there will be a big difference.
As I said, for the first time ever, people who have been
out of work and are going into work again will no
longer just be waved off and wished all the best; they
will have a named coach to support them, giving them
advice and support with additional training, and with
pushing for extra hours and getting promotion. Many
of us had families who pushed us—“Go and seize the
opportunities that are given”—but that is not the case
for everyone, and that is the thrust of the debate. For
the first time ever, we will extend the provision to people
entering work and ensure that they can take advantage
of it.
In conclusion, the Government are absolutely committed
to improving social mobility and life chances. That is
central to our Government’s agenda, and we will continue
to extend opportunity for all. It is a credit to my hon.
Friend the Member for Norwich North that she has
once again highlighted an important area for the
Government’s focus. There have been many examples of
good and best practice, and the Government are keen to
share and push them, so that everyone has an opportunity
to succeed in life.
Question put and agreed to.
Resolved,
That this House has considered the social mobility index.

5.44 pm
Sitting adjourned.
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BUSINESS, INNOVATION AND SKILLS
Devolution England and Wales
The Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and
Skills and President of the Board of Trade (Sajid Javid):
I am today announcing the outcome of the joint
consultation on devolving powers to extend Sunday
trading hours to local areas.
The current Sunday trading rules limiting the Sunday
opening hours of large shops in England and Wales
were established over 20 years ago and have not kept
pace with changes in the consumer environment. Most
significantly, the rise of the internet enables consumers
to shop online 24 hours a day and we need to support
our high street stores so that they can compete effectively.
The Government launched the public consultation
on 5 August and it closed on 16 September. The majority
of respondents from local authorities, business
representative organisations and large and medium
businesses were in favour of our proposal to devolve
decision making on Sunday trading rules to local authorities.
Following this consultation, I propose devolving the
power to extend Sunday trading hours to shire district
and unitary councils across England and county councils
and county borough councils in Wales as well as the
Mayor of London, the Mayor of Greater Manchester—
when elected—as well as Mayors established through
future devolution deals.
The Government consider it right that local leaders
take decisions on whether they want to extend Sunday
trading. Providing local authorities with the flexibility
to target specific areas to be allowed to open for extended
hours will let local decision makers take a tailored
approach. This is crucial to enabling them to capitalise
on or manage their specific circumstances and could
support wider Government priorities, for example, allowing
a local authority to extend Sunday trading hours on a
specific high street in order to increase shopper footfall.
These measures will help our local high street retailers
not just to survive but to thrive. Online sales did not
even exist when the current legislation was first brought
in, but they now account for a significant share of the
retail market and continue to grow strongly—15% in
2015.
This change could lead to a significant boost in jobs.
It has been estimated that a two-hour extension to
Sunday trading in the West End and Knightsbridge
alone would lead to the creation of between 1,070 and
2,160 jobs.
I recognise the need to continue to protect those shop
workers across England, Scotland and Wales who do
not wish to work on Sundays. Therefore, we will strengthen
opt-out rights for shop workers in England, Scotland
and Wales by introducing a number of key measures.
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First, we will reduce the notice period for shop workers
at large shops to opt out of Sunday working altogether,
from the current three months to one month. Secondly,
we will introduce a new right enabling shop workers to
opt out of working more than their normal Sunday
hours, subject to a one month notice period at large
shops, and three months at small shops.
We will update the requirement on employers to
inform their workers of their rights to opt out, clarifying
the wording and including information on where they
can find support and advice about their rights. Where
an employer does not comply with the requirement, the
notice period for the opt-out rights will automatically
reduce. Also, where a claim is brought at an employment
tribunal and it is found that the employer failed to
notify the shop worker of their opt-out rights as required
above, the tribunal will be able to award the shop
worker a minimum award of two weeks’ pay.
These measures will give shop workers who want to
work longer on a Sunday an opportunity to do so, and
those that do not will have increased protections.
We know that cities, towns and high streets are changing
and the best are adapting to the needs of the 21st-century
consumer. Local people want places where they can not
only shop but also spend their leisure time, access
services and enjoy a vibrant and exciting evening economy.
For a growing number of people, that includes Sunday
too.
Sunday trading rules are devolved to Scotland and
transferred to Northern Ireland. So the measures in
relation to Sunday trading hours I propose here will
apply in England and Wales only. However, since
employment law is reserved in regard to Scotland, existing
shop workers’ opt-out rights contained in the Employment
Rights Act 1996 extend to England, Wales and Scotland.
Therefore, the proposed enhanced shop workers’ rights
will apply in England, Wales and Scotland.
I intend to take these measures forward by tabling
amendments to the Enterprise Bill.
A copy of the Government response on Sunday
trading will be available on gov.uk and will be placed in
the Libraries of both Houses.
[HCWS518]

PRIME MINISTER
Council of Europe: UK Delegation
The Prime Minister (Mr David Cameron): This written
statement confirms that the hon. Member for Brent
Central (Dawn Butler) and the hon. Member for Dewsbury
(Paula Sherriff) have been appointed as full members of
the United Kingdom delegation to the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe in place of the hon.
Member for Edmonton (Kate Osamor) and the hon.
Member for Neath (Christina Rees). The hon. Member
for Newport West (Paul Flynn) has also been appointed
as a substitute member.
[HCWS519]
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